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Abstract 

A study on oxy-hydroxide compound mediated fluorometric detection 

and removal of hexavalent chromium from wastewater and its 

application in energy harvesting 

Shubham Roy 

Index No.: 126/19/Phys./26                               Registration No.: SOPHY1112619 

Nowadays, unplanned urbanization and rapid industrialization due to the increasing population are 

causing irreparable damage to the ecosystem. Water is one of the most vulnerable media that 

introduces such pollution into the environment and leads to severe damage to the ecosystem. 

Heavy metal contamination into the water and water bodies is considered to be one of the crucial 

issues to be paid immediate attention because of their high toxicity. The detection and removal of 

such toxic contaminants from wastewater need immediate attention. Among various heavy metals, 

hexavalent chromium (Cr(VI)) is contaminating our water bodies rapidly causing numerous 

carcinogenic diseases. In recent years, the fluorometric detection of heavy metals has gained 

immense popularity due to their high selectivity, rapid detection and sensitivity. Additionally, 

adsorption-based removal is found to be an efficient strategy to remove such heavy metals from 

wastewater. But, a very limited amount of interest has been paid to the field of simultaneous 

detection and removal of heavy metals from wastewater. Herein, metallic oxy-hydroxide 

compounds could be a promising candidate having excellent physicochemical properties, such as 

high adsorption efficacies, biocompatibility, low cost and prominent fluorescence activities. In 

fact, oxy-hydroxide compounds are having promising energy harvesting properties due to their 

structural alignment. In the past few decades, substantial efforts have been assigned on the 

synthesis of these nanostructures that result in various morphologies, such as nanoparticles, 

nanoflowers, nanofibers and nano-petals. However, a very limited amount of interest has been 

shown to understand their multifunctional sensing and energy storage properties. This study will 

be directed towards the investigation of the simultaneous sensing and adsorption of hexavalent 

chromium in wastewater by using aluminum oxy-hydroxide (boehmite) and its modified forms. 

Additionally, the bio-sensing of Cr(VI) is performed using these nanostructures to estimate the 

sensing efficacy in living systems. The fluorometric sensing mechanisms have been substantiated 

using density functional theory (DFT) and molecular docking simulation, besides several other 

theoretical techniques. In reality, polymeric boehmite nanocomposite is successfully achieved 

during this work, which finally leads to a portable device, `Kavach'. This device can efficiently 

detect Cr(VI) in nanomolar accuracy in real-life wastewater samples and Cr(VI) contaminated 

living cells. Moreover, Cr(VI) has been successfully removed from wastewater (up to 85%) using 

boehmite-based nanostructures showing the multifunctional aspects of these materials. The Cr(VI) 

adsorbed boehmite also shows enhancement in energy storage, which adds another dimension to 

this study. Henceforth, this work may propel the unlocking of new avenues, which could enlighten 

the area of application of these novel nanostructures. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Historical Development of the Wastewater Treatment Technology 

In ancient days, people were aware of water pollution. Shreds of evidence suggest that 

Indus Valley (26-1700 BC) was far advanced in wastewater management [1]. They used 

separate channels for drainage water, which was passed through tapered terra-cotta 

pipelines into small sumps [2]. The sumps were used to collect the solid wastes using the 

sedimentation process and the freshwater was further used from the above. Similarly, 

Egyptian, Greek, and Roman civilizations were also equipped with their wastewater 

management systems [3]. The taste and odor are the key parameters to ensure the water 

quality back then.  

 

Figure 1.1 Water monitoring and treatment technologies in ancient days 

The Greek people used charcoal to eliminate harmful products from the drinking water. 

Coagulants like alum were used by ancient Egyptians to achieve clean water. The positive 
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surface charge of alum was responsible to adsorb negatively charged molecules and 

compounds. 

The world’s first water filter, Hippocratic sleeves was fabricated in 500 BC. It is a fabric 

to filter boiled water for drinking. Hippocrates, a Greek physician invented such a fabric to 

remove sediments from drinking water. Similarly, Aqueducts have gained immense 

popularity around 200 BC as they can transport clean water from one area of plentiful 

water supply to areas of high population. These aqueducts are revolutionary and the 

foundation of bigger cities at that time. 

 

Figure 1.2 A schematic diagram of Hippocratic sleeves 

Things were changed when the Roman era collapsed. It is known as the sanitary Dark Age 

(476-1800 AD) [1]. During this period, the culture of wastewater treatment and water 

resource management was abandoned [4]. Lack of concern regarding hygiene and health 

with lots of rumors and convictions probably caused this. 

In the year 1627, Sir Francis Bacon invented the desalination process, which has become a 

futuristic way to combat the clean water crisis. In reality, extensive research is going on 

the desalination process until now. In the early 18th century, Robert Thom built the world’s 

first water treatment plant in Scotland. The treatment plant used slow sand filters for water 

purification and distributed the water through early sewer systems to everyone within the 

city limits. 

Urbanization and the evolution of technology during the 19th century brought industrial 

wastes and microbial contamination into the picture [5]. In 1854, chlorine disinfection was 

introduced to prevent cholera in European countries. Arden and Lockett (1913) introduced 

the ‘activated sludge process’ to reduce biological oxygen demand (BOD) and ammonia 

levels in the water. 
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Figure 1.3 The activated sludge process (a) and the reverse osmosis process (b) for water treatment 

The idea behind this process is to cultivate microorganisms to consume organic wastes and 

oxidize ammonium to nitrate and nitrite. In the late 1970s, UV disinfection and reverse 

osmosis (RO) processes were introduced. These advanced technologies can easily 

disinfect water and remove hazardous pollutants in a very facile way. 

Nowadays, water pollution is occurring in numerous pathways, among them, industrial 

water pollution is causing severe harm to the environment. Various industries like textile, 

leather, steel, chemical, fertilizer, etc. are discharging hazardous contaminants directly into 

the water through pipelines and small canals [6]. Industrial contaminants, such as 

chromium, arsenic, lead, mercury is enormously harmful to human health even at lower 

doses [7] and some of them, iron, nitrate, and sulphate can also damage water bodies 

above a critical limit [8]. Long-time exposure to these contaminants results in various 

diseases such as chronic diarrhea, various bowel syndromes, improper pigmentation of 

skin [9] beside several carcinogenic diseases [10] like cirrhosis of the liver, lung cancer, 

skin cancer, etc., which could be minimized if the proper wastewater management system 

is employed. Thus, wastewater monitoring and treatment in a proper way is much needed. 

1.2 Wastewater monitoring and treatment in India 

In a country like India, where basic sanitation is a difficult task to maintain due to the 

massive population (~138 crore, 2020), it is quite challenging to impose advanced sensors 

and wastewater monitoring systems in households. Urbanization and growing population 

restrict the overall cleanliness in the urban region of the country. Whereas, villagers are 

reluctant and somewhat bound to use untreated water for different purposes. It is also very 

difficult to ensure water safety in most cases due to such an escalated population. Most 

wastewater monitoring systems are equipped with multiple sensors and filtration systems, 
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which increases their cost and complexity [11]. Such complexities might be an issue for 

untrained people to handle these devices. Cost is also an important factor to procure such 

systems. Being a growing economy, it is difficult for the Indian mass to purchase and 

maintain these costly devices in their household. Thus, it seems very difficult to use clean 

water in India. Sometimes strong conviction against the traditional approach plays an 

important role to reject modern water remediation systems in rural areas. 

Despite these facts, the growing economy and proper education lead to follow newer 

approaches nowadays. Technological advancements also play a role to minimize the cost 

of productivity growth. The young generation seems to be health-conscious, which might 

be another reason for the increasing demand for portable and handheld water filtration 

systems in recent years [12]. 

Various river safety projects and centralized action plans have been carried out by the state 

and the central government to resolve wastewater issues in India. Ganga action plan is 

quite a directional project among such river safety policies [13]. According to a World 

Bank 2010 report [14], an improved policy about potable water with standard guidelines 

has been proposed. This report depicts the functions to support drinking water safety. 

These river safety projects have been pursued on a large scale and local wastewater issues 

sometimes cannot be resolved by implementing such large-scale projects and policies. 

Thus, several NGOs and private organizations are working hard on local wastewater 

treatment projects [15]. These organizations provide education and awareness among the 

people and train them to implement central policies in the locality. 

Numerous central funding agencies, such as the Department of Science and Technology 

(DST), Department of Biotechnology (DBT), University Grants Commission (UGC) and 

Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) are providing funds and 

infrastructure to develop novel research ideas and nurture young minds through various 

central and state universities and research institutes. These funds and infrastructures have 

been utilized among the research students and scientists for the training and development 

of modern wastewater monitoring technologies and devices for the Indian population. 

Such research projects have introduced modern technologies (like nanoscience and 

nanotechnology) and become very useful in recent years. 
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Figure 1.4 Functions to support the drinking water safety planning 

1.3 Emergence of nanotechnology in wastewater treatment 

Nanotechnology is one of the newest branches of material science. It deals with various 

physicochemical aspects of fine nanomaterials (~10-100 nm) and their applications in 

different fields. Recently, nanomaterials have been employed in numerous wastewater-

related problems, especially in the detection of hazardous contaminants and their removal 

from the wastewater. Globally, researchers are focused to detect and measure the level of 

contamination through various fluorometric and colorimetric assays. These detection 

methods are relatively new and enormously sensitive.  

 

Figure 1.5 Application of nanomaterials in wastewater treatment 
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Fluorescent nanomaterials and quantum dots have emerged as promising candidates in this 

field due to their biocompatibility and extreme sensitivity. On the other hand, the high 

aspect ratio (surface to volume) of fine nanomaterials makes them preferable for the 

adsorption-mediated removal of contaminants. Due to the biocompatible nature and rapid 

response of these nanoprobes, these functional materials have been used in different 

biological experiments, such as bio-sensing and studying the bioaccumulation of 

hazardous contaminants. 

1.3.1 Fluorometric detection of contaminants 

Fluorometric detection techniques involve two main pathways, namely, energy transfer 

and charge/electron transfer. When fluorophores of the sensor molecule find a 

contaminant molecule/ion in its close vicinity, it can either collide with the contaminant or 

may interact by donating/accepting charge carriers. Such interaction results in three main 

pathways of fluorometric detection, namely, Inner Filter Effect (IFE) [16], Photoinduced 

Electron Transfer (PET) [17], and Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) [18]. 

It is observed that when fluorophores interact with foreign elements, such as ions, 

molecules, complexes with a relatively higher concentration, some of those 'block' the 

emission of the fluorophore [19]. In this case, some fluorophores are less accessible than 

others and result in fluorometric quenching (turn off). In other words, fluorescence 

quenching suggests the presence of the targeted quencher in the sample. IFE is a steady-

state phenomenon that usually occurs in the ground state. Studies suggest that carbon dot 

undergoes IFE in various cases to detect silver nanoparticles in cosmetics, biomarkers like 

alkaline phosphatase, hexavalent chromium, and ascorbic acid in wastewater [20]. IFE can 

happen in other nanostructures like CNT and graphene quantum dot (GQD). Zhao et al., 

2010 [21] reported the behavior of Bovine Serum Albumin adsorbed onto CNT through 

IFE. Similarly, GQD depicts its efficacy in detecting artemisinin, cyanide, and blood 

glucose using the inner filter effect [22]. 

In PET, donors are nearby (<10 nm) with acceptors get excited when photons are 

irradiated [23]. This donor-acceptor pair in an excited state collides with each other and 

electrons get transported to the acceptor moiety causing a rapid alteration in the 

fluorescence intensity. This phenomenon is known as photoinduced electron transfer. 

Fluorescence lifetimes get changed in this phenomenon as the PET occurs in the excited 

state. Lan et al. in their 2015 paper [24] proposed a carbon dot-based turn-on sensor 

(sensitivity 84 nM) for hydrogen peroxide following the PET mechanism. In this case, the 
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carbon dot acts as an electron acceptor. A similar phenomenon has been reported by Pan et 

al. [25] showing detection of mercury ions using PET-based technique. Carbon nanotube 

undergoes PET as well [26]. Phthalocyanines-CNT complex shows significant 

photoinduced electron transfer as reported by Ballesteros et al. in their 2007 paper [27].   

 

Figure 1.6 A typical fluorometric sensing process. (Source: Li et al., Nanophotonics, 10(2), 2021, pp. 877-

908) 

FRET is the radiation-less energy transmission from the donor molecule to the acceptor 

molecule. The donor molecule is the fluorophore that initially absorbs the energy and the 

acceptor is the molecule to which the energy is subsequently transferred. To achieve a 

decent FRET system, the distance between the donor and the acceptor must be less than 5-

10 nm [28]. The efficacy of this energy transfer is inversely proportional to the sixth 

power of the distance between donor and acceptor, which makes FRET extremely 

sensitive to a little alteration in distance [29]. Currently, FRET-based sensing probes are 

quite popular due to their sensitivity. Bu et al. [30] developed a carbon dot-gold 

nanoparticle FRET system for polybrominated biphenyl detection with a sensitivity of 

0.039 µg/ml. FRET-based ammonia sensor with carbon dot as a sensing probe [31] has 

also been reported recently showing a 3 ppm detection limit. 

1.3.2 Adsorption: the cheapest way of contamination removal 

The enhanced surface area and porosity greatly influence the overall sorption capacity of a 

nanomaterial. In reality, nanomaterials have meso/microporous pores on their surface, 

which makes them promising industrial adsorbent materials. If the sorption occurs by 

weak Van der Waals forces, it is called physical adsorption. If the adsorption is related to 

chemical bonding, the sorption is referred to as chemisorption. The adsorption mechanism 

of a specific interaction could be validated broadly by using three unique models 

(isotherms), namely, the Langmuir model, Freundlich model and BET adsorption model. 
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Figure 1.7 (a)Different types of adsorption processes, (b) adsorption of methylene blue dye using a core-

shell nanosystem (Source: Chen et al., Journal of Environmental Chemical Engineering, 5(2), 2017, 1732-

1743) 

Langmuir (1918) considered monolayer adsorption of gases/vapors having an identical 

and fixed number of pores. But in most cases, the active adsorption sites are energetically 

heterogeneous. Such deviation leads us to the Freundlich model in which, energetically 

adsorption takes place on a heterogeneous surface. The Freundlich model is not a physical 

model, rather a mathematical tool to interpret sorption experiments. Unlike the Langmuir 

model, the Freundlich isotherm does not approach linearity at low concentrations. 

The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) model (1938) deals with the multilayer adsorption 

theory. This model was developed to interpret submonolayer to multilayer sorption of 

vapor onto solid surfaces. The BET theory is the backbone of porosity and surface area 

measurements of solids. 

In reality, these models are equally valid for any solute from a solution and have enormous 

potential in determining the adsorption-based removal mechanism of a toxic solute onto 

the surface of a solid nanostructure. 

1.4 Hexavalent chromium: detection and removal 

1.4.1 Why hexavalent chromium is a persistent threat to the environment? 

Hexavalent chromium (Cr(VI)) is a well-known carcinogen. It can spread through soil and 

water bodies from various industries like leather tanning, pigment production, metallurgy, 

electroplating causing various diseases such as nasal and dermal irritation, ulcer, eardrum 

perforation, and lung cancer. Because of its extremely harmful nature to human health and 

the environment, various regulating agencies limited its exposure to the environment. The 
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current federal drinking water standard (the United States Environmental Protection 

Agency) for total chromium is 0.1 mg/L or 100 ppb, whereas, in India, it is 0.5 mg/L or 

500 ppb (IS 10500).  

 

Figure 1.8 Various diseases due to the hexavalent chromium contamination 

Whereas, the World Health Organization (WHO) restricts the maximum limit of 

hexavalent chromium in wastewater and soil is 0.05 ppm and 0.1 ppm respectively. The 

detection and segregation of hexavalent chromium from water streams are immensely 

challenging. Apart from these, the accumulation of Cr(VI) in aquatic living varieties can 

cause biomagnifications. Therefore, developing selective and sensitive methods to detect 

and remove Cr(VI) ions for environmental monitoring, medical diagnostics and food 

safety is having considerable importance.   

1.4.2 Fluorometric sensing of hexavalent chromium 

Globally, heavy metal pollution is a burning issue. Various approaches have been utilized 

in the past few decades to get rid of this [32-34]. Numerous conventional detection 

methods have been used to quantify heavy metals in water. Techniques like ICP-AES, 

ICP-MS and AAS have been employed for such quantification studies [35-37]. The limit 

of detection (LOD) of these conventional methods lies between a few millimolar and 

micromolar ranges [38-39]. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), 

sometimes these contaminants are present below a few nanomolar range in water and 

causes enormously harmful effects in local biota [40]. Thus, a more sensitive detection 

technique is required. 

Initially, it was found that the electrochemical technique [41-42] could be used as an 

alternative for those conventional detection mechanisms. But bulk instrumentation and 
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costly sample preparation made this electrochemical technique [43] obsolete in the 

following years. Relatively a simpler fluorometric approach [44-45] was developed by 

scientists all over the world to minimize the detection cost with simultaneously improved 

LOD values. 

Various inorganic and organic compounds and interfaces have been initially employed in 

heavy metal sensing. Hassan et al. [46] in their 2005 paper initially proposed a 

Rhodamine-B based fluorometric sensor for chromium ion detection. The sensor exhibits a 

micromolar LOD value when exposed to hexavalent chromium. This is probably the first 

time when quantitative fluorometric detection of hexavalent chromium was done using 

some fluorophore. The sensitivity of the sensing probe was further increased by scientists 

in the following decades, which make this fluorometric approach popular. Lin et al. in 

their 2017 [47] paper reported a Zr-based metal-organic framework having an exceptional 

LOD value (1.8 µM). This MOF is quite stable and biocompatible according to their 

report. Additionally, Cao and his group [48] reported two solvent-stable MOFs as a 

recyclable luminescent probe for hexavalent chromium. The detection limit, in this case, is 

found to be 2 µM. 

The discovery of carbon dot and graphene quantum dot unlocked new avenues of 

fluorometric sensing after 2010. The biocompatible nature of these quantum dots makes 

them promising sensor materials [49]. Scientists used the enhanced and tunable 

fluorescence of these quantum dots [50-51] to detect various heavy metals. Zhang et al. 

(2018) [52] suggested a novel carbon dot-based fluorometric sensor for Cr(VI). The 

quantitative detection of Cr(VI) was realized through Cr(VI) acting as a quencher to 

quench the fluorescence of carbon dots by inner filter effect (IFE) and static quenching 

effect. Under the optimal conditions, the LOD was found to be 5 nM, which was indeed a 

great achievement. In later years, Lu and his group (2019) [53] and Xu et al. [54] proposed 

quantum dot-based nanosystems of Cr(VI) probing in water. Zhang et al. [55] alternatively 

co-doped nitrogen and sulfur into the quantum dot matrix to enhance the fluorescence as 

well as the sensitivity of the probe. In 2018, Mutuyimana and his team [56] successfully 

synthesized yellow emissive carbon dots for chromium detection. The synthesized 

structure is stable in an aqueous medium and the recovery rate is significantly high in this 

case. In reality, the discovery of fluorescent compounds like carbon dots, paved the path 

for fluorometric detection in a facile manner [57]. 
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Polymers and nanoparticle encapsulated polymer matrices have also gained importance in 

recent years. Vallejos and co-workers (2012) [58] reported a fluorogenic sensory film 

made of bulk radical polymerization of different comonomers, one of which contained a 

piperazinedione motif as a sensory fluorophore. This film is capable to detect hexavalent 

chromium in water. The LOD value, in this case, lies around 1 ppb, which is quite low 

compared to other chromium sensors. Similarly, polyaniline (PANI) coated ethyl cellulose 

shows promising affinity towards chromium sensing as stated by Qui et al. in their 2014 

paper [59]. Polymer-coated gold nanoparticles also showed promising chromium sensing 

efficacy. Wang et al. (2018) [60] stated this newer sensing approach with a LOD value of 

0.63 µM. 

Additionally, several research works have been carried out by other research groups and 

individuals in the past few years that made a global impact on water research. Bardhan et 

al. recently reported a few papers [61-62] on natural nanomaterial-based fluorometric 

sensing of multiple heavy metal ions (iron and chromium). According to their study, the 

LOD values are significantly low for these green nanostructures, namely microcline. They 

made a polymeric alternative [61] of such fluorometric sensors for on-site studies. 

Similarly, Rapti et al. [63] fabricated a Zirconium doped metal-organic framework for 

hexavalent chromium removal and detection. The detection limit is found to be 4 ppb in 

this case. Another major advancement has been proposed by Sompalli and co-workers [64] 

on solid-state detection of heavy metal through fluorescence alteration method. They used 

tailor-made porous polymer and silica monolithic designs for this purpose. Biopolymeric 

gum acacia has also been used in chromium sensing by Shahnaz et al. (2020) [65] 

recently. 

1.4.3 Removal of hexavalent chromium 

On the other hand, the removal of contaminants from water is also required. There are 

several techniques to remove hexavalent chromium from wastewater [43-44]. Among 

them, adsorption, piezocatalysis, electrocatalysis and photocatalysis have gained 

importance in the past few decades [45-47]. Adsorption is a classical approach to 

eliminate any impurity from water. Progress of modern nanotechnology results in various 

types of adsorption mechanisms [48], such as chemisorption and physisorption. Single and 

multilayered adsorption models have also been tested based on different sorption 

isotherms, like the Langmuir model and Freundlich model [49]. In reality, the enhanced 
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aspect ratio of nanoparticles enables capture of contaminants into their pores and remove 

them from the wastewater [50]. 

This adsorption technique using maghemite nanoparticles was implemented by Hu et al. 

(2005) [51] to remove hexavalent chromium from water. In the same year, Niu and co-

workers [52] presented iron nanoparticles as hexavalent chromium adsorbents. Later on, 

magnetic nanoparticles show promising chromium adsorption efficacy. Montmorillonite-

supported magnetite nanoparticles for the removal of hexavalent chromium was reported 

by Yuan et al. (2009) [53].  

Table 1.1 Summary of a few adsorbent materials recently reported for Cr(VI) removal 

Adsorbent Material Maximum 

Sorption 

Capacity 

Isotherm Kinetics Optimum 

pH 

Ref 

Algae, Sargassum dentifolium 1.5g/100 mL Langmuir --- 7.0 [72] 

Algae, S. bevanom 100 mg/L Langmuir & 

Freundlich 

Pseudo 

second 

3.0 [73] 

Algae, Sargassum sp. (brown 

marine algae) 

6.877 mg/g Langmuir Pseudo 

second 

2.0 [74] 

Fungal, Phanerochaete 

chrysosporium 

344.8 mg/g Langmuir Pseudo-first 3.0 [75] 

Fungal, A. fumigatus Fresenius 50 mg/L Langmuir & 

Freundlich 

Pseudo-

second 

5.5 [76] 

Fungal, Aspergillus niger 97.1 mg/g Langmuir Pseudo-

second 

2.0 [77] 

multi-walled carbon nanotube 

(MWCNTs) 

16.23 mg/g Langmuir Pseudo-

second 

3.0 [78] 

MWCNTs 37 mg/g Langmuir & 

Freundlich 

Pseudo-

second 

4.0 [79] 

Functionalized MWCNTs 270.27 mg/g Langmuir --- 6.0 [80] 

Carbon-Microsilica 

Composite 

18.9 mg/g Langmuir Pseudo-

second 

2.0 [81] 

Graphene oxide 49 mg/g Langmuir Pseudo-

second 

3.0 [82] 

Graphene oxide/NiO NCs 198 mg/g Langmuir Pseudo-

second 

4.0 [83] 

Graphene oxide-Fe3O4 3.197 mg/g Langmuir Pseudo-

second 

2.0 [84] 

Fe3O4/Graphene/PANI 155.54 mg/g Langmuir Pseudo-

second 

2.0 [85] 

PANI/Ag(AMPSA)/GO QDs 

NC 

59.96 mg/g --- Pseudo-

second 

2.0 [86] 

Oxidized and Unoxidized 

Activated Carbon (AC) 

30.84 and 27.51 

mg/g 

Langmuir Pseudo-

second 

2.0 [87] 

mFeOOH@AC 28.1 mg/g Langmuir Pseudo-

second 

3.0 [88] 

Silica-AC 60.9 mg/g Freundlich --- --- [89] 

TSA-Polyaniline @CNT NC 158 mg/g Langmuir --- 2.0 [90] 
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The adsorption efficiency, in this case, was found to be 15.3 mg/g. A chitosan-based iron 

nanoparticle was used by Geng and co-workers (2009) [54]. Such biocompatible 

adsorbents tremendously enhance the applicability of adsorption-based removal 

techniques. Recently, NiO/ Ni nanoparticles [55] and mesoporous silica [56] have 

emerged as Cr(VI) adsorbents. A detailed description of such adsorbent has been 

illustrated in Table 1. 

1.5 Outline of the present work 

1.5.1 Origin of the problem 

In early 2018, numerous reports have pointed out that a village near Kolkata (Bantala, East 

Kolkata suburban area, West Bengal, India) and its surroundings were suffering from 

hexavalent chromium mediated diseases. Endless efforts have been made to get rid of such 

chromium contamination. Closer observation revealed that the contamination was coming 

from various water bodies. Initially, it was hard to find the cause, but a proper 

investigation indicated that some local tanneries were mistakenly spreading their 

dangerous chromium contained end-products into a local canal. The water of that canal 

was tested through conventional methods, such as inductively coupled plasma (ICP-AES), 

mass spectrometry and a high percentage of chromium (~20 ppm) was found. But these 

conventional detection methods are costly and the sample preparation is difficult. Such 

traditional methods are inefficient to resolve the problem by removing the contaminants 

from the water. 

 

Figure 1.9 Photograph of the Bantala leather complex area, Kolkata and the original photograph of the 

wastewater collection from the contaminated canal 
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Additionally, during the literature review, it was found that an insufficient amount of 

research has been paid on simultaneous detection and removal of hexavalent chromium in 

wastewater and living systems. The removed chromium is also a threat to the environment 

if improperly handled. Thus, a proper elimination/ reuse of the removed chromium is 

required. 

Henceforth, a goal was set to fix this problem by employing efficient and cost-effective 

multifunctional materials. 

1.5.2 Aims and objectives 

Recent advancements in nanotechnology equipped us with several nanostructured 

materials capable of determining contaminants rapidly and removing them from any 

medium in a facile manner [66]. Hence, such real-life problems could be addressed by 

employing efficient, handheld, rapid and multifunctional devices that can detect and 

remove hexavalent chromium from the contaminated wastewater. Not only simultaneous 

detection and removal of hexavalent chromium from wastewater but also converting it into 

a dielectric separator for energy harvesting applications. These smart, multifunctional 

materials can detect the presence of the targeted heavy metal in the wastewater and can 

entrap it by using a facile adsorption process [5]. Thereafter, it changes the microstructure 

and results in enhanced dielectric properties, which could be useful in fabricating 

dielectric separators for energy harvesting applications. Hexavalent chromium sensing in 

living cells will be another major aspect of this work. This study will be pursuing the bio-

transmission pathways and most importantly detection of an early stage of heavy metal-

induced carcinogenesis. 

After considering recent developments and previous works on wastewater treatment, it has 

been noted that there is a discrepancy in the implementation of low-cost and multipurpose 

devices in water treatment. Globally such multifunctional devices and materials are 

needed to combat water pollution. Keeping this in mind, the entire work has been divided 

into six distinct clusters, 

• Preparation of cost-effective and biocompatible compounds using the facile cost-

effective technique. 

• Comprehensive and meticulous characterization of the nanostructured samples 

using various characterizations. Particularly, emphasis will be given to Rietveld 
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refinement-based crystallographic studies to validate the primary reason behind 

crystal defects. 

• Study of basic optical properties of the materials by using absorption, emission and 

excitation spectroscopy methods. Time-Dependent Density functional calculations 

(TDDFT) could be utilized here to estimate electronic transition probabilities 

between different molecular orbitals. 

• Fluorometric detection of hexavalent chromium using synthesized nanostructures. 

Emphasis will be given on quantitative analysis of the detection in all water types 

and detection pathways. Fabrication of some solid-state sensing devices could be 

done in this section of the work. The sensing pathways could be computed using 

the theoretical DFT approach and verified experimentally by estimating the 

fluorescence lifetimes of the fluorophores. 

• Adsorption-based removal of the toxic hexavalent chromium. Adsorption capacity, 

isotherm, kinetics and pathways will be studied in a detailed manner. 

• After completion of the removal process, chromium adsorbed adsorbent will be 

used in energy storage applications. Especially, the adsorbed materials will be used 

as dielectric separators for energy harvesting. 

1.5.3 Selection of nanomaterials 

Material selection and cost-effective synthesis are the key parameters to minimize the 

production cost. In reality, metallic oxyhydroxide compounds are exceptionally well when 

it comes to the surface adsorption of metal ions [67-68]. These highly stable compounds 

are having a high surface area with significant mesoporosity (5-50 nm) [69]. Generally, 

these compounds are biocompatible and they have prominent crystal defects, which is 

responsible for their enhanced electrical permittivity and defect-mediated fluorescence 

[70]. Despite having such promising properties, a very limited amount of interest has been 

paid on oxyhydroxide compounds. Synthesis of such compounds is relatively easier. 

These materials generally require solvothermal and sol-gel-based techniques to prepare, 

which minimizes the cost of production. These methods consist of one or two-step 

processes that also reduce the complexity of production. As mentioned previously, proper 

detection and removal of contaminants could be possible if a material with a large surface 

area and ‘sponge-like’ porosity is employed. Binding affinity is also an important feature 

that might do well in sensing hexavalent chromium. Keeping these in mind, boehmite (γ-

AlOOH), an oxy-hydroxide phase of aluminum is selected for this purpose. Boehmite is a 
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non-toxic and biocompatible material with a wide band gap (more than 2.5 eV) [15]. It has 

high porosity (3-5 nm) and surface area (~100 m2/g) [16], which is required for the 

adsorption-mediated removal of toxic hexavalent chromium. Briefly, the following 

features of boehmite will be used in this work. 

 

Figure 1.10 The orthorhombic structure of boehmite (Source: Vatanpour et al., J. Membrane Sci., 401, 2012 

pp.132-143) 

• High surface area (above 50-100 sq.m/g) with enhanced porosity 

• Non-toxic, Low-cost and biocompatible 

• Impressive structure-property correlation 

• A wide band semiconductor with a tunable band gap 

• Water soluble and easy to use 

• Stability 

Although structural and numerous synthesis processes have been well established for this 

material [71], the application of this nanostructure in wastewater treatment is still an 

unexplored avenue. Modified boehmite with various quantum dots, polymers, metal ions 

to enrich its effectiveness towards multifunctional wastewater treatment and monitoring 

approach would surely unlock new avenues. 
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1.5.4 Organization of the thesis 

Chapter 1: 

Introduction 

Chapter 2: 

Methodology 

Chapter 3: 

Synthesis & characterization of boehmite (γ-AlOOH) nanoparticles of different particle 

sizes to study their growth mechanisms for validating their optical activities and energy 

storage capacities 

Chapter 4: 

Synthesis & characterization of boehmite (γ-AlOOH) nanostructures of different 

morphologies and their application in detection, removal of Cr(VI) and using it as a 

‘Waste capacitor’ 

Chapter 5: 

Metal ions (Cu2+, Gd3+) doped boehmite nanostructures for Cr(VI) detection in 

wastewater and their removal from aqueous media 

Chapter 6: 

Nitrogenous carbon quantum dot tailored boehmite nanoparticles for the fluorometric 

detection of Cr(VI) in wastewater: A sensing probe for early-stage carcinogen detection 

Chapter 7: 

Polymeric carbon dot/boehmite nanocomposite made portable sensing device (Kavach) 

for non-invasive and selective detection of Cr(VI) in wastewater and living cells 

Chapter 8: 

Conclusion and outlook 
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Methodology 

 

2.1 General synthesis procedure of boehmite (γ-AlOOH) nanocrystal 

Oxyhydroxide nanomaterials are quite easy to prepare. They require a simple two-step 

hydrothermal route. Musić et al. in their 1999 paper reported hydrothermal crystallization 

of boehmite from aluminum hydroxide, which is adopted widely to prepare boehmite 

nanocrystals [1]. Researchers have synthesized hybrid boehmite nanoparticles for better 

performances in different fields in the following years. Mathieu et al. (2007) reported 

boehmite nanostructures of different morphologies in their work [2]. They used aluminum 

chloride as a starting material and sodium polyacrylate (NaPa) 2100 to control 

morphology [2]. These works have influenced researchers a lot in synthesizing boehmite 

nanocrystals. 

 

Figure 2.1 General synthesis procedure of boehmite nanoparticles 

In a typical process, aluminum nitrate produces Al3+ ions. These cations initiate the olation 

reaction when added with amines (such as ethylenediamine, hexamine, and ammonia) at 

high pH values (~9-12). At this high pH, thick and white precipitation of the solution 

occurs, which confirms the production of aluminum hydroxide. 
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Initially, the aluminum nitrate dissolute in water as [Al (H2O)6]
3+ ions and then produces 

[Al (H2O)5OH]2+. During this reaction, one proton (H+) generates and reduces the pH of 

the medium. After the addition of the amine (R-NH2) containing precursor, this proton is 

accepted and in turn, delivers the R-NH3
+ group. This is when the pH of the medium 

increases and starts the Ostwald ripening [3]. This process forms the white precipitates of 

aluminum hydroxide. The R-NH3
+ are further adsorbed by the [Al (H2O)5OH]2+ ions, 

which can be validated by the rise of the pH of the medium. A higher pH level indicates 

the formation of more adsorption of the R-NH3
+ ions. 

Al (NO3)3 + H2O           [Al (H2O)6]
3+ 

[Al (H2O)6]
3+        [Al (H2O)5OH]2+ + H+ 

During the hydrothermal treatment, aluminum hydroxide releases one molecule of water 

from its structure and forms boehmite (γ-AlOOH). 

Al (OH)3                        AlOOH + H2O 

The doping of impurity atoms into the orthorhombic facet of boehmite could be performed 

during the nucleation process. The rest of the synthesis process remains the same. It is 

very important to calculate the exact ratio of doping before the experimental synthesis. 

Here, a minute amount of error could lead to a radical change in the physicochemical 

properties. 

2.2 Characterizations of the synthesized samples 

2.2.1 Structural, morphological and elemental characterizations 

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) is a useful tool to characterize the crystallinity of a 

material [4]. The crystalline defects could also be verified by using this method. Initially, 

the diffraction patterns are obtained by using a D8, Bruker AXS, Wisconsin, USA 

diffractometer equipped with Cu-Kα target of 1.5418 Å and operated at 35 kV, 35 mA 

bias with a scan speed of 2 sec/step. The diffractograms have been matched with the Joint 

Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards (JCPDS) card of boehmite (no. 21-1307) to 

verify the formation and purity of the materials [5]. The detection of any unwanted phases 

like Al(OH)3 or Al2O3 could also be possible using this technique. The Debye-Scherrer 

equation reveals the crystallite sizes of nanocrystalline boehmite from the broadening of 

(020) peak as follows [6], 
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Figure 2.2 The Bruker D8 Advance XRD machine situated at the Dept. of Physics, JU 

                   <D>(020) = 
0.9𝜆

𝛽1/2 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
                         (1) 

Where <D>, λ, β1/2, θ are the average crystallite size, the wavelength of the incident X-ray 

radiation, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the (020) peak, and the 

corresponding Braggs angle respectively. In our earlier works, the Scherrer equation has 

been used to evaluate the crystallite sizes of the synthesized boehmite nanostructures, but 

this equation is insufficient to estimate other microstructural parameters. Thus, Rietveld 

refinement has been adopted to analyze the microstructural parameters in a detailed 

manner [7]. 

The XRD diffractograms have been refined by using the Rietveld-based software package 

MAUD (v2.9) and the lattice parameters along with other crystallographic parameters 

have been calculated [8]. First, the instrument’s broadening parameters and the Caglioti-

PV functions were refined. Then the refinement of the atomic positions and cell 

parameters were conducted for a reasonable theoretical model. Finally, the texture 

parameters, size, and microstrain parameters were refined. In each case, at least fifteen 

iterations were visualized by using the VESTA v3.5.2 program [9]. The bond lengths and 

bond angles were calculated to estimate the crystal defects and capture the theoretical 

model of the synthesized nanostructure. 
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Figure 2.3 (a) FTIR 8400S, Shimadzu situated at the Dept. of Physics, JU, (b) sample compartment of the 

instrument 

The purity and bonding network of the as-synthesized samples were further characterized 

by using Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (FTIR) [10]. It is a great tool to assess 

the rotational and vibrational spectra. The synthesized powders were mixed with 

potassium bromide (KBr) (1:50 sample to KBr ratio) and solid pellets were made using a 

hydraulic pressing machine. These pellets were exposed to infrared radiation of varying 

wavenumber (400-4000 cm-1) in a FTIR-8400S, Shimadzu for analyzing the spectra. 

Boehmite nanoparticles are having -OH groups facing outwards from their orthorhombic 

structure. Thus, a broad IR peak between 3000-3500 cm-1 is observed in the FTIR 

spectrum of nano-boehmite. As the KBr powder is prone to adsorb ambient moisture, it is 

directed to use dried KBr powders (HPLC grade) for making pellets for FTIR study. In our 

studies, pre-heating of the pellets was done at 80 ºC to avoid such issues.  

Morphological investigation of the synthesized nanostructures has been executed by using 

scanning and transmission electron microscopy (FESEM, TEM) [11-12]. The powdered 

samples were ground in an agate mortar and dispersed in HPLC grade acetone to make 

them diluted. A rigorous sonication of these suspensions was performed by using an 

ultrasonic bath (~20 kHz) to break the agglomeration of the nanostructures. The 

suspensions were then directly cast on the glass slides (for FESEM) and carbon-coated 

copper mesh (for TEM) and dried in a vacuum. 
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Figure 2.4 The FESEM facility of the Dept. of Physics, JU, (b) the samples placed inside the sample 

chamber 

In FESEM analysis, the dried samples were further placed on carbon grids and sputter-

coated with gold to restrict charge accumulation during the experiment. The gold-coated 

samples were then examined under the microscope (Inspect F50, FEI) in an operating 

voltage of 10-30 kV with a chamber pressure of at least 2x10-3 Pa. 

The TEM micrographs were taken in a JEOL JEM-2000 transmission electron 

microscope. The samples on the carbon-coated copper grids were directly placed into the 

instrument under a high vacuum before the experiment. Both FESEM and TEM 

micrographs were further analyzed using the ImageJ program (v1.52p) to calculate the 

particle sizes. 

Apart from the structure and morphology, it is very important to obtain the elemental 

composition of a sample before any application. Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis 

(EDX) is one of such techniques to characterize the elemental composition [13]. Herein, 

an Inspect F50, FEI Scanning Electron Microscope equipped with Bruker Quantax EDS 

analyzer was used to estimate the EDX data of boehmite and its derivatives. The sample 

preparation for EDX is similar to that of the FESEM. The filament operating was set at 20 

kV voltage. In some of our works, elemental mapping was performed similarly, showing 

better agreement with other characteristics of the as-prepared samples. 
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Figure 2.5 The HR-TEM facility of IACS, Kolkata used to obtain the TEM micrographs 

2.2.2 Estimation of the surface properties 

Nanoparticles have excellent surface features due to their high aspect ratio. Sometimes 

these surface features control the structure-property correlation of the system. Moreover, a 

high surface with promising porosity is required in the adsorption experiment. These 

surface phenomena could influence the overall fluorometric sensing performance of sensor 

material. Thus, it is recommended to characterize the surface properties of nanosystems 

like boehmite to validate its applicability in wastewater treatment and monitoring. 

The mean porosity and surface area of the samples were evaluated by employing the 

Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) and Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) methods respectively 

[14-15]. Herein, a Twin Surface Area Analyzer from Quanta-chrome Instruments (USA) 

was used. The adsorption-desorption isotherms were studied using nitrogen (N2) gas. The 

N2 gas adsorption-desorption isotherms were studied at -196 ºC with a degassing 

temperature set at 200 ºC for 1 h. 
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Figure 2.6 The BET-BJH analyzer facility of IACS, Kolkata used for the porosity studies 

Boehmite nanocrystals normally follow a type-IV isotherm, which validates the slit-like 

mesopores on the surface. This type of isotherm is quite useful for industrial adsorbents 

and making boehmite nanocrystals a promising agent for adsorption-based removal of 

hexavalent chromium. 

2.2.3 Thermal stability of the materials 

Various literature suggests that boehmite is a starting precursor of alumina (Al2O3). Paglia 

et al. (2004) [16] suggested γ-Al2O3 from boehmite over 500 ºC. A similar observation has 

been made by other researchers, which confirms the fact that boehmite could be 

transferred into alumina at higher temperatures. Thus, it is quite necessary to estimate the 

thermal stability of boehmite nanoparticles up to a certain temperature range (depending 

upon the application). 

Herein, thermogravimetric (TGA) and differential thermal analyses of the samples were 

performed to check the temperature stability. A DTG-60H, Shimadzu was used in broad 

temperature ranges with 5-10 ºC/min heating rate under nitrogen atmosphere (flow rate 50 

cc/ minute). 
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Figure 2.7 The DTA-TGA instrument of Dept. of Physics, JU showing the furnace, reference (R) and the 

sample (S) stages. 

Very small amounts of samples (~10-15 mg) were placed over platinum sample holders 

before each experiment. The mass losses and corresponding differential data were 

collected from the TA-60 program connected to the instrument. To avoid any irregularity 

in data, the samples were kept in vacuum for at least 48 h before each experiment. As 

boehmite is a highly porous sample, such vacuum treatment restricts the ambient moisture 

adsorption. 

2.2.4 Assessment of optical properties and their validation using density 

functional theory 

It is essential to have promising optical qualities along with fluorescence stability in a 

dedicated fluorometric sensor. In reality, absorbance and emission spectroscopies are two 

major characterization tools for estimating the optical quality of a material [17-18]. The 

absorption spectrum also helps to calculate the optical band gap of a molecule whereas, 

the emission spectrum shows the fluorescence quality and predicts the defect states of the 

molecule. Both of these spectroscopic techniques require very low concentration solutions 

of the sample (preferably 100-500 µM). 
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Figure 2.8 (a) The UV-Vis spectrometer facility of the Dept. of Physics, JU, (b) the sample compartment 

with ray diagram of the instrument 

Absorbance spectrometry follows Beer-Lambert’s law [19], which suggests the 

dependence of material’s absorbance on the thickness and the concentration. The 

absorbance experiments have been performed in a UV-1900i, Shimadzu in the wavelength 

ranging between 200-800 nm. the primary absorbance peaks were located in each case to 

excite the sample while taking the fluorescence data. Moreover, the absorbance 

characteristics conversely predict the optical band gap using Tauc’s relation [20], 

         αE = A(E −Eg)
n          (2) 

Here, E, Eg, α, and A are the photon energy, the optical band gap energy, absorption 

coefficient, and a constant term respectively. In this equation, the value of n varies 

between 2 and ½ for direct and indirect band gaps respectively. As boehmite has a direct 

band gap, in the Tauc plot, (αhν)2 is plotted against photon energy hν and the band gap 

energy was calculated by extrapolating the linear region and intersecting the linear portion 

of the curve to the energy axis. Absorption spectroscopy has also been used in adsorption 

experiments. The sorption kinetics and uptake studies of nanostructured boehmite have 

been performed using this tool. 

Apart from absorption, emission spectra could also be useful in determining the 

fluorescence quality. A Cary Eclipse, Agilent Technologies has been used with a 5 nm slit 

opening (both emission and excitation slits) for this purpose. 
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Figure 2.9 (a) The Fluorescence spectrometer facility of the Dept. of Physics, JU, (b) the sample chamber of 

the instrument 

Additionally, the fluorescence stability of the samples has been measured by varying the 

ambient conditions. The fluorescence stability of the samples has been measured by 

fluctuating the temperature by using a Cary Single Cell Peltier Accessory, Agilent 

equipped with the fluorescence spectrometer. The temperature varied between 10-80 ºC in 

such experiments. the steady-state sensing experiment has also been performed in a similar 

setup by varying the chromium concentration. 

Fluorescence lifetimes have also been measured in our works to validate the fluorometric 

detection mechanism of hexavalent chromium [21] These experiments were carried out in 

a time-resolved spectrofluorometer from IBH, UK. Different excitation energies were used 

to excite the samples and the photon counts were performed to estimate the fluorescence 

lifetimes. 

The fluorometric detection mechanisms and electronic transitions have been validated 

using the density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent density functional theory 

(TDDFT) [22]. The theoretical calculations were performed by imposing Becke, 3-

parameter, Lee-Yang–Parr (B3LYP) hybrid functional in Orca v4.2 software. The 

molecular modeling has been conducted in the Avogadro v1.2 program [22-23]. The 6-

31G** basis set was used to describe the elements before the calculation. Before the time-

dependent calculations (TDDFT), the geometry and vibrational modes were optimized. 

Finally, the TDDFT method was executed to evaluate the theoretical absorbance spectra 

and electronic transitions. [24]. 
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2.2.5 Electrical properties of the synthesized sample 

Apart from fluorometric sensing, boehmite is chiefly known for its adsorption property. It 

has a good affinity towards hexavalent chromium due to its ionic radius. This type of 

physical adsorption not only treats the wastewater but also influences the structure of the 

chromium adsorbed boehmite. In such cases, more interfaces have been generated 

resulting in higher amounts of interfacial polarization. This type of polarization greatly 

enhances the dielectric constant of the adsorbed sample compared to the pristine one. 

Boehmite is already known for its high dielectric constant at lower frequencies. Therefore, 

the adsorption of contaminants elevates this value, which could be used as a ‘waste 

capacitor’. 

 

Figure 2.10 (a) The Agilent impedance analyzer set up of the Dept. of Physics, JU, (b) the electrode system 

with the contacts of the instrument 

Grain and grain boundaries are determining factors for the electrical properties of a 

material, especially dielectric permittivity and tangent loss. These properties could be 

measured in a standard LCR meter or impedance analyzer. Before opting for such 

measurements, it is important to fabricate the electrical contacts carefully as they influence 

the electrical properties significantly. Dielectric properties of the nanomaterials depend on 

many parameters such as frequency of the external applied electric field, temperature 

during measurement, chemical composition, grain structure, sample preparation technique, 

etc. The real part contributes to the amount of energy stored in a dielectric material due to 

polarization whereas the imaginary part is generally associated with the dissipation of 

energy within the dielectric materials. 

Herein, an Agilent 4294A Precision Impedance Analyzer operating at 0.5 V bias voltages 

set at a frequency ranging between 40 Hz to 10 MHz was used to measure the electrical 

characteristics of synthesized nanostructures. The solid pellets of the samples were 
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prepared in a hydraulic press system the electrical contact was made using copper tapes. In 

the case of temperature-dependent measurements, a hot air oven has been employed to 

calibrate the temperature at a rate of 2 ºC/min. The ac conductivities and conduction 

mechanisms have also been established using the same instrumental setup.  

2.2.6 Biological assays and molecular docking simulation 

The biological studies (mainly, MTT assay and bio-sensing of chromium) have been 

initiated to ensure the biocompatibility of the synthesized samples. Additionally, the bio-

sensing platform delivers a focused approach for detecting hexavalent chromium in living 

systems. In these works, human cervical cancer cells (HeLa), MDA-MB 468 triple-

negative breast cancer cells, and WI38 human fibroblast cells were purchased from 

National Centre for Cell Science (NCCS Pune, India). 

 

Figure 2.11 The fluorescence microscope facility of the Dept. of Physics, JU 

To conduct the bio-sensing study, the cells were cultured in DMEM (Dulbecco’s modified 

eagle’s medium) medium and treated with 5 % FBS (fetal bovine serum) followed by 

incubation at 37 ºC in a 5 % CO2 atmosphere for 24 h. Further, the cells were washed with 

1x PBS (phosphate buffer saline) buffer to avoid any contamination. The fresh medium 

was then added to the washed cells and incubated again at 37 ºC with a 5 % CO2 

atmosphere. The cells were then divided into two parts that have already been mounted 

over cell culture plates and sent for overnight incubation (37 ºC with 5 % CO2 
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atmosphere). On the very next day, one part of the sample was treated with a small drop of 

Cr(VI) solution of 50 µM and incubated for another 2 h to interact. After incubation, the 

samples were sent for microscopy under a fluorescence microscope (Leica, Germany). 

Molecular docking studies have been performed to substantiate the bio-sensing 

capabilities of the sensor materials [25]. Autodock Tools v.1.5.6 was used to create the 

proteins and the ligand [26]. The water molecules of the protein have been removed and 

polar hydrogen bonds and Kollman charges were added to the protein structures. 

Autodock vina v.1.1.2 was employed to estimate the binding affinities between the 

protein-ligand complexes [27]. The binding pockets were identified and visualized using 

PyMol v.2.0.7 program [28]. 
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Chapter 3 

Synthesis & characterization of pure boehmite (γ-AlOOH) nanoparticles 

of different particle sizes to study their optical activities and energy 

storage capacities 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Nowadays, an intense amount of research activities are being performed to study the 

synthesis and characteristics of numerous nanocrystals [1]. The technological development 

escalates the high demand for high-performance materials creating a pressing need for the 

fabrication of hybrid composites than single metal, polymer, or ceramic owing to their 

limited performance in different applications [2]. However, advanced nanotechnology 

paved the path for single materials and compounds due to their excellent physicochemical 

properties [3]. These unique properties of nanocrystals are closely related to their phases, 

shapes, sizes, crystallinities and therefore it would be very useful to prepare these 

materials with controllable characteristics [4]. 

This work reports the successful synthesis of boehmite (γ-AlOOH) nanoparticles of 

varying sizes using a facile time varied and cost-effective hydrothermal technique. The as-

prepared nanocrystals have been characterized by using basic characterizing techniques to 

validate their purity and other physicochemical activities. The synthesized samples depict 

fairly high fluorescence emission and dielectric constant (3.71 x 106 for BH12 sample) 

with a nominal dielectric loss. This study also substantiates the temperature-dependent 

dielectric property and ac conductivity of these samples. The influence of particle size and 

crystallinity in the optical and electrical assays has been illustrated with proper analytical 

details. Not only high emission intensity in the blue and green region of the spectrum 

makes our sample a strong candidate for bio-imaging and bio-sensing applications, but 

also high dielectric constant makes them desirable for cost-effective dielectric separators 

for energy harvesting applications. 
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3.2 Experimental details 

3.2.1 Materials 

The precursors like aluminum nitrate nonahydrate [Al(NO3)3.9H2O] and aqueous 

ammonia solution (25%) were purchased from Merck, India. All the reagents were used 

without further purification. Millipore water was used throughout the experiments with a 

resistivity of at least 18.2 MΩ-cm. The glass-wares used in these experiments were 

cleaned with aqua regia solution followed by rinsing with ultrapure water. 

3.2.2 Synthesis method 

Boehmite nanoparticles were prepared by a simple two-step hydrothermal method as 

previously reported by Music´ et al. (1999) [5] with some major modifications. Initially, 

the aluminum nitrate powder was first dissolved uniformly in Millipore water till the 

complete dissolution of the salt was achieved. The ammonia solution was then added 

drop-wise in the salt solution to initiate the co-precipitation process and the final pH of the 

solution was maintained at 9. The vigorous stirring was continued for another 3 h at room 

temperature to complete the reaction process. The resultant milky white solution was then 

transferred into a Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave and placed in a dust-free hot air 

oven at 160 ºC for 12 h. The solid white precipitates were collected from the bottom of the 

Teflon jacket and washed several times by water till the pH reaches a neutral value (~6-7). 

The washed precipitate was further dried in a vacuum desiccator at room temperature first 

and then at 60 °C for another 12h.  

Maintaining all other parameters constant, boehmite nanoparticles were also synthesized 

by varying the hydrothermal treatment time for 18 and 24 h to understand the growth 

mechanism of the nanostructure. The synthesized boehmite nanoparticles were marked 

according to the hydrothermal reaction times (BH12, BH18, and BH24 respectively) and 

sent for further characterizations. 

3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Structural and morphological analysis of the nanoparticles 

In order to ascertain the purity and the crystallinity, XRD patterns of as-synthesized 

nanostructures of boehmite have been obtained (Figure 3.1). The diffractograms show the 
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crystalline nature of the boehmite sample. Further, these diffraction maxima are indexed to 

the orthorhombic phase of boehmite (JCPDS card no. 21-1307) showing the absence of 

any unwanted diffraction planes. This also reveals that the synthesized nanostructures are 

phase pure. No unreacted phases (such as aluminum hydroxide) are present in the systems. 

Thus, it can be argued that the entire Al(OH)3 precursor had been completely transformed 

into boehmite after the hydrothermal treatment. 

 

Figure 3.1 XRD patterns of the synthesized samples 

Interestingly, the strong diffraction maxima corresponding to the (020) plane gets sharper 

with increasing hydrothermal treatment time, which implies the growth units of boehmite 

nanostructures are abundant along (020) facets [6]. 

Table 3.1 Microstructural parameters calculated from the diffractograms 

Sampl

e 

D 

(nm) 

FWHM 

(rad) 

a(Å) 

 

b(Å) 

 

c(Å) d-spacing (Å) 

[020]  

BH12 2.11 0.0664 3.6939 12.3029 2.8683 6.1546 

BH18 3.536 0.0395 3.6875 12.3328 2.8653 6.1663 

BH24 4.926 0.0281 3.6965 12.4539 2.8676 6.2257 

Similarly, the calculated full width at half maxima (FWHM) (Table 3.1) taking the (020) 

plane for the entire sample set shows more crystallinity in the BH24 sample among the 
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three samples. The crystallite sizes of the samples have been estimated by the Debye-

Scherrer equation using the following equation [7], 

                                                        <D>(020) = 
0.9𝜆

𝛽1/2 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
                                 (1)                                                   

Here, D is the average crystallite size, λ is the wavelength of the incident X-ray beam, θ is 

the corresponding Braggs angle, β1/2 is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 

(020) peak. It is observed that the average crystallite size of the boehmite samples varies 

slightly from 2.11 nm to 4.93 nm depending on the hydrothermal reaction time. 

 

Figure 3.2 FTIR spectra of the samples 

The bonding networks of the samples were investigated by using FTIR spectrometry 

(Figure 3.2). It is observed that the absorption bands are located at 3392, 3099, 1635, 

1159, 885, 752, 629, and 478 cm-1 are in good agreement with the reported literature and 

further confirm the formation of boehmite nanocrystals. In reality, the absorbance band 

present at 1384 cm−1 is attributed to the stretching vibration of the nitrate [8]. Two 

separate strong bands located at 3300 and 3103 cm−1 are assigned to the asymmetric and 

symmetric vibration of O-H respectively [9]. Similarly, the absorbance maxima present at 

1072 and 1159 cm−1 are attributed to the symmetric and asymmetric modes of Al–O–H 

and Al–O–H respectively [6]. The torsional modes situated at 740, 617 and 478 cm-1 

substantiate the AlO6 vibration [6]. Traces of some surface adsorbed moister have also 
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been found at 1636 and 3853 cm-1 [10]. Therefore, the FTIR data is consistent with the 

XRD results revealing the formation of the pure boehmite nanocrystals. 

 

Figure 3.3 FESEM images of the synthesized nanostructures 

The morphology and particle sizes of the synthesized samples were investigated by 

FESEM and TEM characterizations. The FESEM micrographs of all the samples have 

been depicted in Figure 3.3 showing agglomerated globular structures. The hydrothermal 

reaction time significantly enhanced the particle size of the boehmite nanoparticles, which 

is visible in the TEM micrographs (Figure 3.4). 

 

Figure 3.4 (a-c) TEM images and (d-f) corresponding size distribution plots of the samples 

The average particle sizes of the boehmite samples are found to be 3.2, 4.1, and 4.8 nm for 

BH12, BH18, and BH24 respectively, which corroborate the XRD results. 
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3.3.2 Optical properties of the nanostructures 

Initially, the absorption spectra of boehmite nanoparticles were obtained (Figure 3.5) to 

ascertain the optical band gap and excitation wavelengths. It is evident from the absorption 

spectra that two prominent electronic transitions have occurred around 206 and 265 nm 

during the process. The 206 nm transition originates from O2
- to Al3

+ charge transfer [11]. 

 

Figure 3.5 (a) Absorbance spectra and (b) corresponding Tauc plots of the samples 

The optical band gap of the samples was calculated using the Tauc plot relation [12] given 

as, 

                             αE = A(E −Eg)
n                              (2) 

Where E, Eg, α and A are the photon energy, the optical band gap energy in eV, absorption 

coefficient, and a constant term respectively.  In the Tauc plot (Figure 3.5), (αhν)2 is 

plotted against photon energy hν and the band gap energy is calculated by extrapolating 

the linear region and intersecting the linear portion of the curve to the energy axis.  The 

band gap energy is seemed to decrease with hydrothermal reaction time and achieved a 

minimum value of 5.17 eV in the BH24 sample. The smaller-sized particles accommodate 

a small number of molecules or atoms. The number of overlapping orbitals in such cases 

quenches the width of the energy level, which in turn creates a large band gap. Such 

tunability of band edges (and overall band gap maneuvering) would be useful for different 

optical applications. 

The emission spectra of the synthesized samples at the excitation wavelength 389 nm are 

represented in Figure 3.6. A few strong emission bands of boehmite have been achieved, 

which are located at 439, 486, and 530 nm for all the samples. Such emission bands 
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indicate different defect states in the orthorhombic phase of boehmite crystals that 

occurred during the crystal growth [13]. Normally, these crystal defects promote the 

entrapment of photo-generated carriers during their transitions from the higher energy 

level to the lower ones. Previous studies suggest that non-bridging oxygen hole center can 

take a significant role to originate emissions within the range of 467 nm to 576 nm [14] 

which is visible in emission spectra of the samples. 

 

Figure 3.6 (a)Emission spectra and (b) fluorescence lifetimes of the boehmite nanostructures 

Moreover, the variation in emission intensities could be substantiated using defect-

mediated emission theory. Briefly, the smaller surface area possesses fewer defects, thus, 

BH24 has a lesser number of defects than the rest of the samples as it has the lowest 

surface area due to its largest dimension among the three samples. Similarly, BH12 

possesses the highest surface area and results in its lowest emission intensity due to the 

charge entrapment mechanism. Thus, it is evident that the surface defects can greatly 

influence the emission intensity of a material. 

Table 3.2 Fluorescence lifetime data of the samples excited at 389 nm 

Sample τ1 

(ns) 

f1 τ2 

(ns) 

f2 Average 

lifetime 

<τ > 

(ns) 

χ2 

BH12 5.6657 100 0 0 5.666 1.1789 

BH18 2.6336 62.91 11.25 37.09 5.783 1.0158 

BH24 3.0896 61.77 14.69 38.23 7.527 1.2330 

It is very interesting to observe the fluorescence lifetimes of such defect-induced 

fluorescence. Thus, the fluorescence lifetime experiment for three boehmite nanoparticles 

was carried out (Figure 3.6, Table 3.2). It is found that the lifetime decay profiles are in 

the nanosecond range, which is useful in various fluorometric applications. It could be 
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seen in the fitted fluorescence decay profiles that the BH12 sample has the lowest 

fluorescence lifetime (5.666 ns), whereas the average lifetimes of the two other samples 

BH18 and BH24 are seemed to be 5.783 and 7.527 ns respectively. Nonetheless, these 

values of lifetimes of our three samples also hint at the probable use of these three 

boehmite nanostructures in the field of bio-imaging and biosensing [15]. 

3.3.3 Investigation of the electrical properties 

The energy storage capacities of the synthesized nanostructures have been estimated by 

the dielectric response of the samples. The real part of the dielectric constant subsidizes 

the amount of energy stored in a material due to polarization. The real part of the dielectric 

constant (ε′) can be evaluated using the relation [16],     

ε′ =  
C.d

ε0 A
 (3) 

Here, C, d and A are the capacitance, thickness, and area of the sample respectively of the 

pellet, and ε0 is the free space permittivity (8.85 × 10-12 F/m). The real part of dielectric 

constant (ε′) for all the samples with the applied field frequency (ranging from 40 Hz to 2 

MHz) at different temperatures (from 30°C to 200°C) have been shown in Figure 3.7. The 

particle size has a significant impact on the dielectric behavior as the crystallinity gets 

increased with the reaction time. The BH12 sample possesses the highest permittivity 

(3.71x106) at room temperature and 40 Hz field. Similarly, the permittivity value for 

BH24 attains the lowest (1.43x106) in similar ambient conditions. The temperature 

response of the dielectric constants has also been recorded from 30 0C to 200 0C at 

different frequencies from 40 Hz to 10 MHz (Figure 3.8) showing that the permittivity of 

the samples is increasing with the temperature up to 50 ºC, and beyond 50 0C the dielectric 

constants decrease gradually with the increasing temperature.  This type of dielectric 

relaxation is analogous to the Maxwell-Wagner interfacial polarization phenomenon [17-

18], which is in good agreement with Koop’s theory [19]. According to this theory, the 

free charge carriers are accumulated at the resistive grain boundaries [20-21] in dielectric 

materials and behave like dipoles [22]. Smaller-sized BH12 sample has a larger surface 

area among the three samples accommodating a higher number of such dipoles and 

resulting in higher dielectric permittivity. However, at relatively high frequencies, this 

polarization cannot withstand and the permittivity gradually decreases. 
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Figure 3.7 (a, c, e) Electrical permittivity and (b, d, f) corresponding tangent losses of the samples 

The dielectric tangent loss varies significantly with the particle size of the samples (Figure 

3.7). The samples depict less lossy nature at the low-frequency regime at lower 

temperatures, whereas a high loss tangent is found at low frequency at higher 

temperatures. Thermally agitated charge carriers cause this type of dielectric relaxation in 

the entire sample set as the dipoles cannot change their orientation with the changing 

external field at such a rapid speed [17]. Nonetheless, these nanostructures could be 

considered as good energy storage materials as they have high dielectric permittivity with 

a nominal loss. 
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Figure 3.8 Dielectric constants of the samples as a function of the temperature 

During the conductivity study, low values and almost frequency independent nature of ac 

conductivities (σac) are found (Figure 3.9). In reality, resistive grain boundary normally 

restricts charge hopping below a certain excitation of the external field. Beyond that 

critical limit, the external field excites the carriers and the charge conduction occurs with 

increasing frequency, which results in the elevated values of ac conductivity at the high-

frequency region [23-24]. Herein, a similar observation can be made at different 

temperatures above 104 Hz frequency for the entire sample set. 

 

Figure 3.9 Ac conductivity of the samples at different temperatures 

At lower temperatures (below 75°C), the ac conductivity of the BH12 sample increases 

with temperature, whereas it gets quenched gradually beyond 75°C. Such a phenomenon 

supports the presence of cationic/anionic vacancy defects in the sample. The carriers get 

trapped in these defect zones very easily causing such quenching of the conductivity. 

Moreover, at higher temperature γ- AlOOH transforms into γ*- AlOOH having more 

oxygen vacancies than that of γ- AlOOH and results in a decreased ac conductivity [25]. 

The dependence of ac conductivity on frequency has also been studied by using Jonscher’s 

power law [26] 
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                               σac = Bωn                             (4) 

where B, n are constant terms. B has the units of conductivity and n is a dimensionless 

number. The values of n have been calculated for the entire set of samples by plotting lnσ 

vs lnω (Figure 3.10). The calculated n values of the samples are found to vary between 

0.4499 to 0.1875 indicating the non-Debye type diffusion-limited hopping of the charge 

carriers [27-29]. 

 

Figure 3.10 Jonscher’s plot of the samples 

Further, the activation energies of the samples at different frequencies have been evaluated 

by the Arrhenius equation [30].   

                                                         σ = σ0 exp 
−𝐸𝑎

𝐾𝐵𝑇
                               (5) 

Here, σ0, Ea, KB, T are the pre-exponential factor, the activation energy for conduction, 

Boltzmann’s constant and absolute temperature respectively.  

 

Figure 3.11 Arrhenius plots of the samples at different frequencies 
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Table 3.3 Activation energies calculated from the Arrhenius plots 

Sample Frequency Activation 

Energy (eV) 

BH12 100HZ 0.5540 

 100KHZ 1.1402 

 1MHZ 1.0061 

BH18 100HZ 0.5023 

 100KHZ 0.9261 

 1MHZ 0.8829 

BH24 100HZ 0.8938 

 100KHZ 1.3555 

 1MHZ 1.2383 

The Arrhenius plots are calculated at frequencies 100 Hz, 100 kHz, and 1 MHz of the 

external field and have been presented in Figure 3.11. The activation energy is found to 

increase with the increasing frequency due to the charge mobility. Table. 3.3 depicts a 

detailed description of the activation energies. Henceforth, the crystal defect, more 

precisely the crystallinity of the nanostructures plays a dominating role in substantiating 

their numerous electric properties. 

3.4 Summary 

This work substantiates that the effect of particle size, more precisely the crystallinity, has 

a prominent impact on the optical and electrical properties of boehmite nanoparticles. 

Various physicochemical properties of this novel nanostructure have also been evaluated 

in due course. The hydrothermal-based synthesis procedure has been standardized, which 

shows how the reaction time can influence the morphology and the particle size of the 

system. Optical band gap can also be maneuvered, if a controlled reaction process is 

achieved. Such band gap tuning could be useful in different optical applications. 

Meanwhile, the defect-mediated fluorescence of the boehmite nanocrystal is achieved, 

which could be further enhanced and applied in numerous fluorometric assays. Here, 

crystallinity plays a pivotal role in determining the electrical characteristics of the 

boehmite nanostructures. The lower crystalline sample exhibits higher charge storage 

capacity with a minimal dielectric loss. Such features make this nanostructure a potential 

candidate for energy storage applications. 
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Chapter 4 

Synthesis & characterization of boehmite (γ-AlOOH) nanostructures of 

different morphologies and their application in detection, removal of 

Cr(VI) and using it as a ‘Waste capacitor’ 

 

4.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, the hydrothermal synthesis route of the boehmite nanocrystal has 

been successfully optimized. Moreover, the size-dependent characteristics of the boehmite 

have been discussed in a detailed manner. It showed enhanced fluorescence and the 

highest energy storage capacity in the nano-sized boehmite (BH12). Henceforth, nano-

boehmite has been selected for further applications. Previously, various groups have 

studied different morphologies of boehmite for their purposes. Interestingly, the 

physicochemical properties have been greatly influenced when the morphology is varied. 

In reality, various morphologies of boehmite nanostructures, such as nanofibers, 

nanoparticles, nano-flowers, nanobelts, nanoflakes have been synthesized until now [1-2]. 

However, their application is limited in the field of energy storage and wastewater 

treatment. 

Herein, the present work reports the successful synthesis of three distinct morphologies of 

boehmite nanostructures, spherical (EBH), flower-like (UBH), and needle-shaped (HBH). 

Moreover, a novel synthesis route for spherical (EBH) boehmite nanostructures using 

ethylenediamine has been reported here for the first time. After studying various 

physicochemical properties, these three nanostructures have been further employed to 

detect hexavalent chromium (Cr(VI)) in wastewater by using a facile fluorometric method. 

The simultaneous removal of the chromium ion using the adsorption-based technique 

makes boehmite nanostructures multifunctional. Apart from that, this material can change 

its microstructure after adsorbing the chromium ions directly from the wastewater, which 

further enhances its dielectric permittivity and ac conductivity. Such an increment in 

energy harvesting property makes boehmite a useful ‘Waste capacitor’. In reality, nano-

boehmite uses hexavalent chromium ions from wastewater and converts them into a 

superior dielectric separator. Hence, these chromium adsorbed samples could be highly 

beneficial for capacitor industries and different energy harvesting applications. 
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4.2 Experimental details 

4.2.1 Materials 

Aluminum nitrate nonahydrate [Al(NO3)3.9H2O], Urea crystal extra pure [CH4N2O], and 

Ethylenediamine [C2H8N2] were purchased from Merck, India. Hexamine (99% extra 

pure) was purchased from Loba Chemie Pvt. Ltd. The reagents were used without further 

purification. Millipore water was used throughout the experiment with a resistivity of at 

least 18.2 MΩ-cm. All glassware used in our experiments was cleaned with aqua regia 

solution followed by rinsing with ultrapure water. 

4.2.2 Synthesis of nanostructures 

Boehmite of different morphologies has been synthesized using a hydrothermal route. In a 

typical protocol, 0.1(M) aluminum nitrate nonahydrate was dissolved in Millipore water to 

form a transparent solution [3-4]. The transparency of the solution indicates the formation 

of Al3+ ions. Later, it had been basified using different precursors to achieve different 

nanostructures of boehmite. The solution was divided into three parts, namely part-A, part-

B, and part-C. 

Ethylenediamine was added drop-wise until the pH of the solution reached 9 and marked 

as part-A, which results in thick white precipitation. The part-B solution was treated with 

hexamine under vigorous stirring conditions maintaining a pH value of 5. Urea crystals 

were added to the part-C solution and the pH was adjusted to 7 to start flower-like 

nucleation. These solutions were stirred for another 3 h for complete reaction. 

All three treated solutions were then transferred into three different Teflon-lined stainless-

steel autoclaves and kept in a dust-free oven at 160 ºC for 16 h.  After completion of the 

hydrothermal reaction, the autoclaves were then allowed to cool naturally to room 

temperature, and white precipitates were obtained in every case which indicates the 

formation of boehmite nanostructures. Hydrothermally treated part-A sample was found in 

spherical nanostructure and was named as EBH, whereas, nano-needle (part-B) and 

nanoflower (part-C) morphologies were achieved in HBH and UBH samples respectively. 

The precipitates were collected by centrifugation at 10,000 RPM for 10 minutes washed 

several times with distilled water and then dried in a vacuum for 24 h to develop dry 

powders of various morphologies. The samples were then marked and sent for further 

characterizations. 
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4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Structural and morphological analyses of the nanostructures 

The X-ray diffraction studies (Figure 4.1) have been carried out to substantiate the phase 

purity and successful synthesis of the boehmite nanostructures of different morphologies. 

Additionally, the crystallite dimensions have been calculated using this technique to 

ascertain any alterations in the orthorhombic structure of the boehmite nanocrystals due to 

morphological variation. The diffractograms of the boehmite nanocrystals have been 

matched with the JCPDS card no. 21-1307 suggesting the high purity of the samples. This 

also validates the complete transformation of the precursors to aluminum oxy-hydroxide 

phases in each case. The diffraction maxima located at 14.5 º corresponds to the (020) 

plane of the boehmite, which also suggests the abundance of the growth units in this 

direction.  

 

Figure 4.1 XRD patterns of the samples 

Moreover, the crystallite sizes have been calculated using the Scherrer equation as 

mentioned below [5] 

                                                        <D>(020) = 
0.9𝜆

𝛽1/2 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
                                 (1) 
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Here, λ, D, θ, and β1/2 are the wavelength of the X-ray, mean crystallite sizes, Braggs 

angle, and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the (020) peak respectively. The 

calculated crystallite dimensions have been illustrated in Table 4.1 showing that the 

morphology greatly influences the crystallite diameter. 

Table 4.1 Microstructural parameters from XRD analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 FTIR spectra of the samples EBH, UBH and HBH 

The bonding network analysis has been performed by using FTIR spectrometry (Figure 

4.2). All the three morphologies of boehmite depict their AlO6 characteristics vibrations at 

889, 758 and 629 cm-1 confirming the successful synthesis of the nanostructures [6]. The 

asymmetric (Al)O–H and symmetric (Al)O–H stretching vibrations have also been located 

at 3286 and 3090 cm−1 respectively [7]. The vibrational modes centered at 1071 and 1159 

cm−1 are also found in the spectra confirming the symmetric and asymmetric Al–O–H 

modes of boehmite respectively [8]. The surface adsorbed moisture and -OH vibrations 

have been located at 1640, 3286 and 3090 cm−1 respectively confirming the presence of 

the oxy-hydroxide phase of alumina. Such characteristics vibrations are consistent with the 

diffraction data and denote the successful preparation of the samples. 

Sample FWHM corresponding to 

(020) plane 

(rad) 

Crystallite 

diameter (nm) 

EBH 0.0297 4.7 

HBH 0.0126 11.1 

UBH 0.0191 7.3 
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Figure 4.3 FESEM micrographs of the synthesized (a) EBH, (b) HBH, and (c) UBH samples 

The morphological characteristics of the three boehmite nanostructures have been 

estimated by using FESEM and TEM techniques. The FESEM micrographs (Figure 4.3) 

depict three distinct architectures of boehmite. The EBH sample shows spherical 

morphology, whereas the needle-like and nanoflower morphologies are obtained for HBH 

and UBH samples respectively. 

 

Figure 4.4 The TEM images of (a) EBH, (b) HBH, and (c) UBH and their corresponding SAED patterns (d-

f) 

The TEM images (Figure 4.4) show that the spherical EBH nanoparticles are having a 

diameter of ~8-10 nm. These spheres are quite agglomerated, probably due to the inter-

particle cohesive forces between the particles of boehmite. The needles are quite sharp 
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having an average length and breadth of ~45-50 nm and ~8-10 nm respectively. The 

nanoflower morphology of boehmite is fairly unique. The surface roughness is visible in 

this morphology, which could be ascribed to the aggregation of the smaller-sized particles 

to form the hierarchical nano-flower structure of boehmite. Each of these nanoflowers is 

consists of nano-petals having an average thickness of ~15-20 nm. 

 

Figure 4.5 EDX spectra of the synthesized samples 

The elemental analyses of these three boehmite nanostructures have been performed by 

using EDX (Figure 4.5), showing the presence of aluminum and oxygen in all three 

samples. The absence of any impure traces further validates the purity of these 

nanostructures. 

4.3.2 Surface characteristics of the nanostructures 

 

Figure 4.6 Surface area and porosity studies of the boehmite samples 

Previously, it has been observed that boehmite has mesopores and the porosity is found to 

be uniform. In this case, the nitrogen (N2) adsorption-desorption isotherms (Figure 4.6) 

suggest an almost similar amount of adsorption and desorption of the gas in all the cases. 

Such results yield type IV isotherms for our samples, which leads to the mesoporous 

surface of the nanostructures [9-10]. The corresponding H4-type hysteresis loop also 
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suggests the presence of narrow slit-like pores over the surfaces of these nanostructures 

confirming that these samples could be used as adsorbents [9-10]. 

Table 4.2 Estimated BET surface area, pore radius, and pore volume data of different boehmite samples 

Sample 

name 

Surface area 

(m²/g) 

Pore size 

(nm) 

Pore volume 

(cc/g) 

HBH 12.81  3.9 8.628 x 10-2 

EBH 176.8 3.8 2.746 x 10-1 

UBH 31.64 3.7 9.486 x 10-2 

It is observed that the EBH and HBH nanostructures are having average porosity of ~3.9 

and 3.8 nm respectively, while UBH has ~3.7 nm pore diameter on average. The surface 

area is found to be highest in the EBH sample (176.8 m2g-1), whereas it is 12.81 and 31.64 

m2g-1 for HBH and UBH respectively. 

4.3.3 Qualitative model for the different nano-architecture formation of 

boehmite 

In order to substantiate the morphological evolution of the boehmite nanostructures, XRD, 

FTIR, and FESEM characterizations were employed (Figure 4.7). The physical 

characteristics of the formation have been estimated especially at three different points of 

the growth. These are nucleation, growth, and self-assembly of the nanostructures [11-12]. 

Based on the characterizations, it is observed that the three basifying agents namely, 

ethylenediamine, hexamine, and urea were not only controlled the pH of the reaction but 

also results in three different morphologies of boehmite. 

In the case of ethylenediamine, the reaction found no preferential growth in any direction 

as it is the simplest amine. Thus, it creates a spherical morphology after the complete 

reaction.  

Interestingly, the needle-shaped HBH sample possesses less precipitation during the 

nucleation process. But, at high pressure and temperature (during the hydrothermal 

reaction) the thick and white precipitates form. This could be reasonably due to the less 

adsorption of the R-NH3
+ ions at normal ambient conditions. When the pressure is 

employed at the hydrothermal chamber, the adsorption takes place and results in the white 

precipitate of the boehmite. The time varied FESEM data suggests that the hydrothermal 
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reaction time influences the growth of the needles remarkably. A similar observation could 

be made by using the time varied XRD data of the sample (Figure A1.2). 

Moreover, covalently bonded urea is unable to split in the aqueous medium [13]. Hence, 

during the hydrothermal reaction, rod-shaped structures of boehmite are formed due to the 

strong cationic environment and excess pressure [14-15]. As a chelating agent, the 

electronegative moiety of urea (C=O) chelates with the aluminum ions for unidirectional 

growth. During the hydrothermal process, such nanorods are agglomerated to form nano-

petals and the self-assembly process finally yields the nanoflower morphology of the 

system. 

 

Figure 4.7 Mechanisms of formation of different boehmite nano-architectures 
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4.3.4 Optical properties of the synthesized nanostructures 

Initially, the absorbance spectra of the samples were recorded to estimate the optical band 

gap and any alteration in the absorbance maximum due to the morphological variation of 

the samples (Figure 4.8). 

 

Figure 4.8 Absorbance spectra (a) and corresponding Tauc plots of the samples 

The spectra yield a gradual shift in the absorbance maximum with varying morphology. It 

is observed that the absorbance peak of needle-like HBH is situated at 226 nm, whereas it 

is blue-shifted to 214 and 213 nm for UBH and EBH respectively. Such a blue shift also 

alters the optical band gap of the samples. The Tauc relation is used to estimate the band 

gap as follows [16],  

αE = A(E −Eg)
n                              (2) 

Where E, Eg, α and A are the photon energy, optical band gap energy, absorption 

coefficient, and a constant term respectively. The optical band gap changed radically with 

the varying morphology of boehmite. Typically, the band gap energies for EBH, UBH, 

and HBH are 5.30 eV, 5.44, and 5.87 eV respectively. Such alteration validates the 

influence of the morphology on the optical property of the sample. 

Further, the nanostructures were exposed to the ultraviolet energy of 375 nm wavelength 

for studying their emission properties. The emission intensity (centered at 428 nm) is 

found to be highest in the needle-shaped HBH sample and it is lowest for the spherical 

EBH (Figure 4.9). In reality, the BET measurement suggests that the HBH has the lowest 

and EBH has the highest surface area among the three samples. As the surface area 
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increases, the number of defects also increases and those are responsible for the non-

radiative recombination of the photo-generated electrons.  

 

Figure 4.9 Fluorescence spectra of the synthesized boehmite samples 

Such recombination quenches the emission intensity drastically, which has been found in 

the case of the EBH sample. Due to the highest emission intensity in the blue/ violet 

region of the spectrum, a needle-shaped HBH sample is selected for further fluorometric 

applications. 

4.3.5 Fluorometric detection of hexavalent chromium (Cr(VI)) using needle-

shaped boehmite (HBH) 

 

Figure 4.10 Selectivity analysis of the HBH sample 

Initially, the selectivity and the sensitivity experiments of the detection have been 

performed. A range of various cations and anions were exposed separately to the HBH 
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sample (500 µM concentration of the HBH in water) and each time the fluorescence level 

of the sample was checked at 428 nm (Figure 4.10). It is observed that there is a drastic 

quenching in the fluorescence level of HBH when Cr(VI) is added to the solution. 

Otherwise, no such alteration is found when other ions are exposed to the system. The 

hexavalent chromium quenches the fluorescence level of the HBH is about 99% of its 

primary intensity, which makes HBH a potential sensor for Cr(VI). 

 

Figure 4.11 (a) Concentration-dependent fluorometric quenching and (b) the Stern-Volmer plot of the 

sample 

The sensitivity of the sensing probe (HBH) has been analyzed based on the limit of 

detection (LOD). The relative fluorescence intensity (I0/I) has been plotted against the 

concentration of the quencher ion (here Cr(VI)) and fitted with the Stern-Volmer’s 

equation, as mentioned here [17-18], 

𝐼0

𝐼
 = 1+ KSV [M]   (3) 

Here, I0, I, and KSV are fluorescence intensities of pure HBH, HBH with Cr(VI) at various 

concentrations of Cr(VI), and the Stern-Volmer coefficient respectively.  

The fitted parameters suggest a high KSV value (24.255 x 106) with a fitting coefficient of 

0.96414 (Figure 4.11). Such a high quenching constant yields a very low detection limit 

(only 0.42 nM) in this case suggesting the sensor material (HBH) is tremendously 

sensitive and selective towards hexavalent chromium. 

The real-life extent of this fluorometric sensor has also been evaluated. The tannery 

wastewater sample has been collected from a local tannery industry and the amount of 

total chromium was tested using the ICP-AES method.  
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Figure 4.12 Fluorometric quenching of the sensor material in the tannery wastewater sample 

The ICP-AES data depicts 23.4 ppm of chromium in the wastewater sample, which was 

further filtered using a Whatman filter paper and preserved at 4 ºC temperature before use. 

When the wastewater sample is exposed to the sensor material, the fluorescence intensity 

of the material suddenly quenches (Figure 4.12). Such a rapid quenching detects the 

presence of Cr(VI) in the wastewater making the sensor a good alternative for real-life 

applications. 

4.3.6 Removal of hexavalent chromium from wastewater 

 

Figure 4.13 Adsorption uptake of the boehmite samples 

Removal of hexavalent chromium from water is not an easy task. Various methods have 

been applied until now to eliminate the Cr(VI) contamination. Herein, a facile adsorption-
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based removal approach is adopted to minimize the contamination level. Initially, all the 

three nanostructures of boehmite, namely HBH, EBH, and UBH was employed to study 

the chromium uptake. The uptake study was performed by taking 500 µM concentrations 

of each adsorbent separately into the 100 ppm solution of hexavalent chromium. Before 

taking the uptake data, the suspensions were stirred gradually for at least 6 h and then the 

absorption characteristics were recorded (Figure 4.13). The characteristics peak of 

chromium (351 nm) gets quenched when exposed to the adsorbents. The highest amount 

of quenching is obtained for the needle-shaped HBH sample. The sorption uptakes have 

been calculated using the following relation [19], 

            Uptake (%) = 
𝐶0−𝐶𝑒

𝐶0
 𝑥 100           (4) 

Here, C0 and Ce are initial and equilibrium concentrations of Cr(VI) ions in the media. The 

percentage uptake is found to be highest for the HBH sample (~76%), whereas it is 48% 

and 64% for EBH and UBH respectively. According to the surface characteristics of these 

three morphologies of boehmite, the HBH has the highest surface area among other 

nanostructures. The porosity is also highest for this need-like morphology, which could be 

the rationale for the highest uptake of HBH. Such a high uptake of HBH makes this 

needle-shaped boehmite (HBH) a potential adsorbent for hexavalent chromium and thus 

selected for further adsorption experiments. 

 

Figure 4.14 Adsorption kinetics study for needle-like HBH sample 

The adsorption kinetics of HBH has also been studied to estimate the overall removal 

performance of the sorbent. Typically, a chromium solution of 80 ppm was exposed to the 

adsorbent and the spectra were recorded up to 10 minutes in every 2 minutes interval 
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(Figure 4.14). It is found that the characteristic peak of hexavalent chromium (351 nm) 

gradually quenches with time. The change in the color of the solution is visible through 

naked eyes (Figure 4.14). 

4.3.7 Boehmite (HBH) as the ‘Waste capacitor’ 

The dielectric permittivity of a sample denotes the charge storage capacity of a material. 

Herein, the dielectric property of pristine HBH and Cr(VI) adsorbed HBH (HBH+Cr(VI)) 

have been evaluated to observe any change in the energy storage property of the samples. 

 

Figure 4.15 Electrical properties of the pure and Cr(VI) adsorbed HBH samples 

The permittivity of HBH is found to be 6.2x104 at 40 Hz field frequency at room 

temperature, whereas the Cr(VI) adsorbed sample possesses an elevated dielectric constant 

of 2.7x106 at the same ambient condition. The dielectric constant of the adsorbed HBH 

sample is nearly ~43 times higher than that of its pure fraction (HBH). Such an augmented 

electrical permittivity corresponds to Maxwell-Wagner’s interfacial polarization effect 

[20]. The number of conductive grains is increased in the Cr(VI) adsorbed HBH sample, 

which results in an enhanced number of grain-grain boundaries. As mentioned previously 

(Section 3.3.3), such grain-grain boundary polarization can contribute to the dielectric 

value of a sample. Thus, chromium adsorbed HBH depicts a higher dielectric constant 

than its pure counterpart. 

The ac conductivity of the Cr(VI) adsorbed boehmite is also greater than its pure fraction, 

which could be due to the augmentation in the number of charge carriers. After getting 

released from their potential barrier, these free charge carriers initiate hopping from one-

grain boundary to another and improve the conductivity of the sample [21], which in this 

case is pronounced in the chromium adsorbed sample. 
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The augmented dielectric constant and ac conductivity make the chromium adsorbed 

sample a potential candidate for energy storage applications, more precisely, the separator 

layer of any capacitor. Henceforth, this material could be regarded as a potential ‘Waste 

capacitor’. 

4.4 Summary 

In this work, three different nanostructures of boehmite, namely nanoneedles, 

nanoparticles, and nanoflowers have been synthesized successfully using three different 

basifying agents. A detailed nucleation and growth mechanism has been delivered 

showing how these nanostructures are formed. In order to analyze phase purity and 

morphological characteristics, XRD, FTIR, FESEM, TEM, and EDS measurements have 

been performed showing the successful formation of the nanostructures. The BT-BJH 

analyses of the nanostructures revealed the highest surface area and porosity in the needle-

shaped HBH nanostructure, which also has promising fluorescence and adsorption 

properties and is thus selected for further applications. The Cr(VI) sensing efficacy of the 

HBH sample is quite high and rapid. The S-V fitting suggests a detection limit of 0.42 nM, 

which is extremely low as compared to the previous studies. This HBH sample is capable 

to eliminate the Cr(VI) ion from wastewater using a facile adsorption technique. Almost 

76% of chromium has been removed from the medium using this sample in just 10 

minutes. Adsorbed chromium ions onto the porous structure of boehmite are not only used 

for sensing and removal applications but also this phenomenon drastically changes the 

dielectric permittivity and ac conductivity of the chromium adsorbed sample. At least ~43 

times increment in dielectric constant makes our multifunctional needle-shaped boehmite 

nanostructure a budding candidate for fabricating ‘waste capacitors’. 
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Chapter 5 

Metal ions (Cu2+, Gd3+) doped boehmite nanostructures for 

Cr(VI) detection in wastewater and their removal from aqueous 

media 

 

5.1 Introduction 

It was observed in the previous works that the particle size and morphology have a 

significant influence in creating the defect states in boehmite nanostructures [1]. These 

defects are capable to trap free-charge carriers, which in turn changes the optical and 

electrical properties of this system [2]. Thus, controlled creation of these defect states is 

necessary to obtain promising applicability in various aspects [3]. Crystal defects could be 

originated by adding impurities in crystals [4]. 

Herein, a facile strategy of initiating crystal defect has been discussed by doping transition 

metal copper (Cu(II)) and rare-earth metal gadolinium (Gd(III)) into the orthorhombic 

sites of boehmite nanocrystals. Such metal ion doping causes crystal defects, leading to the 

doped samples’ defect-mediated fluorescence [5]. The fluorescence of the doped samples 

was used to detect hexavalent chromium ions in wastewater by a simple and cost-effective 

‘turn off’-based fluorometric technique. The detection limit of these fluorometric sensors 

is found to be very low (a few µM) besides their remarkable selectivity. These fluoro-

sensors gain multifunctionality when they are used to remove Cr(VI) from aqueous media. 

The samples show tremendous efficacy in removing the contaminant (80-85% removal in 

a few minutes). 

Moreover, copper (CBH) doped boehmite samples show excellent charge storage ability 

when it adsorbs Cr(VI) from wastewater. The storage efficiencies have been measured 

using dielectric constant and corresponding loss tangent. Approximately, 10 times 

increment of the dielectric constant has been observed in this chromium treated CBH 

sample. Due to the remarkable multifunctionality of these synthesized materials, they are 

regarded as ‘Multifunctional fluorescent Nano-Sensors’ (MFNS). 
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5.2 Experimental details 

5.2.1 Materials 

Aluminum nitrate nonahydrate, ammonia solution (25%), copper acetate, acetone, and 

ethanol were purchased from Merck, India. The gadolinium oxide was purchased from 

SRL, India. All the reagents used were of analytical grade and were used without any 

further purification. Millipore water with a resistivity of at least 18.2 MΩ-cm was used 

throughout the experiments. 

5.2.2 Synthesis of the nanostructures 

The samples were synthesized by a facile hydrothermal process. In a typical synthesis 

process, aluminum nitrate was added into 70 ml Millipore water under stirring. 

Gadolinium oxide and copper acetate were additionally mixed in the solution separately 

maintaining the 1% (w/w) ratio to the aluminum nitrate. After proper dissolution, 

ammonia solution was added drop-wise to the suspensions until the pH reached 10. 

The entire set of the solution was then stirred vigorously for another 3 h and then placed 

separately in Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclaves. These autoclaves were heated at 180 

⁰C for 18 h in a dust-free hot air oven. After the completion of the reaction, the solid 

precipitates were collected from the bottom of the Teflon container washed several times 

with water, and finally dried in a vacuum. The dried samples were then ground and 

marked as GBH (gadolinium doped boehmite), and CBH (copper doped boehmite). 

5.3 Results and discussion 

5.3.1 Structural and microstructural analyses 

Initially, the microstructural features of the synthesized nanostructures have been 

estimated by using the X-ray crystallography method [6]. The XRD patterns have been 

illustrated in Figure 5.1 showing the characteristic diffraction maxima for all the samples. 

The absence of any undesired peak substantiates the purity of the nanocrystals. The 

Rietveld refinement of the diffractograms was further performed to ascertain the changes 

in the microstructural features due to the doping of foreign metals like Cu and Gd [7]. It is 

found that doping does not alter the orthorhombic phase of the boehmite. However, the 

microstrain value significantly increased in the doped boehmite samples (CBH, GBH). In 
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reality, larger-sized Cu2+ (0.71 Å) and Gd3+ (0.94 Å) ions substitute smaller Al3+ ions 

(0.53 Å), which might create this enhanced microstrain in the doped boehmite crystals [8]. 

 

Figure 5.1 Diffraction data and corresponding microstructure of (a) GBH and (b) CBH 

Table 5.1 Microstructural parameters of the doped boehmite nanocrystals 

Parameters GBH CBH 

a (Å) 3.694±0.0013 3.688±8.923 x10-4 

b (Å) 12.242±0.0064 12.226±0.0049 

c (Å) 2.8607±0.0010 2.859±7.333 x10-4 

Crystallite 

size (nm) 

7.787±0.7237 11.013±1.0858 

Strain 1.731 x10-5 4.678 x10-6 

χ2 1.768 1.698 

Rp (%) 0.094 0.127 

Rwp (%) 0.126 0.166 
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Besides, the characteristic diffraction peaks have been slightly shifted to the higher 

diffraction angle due to this additional strain [9]. Such increased microstrain leads to 

crystal defects, which have been captured in this work (Table 5.1) [10]. These defects 

would be beneficial for various applications in the real world [11]. 

 

Figure 5.2 FTIR spectra of the samples 

The FTIR study has been carried out to estimate the bonding networks of the synthesized 

samples (Figure 5.2) [12]. This characterization also ensures the incorporation of Gd3+ and 

Cu2+ into the orthorhombic sites of boehmite. The FTIR spectra depict the characteristic 

vibrations of the nanostructures at 480, 758, and 634 cm-1 due to the AlO6 deformation 

[13]. The Al-O-H vibrations have also been observed at 1069 and 1158 cm-1 confirming 

the orthorhombic boehmite phases [14]. The symmetric and asymmetric O-H vibrations 

have also been located at 3095 and 3305 cm-1 respectively in the spectra [15]. Another 

characteristic vibration of boehmite has been found in 1634 cm-1 depicting the presence of 

surface adsorbed moisture and confirming the existence of surface porosity in the 

synthesized samples [16]. However, neither Gd3+ nor Cu2+ creates any bond with the 

boehmite phase, which corroborates with the XRD data. 

The particle morphologies of the doped boehmite nanocrystals have been envisaged by 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Figure 5.3) [17]. The copper doped CBH shows 

porous rhomboidal particles with a 2-5 nm mean pore diameter. The sides of this 

rhomboid are approximately 12-16 nm. Nonetheless, the synthesized GBH sample's 

morphology and particle size drastically changed. It is showing rod-shaped particles 

having an average length of 40-60 nm. Such morphological changes could be ascribed to 

the doping-induced enhancement of the microstrain [18]. As the microstrain is found to be 
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the highest in the GBH sample, the morphological features evolved maximum in this case 

[19]. 

 

Figure 5.3 TEM images and corresponding EDX spectra of GBH (a,c) and CBH (b,d) respectively 

Additionally, traces of copper and gadolinium along with oxygen and aluminum have been 

found in the EDX spectra of CBH and GBH samples respectively (Figure 5.3), which 

validates the successful incorporation of the foreign cations into the phases of 

orthorhombic boehmite. 

5.3.2 Analyses of the surface properties 

The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) and Barrer-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) methods have been 

utilized to estimate the surface area and porosity of the synthesized samples (Figure 5.4) 

[20]. The samples show type-IV isotherm indicating the presence of mesopores on the 

surfaces [21-22]. The mean pore diameters have been estimated using the BET method 

and it is found to be 5.03 and 3.91 nm for GBH and CBH respectively. Similar porosity 

has been observed in the TEM micrographs, which might be caused due to the defects 

during the incorporation of the foreign cations. The H4- type hysteresis loops suggest the 
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formation of slit-shaped pores on the surfaces of these nanostructures, which could be 

beneficial in making industrial adsorbents [21-22]. 

 

Figure 5.4 BET-BJH plots of the samples 

Table 5.2 Surface properties of the metal ions doped boehmite samples 

Sample 

name 

Surface area 

(m²/g) 

Pore size 

(nm) 

Pore volume 

(cc/g) 

GBH 92.174 5.03 9.532 x10-2 

CBH 15.297 3.91 4.514 x10-2 

Moreover, the surface areas have been calculated from the BJH method depicting the 

highest surface to volume ratio in the GBH sample (92.174 m2/g), while it is lower in the 

CBH (15.297 m2/g). A table (Table 5.2) has been constructed to feature the surface 

properties of the samples. 

5.3.3 Thermal stability of the samples 

Sensor materials must have significant thermal stability up to a certain critical limit, which 

makes them usable in any condition [23]. The thermal stability of the synthesized 

nanostructures has been assessed by differential thermal analysis (DTA) and thermo-

gravimetric analysis (TGA) (Figure 5.5) [24]. The thermograms show very nominal mass 

losses for the CBH (7.45%) and GBH (11.16%) samples when they are exposed to 150 ºC. 

Typical endothermic peaks were observed in the differential thermogram for both CBH (at 

67.17 ºC) and GBH (79.92 ºC) suggesting the release of surface adsorbed moisture. Thus, 

these doped boehmite samples could be considered as thermally stable up to 150 ºC 

making them potentially useful for sensing applications. 
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Figure 5.5 DTA (inset) and TGA thermograms of the synthesized samples 

5.3.4 Optical properties of the synthesized nanostructures 

Herein, the emission properties of both CBH and GBH have been evaluated. Previously, 

the absorption and emission properties of pure boehmite samples of different 

morphologies and sizes have been evaluated (Chapter 4), which shows 375 nm is the 

optimum excitation wavelength for boehmite samples. Thus, in this work, both CBH and 

GBH have been excited at 375 nm wavelength to achieve fluorescent emission. 

 

Figure 5.6 Emission spectra of the samples 

The emission characteristics show a promising blue emission centered at 430 nm in both 

cases (Figure 5.6). Although both the samples show promising fluorescence intensities, the 

intensity of GBH is found to be slightly higher than that of the CBH sample. This could be 
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ascribed to the presence of a higher number of defect states in the GBH as compared to the 

CBH sample [25]. 

5.3.5 Detection of Cr(VI) using the doped boehmite samples 

 

Figure 5.7 Selectivity analysis of the sensor materials 

Initially, the selectivity and sensitivity of the samples (CBH and GBH) have been studied. 

The selectivity of the materials has been examined by exposing them separately in 

different ionic environments at a concentration of 500 µM. Then the UV-radiation of 375 

nm have been irradiated and the fluorescence has been monitored at 430 nm (Figure 5.7). 

In both cases, the fluorescence intensities of the doped boehmite samples have been 

greatly quenched upon the Cr(VI) addition. However, no significant changes in the spectra 

have been observed in the rest of the cases, which make these doped materials dedicated 

Cr(VI) sensors. 
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The sensitivities of these materials have been examined by calculating the limit of 

detections (LOD) using the liner Stern-Volmer equation as stated below [26], 

𝐼0

𝐼
=  1 +  𝐾𝑆𝑉[𝑀]  (1) 

 

Figure 5.8 (a-b) Fluorometric decay of GBH and CBH respectively upon Cr(VI) addition, (c-d) linear S-V 

plots of GBH and CBH respectively, (e) exponential fitting of the S-V plot for CBH 
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Here, I0/I represents the relative fluorescence intensities, 𝐾𝑆𝑉 and M imply the Stern-

Volmer quenching constants and the concentrations of the hexavalent chromium 

respectively. The linearity of the fitting is very crucial in order to obtain the LOD value of 

the sensor material. Herein, the linearity of the fitting for the GBH sample is found to be 

up to 350 µM with a fitting coefficient of 0.979 (Figure 5.8). Whereas, the CBH sample 

provides linearity only up to 14 µM (fitting coefficient 0.997), beyond which an 

exponential fluorometric decay has been observed (Figure 5.8). The detection limits have 

been calculated based on the 𝐾𝑆𝑉 values of the sensing probes as mentioned below [27], 

𝐿𝑂𝐷 =  
3𝜎

𝐾𝑆𝑉
 (2) 

Here, σ is the standard deviation of the fluorescence intensities of the sensor material 

without the presence of Cr(VI). The detection limit in the case of GBH is found to be 10.5 

µM, whereas it is 6.24 µM for the copper doped CBH sample. 

Table 5.3 ICP-AES data of the collected wastewater sample 

Constituents Amount 

(ppm) 

Cadmium (Cd) Not detected  

Lead (Pb) 0.10 

Chromium (Cr) 20.58 

Iron (Fe) 4.84 

Additionally, the sensing probes were employed to measure the contamination levels in 

real-life industrial wastewater. The elemental composition of the wastewater sample was 

initially examined by the ICP-AES (inductively coupled plasma atomic emission 

spectroscopy) technique (Table 5.3), which shows an alarming level of chromium 

concentration (~20 ppm) besides several other heavy metals. After collecting the water 

sample, it was passed through a filter membrane (porosity 11 µm) and then kept at 4 ºC 

before the experiment. 

When the wastewater sample is exposed to the sensor materials (CBH and GBH), the 

fluorescence intensity of the materials gets quenched remarkably (Figure 5.9). Such rapid 

decay of fluorescence intensities validates the synthesized sensing probes to be promising 

chromium sensors in the real world. 
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Figure 5.9 Detection of Cr(VI) in real-life industrial wastewater sample using (a) GBH and (b) CBH 

As mentioned previously, traces of some other heavy metals have also been found during 

the ICP-AES measurements. Although, no interference has been observed due to those 

unwanted metal ions, which reveals that these materials are capable to detect hexavalent 

chromium in all water types. 

5.3.6 Mechanism behind the fluorometric detection of Cr(VI) 

In order to substantiate the sensing mechanism of the probes, fluorescence lifetimes of the 

sensor materials have been studied with different concentrations of Cr(VI) (Figure 5.10). It 

is observed that the fluorescence lifetimes get quenched in both cases, which suggests the 

fluorometric quenching happens in the excited state of the fluorophores [28]. Besides, the 

steady-state fluorescence for both the samples are found to be linear (for CBH the linearity 

is up to 14 µM). these two results suggest the photoinduced electron transfer is primarily 

responsible for such drastic fluorometric quenching for both CBH and GBH [29]. 

Precisely, the fluorophores of the sensor materials absorb the energy (375 nm) in the 

ground state and jump into the excited state where they collide with the quencher (Cr(VI)), 

which results in nonradiative decay [30]. Interestingly, in the case of CBH, the linearity of 

the S-V plot has been found only up to 14 µM, beyond which exponential decay occurs. 

This phenomenon could be ascribed to the inner filter effect at higher Cr(VI) 

concentrations besides the electron transfer [31]. In reality, at higher quencher 

concentrations, the fluorophores get trapped by the quencher molecules/ions, which blocks 

the fluorescence emission. 
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Figure 5.10 Fluorescence quenching mechanism of the modified boehmite samples 

5.3.7 Removal of hexavalent chromium 

 

Figure 5.11 Adsorption uptakes (a, c) and adsorption kinetics (b, d) of GBH and CBH respectively 

The synthesized nanostructures of modified boehmite samples gain multifunctionality 

when they are employed to remove Cr(VI) from water based on a facile adsorption 

process. In reality, adsorbents need porosity and high surface area in order to entrap the 

contaminants [32]. Previously, it was noted that boehmite has a significant binding affinity 

towards hexavalent chromium. Thus, in this work, the modified boehmite samples have 

been employed to adsorb the Cr(VI) contamination from wastewater. 
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Initially, the adsorption uptake of CBH and GBH was studied. Precisely, 10 mg of each 

adsorbent was added to the 50 ppm Cr(VI) solution separately and then stirred slowly for 2 

h to reach the equilibrium. The spectrometry was then performed to evaluate the 

percentage uptake using the following relation [33], 

Uptake (%) = 
𝐶0−𝐶𝑒

𝐶0
× 100  (3) 

where Ce and C0 are equilibrium and initial concentrations of Cr (VI) in water. The uptake 

data shows around ~80% uptake capacity of the GBH sample, whereas it is found to be 

~85% for the CBH sample. The EDX spectra of the chromium adsorbed samples show the 

traces of chromium (Figure 5.11), which also confirms the successful adsorption of Cr(VI) 

into the slit-shaped pores of both CBH and GBH. 

Further, the adsorption kinetics were studied to optimize the time to reach the equilibrium 

state. It also ensures the rapidity of the sorption process [34]. The spectrometric data 

shows a remarkable reduction of absorbance in a very short duration (Figure 5.11). Both 

CBH and GBH show similar phenomena and reach the equilibrium state within 5 minutes. 

Although 20 minutes is selected here to ensure the complete sorption in both cases. 

 

Figure 5.12 (a, c) Langmuir and (b, d) Freundlich isotherms of the GBH and CBH samples respectively 
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After the successful optimization of the adsorption uptakes and equilibrium times, the 

adsorption isotherms have been studied to ensure the sorption mechanism and capacities 

[35]. The isotherm data were studied at 25°C temperature and fitted with standard 

Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms (Figure 5.12) [35-38]. The linear forms of these 

equations are given as follows, 

𝐶𝑒

𝑞𝑒
=  

𝐶𝑒

𝑞𝑚
+  

1

𝑞𝑚𝐾𝐿
 (4) 

log 𝑞𝑒 = log 𝐾𝐹 +
1

𝑛
log 𝐶𝑒 (5) 

Here, Ce is the equilibrium concentration in the solution, qe is the amount of Cr(VI) 

adsorbed at equilibrium, qm sensors is the maximum adsorption capacity, and KL and KF 

are Langmuir and Freundlich constants respectively. 

Table 5.4 Cr(VI) adsorption capacities of the modified boehmite samples 

Sample 

name 

Adsorption 

capacity (mg/g) 

CBH 10.902 

GBH 5.151 

The linear fitting coefficients in both cases suggest that the adsorption specifically follows 

the Freundlich model (fitting coefficient for GBH= 0.9378 and CBH= 0.9219). According 

to this model, sorption takes place on a heterogeneous surface. In reality, multilayered 

adsorption occurs in such cases [39]. As these boehmite samples (CBH and GBH) have 

significant porosity (as seen in the BET study), multilayered adsorption is found to occur 

in these cases, which in turn is responsible for such a quick removal of Cr(VI). The 

adsorption capacities of the synthesized samples have been calculated and given in Table 

5.4. 

5.3.8 Copper doped boehmite (CBH) as a ‘Waste capacitor’ 

It has been observed that copper doped boehmite (CBH) has a grater Cr(VI) uptake quality 

compared to the gadolinium doped GBH sample. Almost 5% higher uptake has been 

found in this work. Thus, the capacitive features of this copper doped sample have been 

studied before and after adsorbing the hexavalent chromium ions. In this case, the CBH 

sample is mixed with the Cr(VI) solution (500 µM) and stirred slowly for 2 h to reach the 
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sorption equilibrium. After reaching the equilibrium the Cr(VI) adsorbed CBH was 

collected and dried in a vacuum. A small pellet of this sample was made using a hydraulic 

press and sent for measuring the electrical properties. 

Electrical properties of both the treated (Cr(VI) adsorbed CBH) and untreated (pristine 

CBH) pellets were measured to compare their dielectric properties. The frequency-

dependent dielectric data of both the samples show a radical enhancement in the dielectric 

permittivity in the treated CBH sample (Figure 5.13). At a low-frequency regime (~100 

kHz), this dielectric enhancement has not been found, rather when the external field 

approaches the high-frequency domain (~1MHz), the permittivity of the treated sample 

gets enhanced compared to its untreated counterpart. Such an augmented permittivity at 

the high-frequency domain is related to the electronic polarization of the system [40]. In 

reality, the adsorbed Cr(VI) ions at this frequency region get polarized and elevate the 

permittivity value. the overall permittivity at 1 MHz frequency is found to rise around 10 

times compared to the pristine CBH sample. The loss tangent of the samples is also in 

good support with the high dielectric data. 

 

Figure 5.13 Comparative analysis of (a) dielectric constant, (b) tangent loss, and (c) ac conductivity of pure 

CBH and Cr(VI) adsorbed CBH 

The ac conductivity of the samples has also been studied (Figure 5.13). It shows a drastic 

enhancement of the conductivity of the treated sample beyond 1 MHz frequency. Such 

relaxation could be ascribed to the excitation of free charge carriers at a high-frequency 

domain [41]. The Cr(VI) adsorbed sample has more free ionic charge transport units than 

the pure CBH which causes this type of drastic increment of ac conductivity in the higher 

frequency side. 
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5.4 Summary 

This work reports a facile strategy to increase the defect states of boehmite nanostructure 

by incorporating cations like Cu(II) and Gd(III). Such defects also augment their 

fluorescence properties, which becomes useful in detecting hexavalent chromium ions in 

wastewater. Both the samples show excellent fluorometric ‘turn off’ phenomena when 

exposed to chromium ions. Additionally, the sensing performance of these two materials 

has been validated in real-life tannery wastewater samples. These photoinduced electron 

transfer-based sensing probes are exceptionally selective and depict promising detection 

limits (6-10 µM) making them dedicated chromium sensors. 

Moreover, these synthesized materials are capable to remove the Cr(VI) ions from the 

wastewater using a facile adsorption method. The removal process is rapid and these 

nanomaterials can remove 80-85 % of chromium within 5 minutes. Such a rapid sorption 

method has been validated using the standard Freundlich model. Particularly, the copper 

doped CBH sample, after adsorbing Cr(VI) show remarkable augmentation in its dielectric 

constant at the high-frequency region. In reality, electronic polarization is responsible for 

such an enhancement. Henceforth, these doped boehmite samples could be considered as 

multifunctional nanostructures, or in other words, ‘multifunctional fluorescent nano-

sensors’. 
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Chapter 6 

Nitrogenous carbon quantum dot tailored boehmite nanoparticles for the 

fluorometric detection of Cr(VI) in wastewater: A sensing probe for 

early-stage carcinogen detection 

 

6.1 Introduction 

Previously, crystal defects were used to generate fluorescence emission to detect 

contaminants in wastewater. Such defect-mediated fluorescence has been generated either 

by modulating the morphology of the system or doping some impurities (i.e., Gd(III) and 

Cu (II)) in the orthorhombic boehmite crystals. Another way to increase the fluorescence 

of a material is to conjugate any fluorescent material with the system [1]. The interplay of 

such conjugated systems is very interesting and gives rise to several outstanding problems 

[2]. 

Carbon quantum dot (cdot) is a fluorescent quantum mechanically confined nanosystem 

known for its remarkable physicochemical properties [3-4]. The size-dependent tunable 

emission along with the highest degree of biocompatibility makes this zero-dimensional 

semiconductor a potential contender for numerous imaging and sensing applications [5-

6,7]. The synthesis of cdot is not very costly and even quite easy. But, due to its smaller 

size (<10 nm), this nanostructure is prone to get agglomerated, which not only affects its 

physicochemical properties but also quenches its fluorescence level [8-9]. Recently, a few 

research works have been carried out to get rid of this agglomeration by grafting the cdot 

over the porous surfaces of various polymers, nanoparticles and composites [10-12]. 

Mostly these grafting procedures are of ex-situ type, which is time-consuming and costly. 

In this work, an in-situ grafting strategy of the carbon dot is reported over the porous 

boehmite nanoparticle’s surface. Such conjugation not only restricts the agglomeration of 

the cdot but also improves the fluorescence quality of boehmite nanoparticles. The 

formation of the boehmite-cdot nanocomposite has been confirmed by the Rietveld 

refinement-based x-ray crystallography method. Further, the FTIR and the TEM 

characterizations substantiate the bonding networks and the morphology of the system 

respectively. The nanocomposite is found to detect hexavalent chromium in an aqueous 

medium by altering its fluorescence level. 
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Initially, the selectivity and the sensitivity of the sample have been measured showing 

only 58 nM of the detection limit. Such a low detection limit makes this nanocomposite a 

promising chromium sensor. The density functional theory has been applied over the 

system to substantiate the sensing mechanism. It is found that the sensing probe 

specifically follows the photoinduced electron transfer mechanism in order to detect 

chromium ions. 

Moreover, the sensor material is exposed to the chromium-containing HeLa cells to 

ascertain its efficacy in detecting the contaminant in living cells. The results show a drastic 

turn-off of the fluorescence of the probe when exposed to the contaminated cells. Such 

turn-off-based sensing activity has been validated by molecular docking studies. In reality, 

Cr(VI) is a well-known carcinogen and the synthesized sensor material is capable to detect 

it in the living cells, which makes this nanocomposite a truly early stage chromium 

mediated carcinogen detector. 

6.2 Experimental details 

6.2.1 Materials 

Aluminum nitrate nonahydrate and Ethylenediamine, the main two precursors of boehmite 

were purchased from Merck, India. The anhydrous citric acid was used as the starting 

material of cdot was also collected from Merck, India. Potassium bromide, ethanol and 

hydrochloric acid solution (5%) were collected from Sigma Aldrich. The chemicals were 

of analytical grades and were used without further purification. Millipore water (resistivity 

at least ~18.2 MΩ-cm) was used throughout the experiments. 

6.2.2 Synthesis method 

Typically, 3.56 gm of aluminum nitrate along with 0.096 gm of citric acid were dissolved 

in 70 ml Millipore water and stirred slowly until a transparent solution was achieved. the 

ethylenediamine was then added to the solution dropwise until the pH reached 12. The 

stirring was continued for another 3 h to complete the reaction and then the solution was 

transferred into a Teflon lined stainless steel autoclave and placed in a dust-free hot air 

oven for 20 h at 170 ºC. After completing the hydrothermal treatment, the autoclave 

chamber was naturally cooled down to room temperature and the precipitates were 

collected from the bottom of the Teflon container. The collected precipitates were washed 
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several times with distilled water and finally dried in a vacuum for 48 h. The dried clusters 

were then ground in an agate mortar and sent for characterizations. 

6.3 Results and discussion 

6.3.1 Microstructure and morphological features of the sample 

Herein, X-ray crystallography has been employed to analyze the purity and other 

microstructural properties of the synthesized sample (Figure 6.1) [13]. The Rietveld 

refinement of the sample was carried out by superposing the obtained diffractogram of the 

sample over the COD file no. 9015088 (crystallographic open database) [14].  

 

Figure 6.1 Rietveld refinement of the diffraction pattern (a), the microstructure of the sample (b) bond 

angles and bond lengths of the synthesized sample (c) and corresponding microstructural parameters in the 

table 

Initially, the refinement of the instrumental parameters was done, thereafter the phase 

parameters, size, and microstrain values were refined. The fitting coefficient is found to be 

χ2 = 1.59 validating the reasonable fitting of the diffraction pattern (Figure 6.1). The 

microstructural data depicts the presence of AlO6 polyhedra with -OH groups facing 

outwards. The polyhedra are stacked together to form the orthorhombic phase of the 

boehmite nanocrystals. In some parts, the orthorhombic phases are distorted due to the 

incorporation of the cdot. The average Al-OH and Al-O distances are around 1.949 and 

1.947 Å respectively causing an angular displacement of 94.2º (O-Al-OH) and 83.4º (OH-

Al-OH) respectively. Hence, a significant microstrain has been developed (1.481x10-4) 
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inside the system that validated the formation of the boehmite-cdot nanocomposite 

(CDBH). 

Further, the bonding characteristics of the composite have been estimated by using the 

FTIR spectroscopy method (Figure 6.2). The characteristic AlO6 vibrations are visualized 

between 590-780 cm-1 along with the OH deformation linked to aluminum ions at 896 cm-

1 [13-15].  

 

Figure 6.2 The FTIR spectrum of the synthesized nanostructure 

Another two important characteristic modes of boehmite are present at 1071 and 1154 cm-

1 substantiating the symmetric and asymmetric vibrations of the Al-O-H respectively [13]. 

The formation of the nitrogenous carbon dots has been confirmed by using the modes 

located at 1223, 1336, and 1746 cm-1 those are formed due to the C-O-C stretching and 

C=O vibration respectively [16-17]. The N-H vibration situated at 1526 cm-1 validates the 

presence of nitrogen in the cdot moiety [18]. The -OH vibrations are present in the 

spectrum (3081 and 3285 cm-1) are also corroborating the successful formation of the 

boehmite-cdot nanocomposite [15]. 

The morphological features of the nanocomposite have been assessed by using the 

transmission electron microscopy method (TEM) (Figure 6.3). The overall morphology of 

the nanocomposite is seen to be spherical (particle size ~80-100 nm) with a very rough 

surface. Such surface roughness comes from the tiny cdot particles having an average 

diameter of 3-5 nm. In reality, the surface of the entire nanocomposite is wrapped with 

such tiny cdot particles causing the surface roughness. 
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Figure 6.3 (a) TEM and (b) HR-TEM micrographs, (c) plausible structure of the sample showing cdot 

captures the pores of boehmite on its surface 

A schematic diagram is given herein for the understanding of the entire structure of the 

synthesized nanocomposite (Figure 6.3). 

Previously, it has been mentioned that aluminum nitrate in water produces H+ ions due to 

the hydrolysis of the -OH bonds (Section 2.1). This H+ ion chelates with the amine 

(herein, ethylenediamine) to produce aluminum hydroxide. Similarly, citric acid in water 

releases an extra proton (H+) as follows, 

 C6H8O7 + H2O → C6H5O7
-3 + H+ (1) 

Individually, the nucleation starts for both aluminum nitrate and citric acid in water by the 

transfer of these extra protons to the amine side. During the hydrothermal treatment, both 

of these two nuclei grow, and due to the lack of preferential growth (as ethylenediamine is 

the simplest amine) the shape of the composite becomes spherical. Meanwhile, the porous 

boehmite substrate accommodates the cdot particles (3-5 nm) into its pores (porosity ~3-8 

nm) and finally forms the nanocomposite. 

6.3.2 Optical properties of the synthesized sample 

The optical quality of the synthesized sample has been assessed by absorption and 

emission spectra [19]. Initially, the absorption spectrum was taken (Figure 6.4) showing 

the characteristic absorption maximum at 352 nm with an optical bandgap of 5.52 eV. The 

bandgap has been calculated by Tauc’s method (Equation 2) as shown, 
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 αE = A(E-Eg)
n (2) 

where E, Eg, α and A are the photon energy, optical band gap energy in eV, absorption 

coefficient, and a constant term respectively. 

The emission and excitation spectra of the sample (CDBH) were estimated to observe the 

fluorescence quality of the sample. It is found that the emission maximum of the sample is 

located at 462 nm having a broad emission curve in the blue-green region of the spectrum. 

In reality, the excitation-dependent emission spectra were initially collected showing the 

most probable excitation lies in the region between 370-380 nm (Figure A2.1). Then the 

excitation spectrum was taken for 462 nm wavelength depicting the broad peak at 375 nm. 

 

Figure 6.4 (a) Absorbance spectrum of the probe; (b) excitation and emission spectra of the sample; (c) 

Tauc plot of the probe; (d) time-resolved fluorescence decay pattern and (e) CIE-1931 color space analysis 

of the sensor material 
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The colorimetric assay was further performed by using the CIE-1931 method (Figure 6.4) 

to confirm the color coordinates and color temperature of the emission [19]. The emission 

color coordinates are found to be x= 0.12484, y= 0.09432, which lie in the blue region of 

the spectrum with a color temperature of 3372 K. 

 

Figure 6.5 Stability of the fluorescent emission with respect to the time 

 Moreover, the stability of the fluorescence emission has been estimated by varying the 

time (Figure 6.5). Normally, cdot molecules can agglomerate rapidly resulting in 

fluorescence quenching after a few minutes, but in this case, no such quenching has 

occurred up to 20 minutes of exposure to the ambient conditions. This reveals that the 

boehmite nanoparticles successfully separate the cdot molecules by trapping the molecules 

into their pores. 

The time-resolved fluorescence decay profile of the nanocomposite is showing a 

promising decay time of 3.58 ns at 462 nm (Figure 6.4), which is reasonably high and 

makes this composite a capable alternative for fluorometric applications. 

Additionally, the theoretical density functional approach (DFT) studies have been 

conducted to substantiate the origin of the fluorescence and the electronic transitions of the 

fluorophores [20-22]. The nitrogenous carbon dot moiety of the sample was taken to 

perform the DFT studies as it accommodates the fluorophores [23]. After optimizing the 

geometry and vibrational modes the TDDFT studies have been performed on the system to 

achieve the electronic transitions that occurred during the absorption and emission 

processes. The frontier molecular orbitals have been illustrated in Figure 6.6 shows a 
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HOMO-LUMO gap of 5.59 eV, which is quite near to the experimental band gap of the 

sample (5.52 eV). Moreover, the theoretical absorbance spectrum depicts four distinct 

transitions (278, 291, 305, and 323 nm), among them 323 nm transition is considered to be 

the characteristic transition (λmax) of the fluorophores. This particular transition has 

occurred between the HOMO (-6.074 eV) and LUMO (-0.482). 

 

Figure 6.6 (a) Theoretical absorbance spectrum of the sample calculated from TDDFT study and (b) 

TDDFT based electronic transition pattern of the fluorophores for CDBH sample 

The origin of the fluorescence in cdot is very difficult to understand. Previously, 

researchers showed that the C-N moiety of the cdot molecule initiates the charge 

dislocation and endorses charge transfer causing the enhanced fluorescence [24].  

6.3.3 Selectivity and sensitivity experiments of the sensor material 

Initially, the prepared sensor material was exposed to the Cr(VI) solution of 50 µM and 

the fluorescence data was taken. The fluorescence data shows a drastic quenching of the 

fluorescence intensity compared to the fluorescence of the pristine CDBH sample. In a 

similar way, solutions of various cations and anions (50 µM) were prepared and they are 

separately added to the sensor material prior to the fluorescence experiments. The results 

of this selectivity test are depicted in Figure 6.7 showing that the fluorescence of the 

sensing probe (CDBH) specifically quenches upon Cr(VI) addition. Otherwise, no 

fluorescence quenching is observed for other ions. This implies the fact that the prepared 

sensing probe is selective toward hexavalent chromium only. 

Besides, the sensitivity of the probe has been estimated by the linear Stern-Volmer’s 

equation (Figure 6.7) [25], 
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𝐼0

𝐼
 = 1 + 𝐾𝑆𝑉[𝑀] (3) 

Where, I0, I, [M], and KSV are the fluorescence intensities before and after the addition of 

Cr(VI), the concentration of the ions, and the Stern-Volmer quenching constant 

respectively. 

 

Figure 6.7 (a) Selectivity study of the sensor among various anions and cations; (b) fluorescence quenching 

experiment of CDBH upon 50µM Cr(VI) addition and (inset) naked-eye detection of the fluorescence 

quenching; (c) concentration-dependent fluorescence quenching of the sensor; (d) linear Stern-Volmer plot 

of the probe 

The SV plot shows linearity up to 5 µM concentration of Cr(VI) having a fitting 

coefficient (R2) of 0.99993 (Figure 6.7). Beyond this, the graph shows an upward 

increment (Figure A2.2) which is reasonably due to the inner filter effect (IFE) [26]. 

The limit of detection (LOD) of the system is found to be 58.1 nM, which is calculated by 

using the following formula (Equation 4), [25] 

 LOD = 
3σ

𝐾𝑆𝑉
 (4) 
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Where σ and KSV are the standard deviations by taking at least ten measurements of the 

fluorescence intensities of the pristine sensor material without any quencher and the 

quenching constant respectively.  

Such fluorophore-quencher interaction in the excited state has been studied by employing 

time-resolved fluorescence decay measurements (Figure A2.3). It is observed that the 

fluorescence lifetime reduces tremendously upon chromium addition. The quenching of 

the fluorescence lifetime is found to be greatly dependent upon the concentration of the 

quencher. Thus, it can be said that the fluorescence ‘turn off’ quenching has occurred in 

the excited state of the system. 

6.3.4 Detection mechanism of the sensor 

There are various ways for the fluorophores to interact with the quencher. Among them, 

energy transfer, electron transfer, and inner filter effect are quite common [27-28]. The 

electrostatic potential mapping of the fluorophore (cdot) enables us to determine the 

negatively charged surface of the fluorophore (Figure A2.4), which might be the reason 

for its tremendous selectivity towards cationic chromium ions. Moreover, the mesoporous 

porosity of the boehmites surface is another major cause of trapping the smaller-sized 

chromium ions (~0.4 Å) on its surface. 

 

Figure 6.8 (a) PET-based fluorescence ‘turn off’ mechanism analysis for CDBH using TDDFT; (b) TDDFT 

based theoretical absorbance spectrum of CDBH 
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Previously, the fluorescence lifetime data suggest that the quenching interaction between 

fluorophore and quencher is taking place at the excited state. A theoretical model has been 

developed using the standard DFT formalism to validate this fact. Precisely, the quencher 

is placed in close proximity to the fluorophore (~4 Å) in the theoretical model (Figure 

6.8). After optimizing the geometry and frequencies, the TDDFT formalism has been 

imposed on the system, which shows an electronic transition between HOMO-3 (-7.289 

eV) and LUMO+1 (-4.522 eV). Interestingly, the molecular orbitals have been completely 

shifted from the fluorophore to the quencher moiety during this transition (Figure 6.8). 

Further, internal conversion is occurred from LUMO+1 to LUMO (-4.683 eV) causing a 

non-radiative transfer of the charges at the excited state. Finally, the charges reach the 

ground state. As there are a charge transfer takes place in the excited state, this 

phenomenon could be considered as the photoinduced electron transfer (PET), which 

initiates the quenching process upon chromium addition. 

6.3.5 Detection of Cr(VI) at different ambient conditions 

 

Figure 6.9 Detection efficacies testing for (a) varying pH and (b) different water conditions 

The sensing efficacy of the sensor material has been examined by varying the pH and 

other physical parameters of the water and depicted in Figure 6.9. The pH of the medium 

varied from a very low pH (4) to a relatively higher pH (12). It is observed that the varying 

pH has almost no contribution to the sensing efficiency of the probe. Although, at neutral 

pH (7-9) the fluorescence intensity is found to be highest, otherwise, there is a very minute 

quenching of the fluorescence intensity of the pristine sensor material has been observed at 

extreme pH conditions. At these extreme pH values, more H+ and OH- ions are present in 

the medium causing obstruction of the fluorescence path and resulting in fluorescence 
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quenching. This phenomenon is known as the inner filter effect. However, the contribution 

of the inner filter effect is negligible in our case. 

Table 6.1 Physical parameters of the collected water samples 

 

 

 

 

Besides, the total dissolved solids (TDS) effect on the sensing efficacy has also been 

noted. In reality, water samples from different sources, such as laboratory tap water, pond 

water, drinking water, and wastewater from drainage have been collected and filtered 

(0.45 µm membrane filter) prior to the experiment. Half portion of each water sample was 

then spiked with hexavalent chromium (50 µM) and the TDS have been measured by 

using a portable pH/TDS/Temperature Meter, Hanna (HI991300) (Table 6.1). The water 

samples were then separately added to the sensor and the fluorescence intensity was 

recorded in each case (Figure 6.9). It is found that the TDS quenches the intensity of the 

pristine sensor sample a little bit due to the inner filter effect. However, the gross sensing 

efficacy remains unaltered in every water sample. Henceforth, it can be argued that the 

sensitivity and the selectivity of the sensing probe are quite stable and the sensor could be 

employed in any type of water sample. 

6.3.6 Detection of Cr(VI) in real life tannery wastewater 

The tannery wastewater was collected from a canal adjacent to a tannery factory near 

Bantala leather complex area, Kolkata, India. 

Table 6.2 ICP-AES data of the collected wastewater sample 

Constituents Amount 

(ppm) 

Arsenic (As) Not detected  

Lead (Pb) 0.31 

Chromium (Cr) 18.24 

Iron (Fe) 5.94 

 

Type of 

water 

pH TDS (ppm) 

Drinking 6.53 41 

Tap 7.44 >2000 

Pond 8.29 1012 

Waste 3.05 1996 
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Figure 6.10 Detection of Cr(VI) in real life tannery wastewater sample 

The collected wastewater was filtered using a membrane filter (0.45 µm) the inductively 

coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) was performed to determine the 

chromium contamination level (Table 6.2). The total chromium content was found to be 

18 ppm, which was then added to the sensor material for our study. After adding the 

wastewater to the sensing probe, the fluorescence intensity rapidly drops (Figure 6.10). 

Besides chromium, several other metallic contaminations have been found in the ICP-AES 

result. However, the sensitivity of the sensing probe remains unaltered in this case 

approving the applicability of the sensor in real-life conditions. 

6.3.7 Detection of Cr(VI) in living cells 

Due to the genotoxicity and cytotoxicity of hexavalent chromium, insertion and 

accumulation of this contaminant into the living cell is detrimental [29]. Cr(VI) directly 

binds with various enzymes, such as glutathione, cytochrome-b5, cytochrome-P450 which 

are available in almost every prokaryotic and eukaryotic cell. Specifically, glutathione is 

an antioxidant capable of preventing heavy metal-mediated cellular damage [30]. 

Surprisingly, Cr(VI) initially transformed into Cr(III) through numerous reactive 

intermediates (Cr(IV) and Cr(V)) in presence of enzymes like glutathione and 

cytochrome-b5 [31]. The trivalent chromium deposit forms reactive oxygen species 

through ‘Fenton- like’ reactions and leading to DNA damage. Such DNA damage finally 

causes cancer development [32]. Therefore, detection of hexavalent chromium in living 

cells could be beneficial for early-stage cancer detection. 
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Figure 6.11 Fluorescence microscopy showing the Cr(VI) treated cells (d-f) suffering from fluorescence 

quenching compared to the untreated cells (a-c)  

Herein, HeLa cells were used to check whether the sensing probe is capable to detect the 

presence of Cr(VI) in living cells. Half of the cells were treated with hexavalent chromium 

and the rest was remained untreated. Both the treated and untreated cells were then 

exposed to the sensor material and fluorescence microscopy was performed, which is 

depicted in Figure 6.11. The micrographs show that the untreated samples are glowing 

with vibrant blue color, whereas the blue fluorescence is missing in the Cr(VI) treated 

sample. This phenomenon substantiates that the fluorometric probe is capable to penetrate 

the cell membrane and it binds well with the cellular enzymes mentioned previously. 

Henceforth, the molecular docking simulation between the fluorophore (cdot) and one of 

such Cr(VI) binding enzymes, glutathione (PDB ID: 1PKW) has been conducted to 

observe the biding affinity between these two (Figure 6.12). The docking study predicted 

nine possible poses of binding between glutathione and the fluorophore of CDBH, among 

which the first pose has been selected as it has the minimum binding affinity (-8.7 

kcal/mol) (Table A2.1). Moreover, the binding pocket has been identified, which shows 

the formation of weak hydrogen bonds between amino acids like serine (SER-18) and 

isoleucine (ILE-96) with the C-O and N-H moiety of the fluorophore. Thus, the bio-

sensing of Cr(VI) using the synthesized fluorometric probe has been successfully 

demonstrated using the molecular docking simulation. 
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Figure 6.12 Molecular docking simulation showing cdot binds with glutathione 

6.4 Summary 

This work reports for the first time the in-situ growth of cdot into the orthorhombic 

boehmite phase that renders the successful detection of Cr(VI) in wastewater and in living 

cells. The synthesized sample has been well characterized using various characterization 

techniques that reveal the purity, morphology and overall growth mechanism of the 

nanocomposite. The promising fluorescence emission of the material leads to the sensing 

studies, which show a drastic quenching of the fluorescence when the sensor material is 

exposed to hexavalent chromium. The sensitivity of this ‘turn off’ sensing has been 

calculated using Stern-Volmer’s equation showing ~58.1 nM detection limit. The sensing 

mechanism has been substantiated by using the theoretical DFT approach, which depicts 

the occurrence of photoinduced electron transfer at the excited state causing dynamic 

quenching of the fluorescence of the probe upon Cr(VI) addition. The sensing probe is 

found to be very stable and effective even in real-life tannery wastewater samples. The 
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fluorescence microscopy along with the molecular docking studies reveal the bio-sensing 

capability of this sensing probe, which could be beneficial for the detection of Cr(VI) 

mediated cancer at an early stage. 
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Chapter 7 

Polymeric carbon dot/boehmite nanocomposite made portable sensing 

device (Kavach) for non-invasive and selective detection of Cr(VI) in 

wastewater and living cells 

 

7.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter (Chapter 6) a strategy to grow fluorescent carbon dots over the 

boehmite nanoparticle’s surface has been discussed. The synthesized compound shows 

effective fluorometric detection of hexavalent chromium in wastewater and living cells. 

However, after careful evaluation for a prolonged duration, it is observed that the cdot 

molecules have been leached out from the boehmite’s surface in the aqueous medium. 

Although the leaching percentage is very nominal, one needs to restrict such leaching to 

stabilize the system for better applicability. Similar studies have been performed by 

various other groups and it was observed that due to weak bonding between cdot and the 

host surface or perhaps the uncontrolled grafting caused such leaching [1-3]. 

Thus, this work is directed to restrict such leaching of cdot by encapsulating the CDBH 

nanocomposite into a polymeric substrate, poly (vinylidene fluoride-co-

hexafluoropropylene) (PVDF-HFP). PVDF-HFP is a synthetic and porous fluoropolymer 

known for its excellent piezoelectric property [4]. This novel polymeric nanocomposite 

restricts the cdot leaching and acts as the solid substrate of the sensor material and makes 

it flexible [5]. Such a flexible sensing probe is much needed in devising the fluorometric 

probe. Herein, a handheld device is made up of this flexible sensor material and named 

‘Kavach’. Kavach can detect the presence of hexavalent chromium in wastewater and 

living cells with high accuracy (LOD ~ 66 nM). This fluorometric device is reusable, non-

invasive, and made for on-site studies. 

7.2 Experimental details 

7.2.1 Materials 

Aluminum nitrate nonahydrate, poly (vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (Avg. 

Mw 4,55,000), ethylenediamine, dimethylformamide, and anhydrous citric acid were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Germany. Aqua regia, hydrochloric acid (5%), acetone, 
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and ethanol (Merck) were used to clean the glassware and sample holders. All the reagents 

were of analytical grades and were used without further purification. Millipore water 

having a resistivity of at least 18.2 MΩ-cm was used throughout the experiments. 

7.2.2 Synthesis of the flexible PV/BH@CD membrane 

The synthesis of the cdot doped boehmite nanoparticles was initially done by the method 

mentioned previously (Chapter 6, Section 6.2). The as-synthesized cdot/boehmite 

nanocomposite (7.5 mg) was then suspended in 15 ml DMF along with 150 mg PVDF-

HFP polymer under continuous stirring (900 RPM) for 12 h (at 60 ºC). After the complete 

dissolution of the polymer, the yellow-colored solution was poured into a petri dish and 

placed in a dust-free oven at 70 ºC. finally, the dried thick film was peeled off and marked 

as PV/BH@CD. 

7.2.3 Fabrication of ‘Kavach’ 

 

Figure 7.1 A single prototype of Kavach with its various parts 

The synthesized membrane (1 mm thick) was initially cut into pieces (2x4 cm) and 

attached to a plastic frame having a hole at its center. The hole is termed the ‘sample 

stage’. The rest part of the plastic frame was covered by an aluminum sheet to restrict any 

unwanted light (Figure 7.1). The device is made in such a way that a small drop of test 

sample into the sample stage could be able to detect the presence of Cr(VI) if the stage is 

illuminated by UV rays (~340-370 nm). 
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7.3 Results and discussion 

7.3.1 Structure and morphology analyses of the sensing probe 

 

Figure 7.2 (a) XRD, (b) FTIR, and (c) FESEM of the membrane sample; (d) TEM micrograph of BH@CD 

The XRD pattern of the synthesized membrane has been obtained to validate the structure 

and purity of the sample. The diffractogram of the sample shows a semi-crystalline pattern 

(Figure 7.2). The peak positions are located at 17.9 º, 26.6 º, and 38.9 º are linked to the 

non-polar α-phase of PVDF-HFP [6]. Additionally, the 20.2 º diffraction peak 

corroborates the formation of the polar β-phase [7], which also illustrates the successful 

incorporation of the BH@CD nanocomposite into the polymeric PVDF-HFP. 

The vibrational modes of the membrane have been estimated by using FTIR spectrometry 

(Figure 7.2). The characteristic α-bands of the sample have been observed in the spectrum. 

Precisely, 488 cm-1 (-CF2 wagging), 532 cm-1 (-CF2 bending), 635 cm-1 (skeletal 

bending), 763 cm-1 (-CF2 bending), 871 cm-1 (-CF2 stretching), 1072 cm-1 (C-O-C 

stretching), and 976 cm-1 (-CH2 twisting) these α-modes are representing the purity of the 
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sample [8-10]. Moreover, two vibrational bands are found at 840 cm-1 (related to skeletal 

C-C stretching and -CF2 asymmetric stretching) and 511 cm-1 (-CF2 stretching) are 

representing the β-phase of the polymer [11]. In reality, the β-phase generates when the 

polymer rearranges itself due to the incorporation of any dopant [12]. Herein, both XRD 

and FTIR data suggest the formation of the polar β-phase, which is due to the 

incorporation of the BH@CD nanocomposite. 

In order to study the re-arrangement of the polymer due to the BH@CD doping, it is 

important to evaluate the surface charge of the dopant. Thus, the zeta potential of the 

dopant has been studied using a Zetasizer, Malvern. The zeta potential of the sample 

depicts a positive surface charge (38.7 mV) of the sample, which validates the stability of 

the sample (Figure A3.1). Apart from the stability, such a positive surface of the dopant 

can attract the -CF2 moiety of the PVDF-HFP to its side making it polar [13]. This polarity 

alternatively enhances the β-phase of the polymer, which has already been substantiated 

by XRD and FTIR data. 

The surface features of the membrane have been envisaged by the FESEM technique 

(Figure 7.2). In the FESEM micrograph, nanoparticles of the cdot doped boehmite are 

visible quite uniformly over the polymeric surface of PVDF-HFP. The nanoparticles are 

rigidly attached to the membrane and are fairly distant from each other. Hence, less 

agglomeration is seen, which will increase the fluorescence quality of the sample. 

Moreover, the TEM study reveals the microstructure of the BH@CD nanocomposite 

(Figure 7.2). As seen previously (Chapter 6), the nanocomposite shows nearly spherical 

morphology having a rough surface. Such surface roughness is due to the presence of cdot 

particles having an average diameter of 4-6 nm. 

The element mapping has also been performed to analyze the purity of the membrane 

(Figure A3.2). The mapping data shows the presence of carbon, hydrogen, and fluorine in 

the polymeric part of the micrograph, whereas traces of aluminum and oxygen has been 

found in the dopant part. Such mapping data validate the successful formation of the 

carbon dot doped boehmite nanocomposite in the polymeric backbone of the PVDF-HFP. 

7.3.2 Optical properties of the membrane 

Initially, the absorption spectrometry of the membrane has been carried out in order to 

achieve the excitation wavelength of the sample. The spectrum shows a broad 
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characteristic peak ranging between 300 and 360 nm (Figure 7.3). The peak is centered at 

325 nm, which originates probably due to the π-electron stacking of the fluorophores 

(cdot) [15]. 

 

Figure 7.3 (a) Absorbance and (b) excitation and emission spectra of the sample 

The excitation wavelength-dependent emission spectra of the membrane have also been 

evaluated (ranging from 340-375 nm excitation wavelength) to locate the exact excitation 

energy (Figure A3.3). It is observed that the excitation energy corresponding to 355 nm 

wavelength is originating the highest fluorescence intensity, which is also in good 

agreement with the absorption data. Meanwhile, a separate excitation spectrum has also 

been recorded (Figure 7.3), which shows that the sample could be excited in a broad 

excitation range (340-360 nm). Henceforth, 355 nm wavelength is selected as the optimum 

excitation wavelength for the membrane sample.  

The membrane when exposed to the 355 nm excitation, produces a promising blue 

fluorescence signal centered at 467 nm (Figure 7.3). Such fluorescence emission is visible 

through naked eyes and is essential for various sensing applications. 

7.3.3 Effect of various conditions on the fluorescence stability of the 

membrane 

In order to establish the fluorescence stability of the membrane with time, a time-

dependent fluorometric study has been performed for hundred days (Figure 7.4). In this 

experiment, the same part of the membrane was used for the entire study, and the sample 

was kept at normal room temperature and pressure without any extra care. Surprisingly, 

the fluorescence intensity of the membrane remains unaltered even after hundred days of 
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rigorous experiments. Previously, it was found that the fluorescence of carbon dots greatly 

quenches due to moisture adsorption [16]. However, polymeric support of the PVDF-HFP 

restricts such moisture adsorption. 

 

Figure 7.4 Fluorescence stability of the sample as functions of (a) time, (b) temperature, and (c) pH; (d) c-

dot leaching from the bare BH@CD and PVDF modified BH@CD as a function of time 

Additionally, the temperature-dependent fluorescence stability of the membrane has been 

studied. The DTA-TGA data suggests the chemical stability of the membrane up to 153 ºC 

(Figure A3.4). Beyond this temperature, an endothermic transition occurs due to the 

melting of the membrane. The TGA data depicts a minute mass loss up to 200 ºC 

temperature (~0.66 %), which validates the chemical stability of the sample up to such a 

higher temperature. Besides, the fluorometric stability of the fluorophores has been 

assessed (Figure 7.4) showing a gradual quenching of fluorescence intensity beyond 50 

ºC. Such quenching may occur due to the collision between the fluorophores at higher 

temperatures [17]. 
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The pH of the medium has also been varied to assure the stability of the fluorophores 

(Figure 7.4). In reality, the pH was varied in a wide range (4-9) by adding HCl and NaOH 

in a controlled way. The fluorescence intensity of the membrane gets slightly reduced in 

extreme pH levels as stated earlier (Chapter 6). This is because of the presence of excess 

H+ and OH- ions [18], which block the optical path of the fluorophores and create an inner 

filter effect. However, the quenching is very low compared to the fluorescence intensity 

itself (only 3-4 %). 

Previously, it has been mentioned that the carbon dots are very prone to get leached out 

from any surface if improperly grafted. Although boehmite-carbon dot nanocomposite is a 

futuristic probe for detecting hexavalent chromium, the leaching of cdot restricts its 

reusability. Herein, a comparative leaching study has been performed to substantiate the 

efficacy of involving the PVDF-HFP matrix in the system (Figure 7.4). It is found that the 

polymeric BH@CD leaches only 3.7 % of its total fluorophores in 30 minutes, whereas 

the bare BH@CD leaches around 11.2 % at the same time interval. Such a leaching 

experiment implies that the PVDF-HFP coating successfully reduces the cdot leaching 

from its structure, which makes this polymeric nanocomposite a promising and reusable 

fluorescent material. 

7.3.4 Selectivity and sensitivity assays of the sensor 

The selectivity of the sensor membrane was obtained by immersing it into various cationic 

and anionic solvents separately (500 µM) and exposing them to 355 nm UV-excitation. 

The fluorescence of each solution was collected separately (at 467 nm) and plotted in 

Figure 7.5. Although no fluorometric alterations have been observed in the dataset but in 

the case of hexavalent chromium, the fluorescence intensity of the membrane quenched 

tremendously. Moreover, an anti-interference study was performed using some common 

ions (Figure 7.6). The presence of such interfering ions does not alter the selectivity of the 

membrane. Similar characteristics have been found in our previous works, which suggests 

the membrane to be a selective Cr(VI) sensor. 

During the selectivity experiment, it was observed that the color of the fluorescence is 

changed quite a bit after the Cr(VI) addition. Thus, the CIE-1931 color coordinates were 

imposed to study such colorimetric variation (Figure 7.5) [19]. The pristine membrane 

emits a blue fluorescence (x= 0.2342, y= 0.14505) upon UV irradiation, whereas the 

Cr(VI) addition changes its color coordinates to x= 0.50548, y= 0.26047, which suggests 
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an dark orange emission. Such color change would make this sample usable in the real 

world. 

 

Figure 7.5 Selectivity study of the probe among various (a) cations and (b) anions; (c) CIE-1931 plot of the 

probe showing color difference upon chromium addition; (d) naked eye visualization of the device under UV 

rays upon partial Cr(VI) addition on its sample stage; (e) UV fluorescence quenching experiment of the 

sensor upon Cr(VI) addition; (d) subsequent linear Stern-Volmer plot of the probe with exponential S-V plot 

(inset) 
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In order to estimate the sensitivity of the probe, the limit of detection (LOD) and limit of 

quantitation (LOQ) were calculated by using Stern-Volmer’s equations (Figure 7.5) [20-

21]. 

𝐼0

𝐼
 = 1 + K[𝑀]  (1) 

𝐼0

𝐼
 = AeK[M]            (2) 

Here, I0, I, and K are the fluorescence intensities before and after the addition of Cr(VI) 

and the Stern-Volmer quenching constant respectively, [M] is the concentration of Cr(VI) 

and A is a constant term. This time two types of fitting have been done. The linear part of 

the fitting has been performed for the low Cr(VI) concentrations (0-20 µM), whereas 

beyond 20 µM concentration of Cr(VI) exponential decay of the fluorescence has been 

observed. This exponential decay has been fitted with the exponential S-V equation 

depicted in equation 2. 

 

Figure 7.6 Interference of various common (a) cations, (b) anions upon Cr(VI) sensing efficacy of the sensor 

The linear plot yields a quenching constant of 0.29956x106 M-1 with a fitting coefficient of 

0.96427. Similarly, the exponential plot shows a quenching constant of 0.0533x106 M-1 

with a fitting coefficient of 0.98059. These quenching constants are further used to 

calculate the LOD and LOQ values as follows [22], 

LOD = 
3σ

K
 (3) 
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LOQ = 
10σ

K
 (4) 

Here, σ and K are the standard deviations by taking at least ten measurements of the 

normalized fluorescence intensities of the pristine sample and the quenching constant 

respectively. The LOD and LOQ of the sensing probe are found to be 66 and 220 nM 

respectively. Such low detection limits are quite significant and depict the sensitivity of 

the detection. 

Table 7.1 Recovery study of the sensing probe at different Cr(VI) concentrations 

Amount 

spiked (µm) 

Recovered 

amount 

(µm) 

Recovered 

(%) 

1.5 1.39 92.67 

5.0 5.06 101.2 

20.0 19.07 95.35 

The quantitative detection of hexavalent chromium has also been carried out by computing 

the recovery percentages. In this study, the linear S-V plot has been used as the calibration 

curve of the sensor material. Moreover, separate chromium solutions were prepared to 

have 1.5, 5, and 20 µM concentrations and further tested using the sensor material to 

validate their concentration (Table 7.1). The recovery rates are found quite significant 

illustrating the successful quantification of the contaminant. 

7.3.5 Establishing the detection mechanism 

The Cr(VI) detection mechanism of the probe has been established by involving the 

density functional theory and experimental fluorescence lifetime assay. Initially, the 

lifetime profiles of the sensor have been analyzed by exposing the sensor to Cr(VI) at a 

varied concentration of the contaminant (Figure A3.5). A gradual reduction in 

fluorescence lifetime has been obtained, which substantiates the sensing to take place at 

the excited state of the system [23]. 

Further, to obtain the electronic transitions involved in the excited state of the fluorophore 

(cdot), the time-dependent density functional theory has been applied (Figure 7.7). The 

quencher (Cr(VI)) has been placed nearby (5 Å) of the fluorophore to construct the model. 

The TDDFT study offers an electronic transition from HOMO-5 to the LUMO+2 state of 

the fluorophore through energy absorption. 
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Figure 7.7 (a) PET-based fluorescence ‘turn off’ mechanism analysis using TDDFT formalism 

During this transition, the molecular orbital of the fluorophore has completely been shifted 

to the quencher suggesting an electron transfer phenomenon. After a non-radiative internal 

conversion process (LUMO+2 to LUMO), the system brings itself to the ground state. 

This part of the electronic transition offers no radiation, as the electron has already been 

transferred to the quencher moiety at the excited state. Such phenomenon is known as 

photoinduced electron transfer offers radical fluorescence quenching in systems [24]. 

Besides, the S-V plots of the system are showing two different phenomena at different 

concentration domains. This could be probably due to the synergistic effect of the static 

and dynamic quenching at the excited state of the system at a higher concentration domain 

(>20 µM) [25]. However, at lower quencher concentrations, the system strictly follows 

static quenching. 

7.3.6 Detection of hexavalent chromium varying the external parameters 

The sensing efficacy of the membrane has been verified by varying the pH of the medium. 

The pH varied between 4 and 9 to observe the sensing stability. The fluorometric data at 

varied pH conditions suggest that the sensing efficacy remains unaffected even at extreme 

pH levels (Figure 7.8). 
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Figure 7.8 Detection efficacies of the sensing probe at (a) various water qualities and (b) different pH; (c) 

reusability study of the sensor 

Additionally, water samples from different sources have been used to study the sensing 

efficacy of the probe. The water samples were collected from the laboratory tap (tap 

water), a nearby pond (pond water), a water purifier (drinking water), and from a nearby 

canal connected to a local tannery (wastewater). These samples were initially filtered 

through a 0.45 µm filter membrane and then the TDS was measured (Table 7.2). 

Table 7.2 Physical parameters of collected water samples from numerous sources 

Type of water pH TDS (ppm) 

Drinking 8.02 99 

Tap 8.36 740 

Pond 7.66 933 

Waste 3.80 1923 

Each water sample was divided into two parts, among which one part was spiked by 

Cr(VI) maintaining a 500 µM concentration. The samples were then exposed to a 355 nm 

wavelength for fluorometric study. It is observed that in all the cases Cr(VI) successfully 

decays the fluorescence intensity of the sensor (Figure 7.8). Such fluorometric sensing 

data reveals the efficiency of the sensing probe in real-life studies as it does not affect 

water qualities. Further, inter-day and intraday batch studies on different water qualities 

have been performed (Table 7.3). Promising recovery rates (87-108 %) have been found in 

this batch experiments validating the applicability of the sensor in different environments. 

The reusability study has also been performed by repetitively using the sensor membrane. 

The sensor membrane maintains its efficacy even after three complete cycles (Figure 7.8). 

Henceforth, it can be argued that the sensitivity of the sensor remains unaffected even 

when the external parameters are varied. Such a stable sensing efficiency would make it a 

dedicated chromium sensor in the real world. 
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Table 7.3 Detection and sensing performance in various water samples 
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5.0 4.77 95.40 1.12 5.0 4.81 96.20  1.08 

10.0 9.85 98.50 1.08 10.0 9.69 96.90 1.71 

15.0 15.56 103.73 1.72 15.0 16.16 107.73 2.03 

T
a

p
 w

a
te

r
 

5.0 15.56 87.20 1.06 5.0 4.41 88.20 1.99 

10.0 4.36 90.10 2.03 10.0 9.10 91.04 1.27 

15.0 9.01 91.60 1.8 15.0 13.27 88.47 3.11 

P
o

n
d

 w
a

te
r
 5.0 4.60 92.00 1.6 5.0 4.54 90.80 1.39 

10.0 9.52 95.20 2.81 10.0 9.20 92.00 1.57 

15.0 16.27 108.47 2.48 15.0 16.01 106.73 2.65 

W
a

st
ew

a
te

r
 5.0 4.56 91.20 0.8 5.0 4.46 89.20 1.14 

10.0 8.91 89.07 1.75 10.0 9.09 90.90 2.37 

15.0 13.63 90.87 2.91 15.0 13.33 88.87 3.19 

7.3.7 Detection of ‘early-stage Cr(VI) induced carcinogenic effect’ in living 

cells 

Previously in Chapter 6 the genotoxicity and cytotoxic effects of hexavalent chromium 

have been discussed. Moreover, the contamination pathways have also been illustrated, 

which makes this toxic effluent a potential carcinogen. It has also been reported that 

Cr(VI) uses a sulphur transport channel to enter into a cell and produces various reactive 

oxygen species in presence of enzymes like glutathione and cytochrome b5 [26]. These 

reactive species suppress cellular activities and lead to DNA damage [27]. This work aims 

to detect the hexavalent chromium in the cell membrane as well as in the interior of the 

living cell to fetch an alarm at an early stage of cancer development. 
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Figure 7.9 Sensing of Cr(VI) ion in HELA cells by using the sensing probe showing excellent fluorescence 

quenching upon Cr(VI) addition, where, (b) fluorescent cells turn off their fluorescence (e) upon Cr(VI) 

addition. (a), (d) and (c), (f) are showing bright and merged fields 

Thus, fluorescence microscopy has been carried out before and after the Cr(VI) addition to 

the HeLa cells (Figure 7.9) in order to observe the bio-sensing activity of the synthesized 

sensor. The protocol of fluorescence microscopy and cellular adhesion have been 

discussed earlier (Chapter 2, Section 2.2.6). It is found that the Cr(VI) contaminated cells 

show no fluorescence signal, whereas the untreated cells emit bright blue fluorescence. 

To substantiate this phenomenon, molecular docking simulation has been employed 

(Figure 7.10). In this theoretical study, mainly two proteins have been selected for the 

docking analysis with the fluorophores of the sensor (cdot), namely SLC26Dg transporter 

protein (PDB: 5IOF) and glutathione (PDB: 1PKW). SLC26Dg transporter protein 

normally creates the sulphur transport channel of the cells and glutathione acts as a 

chromium receptor [28]. 

In both cases, strong binding affinities have been found between the protein and the 

fluorophore (Table 7.4). The binding affinity between the fluorophore and the glutathione 

is found to be -8.3 kcal/M, whereas it is -7.0 for SLC26Dg transporter protein and the 

fluorophore. Such high binding affinities suggest that the sensor is capable to bind with 

the cells and it can detect hexavalent chromium in living cells as seen in the fluorescence 

microscopy data. 
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Figure 7.10 Molecular docking analyses of the sensing probe showing interactions between fluorophore of 

the probe and (a) sulphur channel protein (5IOF), (b) glutathione (1PKW) 
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Table 7.4 Molecular docking results showing various poses between the sensing probe and different proteins 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.4 Summary 

This study reports a low-cost reusable fluorometric sensor device, Kavach for hexavalent 

chromium detection. This device can detect hexavalent chromium in all types of water 

irrespective of their source, pH, TDS, and other physical parameters. This sensing probe 

has a great potential to detect chromium in living cells as well. The device is made of cdot 

tailored boehmite nanoparticles wrapped in the polymeric substrate of PVDF-HFP. Such 

polymeric encapsulation reduces the cdot leaching from its structure making it more stable 

compared to other available cdot based fluorometric sensors. Kavach is highly selective 

towards chromium with a very low detection limit (66 nM). it can quantify the level of 

contamination, which has been examined in this work. The sensing mechanism of this 

device has been substantiated by using TDDFT and fluorescence lifetime experiment, 

which shows that the photoinduced electron transfer is responsible for such rapid turn-off 

sensing. The molecular docking analysis along with the fluorescence microscopy study 

reveals the bio-sensing capability of this smart sensing probe making it an early-stage 

chromium-induced carcinogen sensor. 

Protein Pose Binding 

affinity 

(kcal/mol) 

Distance from best 

mode 

rmsd 

l.b. 

rmsd u.b. 

 1 -7.0 0.000 0.000 

 2 -6.8 2.663 4.535 

5IOF 3 -6.6 3.164 6.144 

 4 -6.6 3.079 5.751 

 5 -6.5 2.606 3.889 

 6 -6.3 2.779 4.681 

 7 -6.3 1.492 5.475 

 8 -6.2 11.366 12.748 

 9 -6.2 5.885 8.113 

 1 -8.3 0.000 0.000 

 2 -7.8 2.369 4.132 

1PKW 3 -7.7 2.605 5.412 

 4 -7.7 15.959 19.443 

 5 -7.6 2.331 3.559 

 6 -7.6 7.704 10.123 

 7 -7.2 24.963 27.581 

 8 -7.0 2.617 4.101 

 9 -6.9 25.881 27.933 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion and outlook 

 

Our world is presently going through a huge crisis in the energy and environment sectors. 

While the limited amount of fossil fuel encourages us to invest in alternative energy 

sources, the waste products from the heavy and medium scale industries contaminate our 

environment drastically. Besides alternative energy sources, such as hydel power, 

nanogenerators, solar-thermal power, researchers are nowadays focusing on smart 

materials for harvesting the generated energy for future use. 

Further, industrial contamination, especially water pollution from heavy metal discharge is 

considered a global dispute by various international organizations. In order to prevent 

heavy metal contamination, detection of the metal ions in wastewater and their removal is 

necessary. Numerous nanomaterials have been employed to do these tasks in the recent 

past, but the lack of sensitivity in detection and poor stability of these materials restricted 

their use in the real world. Simultaneous detection and removal in a single compound are 

still not achieved in real-life. 

Herein, fluorescent nanostructures of oxy-hydroxide compounds have been successfully 

utilized to detect and remove heavy metal (Cr(VI)) from industrial wastewater. 

Additionally, the removed hexavalent chromium is further processed and employed as 

‘waste capacitors’ to harness the electrical energy. 

Initially, nanoparticles of aluminum oxy-hydroxide, namely boehmite (γ-AlOOH) of 

different sizes have been synthesized and characterized in Chapter 3. It has been observed 

that hydrothermal reaction time greatly modifies the crystallinity and particle size of 

boehmite nanostructures. The absorbance and the emission spectra are also found to be 

altered due to this size variation. Blue fluorescence of these boehmite samples has been 

observed, which is due to the defect-induced emission of these samples. Moreover, the 

electrical properties have been measured in each case showing a radical increment in the 

dielectric constant and corresponding ac conductivity of the smaller-sized BH12 sample. 

The dielectric constant is found to be 3.71 x 106 at the 40 Hz frequency. These electrical 

properties have been further studied by varying the temperature up to 200 ºC showing a 

stable character of the sample up to a certain limit. 
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In Chapter 4, the primary focus has been given to understanding the influence of 

morphology on the emission and electrical properties of boehmite nanostructures. 

Particularly three distinct morphologies of boehmite have been synthesized (nanoparticles, 

nanoneedles, and nanoflowers) and characterized before checking their optical and 

electrical properties. It is found that the samples are providing defect-mediated 

fluorescence, especially the needle-shaped HBH sample that shows the highest 

fluorescence intensity and is selected for fluorometric sensing applications. The limit of 

detection, in this case, is found to be ~0.42 nM. This needle-shaped nanostructure of 

boehmite is also capable to remove hexavalent chromium from industrial wastewater using 

a simple surface adsorption technique. The removal process is quick and almost 76% of 

total chromium has been removed in 10 minutes. The removed chromium occupies the 

pores of the boehmite sample and results in an increased dielectric constant (~43 times), 

which is suitable to harvest electrical charge and make it a ‘waste capacitor’. 

Later, in Chapter 5 the crystal defects in boehmite nanostructures have been enhanced by 

incorporating metal ions (i.e., copper and gadolinium) in order to enhance the fluorescence 

of the samples. Not only the emission properties have been enriched, but also the 

morphology and other physicochemical properties of boehmite have been altered. This 

time the detection limit of the fluorometric sensing of Cr(VI) is found to be varied 

between 6-10 µM with promising removal efficacies (80-85% removal of Cr(VI) within 5 

minutes). Moreover, the sensing and adsorption mechanisms have been discussed. The 

copper doped boehmite sample shows better surface adsorption compared to the rare earth 

gadolinium doped boehmite. Thus, the copper doped sample has been used to study the 

dielectric properties before and after adsorbing the hexavalent chromium. It is found that 

the dielectric constant is increased remarkably in the high-frequency domain making the 

sample a potential waste capacitor. 

Besides defect-induced fluorescence, carbon quantum dot has been incorporated into 

boehmite nanoparticles as a fluorophore. This incorporation drastically enhances the 

fluorescence emission of the sample, which has been utilized further to detect hexavalent 

chromium in wastewater and living cells. The detection limit reduces quite radically (58.1 

nM) in this work. The detection mechanism has been substantiated by using the 

fluorescence lifetime experiment and theoretical TDDFT methods. This emerging 

fluorometric probe is used in different water samples to justify its efficacy in real-life. It 
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has been used to detect Cr(VI) in living cells by fluorescence microscopy and the 

detection mechanism has been validated by molecular docking simulation. 

It has been realized that the carbon dots have a tendency to leach out from the surface of 

boehmite. Although the leaching rate is very nominal, it has been restricted by wrapping 

the nanocomposite into the polymeric matrix of PVDF-HFP. This work is reported in 

Chapter 7 showing that the leaching of carbon dot has been successfully controlled. 

Furthermore, the chromium sensing efficacy has been limited to about 66 nM. The 

polymeric encapsulation provides us a thick film, which has been used to fabricate a 

fluorometric sensing device for Cr(VI), namely ‘Kavach’.  

Kavach is capable to detect chromium in living cells, which has been validated by 

molecular docking and TDDFT. This device has all the properties of bare carbon dot 

loaded boehmite nanostructure. Additionally, it provides a longer lifetime and rigidity, 

which makes it a dedicated chromium sensor for industrial use. 
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Appendix 1 

Supporting information of Chapter 4 

 

 

Figure A1.1 High-resolution FESEM image of the UBH sample 
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Figure A1.2 X-Ray Diffractograms (a-c) and FT-IR spectra (d-f) of EBH, HBH, and UBH samples 

after 3, 6, and 16 h of hydrothermal reaction 
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Figure A2.1 Excitation wavelength dependent emission spectra 

 

 
Figure A2.2 Stern-Volmer plot for CDBH (0-25 µM) showing an exponential decay 
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Figure A2.3 Time resolved fluorescence decay of CDBH upon Cr(VI) addition 

 

 

Figure A2.4 Electrostatic potential mapping diagram of CDBH computed from the DFT study (red region is 

negative and blue is positive in the map) 

Pose Binding 

affinity 

(kcal/mol) 

Distance from 

best mode 

rmsd 

l.b. 

rmsd 

u.b. 

1 8.7 0.000 0.000 

2 8.7 19.023 20.878 

3 8.3 16.982 19.333 

4 8.2 1.980 2.954 

5 8.1 17.372 19.649 

6 8.0 17.484 19.628 

7 8.0 20.981 22.772 

8 7.9 2.042 2.964 

9 7.8 5.788 8.736 
Table A2.1 Molecular docking results showing various poses between CDBH and glutathione 
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Crystallographic refinement data (.cif file) of CDBH 

data_Bohmite 

 

_audit_creation_date 'Sat Jul 11 10:22:24 IST 2020' 

_audit_creation_method 'Maud, version 2.94' 

_audit_update_record 'Sat Jul 11 10:40:52 IST 2020' 

_computing_structure_refinement 'Maud, version 2.94' 

_refine_ls_R_factor_all 0.056968044 

_refine_ls_wR_factor_all 0.07805589 

_refine_ls_goodness_of_fit_all 0.04005924 

_publ_contact_author_name 'S.Das' 

_publ_section_title 'CDBH' 

 

_chemical_name_common Bohmite 

_chemical_formula_sum 'Al H0.08 O2' 

_symmetry_cell_setting orthorhombic 

_symmetry_space_group_name_H-M Amam:-cba 

_cell_formula_units_Z 1 

_refine_ls_d_res_low 0 

_refine_ls_d_res_high 5000 

_reflns_d_resolution_low 0.7 

_reflns_d_resolution_high 50 

_maud_sg_centering_type P 

_chemical_name_mineral Bohmite 

_chemical_name_systematic Unknown 

_cell_length_a 3.6863(9) 

_cell_length_b 12.161(4) 

_cell_length_c 2.8536(7) 

_cell_angle_alpha 90 

_cell_angle_beta 90 

_cell_angle_gamma 90 

 

loop_ 

_symmetry_equiv_pos_site_id 

_symmetry_equiv_pos_as_xyz 

0 'x, y, z' 

1 '-x, -y, z' 

2 'x+0.5, -y, -z' 

3 '-x+0.5, y, -z' 

4 '-x, -y, -z' 

5 'x, y, -z' 

6 '-x+0.5, y, z' 

7 'x+0.5, -y, z' 

8 'x, y+0.5, z+0.5' 

9 '-x, -y+0.5, z+0.5' 

10 'x+0.5, -y+0.5, -z+0.5' 

11 '-x+0.5, y+0.5, -z+0.5' 

12 '-x, -y+0.5, -z+0.5' 

13 'x, y+0.5, -z+0.5' 
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14 '-x+0.5, y+0.5, z+0.5' 

15 'x+0.5, -y+0.5, z+0.5' 

 

loop_ 

_atom_site_label 

_atom_site_type_symbol 

_atom_site_occupancy 

_atom_site_fract_x 

_atom_site_fract_y 

_atom_site_fract_z 

_atom_site_B_iso_or_equiv 

_atom_site_calc_flag 

Al_Al Al 1.0 0.24999909 0.682342 0.9999988 0.3(1) . 

O1_O O 1.0 0.25000218 0.2915999 0.99997133 0.3(2) . 

O2_O O 1.0 0.25000182 0.07330115 9.957081E-7 0.3(1) . 

H_H H 1.0 0.75256 0.6924094 4.177863E-4 0.0(23) . 
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DFT optimized Cdot structure 

   

Cartesian coordinates (Å) 

 

  C     -1.311858   -3.353203    0.458573 

  C     -2.576506   -2.621320    0.960550 

  C     -2.290660   -1.161413    1.357714 

  H     -1.539525   -1.131615    2.157749 

  C     -3.569057   -0.415528    1.832175 

  C     -4.135732   -1.230238    2.993365 

  H     -4.301539   -0.475515    1.008924 

  N     -3.382671    0.970853    2.221528 

  C     -4.509584   -2.656416    2.638706 

  O     -4.179506   -0.796857    4.130081 

  C     -3.257093   -3.399637    2.112618 

  H     -5.278030   -2.652193    1.852425 

  H     -4.921919   -3.159688    3.515514 

  C     -3.593683   -4.840942    1.687767 

  H     -2.547332   -3.459410    2.959142 

  H     -3.283770   -2.611576    0.114902 

  C     -2.348596   -5.593035    1.176872 

  H     -4.331903   -4.796458    0.874220 

  O     -4.267317   -5.553445    2.720969 

  C     -1.643550   -4.806900    0.047454 

  O     -0.230161   -3.283691    1.393192 

  C     -0.387137   -5.556665   -0.442449 

  H     -2.352069   -4.739245   -0.793900 

  C     -2.712368   -7.012784    0.704252 

  H     -1.645732   -5.670479    2.028635 

  C     -1.514993   -7.817100    0.178556 

  H     -3.454315   -6.924034   -0.102902 

  H     -3.189852   -7.572727    1.513903 

  C     -0.665340   -7.008920   -0.814942 

  H     -1.878988   -8.699851   -0.357041 

  N     -0.679617   -8.312084    1.293254 

  H      0.359834   -5.530187    0.364174 

  O     -0.187921   -7.523610   -1.810473 

  H     -0.202346   -7.540191    1.757732 

  H      0.053577   -8.913397    0.918151 

  H     -3.641376   -5.690971    3.451888 

  H     -2.558257    1.372479    1.783473 

  H     -3.272818    1.019054    3.233605 

  H      0.069039   -5.065957   -1.308507 

  H     -0.927416   -2.825094   -0.422329 

  H     -1.860039   -0.621388    0.502956 

  H     -0.543056   -3.608666    2.251647 
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Figure A3.1 Zeta potential of the BH@CD nanocomposite 
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Figure A3.2 Elemental mapping data of the membrane showing (a) fluorine, (b) aluminum, (c) oxygen, (d) 

carbon contents and (e) the merged image; (f) shows the elemental composition from EDX analysis of the 

membrane sample 

 

Figure A3.3 Fluorescence intensities of the PV/BH@CD membrane at different excitation energies 
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Figure A3.4 TGA and DTA (inset) thermograms of the membrane sample showing the temperature stability 

 

Figure A3.5 Fluorescence lifetimes of the sensing probe when exposed to different concentrations of Cr(VI) 

solutions 
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DFT optimized structure of the fluorophore-quencher conjugate 

  C   -1.04307701668065     -0.14860556080456      0.70482822669436 

  C   0.20156349447232     -1.03492508784661      0.42973544708199 

  C   -0.26256481673789     -2.48751833095940      0.11759814127173 

  C   -1.27490065899133     -3.06784301800174      1.14323751570102 

  C   -2.36141347020786     -2.09231540262625      1.57452134792816 

  H   -0.76453422975804     -3.37692876197619      2.06373874961654 

  H   -1.75962893831887     -3.96108563235211      0.73705749049440 

  C   -1.87598647894216     -0.68480030102595      1.88427553278808 

  O   -3.52894659740989     -2.41756006017702      1.67081652796110 

  H   -1.25723856171152     -0.69620592408470      2.79230985102600 

  H   -2.75025028668409     -0.05471189016699      2.08080355708109 

  N   -0.66480126381768      1.25294333961757      0.98542740284549 

  H   -1.48899060659186      1.78363407176764      1.26566529201368 

  H   -0.30753918170844      1.69419712449319      0.13774847735590 

  H   -1.68318427137706     -0.21239918257599     -0.19440889622532 

  C   1.30329829851752     -0.96476819083367      1.52098723836848 

  H   0.67995264935780     -0.64204626020525     -0.48083538150159 

  C   2.49699956452880     -1.85736102940315      1.13412377113941 

  H   0.88766749533367     -1.30763589406559      2.48630904809724 

  O   1.80061168998021      0.35612408691444      1.65054937172839 

  C   2.08705112010304     -3.32900617088821      0.91006317095756 

  C   0.92751279929861     -3.45164227710303     -0.10700264488069 

  H   0.54388297659016     -4.48031785804104     -0.08528231943061 

  O   1.45513242014472     -3.28444291312080     -1.44405495351889 

  H   -0.80507424596361     -2.45501633671637     -0.83932498271890 

  C   3.66967879025441     -1.75039744999480      2.14111916535413 

  H   2.87518182106381     -1.46480080677743      0.18207629209522 

  C   3.45376135103176     -2.55570890857707      3.40792927146599 

  H   3.86007545892437     -0.70841759149780      2.40461538193422 

  H   4.56044639406447     -2.16395958872676      1.64950798110628 

  C   3.04426619724939     -4.02186477587964      3.19013159196595 

  O   3.60235356345034     -2.10871117936452      4.53063536854106 

  C   1.83168459568184     -4.07145289071593      2.24034824067179 

  N   4.19375160061352     -4.72672123996309      2.59893180431135 

  H   0.98689949231149     -3.63953618875277      2.78738939636221 

  H   1.56889406597566     -5.12120283208854      2.04127257070450 

  H   2.93993978666837     -3.83755822693187      0.44347375453564 

  H   3.94692555905513     -5.70175046662177      2.43040950827488 

  H   4.96542736132695     -4.73586196901432      3.26513035583071 

  H   1.01211064575815      0.93567280098827      1.74635473101081 

  H   1.19741629306277     -2.43143176692982     -1.84857359729178 

  H   2.74137926578573     -4.41556901578248      4.17350459018976 
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  O   3.64758699206922     -2.87275859510907     -2.78110899449477 

  H   2.98092601070398     -3.16524653840539     -2.07680371299037 

  H   4.76554220228322     -1.21883568512374     -5.29608869944807 

  H   5.96006213668842     -0.68969011956529     -2.67347657793387 

  O   5.53815690550633     -0.72519740263877     -3.55120238652882 

  O   3.86040756909322     -1.37242485228686     -4.96199016495587 

  O   4.34849045027314     -0.99732625100614     -1.45175952910305 

  Cr  3.76709925731204     -1.22453220372556     -3.20950230609128 

  O   1.94142180417438     -1.16525184860977     -3.10003108028166 

  H   4.22390047689882     -0.03788508841616     -1.31372486898680 

  O   3.41939077281543      0.63615049003504     -3.09964800365286 

  H   4.22015160891972      1.04559365649643     -3.47434219762344 

  H   1.70616968755767     -0.23266600483222     -3.26690486684648 
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a b s t r a c t

In this article, nanostructures of boehmite (g-AlOOH) have been successfully synthesized in a time
varied, facile and cost effective hydrothermal route. The samples have been characterized by using X-Ray
Diffraction (XRD), Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM), Transmission Electron Micro-
scopy (TEM) and Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. Our samples exhibit remarkably high
photoluminescence emission intensity and dielectric constant (3.71� 106 for BH12 sample) with a
nominal dielectric tangent loss. A detailed growth mechanism including the nucleation and self assembly
of our nanomaterial has been discussed. Moreover, we are the first to report here the electrical properties
of the boehmite nanoparticles. Present investigation also explores temperature dependent dielectric
property and ac conductivity of these samples. The role of crystallinity in the optical and electrical
enhancement of our samples has been illustrated with proper analytical details. Not only high emission
intensity in the blue and green region of the spectrum makes our sample a strong candidate for bio-
imaging and bio-sensing applications, but also high dielectric constant makes them desirable for cost-
effective energy storing devices, such as supercapacitors and solar cells.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Since past few decades an intense amount of research activity
has been carried out in the fundamental study of synthesis and
photo-physical properties of nanocrystals. Due to the rapid devel-
opment in technology and industry there is always a high demand
for high performance material which in turn creates a pressing
need for the fabrication of inorganic-organic hybrid material than
single metal, polymer or ceramic owing to their limited perfor-
mance in different technological applications. However, advanced
nanotechnology provides us the unique features of single materials
and compounds due to their smaller sizes. Nanocrystals are class of
materials possessing intermediate size between the molecular and
bulk materials. The unique properties of nanocrystals such as high
dielectric constant, increased surface to volume ratio etc. are
currently known to be closely related to their sizes, phases, shapes,
crystallinities and therefore it would be very meaningful to prepare

these materials with controllable characteristics. Size and
morphology control of inorganic nanoparticles is therefore very
important since it provides unique physicochemical properties
which have wide and promising applications: photovoltaic, photo
conducting devices, electroluminescence devices, solid-state lasers,
and energy storage devices, biological and medical applications
[1,2]. During the last few years, considerable efforts have been
focused on the synthesis of boehmite nanostructures (g-AlOOH)
[3e5]. As a typical oxyhydroxide compound and owing to high
surface area (90e246m2/g), boehmite is also extensively used as an
adsorbent material with photoluminescence property, catalyst,
filler in membrane, optical material, coating, composite reinforce-
ment material in ceramics [6,7]. Boehmite also has a significant role
in the field of orthopedic and dental science due to its biocom-
patibility [8]. Because of these applications, a great amount of
research has been devoted to study the relation between the syn-
thesis of boehmite nanocrystals and its chemical and physical
properties. However till date, a very limited investigation has been
made upon electrical conductivity and dielectric response of
boehmite nanoparticle. In general, nano-crystalline materials have
high specific surface area and large grain boundary compared to the
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bulk [9]. Moreover, if these grain boundaries consist of a number of
microstructural defects, these can able to induce pronounced
variation in dielectric properties [10] of the target nanocrystal.
Keeping this in mind, study of the optical and electrical properties
of boehmite nanoparticles could able to open up an avenue to the
use of this material in the field of biotechnology and industry.

There were mainly two routes for boehmite synthesis: (a) the
hydrolysis of aluminium alkoxides and (b) precipitation from
inorganic salts in an aqueous medium. Synthesis of boehmite
nanoparticle hydrothermally [11e14] requires critically maintained
experimental parameters such as pH of the solution, temperature,
ionic strength etc. During sample preparation, it is essential to take
an extra precaution to avoid the formation of aluminum hydroxides
(i.e. gibbsite or bayerite). Nonetheless, smallest deviation from the
synthesis procedure and grade of the reactants may lead to the
formation of undesired aluminum hydroxide polymorphs.

Here in our study, we have employed simple hydrothermal
technique [6] for large scale production of boehmite nanoparticle
with controlled size and morphology. Corresponding qualitative
model of particle formation and self assembled growth mechanism
has been depicted in this article. In our investigation, character-
ization of our synthesized nanostructure have been made by using
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Field Emission Scanning Electron Micro-
scopy (FESEM), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). In addition, optical
quality of our nano-materials has been estimated by measuring
UVeVis absorption (UVeVis), Photoluminescence (PL) and time
resolved fluorescence spectroscopy showing strong luminescence
emission with different intensities which could be potentially
applied in the field of bio-imaging and bio-sensing. Herewe are the
first to report the temperature dependent electrical characteristics
of boehmite nanoparticles. Therefore, our present endeavor on
synthesis and characterization of boehmite nanostructure with
extensive study of the optical and electrical properties could be
helpful in designing cost effective energy storage devices, bio-
imaging and bio-sensing devices which further creates new paths
towards its applications in the advancement of biotechnology and
industry.

2. Experimental details

2.1. Materials

Aluminum nitrate nonahydrate [Al(NO3)3$9H2O], acetone (HPLC
grade), ethanol (HPLC grade) and aqueous ammonia solution (25%)
were purchased from Merck, India. All the reagents were used
without further purification. Deionised (Millipore) water was used
throughout the experiment with resistivity at least 18MU-cm. All
the glass-wares used in our experiments were cleaned with aqua
regia solution followed by rinsing with ultrapure water.

2.2. Synthesis method

Nanoparticle of g eAlOOH was prepared by a simple hydro-
thermal method as reported by S. Music' et al. [6] with some major
modifications. In a typical synthesis process, Al(NO3)3$9H2O was
first dissolved uniformly in Millipore water using magnetic stirrer
under vigorous stirring condition. After complete dissolution of the
aluminum salt in the water, ammonia solution was added drop
wise in the salt solution to initiate co-precipitation process and the
final pH of the solutionwas maintained at 9. Stirring was continued
for another 3 h at room temperature to complete the reaction
process. The resultant milky white solution was then transferred
into a Teflon lined autoclave which was then placed in an oven at
160 �C for 12 h. The solid white precipitates were collected from the

bottom of the Teflon jacket and washed several times with water.
The washed precipitate was dried in vacuum at room temperature
first and then at 60 �C for another 12 h. Keeping all other parame-
ters constant, boehmite nanoparticles were also synthesized by
varying the hydrothermal treatment time for 18 and 24 h to un-
derstand the growth mechanism of the nanostructure. Synthesized
boehmite nanoparticles were named according to hydrothermal
reaction times which were BH12, BH18 and BH24 respectively.

2.3. Characterization techniques

The XRD of all the samples were recorded using powder X-Ray
Diffractometer, Model D8, BRUKER AXS, with Cu-Ka radiation
(l¼ 1.5405Å) in the range of 2q from 10� to 80�.

The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy study was done
using FTIR-8400 S, Shimadzu in the wave number range of
400 cm�1 to 4000 cm�1.

INSPECT F50 (FEI, Netherland) Field emission scanning electron
microscope (FESEM) was employed to analyze the morphology of
our nano-powders. Very small amount of nano-powders were
directly casted on carbon grids and sputter coated with gold to
obtain the FESEM micrographs.

The TEM characterization of our boehmite samples was done
using JEOL JEM-2000 transmission electron microscope (operated
at 200 KV). Small amount of samples were first dissolved in acetone
and then ultra-sonicated to form a homogenous solution. The so-
lutionwas then casted dropwise on the carbon coated coppermesh
and dried in ultra high vacuum for further analysis.

Spectroscopic studies were carried out by dissolving boehmite
nanopowders directly in ethanol at a concentration of 1mg/ml.
Ultravioletevisible spectra (UVeVis) of the samples were recorded
using Perkin Elmer Lambda-365 Spectrophotometer.

The photoluminescence spectroscopy study was done using
Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer, Agilent Technologies
with an excitation wavelength (lex) of 389 nm. Fluorescence life-
time of our samples was measured using a time-resolved spectro-
fluorometer from IBH, UK. The samples were excited at 389 nm. The
channel width is 56 ps/channel.

Dielectric measurement and electrical conduction mechanisms
were investigated using Agilent 4294 A Precision Impedance
Analyzer.

3. Result and discussion

3.1. Structural and morphological analysis of the nanoparticles

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) is an important characterization tool to
determine the crystallographic structure and crystallite size of the
samples. This tool also provides us with the information regarding
the crystal growth and purity of the samples. In this article, Fig. 1
shows the XRD patterns of our synthesized g-boehmite nano-
structures. The XRD peaks of all boehmite nanostructures are in
good accordance with the orthorhombic phase of g-AlOOH (JCPDS
card no. 21-1307). Absence of any unwanted peak confirms that
there is no other aluminum-induced phase such as Al(OH)3 or Al2O3
in our samples. Hence, it could be assumed that the entire Al(OH)3
precursor has been completely transformed into g-AlOOH after the
hydrothermal treatment. As per previous reports nano boehmite
adopts lamellar structure within an orthorhombic symmetry [15].
This nano g-AlOOH is basically a type of layered material where
each layer constitutes the (OAlOHeHOAlO) stacking sequence in
the x- and z-direction. Four tetrahedral oxygen and two hydroxyl
groups are bounded around octahedral aluminumAlO6 of g-AlOOH.
These stacked layers are connected by hydrogen bonds of hydroxyl
group to construct the zig-zag chain along Z-direction [16]. In our
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case, strong diffraction peak corresponding to (020) plane implies
that the growth units of boehmite nanostructures are abundant
along (020) facets. Full width at half maxima (FWHM) (depicted in
Table 1) was calculated for the (020) plane for the three samples
which indicates highest crystallinity in BH24 sample among the
three samples. FWHM is a measure of crystallinity as well as
directional growth of a sample. Lower FWHM value corresponds to
the higher crystallinity. We have obtained sharpest peak at (020)
for BH24. Calculated value of FWHM for this peak is 0.0281 rad
which is quite lower than that of BH12 (0.0664 rad) and BH18
(0.0395 rad) respectively. These values of FWHMs imply that, BH24
is much more crystalline than the other two boehmite samples.
Thus, it can be concluded that with the increment in hydrothermal
reaction time crystallinity of our boehmite sample get enhanced.
The nano-crystallite sizes of our samples are estimated by Debye-
Scherrer equation (Eq. (1)) from the broadening of (020) peak as
observed in the diffraction pattern [17].

<D> ð020Þ ¼ 0:9l
.�

b1=2cosq
�

(1)

Here, D is the average nanocrystallite size, l is the wavelength of
the incident X-ray beam, q is the corresponding Braggs angle, b1/2 is
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the (020) peak. The
average crystalline size of g-AlOOH varies slightly from 2.11 nm to
4.93 nm depending on the hydrothermal reaction time. These lat-
tice parameters have been displayed in Table 1. From Fig. 1 it is also
apparent that the diffraction peaks are getting sharper with the
increasing hydrothermal reaction time indicating change in degree
of crystallinity along with the directional growth.

FTIR measurements are performed to investigate the presence
of the bonds i.e. the structure and the purity of the synthesized g-
AlOOH nanoparticles (Fig. 2). In Fig. 2 absorption bands at 3392,
3099, 1635, 1159, 885, 752, 629, and 478 cm�1 are observed which
confirm the formation of g-AlOOH. The peak present at 1384 cm�1

is attributed to the stretching vibration of the nitrate [18]. The

strong bands located at 3300 and 3103 cm�1 can be assigned to the
asymmetric and symmetric vibrations of OeH respectively [19].
Bands located at 1072 and 1159 cm�1 are attributed to the sym-
metric and asymmetric modes of AleOeH respectively [6]. The
torsional modes present at 740, 617 and 478 cm�1 are occurred due
to the vibration of AlO6 [6]. Two large bands around 1636 cm�1 and
3853 cm�1 can be assigned to the stretching and bending modes of
the surface adsorbed moister [20]. For BH18 and BH24, the bands
located at 1636 and 1383 cm�1 get shortened possibly due to the
release of absorbed moister and nitrate impurity respectively.
However for BH24 sample these two peaks do not undergo such
changes indicating more pure and crystalline nature of BH24 than
the other two samples. Thus, our FTIR analysis is quite consistent
with the XRD results revealing the formation of pure boehmite
crystalline nanostructures.

To further investigate the morphology and particle size of our
synthesized boehmite nanoparticles, Field Effect Scanning Electron
Microscopy (FESEM) was performed. FESEM micrographs of all the
samples are presented in Fig. 3. It is observed from the micrographs
that all the synthesized nanoparticles are similar in morphology
and also all of them get agglomerated. The sizes of our samples
increase gradually with the increasing hydrothermal reaction time
which is in good agreement with our XRD results. Hakuta et al. [21]
have reported that no particle formation occurs at higher pH in the
starting solution probably due to the high solubility of boehmite
particle at the higher pH values [22]. However, we have obtained
boehmite nanoparticles at pH value of 9 in a surfactant-free hy-
drothermal technique.

In order to confirm further the size and the morphology of the
nano-structured boehmite samples more precisely we have taken
TEM micrographs of all of our samples. In the TEM image (Fig. 4)
spherical particle shape are observed for BH12 whereas mixture of
both nanosphere and cubic particle shapes are obtained for BH18

Fig. 1. XRD pattern of the samples BH12, BH18 and BH24.

Table 1
Structural parameters calculated fromXRD data are nanocrystallite size (D), Full width at half maximum (FWHM), lattice parameter (a, b, c) and d-spacing for [020] plane of the
corresponding boehmite samples.

Sample D (nm) FWHM (rad) a(Å) b(Å) c(Å) d-spacing (Å) [020]

BH12 2.11 0.0664 3.6939 12.3029 2.8683 6.1546
BH18 3.536 0.0395 3.6875 12.3328 2.8653 6.1663
BH24 4.926 0.0281 3.6965 12.4539 2.8676 6.2257

Fig. 2. Normalized FTIR spectra of the samples BH12, BH18 and BH24.
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and BH24. From TEM micrographs mean particle sizes are found to
be 3.2, 4.1 and 4.8 nm for BH12, BH18 and BH24 respectively which
corroborate our XRD results very well.

3.2. Qualitative model for nanostructure formation

Here we are demonstrating the possible growth mechanism for
self-assembled boehmite nanoparticle (Fig. 5) depending upon the
results of XRD, FTIR, FESEM and TEM studies. There are three stages
in the formation of a nanostructure: (i) Nucleation, (ii) growth, and
(iii) self assembly to produce the final nanostructure [23,24]. In our
case, nucleation initiates with the reaction between Al3þ ions and

hydroxyl ions (OH�). Aluminum nitrate salt dissolute in water
producing Al(OH)2- and an extra proton (Hþ). With the addition of
ammonia (NH3) precursor, this proton is ‘accepted’ by ammonia
which further produces HeNH3

þ. However, after accepting this
proton, the pH of the solution increases rapidly leading to the for-
mation of aluminum hydroxide Al(OH)3 as white precipitate. In a
typical hydrothermal condition, one water molecule has been
released by Al(OH)3 to produce boehmite nanostructure followed
by the growth of nuclei. This is the probable reason behind the
formation of the spherical shape of the BH12 and BH18 samples.
After 24 h of hydrothermal reaction, boehmite nanoparticles get
agglomerated which is supported by the XRD results.

Fig. 3. FESEM image of the samples (a) BH12, (b) BH18 and (c) BH24.

Fig. 4. TEM micrographs of the boehmite samples (aec), corresponding size distribution plots from the TEM images (def).
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For BH24 sample there is formation of nano-cubes along with
nanospheres due to the surface energy minimization [25]. Actually,
in the process of reducing the surface energy, smaller nanospheres
get agglomerated which further form hierarchical nanocubes. This
result is well supported by our XRD results.

3.3. Optical properties of the nanostructures

Absorption and emission are two important qualitative data to
analyze the optical quality of a material. The absorption spectra of
boehmite nanoparticles obtained through time varied hydrother-
mal process were recorded and have been displayed in Fig. 6 (a).
From the absorption spectra two prominent absorption bands
around 206 nm and 265 nm are observed. The absorption band at
206 nm originates from O2

� to Al3þ charge transfer [26]. However,
BH12 has the absorbance maxima at around 206 nm, BH18 and
BH24 have their corresponding absorbance maxima slightly blue
shifted at 204 and 203 nm respectively. The optical band gap of the
samples (Fig. 6 (b)) was estimated using the Tauc plot relation [17]
given below

aE ¼ A
�
E� Eg

�n (2)

where E, Eg, a and A are the photon energy, the optical band gap
energy in eV, absorption coefficient and a constant term respec-
tively. In the Tauc plot ( Fig. 6 (b)), (ahn)2 is plotted against photon
energy hn and the band gap energy is calculated by extrapolating
the linear region and intersecting the linear portion of the curve to
the energy axis. Band gap energy is found to decrease with hy-
drothermal reaction time and achieved minimum value up to
5.17 eV in BH24. This band gap energy varies due to the variation in
particle size. Due to the small dimension of our nano size particle it
consists of very small number of molecules or atoms. Thus, the
number of overlapping orbital and width of the energy level de-
creases which in turn creates large band gap. However, in our case,
the band gap values are slightly higher than that of the previously
reported value of 4.67 eV by Alemi et al. [26]. This deviation of band
gap energy might be due to difference in pH of precursor solution,
nanocrystallite size etc.

Fig. 7 (a) presents PL emission spectra of synthesized samples at
the excitation wavelength 389 nm. We have obtained strong
emission bands located at 439, 486 and 530 nmwhereas; relatively
low emission intensity is observed at 461 nm for all the samples.
The emission bands indicate different defect states in the

orthorhombic phase of boehmite crystal structure which occurred
during the crystal growth in hydrothermal reaction. Normally,
these crystal defects promote entrapment of excited charge carriers
during their transition from the higher energy level to the lower
energy level. Previous experimental studies suggest that non-
bridging oxygen hole center can take a prime role to originate
emissions within the range of 467 nme576 nm [27] which is clearly
visible in our PL spectra.

Variation in emission intensities is another commendable phe-
nomenon which could be explained in terms of defect states.
Smaller surface area possesses fewer defects, thus, BH24 has lesser
amount of defects than the rest of the samples as it has lowest
surface area due to its largest dimension among the three samples.
This, in turn, produces highest emission intensity for this sample.
Similarly, BH12 has the highest surface area due to its smallest size
among the three samples, so in this case, the number of the defect
is highest which results in its lowest emission intensity due to
charge entrapment mechanism. Thus, surface with fewer defects
can greatly enhance the optical quality of a material, which is in
proportional relation with the crystal growth/crystallinity of the
samples.

Fluorescence lifetime experiment for three boehmite nano-
particles BH12, BH18 and BH24 are carried out at room temperature
(26 �C). From the time-resolved lifetimemeasurements (Fig. 7(b)) it
is found that the lifetime decay profile of BH12 follows single
exponential fitting whereas BH18 and BH24 both the nano-
structures follow a double exponential fitting. The fitted values of
the fluorescence decay curves are presented in Table 2. From Table 2
it could be seen that for BH12 the fluorescence lifetime is found to
be 5.666 ns The average lifetime of the two other morphologies
BH18 and BH24 are observed to be 5.783 ns and 7.527 which are
indicative of the presence of two types of morphologies: (i)
spherical and (ii) nanocubes arising from aggregation in both the
cases. Henceforth, our fluorescence lifetime results match very well
with our TEM data. Nonetheless these values of lifetimes of our
three samples also hint probable use of these three boehmite
nanostructures in the field of bio-imaging and biosensing [28] (see
Table 2).

3.4. Investigation of the electrical properties of boehmite
nanoparticles

Dielectric properties of the nanomaterials depend on many
parameters such as frequency of the external applied electric field,
temperature during measurement, chemical composition, grain
structure, sample preparation technique etc. The dielectric
response is described by expressing relative dielectric constant i.e.
3¼ ε

0 þ j ε00. Where, ε0 and ε
00 are the real and imaginary part of the

relative dielectric constant respectively. The real part contributes to
the amount of energy stored in a dielectric material due to polari-
zation whereas the imaginary part is generally associated with the
dissipation of energy within the dielectric materials. The real part
of the dielectric constant can be calculated using the relation

ε
0 ¼ ðC$dÞ=ðε0AÞ (3)

C is the capacitance of the sample, d and A are thickness and
area respectively of the pellet and ε0 is the free space permittivity
(8.85� 10�12 F/m). Observed Variations of the real part of dielectric
constant (ε0) with the applied electric field frequency (ranging from
40Hz to 2MHz) for all the samples at different temperatures (from
30 �C to 200 �C) have been shown in Fig. 8 (a, c, e). It is apparent
from the figure that the hydrothermal reaction time has a great
influence on the dielectric behavior of our samples as the crystal-
linity gets increased with the hydrothermal reaction time. The realFig. 5. Mechanisms of formation of different boehmite nanostructure.
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part of the relative dielectric constant is found to be highest for
BH12 (3.71� 106) at 40 Hz frequencies and lowest (1.43� 106) in
case of BH24 at the same frequency among the three samples when
crystal growth attains the maximum value. Fig. 9 depicts the vari-
ation of the dielectric constants of the three samples with the
increasing temperature from 30 �C to 200 �C at different frequency
from 40Hz to 10MHz. Interestingly, from Fig. 9 it is observed that
the dielectric constants (ε0) of all the samples are increasing with
the increase of the temperature from 30 �C to 50 �C and after 50 �C
the dielectric constants decreases with the increasing temperature.
Above mentioned variation in dielectric constants with tempera-
ture is observed at 40 Hze103 Hz frequency of the external field.
Thereafter, with the increasing setting frequency the dielectric
value gradually decreases with the increasing temperature. How-
ever, this type of behavior can be interpreted by Maxwell-Wagner
interfacial polarization phenomenon [29,30], which is in good
agreement with Koop's theory [31a]. It is known that interfacial
polarization occurs when free charge carriers are accumulated at
the highly resistive grain boundary [31b,31c]. Actually, within the
dielectric material conducting grains are separated by insulatedFig. 7. (a) Photoluminescence spectra of boehmite nanostructures, (b) Fluorescence

life time data of boehmite nanostructures.

Table 2
Fluorescence life time data of the synthesized boehmite samples excited at 389 nm.
The emission measurement has been done at 438 nm.

Sample t1 (ns) f1 t2 (ns) f2 Average lifetime <t >(ns) c2

BH12 5.6657 100 0 0 5.666 1.1789
BH18 2.6336 62.91 11.25 37.09 5.783 1.0158
BH24 3.0896 61.77 14.69 38.23 7.527 1.2330

Table 3
Calculated activation energies from Arrhenius plots at different frequencies.

Sample Frequency Activation Energy (eV)

BH12 100 HZ 0.5540
100 KHZ 1.1402
1MHZ 1.0061

BH18 100 HZ 0.5023
100 KHZ 0.9261
1MHZ 0.8829

BH24 100 HZ 0.8938
100 KHZ 1.3555
1MHZ 1.2383

Fig. 6. (a) UVeVis spectra of BH12, BH18 and BH24, (b) Tauc plot (band gap) of the boehmite samples.
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grain boundaries which can trap the free charge carriers and create
a number of dipoles during their hopping through the grain [32].
Our XRD analysis reveals that average particle size of boehmite
nanoparticle increased with the hydrothermal reaction time from
2.11 nm to 4.93 nmwhich causes a reduction in the grain boundary.
Hence average dipole moment per unit volume gradually decreases
and consequently loss in dielectric data is found. Moreover, polar-
ization mechanisms such as dipole orientation polarization and
electronic displacement polarization are very crucial in the
improvement of the degree of polarization [29e33]. But as in the
high-frequency range, all kind of polarization cannot withstand the
electrical field frequency variation the value of dielectric constant

rapidly decreases [29].
Variation in dielectric loss tangent of our samples is in good

support with our high dielectric data ( Fig. 8 (b, d, f)). Low losses at
the low-frequency region at low temperature for the three samples
contribute towards high dielectric constant. In addition, high loss at
low frequency at higher temperatures is also observed for our
samples. These observations can be interpreted on the basis of the
thermal agitation of the dipoles due to their orientation which
cannot easily follow the frequency variation of the externally
applied electric field [17]. Nonetheless, as our three nanomaterials
are with high dielectric constant and low dielectric loss these
materials could be considered as good capacitive materials. In

Fig. 8. Variation of Dielectric constant with frequency for the samples (a) BH12, (c) BH18, (e). BH24 and tangent loss (tand) of the samples (b) BH12, (d) BH18, (f) BH24.
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addition, from the temperature dependent dielectric plots of our
samples ( Fig. 9 (aec)), it could be noticed that in the case of BH12
the value of dielectric constant remains almost stable and quite
high up to 110 �C which might be beneficial for making high ca-
pacity storage devices.

Fig. 10(aec) shows the dependence of ac conductivity of the
samples with frequency at different temperatures. We obtain low
values and almost frequency independent ac conductivities for all

the samples at lower frequency region of the applied field. Below
104 Hz frequency highly resistive grain boundary restricts hopping
mechanism of the free charge carriers [34]. But in a higher fre-
quency domain, charge carriers become more energetic and their
hopping frequency increases, which results in enhancement of ac
conductivity toward high-frequency region [35]. Similar findings
were reported by S. Das et al. [29]. In the case of BH12, when
measuring temperature reaches above the room temperature ac

Fig. 9. Variation of Dielectric constant with temperature for the samples (a) BH12, (b) BH18 and (c) BH24.

Fig. 10. Variation of ac electrical conductivity with frequency for the samples (a) BH12, (b) BH18, (c) BH24.
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conductivity gets increased and beyond 75�C, it starts to fall down
again. This actually occurred due to the hopping mechanism of
released free charge carriers within the grain due to the introduc-
tion of cationic/anionic vacancy defects. For other two samples, the
ac conductivity falls down with the increasing temperature. How-
ever, when the temperature of the sample increases, it causes a
transition from g-boehmite to g*- boehmite, which has more ox-
ygen vacancies than that of g-boehmite [36]. Thus, the trapping of
free charge carriers at the defect zones restricts the hopping
mechanism and hence as a consequence a decrease in ac conduc-
tivity can be observed. Dependence of ac conductivity on frequency
is also studied through Jonscher's universal power law [37].

sac ¼ Bun (4)

where ‘B’ and ‘n’ are constants. B has the units of conductivity and n
is dimensionless. In the presentwork, the nonzero value of ‘n’ refers
to the frequency dependent conduction mechanism [38]. The
exponent ‘n’ has been calculated for each sample by plotting lns vs
lnu, shown in Fig. 11 The estimated values of the ‘n’ are found to
vary between 0.4499 and 0.1875 (Table 3) which indicates that our
samples are not perfectly Debye type (where n¼ 0) [39] and
diffusion limited hopping involves the conduction phenomenon

[40]. Now to execute the hopping mechanism, charge carriers need
activation energy to jump over a potential barrier. It can be esti-
mated from the Arrhenius equation [39].

s ¼ s0 exp �Ea=KBTÞð (5)

Here, s0 is the pre-exponential factor; Ea is the activation energy
for conduction. Arrhenius plots were obtained from the conduc-
tivity data calculated at frequencies 100Hz, 100 kHz and 1MHz of
the applied electric field and have been presented in Fig. 12(aec).
The activation energy is found to increase with the increasing fre-
quency which is due to the increasing hopping mechanism of free
carriers. A detailed description of activation energies of our samples
is given in Table 3 . Therefore, it can be concluded that the crystal
defects, more specifically, the crystallinity of the samples play an
important role in all the electrical measurements.

4. Conclusion

This article, for the first time, reports the crystallinity driven
optical and electrical properties of boehmite nanoparticles. Time-
varied facile hydrothermal synthesis makes our synthesis proced-
ure simple and cost effective which could be further useable in
industries. Our boehmite samples have been characterized with the
help of XRD, FESEM, TEM and FTIR. XRD data which confirms the
orthorhombic phase as well as nanocrystallite sizes varying from
2.2 nm (BH12) to 4.9 nm (BH24). Lattice parameters are also being
calculated using Bragg's law which depicts a directional growth
with increasing hydrothermal reaction time. The morphological
characteristics of the synthesized samples have been investigated
using FESEM. The FESEM micrographs show spherical structures
with nearly equal size for BH12 and BH18 samples although, an
admixture of cubic and spherical particles is observed for BH24
sample. To further investigate the particle sizes we have employed
TEM characterization. The particle sizes estimated from TEM shows
that the BH12 sample has an average particle size of 3.19 nm
whereas; BH18 and BH24 have the mean sizes of 4.10 and 4.82 nm
respectively. These mean particle sizes are quite close to the values
estimated from XRD data. Spherical morphology has been obtained
in the case of our BH12 sample whereas, mixture of nanocubes
along with the nanospheres have been seen in our TEM micro-
graphs of BH18 and BH24. The nucleation and self assembly of
synthesized boehmite nanoparticles has been illustrated and a
qualitative discussion has also been given to establish the growth
mechanism. Optical band gap for our samples has been measured
from UVeVis study where higher crystalline nanoparticles possess

Fig. 11. Jonscher's plot for the samples BH12, BH18 and BH24.

Fig. 12. Arrhenius plots for the samples (a) 100Hz, (b) 100 KHz and (c) 1MHz.
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lower band gap values. The enhancement in the PL intensity of the
larger nanostructures of boehmite indicates its optically active
nature which has been further analyzed. We have observed a high
emission in the blue and green region of the spectrum of our
samples which makes our samples potential candidates for bio-
imaging and bio-sensing applications. Here crystallinity plays a
pivotal role in determining the electrical characteristics of the three
boehmite nanostructures. The sample of lower crystalline nature
exhibits high values of dielectric and ac conductivity with a mini-
mal dielectric loss. Additionally, temperature-dependent variation
of real part of the dielectric permittivity and ac conductivity of our
samples are described here. The salient features of these materials
lie in their remarkably high dielectric constant with a nominal
dielectric loss which empowers it to serve as the potential sepa-
rator material for supercapacitors and other energy harvesting
devices.
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Effects of various morphologies on the optical and
electrical properties of boehmite nanostructures†
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Kunal Pal,e Souravi Bardhana and Sukhen Das *a

The present article reports three different grain morphologies of boehmite nanoparticles: spherical (EBH),

needle-shaped (UBH) and flower-like (HBH). EBH possesses the highest surface area, whereas HBH has the

lowest. A novel synthesis route for spherical (EBH) boehmite nanostructures using ethylenediamine has

been reported here. Moreover, we have compared the growth mechanisms and morphology-dependent

changes in the optical and electrical properties of the three samples. The band gap energies were evalu-

ated to be 5.30 eV, 5.44 and 5.87 eV for EBH, UBH and HBH, respectively. Strong photoluminescence (PL)

emission for all the nanostructures, the highest for HBH, was noted. The lowest surface area of HBH pro-

vides a surface with fewer defects; this seals the possibility of energy loss via non-radiative recombination

of electrons and holes, which enhances the PL intensity. The dielectric constants for EBH, UBH and HBH

are 1.49 × 106, 1.14 × 105, and 7.14 × 104, respectively. Variations in the dielectric loss tangents and

temperature-dependent electrical properties of the three morphologies were evaluated in support. Also,

the ac conductivity and impedance analyses are in good accordance with our dielectric analysis. The pres-

ent investigation may be highly beneficial in developing biosensors, bio-imaging, and fabricating cost-

effective energy storage devices.

1. Introduction

Recent developments in the fields of nanotechnology and
nanoscience have introduced potentially significant nano-
structured materials with promising applications in the fields
of electronics, pharmaceutics, catalysis, energy storage and
medical science.1–5 Nanocrystals possess unique physico-
chemical properties due to their nano-sized dimensions,
which actually enhance their surface-to-volume ratios.7 Cur-
rent challenges in the synthesis of nanomaterials essentially
include morphological control by controlling different reac-
tion parameters, such as the pH of the reaction, incorporated
capping agents, temperature, and reaction duration. Self-
assembly of nanostructured building blocks has also attracted

significant interest in materials synthesis and device fabrica-
tion.6 However, during the self-assembly, the crystalline lat-
tice planes can be almost perfectly aligned or dislocated at
the contact areas between the adjacent particles, where the
latter leads to defects in the finally formed product6 and the
former produces a different morphology.8,9 In progressive
structures, a hierarchical nano-architecture assembled from
nanoscale units provides higher functionality and perfor-
mance due to these defects. Thus, self-assembly has become
an important approach for the fabrication of nanostructures
with various morphologies. For example, hierarchical ZnO
and MnO2, featherlike BaWO4, 3D dendritic CuO and Fe2O3,
and dandelion-like CuO and ZnO nanostructures have been
successfully prepared, and various aspects of their application
are now well established.10,11

Among various alumina phases, boehmite (γ-AlOOH),
which is a non-toxic oxy-hydroxide aluminum compound,
possesses a high surface area12 and catalytic properties; thus,
it is a significant precursor for the manufacturing of ad-
vanced catalysts,13a coatings and fillers in membranes.14 Due
to its significant biocompatibility, another important area of
interest is the use of boehmite as an orthopedic or a dental
material.15 In recent decades, considerable efforts have been
focused on the synthesis of boehmite nanostructures.16a,b

Previous reports illustrate the syntheses of various morphol-
ogies of boehmite nanostructures, such as nanoparticles,
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nanofibers, nanopetals, nanobelts, nanotubes and flowerlike
3D nano-architectures.17,18a However, to date, a very limited
amount of interest has been shown in understanding the
electrical and optical properties of boehmite nanostructures
in detail, which has restricted their efficient application in
the fields of energy storage, biosensing and bioimaging.

In our present study, we have introduced a new synthesis
route of boehmite nanostructures using ethylenediamine as a
starting material in addition to two other conventional syn-
thesis procedures. Our investigation specifically focuses on
understanding the optical and electrical properties of three
different morphologies, spherical (EBH), needle-shaped
(UBH) and flower-like (HBH) boehmite nanostructures, along
with adopting novel synthesis procedures and characterizing
different morphologies. We have examined the impedance
properties of these three nanostructures by varying the tem-
perature, which in turn reveals the contribution of conductive
and non-conductive grain boundaries in detail. This elemen-
tary analysis supports Maxwell–Wagner's dielectric polariza-
tion model, which is the backbone of this study. The imped-
ance analysis also provides a basic idea of the conduction
mechanisms of these samples. This is the first time that we
have successfully analyzed and interpreted the dielectric and
impedance properties of boehmite nanostructures with vari-
ous morphologies in a detailed manner. Moreover, our pres-
ent comparative investigation revealed high dielectric con-
stants with very low tangent losses and commendable
photoluminescence intensities of our three samples; thus,
they are suitable for fabricating energy storage devices and
biosensors.

2. Experimental section
2.1. Materials

Aluminum nitrate nonahydrate [AlĲNO3)3·9H2O], extra pure
urea crystals [CH4N2O] and ethylenediamine [C2H8N2] were
purchased from Merck, India. Hexamine (99% extra pure)
was purchased from Loba Chemie Pvt. Ltd. All the reagents
were used without further purification. Millipore water with a
resistivity of at least 18 MΩ cm was used throughout the ex-
periments. All glassware used in our experiments was cleaned
with aqua regia solution followed by rinsing with ultrapure
water.

2.2. Synthesis of nanostructures

Different morphological nanostructures of γ-AlOOH were pre-
pared by a hydrothermal route. In a typical experiment,18b,c

0.1 M aluminum nitrate nanohydrate was dissolved in Milli-
pore water using a magnetic stirrer to form a clear and trans-
parent solution. The transparency of the solution indicates
the formation of Al3+ ions. Later, this solution was basified
using different precursors to achieve different nanostructures
of boehmite. The entire solution was then divided into three
different parts, namely part-A, part-B and part-C.

Ethylenediamine was added dropwise to the part-A solu-
tion, which resulted in a thick white precipitate. Ethyl-

enediamine was added until the pH of the solution reached
9.27d The use of ethylenediamine to obtain spherical boehm-
ite nanoparticles is adopted for the first time here in our
work. The white solution was left under stirring conditions
for another 3 h.

Part-B was treated with hexamine powder18b under the
same stirring conditions, maintaining a pH value of 5, to
achieve the nucleation of nano-needles of boehmite.

Powdered urea crystals18c were added to the part-C solu-
tion under vigorous stirring, and the pH was adjusted to 7 to
start the nucleation of flower-like boehmite.

All three treated solutions were then transferred into three
different Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclaves and
maintained in a dust-free oven at 160 °C for 16 h. After com-
pletion of the hydrothermal reaction, the autoclaves were
allowed to cool naturally to room temperature; white precipi-
tates were obtained in every case, which indicates the forma-
tion of boehmite nanoparticles. The hydrothermally treated
part-A sample was found to have a spherical nanostructure
and was named EBH, whereas part-B and part-C had nano-
needle and nanoflower forms, respectively, and were corre-
spondingly named HBH and UBH. The precipitates were col-
lected by centrifugation at 10 000 RPM for 10 minutes,
washed several times with distilled water and then dried un-
der vacuum for 24 h to develop dry powders18d of the various
morphologies. The samples were then marked and used for
further characterization.

2.3. Material characterization

The XRD patterns of all the samples were recorded using a
powder X-ray diffractometer (Model D8, BRUKER AXS) with
Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.5405 Å) in the range of 2θ from 10° to
80°. The scan speed was set at 0.02 with a tube voltage of 35
kV and 35 mA. The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
study was performed using a Shimadzu FTIR-8400S in the
wavenumber range from 400 cm−1 to 4000 cm−1. A total of 60
individual scans were merged together to evaluate the final
spectra of each sample. The synthesized samples were mixed
with KBr in a ratio of 1 : 50 to perform the FT-IR analysis. An
INSPECT F50 field emission scanning electron microscope
(FESEM) (FEI, Netherlands) was employed for the morpholog-
ical studies. A minute amount of powder was placed in a
carbon-coated grid to perform the FESEM and EDX analyses.
The accelerating voltage of the electron gun was set between
10 and 20 kV and the magnification was set between 50 000×
and 100 000× for our samples. The EDX analyses of the syn-
thesized samples were investigated on a Supra 55 (ZEISS).
The TEM characterization of EBH, UBH and HBH was
performed using a Jeol 2000 FX transmission electron micro-
scope. Small amounts of samples were first dissolved in
HPLC-grade acetone and then ultra-sonicated for 2 h to form
homogenous solutions. The solutions were then casted
dropwise on carbon-coated copper grids (300 mesh) and then
dried under ultra high vacuum for further analysis. Surface
area measurements of the samples were performed by the
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Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method using N2 gas adsorp-
tion–desorption. A twin surface area analyzer (Quantachrome
Instruments, USA) was employed for this purpose. The pore
size distributions were evaluated from the BJH (Barrer–
Joyner–Halenda) calculations of the desorption isotherms.
The degassing temperature was set at 90 °C for all the sam-
ples. The boehmite samples were dissolved in spectroscopic
grade ethanol at 1 mg ml−1 concentration to perform the
spectroscopic studies. Ultraviolet visible spectra (UV-vis) of
the samples were recorded using a Perkin Elmer Lambda-365
spectrophotometer. The photoluminescence spectroscopy
studies were performed using a Cary Eclipse fluorescence
spectrophotometer, Agilent Technologies, with an excitation
wavelength (λex) of 389 nm. Dielectric measurements, electri-
cal conduction mechanisms and impedance measurements
were performed using an Agilent 4294A precision impedance
analyzer. The bias voltage was set at 500 mV throughout the
experiments.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Structural and morphological analysis

To characterize the three boehmite nanostructures, XRD
analysis was performed. Fig. 1 demonstrates the XRD pat-
terns of our entire sample set, i.e. EBH, HBH and UBH. The
formation of orthorhombic γ-AlOOH phases of all the sam-
ples is indicated by the XRD peaks, which are well matched
with JCPDS card no. 21-1307. The absence of unwanted peaks
in the XRD data reveals the high purity of the samples. Also,
in our XRD data, no extra peak was observed due to un-
reacted AlĲOH)3 or any other alumina phases, implying com-
plete transformation of the entire AlĲOH)3 precursor into
γ-AlOOH after the hydrothermal treatment. Moreover, our
whole sample set possesses sharp diffraction peaks corre-
sponding to the (020) plane, indicating that the growth units
of the γ-AlOOH nano structures are abundant along the (020)
plane. The nano-crystallite diameters of the different nano-

structures of γ-AlOOH have been estimated using the Debye–
Scherrer equation:19

〈D〉020 = 0.9λ/(β1/2 cos θ) (1)

here, D is the average crystallite size, λ is the wavelength of
the incident X-ray beam, θ is the corresponding Braggs angle,
and β1/2 is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
(020) peak. It can be shown by the Debye–Scherrer equation
that the average crystallite size of γ-AlOOH varies from 4.868
nm (EBH) to 11.012 nm (HBH) depending on the different
morphologies and different reaction phenomena. The lattice
parameters of the synthesized γ-AlOOH nanostructures were
calculated using the Braggs equation and are presented in
Table 1.

The FT-IR spectra of γ-AlOOH with different nano-
structures are presented in Fig. 2. The absorption bands ob-
served at 3286, 3090, 1640, 1159, 889, 758 and 629 cm−1 are
in good agreement with values reported in the literature,13a

confirming the formation of γ-AlOOH nano-structures. The
peak at 1385 cm−1 is attributed to stretching vibrations of the
nitrate.20 Two strong bands located at 3286 and 3090 cm−1

are due to the asymmetric vibrations of (Al)O–H and the sym-
metric (Al)O–H stretching vibrations, respectively.21 The
bands located at 1071 and 1159 cm−1 are attributed to the
νsymAl–O–H and νasymAl–O–H modes of boehmite,
respectively.13a The stretching of Si–O and –OH deformation
linked to aluminum ions are also observed in the spectra at
1016 and 953 cm−1.13b The torsional modes at 758 and 634
cm−1 of boehmite are also observed in our samples, which
are due to AlO6 vibrations.13a The band at around 1640 cm−1

can be assigned to the stretching mode of surface-adsorbed
moisture.6 Therefore, our FTIR analysis is quite consistent
with the XRD results, revealing the formation of boehmite
crystalline phases.

To further support the characterization of our three
synthesized samples, FESEM and EDX studies were also
performed. Different morphologies of the synthesized
γ-AlOOH nanostructures were examined by FESEM micro-
graphs (Fig. 3). It can be observed from Fig. 3(a) that
EBH possesses a nearly spherical morphology. Due to the
small size of the EBH nanoparticles, this sample has the
highest amount of cohesive force between the grains,
which may be the reason for the high agglomeration in
EBH. Earlier reports suggested that when the pH of the
reaction is very high, no particle formation occurs, proba-
bly due to the high solubility of γ-AlOOH particles at high

Fig. 1 XRD patterns of the EBH, UBH and HBH samples.

Table 1 Structural parameters of the different boehmite samples calcu-
lated from XRD data: nanocrystallite sizes (D), full widths at half maximum
(FWHM) and lattice parameters (a, b, c)

Sample D (nm) FWHM (rad) a (Å) b (Å) c (Å)

UBH 7.275 0.0192 3.6993 12.2253 2.8679
HBH 11.012 0.0127 3.6966 12.1212 2.8634
EBH 4.868 0.0287 3.6924 12.2389 2.8668
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pH.22,23 However, we obtained boehmite particles at a
higher pH value of 9 (for EBH) by a surfactant-free hydro-
thermal technique.

Fig. 3(b) reveals that the use of hexamine in the alumi-
num nitrate precursor at pH 5 results in nano-needles (HBH)
of boehmite. Moreover, some of the needles stick together to
form hierarchical structures of boehmite.

The nano-flower morphology (UBH) of boehmite was
obtained using urea as a precursor material and is depicted
in Fig. 3(c).

The micrograph demonstrates an equal distribution of
nano-flowers with an average length and breadth of nearly
600 and 400 nm, respectively. The high resolution image
(Fig. SD2†) shows surface roughness, indicating the aggre-
gation of smaller particles to form the hierarchical nano-

flower structure of boehmite. This image also depicts that
the nano-flowers consist of thin nano-petals linked to-
gether side by side. Each nano-petal has a thickness of 15
to 20 nm.

EDX measurements revealed the elemental constituents of
the different nanostructures of γ-AlOOH (Fig. 3(d–f)). The
EDX spectra of the different morphologies of boehmite con-
firm the presence of aluminium and oxygen, which further
confirms the purity of our samples.

TEM micrographs (Fig. 4) allowed us to determine the
sizes and the morphologies of the nano-structured samples
in greater detail. In the TEM image of EBH, spherical parti-
cles are observed. The high resolution image of EBH depicts
perfect spherical particles with a size range of 9 to 10 nm.
Nano-needles are observed in the TEM images of the HBH
sample, with an average length and breadth of 45 to 50 nm
and 8 to 10 nm, respectively. The TEM image of UBH shows
the agglomeration of nanorods and nanoneedles to form a
hierarchical nano-flower architecture.

3.2. Surface areas and pore size distributions of the
synthesized nanostructures

The data corresponding to the nitrogen (N2) adsorption–de-
sorption isotherms and the corresponding pore size distribu-
tions are shown in Fig. 5(a and b) for the γ-AlOOH nano-
powders with different morphologies. For a given sample, the
volumes of adsorbed and desorbed N2 are very similar to
each other, as shown in Fig. 5a. The type IV isotherms sug-
gest the presence of mesopores24,25 in our samples. H4-type
hysteresis loops were observed for all of our boehmite nano-
structures, indicating the formation of narrow slit-like
pores.24,25 EBH and HBH nanopowders possess average

Fig. 2 FTIR spectra of the EBH, UBH and HBH samples.

Fig. 3 FESEM images of the (a) EBH, (b) UBH, and (c) HBH samples and elemental analysis (EDX) of the (d) EBH, (e) UBH, and (f) HBH samples.
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mesopores sizes of ∼3.9 and 3.8 nm, respectively, while UBH
has mesopores ∼3.7 nm in size (Fig. 5b).

The average Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface areas
of the EBH, HBH and UBH powders were evaluated to be
176.8, 12.81 and 31.64 m2 g−1, respectively (Table 2).

3.3. Qualitative model for the formation of different nano-
architectures of boehmite

Based on the results obtained from XRD, FT-IR and FESEM
studies of the boehmite samples with different morphologies
(Fig. 6(a–r)), here, we propose formation mechanisms of the
self-assembled nanoparticles (Fig. 6(a–f)), nano-needles
(Fig. 6(g–l)) and nano-flowers (Fig. 6(m–r)). There are three
stages in the formation of a nanostructure. These are nucle-
ation, growth, and self-assembly to produce different
morphologies.26,27a

Initially, dissolution of aluminum nitrate salt in water
produces [AlĲH2O)6]

3+ ions, which further transform into
[AlĲH2O)5OH]2+ due to hydrolysis of the O–H bonds. This
‘olation’ reaction also forms an extra proton (H+), which

Fig. 4 TEM micrographs (a–c) and SAED (d–f) patterns of EBH, UBH and HBH.

Fig. 5 (a) N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms and (b) pore size distribution data for the different boehmite nanostructures.

Table 2 Estimated BET surface area, pore radius and pore volume data
of the different boehmite samples

Sample
name

Surface area
(m2 g−1)

Pore size
(nm)

Pore volume
(cc g−1)

HBH 12.81 3.9 8.628 × 10−2

EBH 176.8 3.8 2.746 × 10−1

UBH 31.64 3.7 9.486 × 10−2
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decreases the pH level of the solution to 2 from neutral pH.
As the amine/amide (R–NH2)-containing precursor is added
to the solution, this proton is ‘accepted’ by the amine/amide-
containing reagent, which results in R–NH3

+.27b After
accepting the proton, the pH of the solution increases rap-
idly; this leads to the Ostwald ripening process,16a forming
aluminum hydroxide AlĲOH)3 as a white precipitate. The R–
NH3

+ ions are basic in nature and are further adsorbed by
the [AlĲH2O)5OH]2+ ions. Here, the pH level of the solution is

an indicator of this adsorption mechanism. A higher pH level
indicates a higher amount of R–NH3

+ ion adsorption.

Al(NO3)3 + H2O → [Al(H2O)6]
3+

[Al(H2O)6]
3+ → [Al(H2O)5OH]2+ + H+

Fig. 6 Mechanisms of formation of the different boehmite nano-architectures.
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Smaller amines, such as ethylenediamine,27c,d have rela-
tively shorter chain lengths. In this case, adsorption takes
place rapidly, even at ambient pressure and temperature;
this results in the formation of AlĲOH)3 at a high pH
value of 9. Nonlinear amines/amides, such as hexamine
and urea, have relatively complex structures with longer
non-linear chains. This complexity results in lower adsorp-
tion and less or no precipitation during the nucleation.27h

The pH levels are also low in the cases of these two ba-
sifying agents, which corroborates our proposed nucle-
ation mechanism.

Under typical hydrothermal conditions, AlĲOH)3 releases
one water molecule at high pressure and temperature, which
results in the formation of γ-AlOOH.

Al(OH)3 − H2O → AlOOH

In summary, here in our study, we used three different ba-
sifying agents, ethylenediamine, hexamine and urea, in our
reactions; these not only acted as ‘pH controllers’ but also
delivered three different morphologies depending upon their
chemical structures. Being the simplest amine, ethyl-
enediamine produced a spherical morphology. This hap-
pened due to the fact that in a hydrothermal environment,
EBH undergoes no preferential growth. Therefore, at higher
pressure and temperature, AlĲOH)3 not only eliminates a wa-
ter molecule from its structure but also creates a spherical
structure.

Although there is less precipitation due to insufficient ad-
sorption of R–NH3

+ ions, after the hydrothermal reaction,
HBH consists of a thick white precipitate of boehmite nano-
needles. Under hydrothermal conditions, R–NH3

+ adsorption
into the precursor nuclei began and water elimination took
place simultaneously, resulting in preferential growth of the
HBH sample.27e This phenomenon was supported by our
FESEM and XRD data (Fig. SD2(b)†).

Urea has internal covalent bonds which will not split into
ions in a water medium. Instead, there will be a large num-
ber of associations between water molecules and urea27f via
hydrogen bonds. When the hydrothermal ageing begins, the
presence of a strong cationic environment and excess pres-
sure creates rod-like structures27i,j as the electronegative part
(CO group) of urea chelates with the aluminum ions,
resulting in unidirectional growth. Here, urea acts as a cap-
ping agent. During the hydrothermal ageing, the nano-rods
become more agglomerated and form nano-petals, undergo-
ing preferential growth. Next, these nano-petals are super-
posed on each other to form localized self-assemblies of
nano-flowers.27g

In our case, different boehmite nanostructures were devel-
oped at different pH values. Previous literature reported that
at lower pH values, the probability of nano-needle/nanorod
formation is quite high, but at higher pH values, nano-
spheres are formed. This phenomenon is quite analogous to
our case. We achieved nanoneedles of boehmite at pH 5,
whereas nanospheres were formed at pH 9.

The time-varied FT-IR data of the different morphologies
suggest that the aluminium hydroxide precursor and other
mixed alumina phases are totally converted to boehmite after
completion of the hydrothermal reaction, thereby
establishing the purity of our final products.

3.4. Optical and spectroscopic studies

UV-vis absorption spectroscopy is another useful tool to char-
acterize both organic and inorganic materials. In our investi-
gation, we employed this technique in the evaluation of the
band gap energies of the three morphologies of boehmite
nano-structures. The absorption spectra of the boehmite
nanostructures with different morphologies are displayed in
Fig. 7(a). It is apparent from Fig. 7(a) that the spectrum of
HBH contains a broad absorption band at 226 nm, whereas
for UBH and EBH, the absorption peaks are located at 214
and 213 nm, respectively; this indicates a prominent blue
shift of the absorption band position for the three samples
with increasing particle size.

Next, the corresponding band gaps of the boehmite nano-
structures were evaluated from the absorption band positions
using the following Tauc plot relation:29

αE = A(E − Eg)
n (2)

where E and Eg are the photon energy and the optical band
gap energy in eV, respectively. The other two terms, α and A,
are the absorption coefficient and a constant term, respec-
tively. From the Tauc plot (Fig. 7(b)), the band gap energy is
estimated by extrapolating the linear region of the curve to
the energy axis. The calculated values of the band gap ener-
gies for EBH, UBH and HBH are 5.30 eV, 5.44 and 5.87 eV, re-
spectively, showing that the band gap increases with increas-
ing particle size.

In addition to characterization, in order to explore the opti-
cal quality of our nano-materials, we used photoluminescence
spectroscopy. Fig. 7(c) shows the photoluminescence spectra of
the synthesized boehmite nanostructures with different mor-
phologies at an excitation wavelength of 389 nm. From the fig-
ure, four sharp and strong emission bands at about 438, 461,
486 and 530 nm are apparent. A broad band is also visible at
668 nm. The luminescence peak centered at 486 nm (2.55 eV)
can be assigned to hydroxyl groups bound to surface aluminum
(Al–OH) centers.30 The peak positions in the emission spectra
of our samples are not strongly dependent on the morphology
of the samples. However, the PL emission intensities of the
boehmite samples with three different morphologies are
different under identical conditions. The needle-like HBH
has the highest emission intensity, while the spherical EBH
exhibits the lowest intensity. In general, the surface area of
materials increases as the size decreases. Herein, the sur-
face area of HBH is smaller than those of EBH and UBH
(obtained from BET analysis). The structure of the EBH
sample has a greatly increased surface area. The large sur-
face area introduces a large number of ‘defects’ into the
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crystal. In general, defects are introduced in a crystal dur-
ing its growth. In our investigation, the crystal defects were
introduced during the hydrothermal reaction process due
to dislocation and imperfection of the alignments in two
neighboring crystals. Morphology plays a pivotal role in me-
diating such defect states. During the crystal growth and
alignment process, different morphologies initiate different
defect densities. These defects decrease the PL intensity be-
cause they provide non-radiative recombination for
electrons and holes,31,32 which may be the reason for the
lowest relative emission intensity of EBH. However, as the
surface area of a material is decreased, the surface contains
fewer defects, leading to PL intensity enhancement;31 this
may cause the highest PL intensity of HBH.

3.5. Investigation of dielectric permittivity and tangent loss

Dielectric studies were performed on our three morphologies
to evaluate the dielectric permittivities and tangent losses of
our synthesized nanostructures. The dielectric properties of
materials depend on many parameters, such as the frequency
of the applied electric field, temperature, chemical composi-
tion, and grain size. The dielectric response of a material can
be described using the relation

ε = ε′ + jε″ (3)

where ε′ and ε″ are the real and imaginary part of the relative
dielectric constant, respectively. The real part of the dielectric

Fig. 7 (a) UV-vis spectra and (b) Tauc plots for band gap analysis of the samples. (c) Photoluminescence spectra of EBH, UBH and HBH.
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constant (ε′) contributes to the amount of energy stored in
the material due to polarization effects, whereas the imagi-
nary part (ε″) is associated with the dissipation of energy
within the material. The real part of the dielectric constant
can be calculated using the relation

ε′ = (C·d)/(ε0A) (4)

where C is the capacitance of the sample, d and A are thick-
ness and surface area of the sample, respectively, and ε0 is
the permittivity of free space (8.85 × 10−12 F m−1). Variations
of the real part of the dielectric constant (ε′) with applied
field frequency (ranging from 40 Hz to 10 MHz) for all the
samples at different temperatures (from 30 °C to 190 °C) are
shown in Fig. 8(a–c).

At lower frequencies, high dielectric values were observed;
this is due to the Maxwell– Wagner interfacial polarization
effect,19–29 which obeys Koop's theory.33 After a certain fre-
quency, the real part of the dielectric constant falls off
gradually.

Generally, a dielectric medium consists of conducting
grains that are separated by non-conducting grain bound-

aries which were formed during the hydrothermal reaction
process.34 At lower frequencies, the effects of these grain
boundaries are more dominant. Free charge carriers
trapped in these grain boundaries result in dipoles, pro-
ducing a polarization effect.35,36 Oscillating dipoles can
easily follow the external field at lower frequencies; how-
ever, in high frequency domains, the dipoles cannot with-
stand rapid changes in the applied frequency, which
causes a gradual decrease in the dielectric values for our
entire sample set. The variations of the dielectric loss tan-
gents of our samples are in good agreement with the high
dielectric values (Fig. 8(g–i)). In the low frequency region
and at low temperature, the losses are low for the all
samples, resulting in high values of the dielectric con-
stant. In contrast, high losses at low frequency and higher
temperatures were observed for our samples. At higher
temperature, γ-AlOOH is converted into γ*-AlOOH, which
contains more oxygen vacancies in its structure.37 These
crystal defects contribute to higher values of the loss tan-
gent in a low-frequency domain and at high temperature.
At lower temperatures and at high frequency, the high
value of the loss tangent indicates a mismatch of the

Fig. 8 Variation of the dielectric constants with frequency (a–c), temperature (d–f) and tangent loss (g–i) for the EBH, HBH and UBH samples,
respectively.
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external field frequency with the frequency of the oscillat-
ing nano-dipoles, which is also reflected in the real part
of the dielectric values (ε′) for the sample set.

From the dielectric measurement data, we calculated
the dielectric constants for the total sample set. At room
temperature and 40 Hz frequency, the dielectric constants
for the three samples EBH, UBH and HBH were found to
be 1.49 × 106, 1.14 × 105, and 7.14 × 104, respectively. As
mentioned previously, EBH has the highest surface-to-
volume ratio (from BET analysis), indicating that the num-

ber of dipoles per unit volume is also the highest for
EBH. This may be the key reason that EBH possesses the
highest dielectric properties among the three morphol-
ogies. Conversely, HBH has the lowest surface-to-volume
ratio, which justifies its lowest dielectric response among
the three samples.

In order to obtain an idea of the changes in dielectric be-
havior with temperature, we also plotted temperature re-
sponse graphs (Fig. 8(d–f)) for the real parts of the dielectric
constant for the different morphologies. From the graph, it

Fig. 9 Variation of the ac electrical conductivity with frequency for the (a) EBH, (b) UBH, and (c) HBH samples and (d) Jonscher's plots for the
samples. Arrhenius plots for the (e) EBH, (f) UBH, and (g) HBH samples in different frequency domains.
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can be observed that for HBH, the dielectric constant rapidly
decreases with the initial temperature (30 °C). In contrast, for
both EBH and UBH, the dielectric constants were found to
decrease slowly from 130 °C. At lower temperatures, the en-
ergy of the nano-dipoles is not sufficient to overcome the
inter-dipolar frictional force, leading to the high dielectric
values of our samples in this temperature range. Thus, our

investigation reveals that dielectric behavior depends upon
the surface morphology for the three nano γ-AlOOH
derivatives.

3.6. Ac conductivity studies

To further explore the electrical conductivity of the three
nanostructures, we performed ac conductivity studies.
Fig. 9(a–c) displays the dependence of ac conductivity of
γ-AlOOH of the different morphologies on frequency at dif-
ferent temperatures. In the low frequency domain of the ap-
plied field, low values and a frequency-independent nature
of the ac conductivity for all the samples was observed. Be-
low 10 kHz frequency, the highly resistive grain boundary re-
stricts the hopping mechanism of the free charge carriers.19

When the external field approaches the high frequency re-
gion, the electrons become more energetic and their mobil-
ity increases, which results in enhancement of the ac con-
ductivity. Beyond 5 MHz frequency, the value of the ac
conductivity decreases sharply due to the transformation of

Table 3 Calculated activation energies from the Arrhenius plots for the
different morphological distributions of boehmite nanostructures

Sample Frequency Activation energy (eV)

UBH 10 kHz 1.2565
100 kHz 1.0374
1 MHz 0.5551

HBH 10 kHz 0.4742
100 kHz 0.8367
1 MHz 0.8788

EBH 10 kHz 0.8734
100 kHz 0.9691
1 MHz 0.8839

Fig. 10 Nyquist plots for the (a) EBH, (b) UBH and (c) HBH samples.
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γ-AlOOH into γ*-AlOOH; it has more interstitial defects trap-
ping free charge carriers during the hopping mechanism,
leading to the sharp decreases in ac conductivity in the high
frequency region.37

The frequency response of ac conductivity was also stud-
ied through Jonscher's power law,38

σac = Bωn (5)

where ‘B’ and ‘n’ are constants. B has the unit of conductiv-
ity, and n is a dimensionless constant. The value of ‘n’ was
estimated for each sample by plotting ln σ vs. lnω followed
by applying eqn (5) above, as shown in Fig. 9(d). The esti-
mated values of ‘n’ in our case were found to vary between
0.4709 and 0.6487, which indicates that our samples are not
perfectly Debye type (where n = 0)39 and diffusion-limited
hopping is involved in the conduction phenomenon.40 The
charge carriers require activation energy to overcome the po-
tential barrier to initiate the charge hopping mechanism,
resulting in higher conduction. This can be calculated from
the Arrhenius equation.39

σ = σ0 exp(−Ea/KBT) (6)

where σ0 is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is the activation en-
ergy, KB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute tem-
perature. Arrhenius plots were obtained from the
conductivity data calculated at frequencies of 100 Hz, 100
kHz and 1 MHz of the applied external field and are shown
in Fig. 9(e–g). A detailed description of the activation ener-
gies is given in Table 3.

Our results indicate that the morphology plays a crucial
role in the ac conductivity values of γ-AlOOH. Here, among
the three morphologies, EBH has the smallest grain size and
highest grain concentration, resulting in the highest degree
of conductivity. In contrast, the ac conductivity of HBH was
found to be the lowest because it possesses the highest grain
size. These results further corroborate our previously calcu-
lated band gap energies, where we obtained the smallest
band gap for EBH, resulting in the highest conductivity
among the three morphologies.

3.7. Impedance analysis of the nanostructures

Impedance spectroscopy is a useful technique to understand
the contribution of grains and non-conducting grain bound-
aries. It can also provide information related to the interac-
tions between a sample and conducting electrodes.35 The im-
pedance characteristics of our samples were investigated
using Nyquist plots,41 where the X-axis denotes the real part
(Z′) and the Y-axis consists of the imaginary part (Z″) of the
impedance, as depicted in Fig. 10. In our case, all the sam-
ples possessed higher contributions of grain boundaries at
lower temperatures (defined by the straight lines), while at
higher temperatures, the effect of the conducting grains was
prominent (denoted by semicircles).35 Among the three mor-

phologies, EBH has a complex impedance of 9.1 kΩ at 1 kΩ
resistance, whereas UBH and HBH have complex impedances
of 4.9 kΩ and 1.29 kΩ, respectively, at the same resistance
value.

From a morphological point of view, EBH has the highest
number of grain boundaries because it has the highest sur-
face area; therefore, the value of the complex impedance is
the highest in this case. On the other hand, it was found to
be the lowest for HBH, as reflected in the Nyquist plots. Our
impedance results therefore support our previous dielectric
and conductivity measurements very well.

4. Conclusion

In summary, different nanostructures of boehmite have
been synthesized and characterized using X-ray diffraction
(XRD), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), energy dis-
persive X-ray (EDX) analysis, transmission electron micros-
copy (TEM), and Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) measure-
ments. The growth mechanisms of the different
morphologies of the boehmite nanostructures have been il-
lustrated by examining their nucleation, growth, and self-
assembly to produce different morphologies, such as the
spherical morphology for EBH, nano-needle shape for HBH
and nano-flower morphology for UBH. UV-vis absorption
and photoluminescence spectra show that our three samples
exhibit strong luminescence emissions in the green and blue
regions of the spectrum with different intensities, which has
potential applications in the fields of bio-imaging and bio-
sensing. The temperature-dependent dielectric permittivities
and ac conductivities of the different boehmite nanostruc-
tures reveal that the synthesized nanostructures have re-
markably high dielectric constants with very low losses. Due
to their high dielectric constants and low dielectric losses,
the boehmite nanostructures may be useful for fabricating
high energy storage devices.
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ABSTRACT: This article reports the effect of Gd(III) doping
on the structure, microstructure, and optical properties of
boehmite nanoparticles. The bright-blue fluorescence along
with a long lifetime makes our material an efficient candidate
for optical applications. Our material particularly targets and
eliminates hexavalent chromium ions (Cr(VI)) from aqueous
media, which turns it into a multifunctional fluorescent
nanosensor (MFNS). The development of an efficient
hexavalent chromium ion (Cr(VI)) sensor to detect and
quantify Cr(VI) ions is still a serious issue worldwide. Thus,
this work will be very beneficial for various environmental
applications. No such work has been reported so far which
includes cost-effective and biocompatible boehmite nanoparticles in this field. Detailed synthesis and characterization
procedures for the MFNS have been incorporated here. The biocompatibility of the MFNS has also been studied rigorously by
performing cell survivability assay (MTT) and cellular morphology assessments. Our extensive research confirmed that the
“turn-off” sensing mechanism of this sensor material is based on a collisional quenching model which initiates the photoinduced
electron transfer (PET) process. High selectivity and sensitivity (∼1.05 × 10−5 M) of the MFNS toward hexavalent chromium
ions even in real life wastewater samples have been confirmed, which makes this fluorescent probe a potential candidate for new
age imaging and sensing technologies.

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of new-generation fluorescent sensors is
currently of great research interest because they play a crucial
role in detecting and quantifying various infections and
diseases in biological systems.1,2 Sometimes, they can locate
and entrap an infection on the cellular level.3 Not only
biological systems but also these sensors can provide important
information regarding any type of chemical contamination by
modulating its fluorescence level.4,5 Researchers and scientists
are working to enhance the limit of detection (LOD) and the
fluorescence properties of these sensors. Thus, the fabrication
of biocompatible, efficient fluorosensors is an emerging
research topic.
Recent studies on hazardous ion sensors such as heavy metal

ions (Hg(II), Cd(II), Cr(III), etc.)6−8 and toxic anions
(nitrate, dichromate, etc.)9,10 dominate the studies on all
other fluorosensors because of their huge applicability and
excessive demand. Moreover, various diseases, such as
congestive heart failure,11 liver infarction,12 and lung cancer,13

can occur in the presence of such toxic ions. Some essential
metal ions, including Fe2+, Cu2+, Mn2+, and Co2+, can also be
toxic at higher doses.14−17 In addition, other heavy metal ions,
such as Hg2+, Cd2+, Pb2+, and As3+, are extremely toxic to
humans and aquatic species even at lower concentrations, and

the bioaccumulation of these metal ions can culminate in
severe health hazards.18−21

Hexavalent chromium (Cr(VI)) is a well-known carcino-
gen13 that is rapidly spreading as a result of its wide
applications in leather tanning, metallurgy, chromium electro-
plating, and pigment production.22,23 Because of its enor-
mously harmful nature to human health and the environment,
its detection and segregation from water streams have become
immensely challenging.11−13 Apart from these, the accumu-
lation of Cr(VI) in aquatic living varieties can cause
biomagnifications.24 Therefore, developing selective and
sensitive methods to detect and remove Cr(VI) ions for
environmental monitoring, medical diagnostics, and food
safety is of considerable importance.
We have synthesized a novel material, Gd(III)-doped

boehmite nanoparticles, which has not been reported
previously to the best of our knowledge. Thus, proper
characterization has been done along with microstructural
analysis by using the Rietveld refinement method to under-
stand the effect of Gd doping into the boehmite matrix.25,26

Interestingly, gadolinium incorporation enhances the optical
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quality and surface area of the synthesized sensor material. The
photoluminescence spectrum shows a high fluorescence
intensity of the doped sample, which establishes the fact that
this material could be used for fluorescence applications. Our
material can detect the hazardous Cr(VI) ion through
fluorescence techniques and can capture it through multilayer
adsorption, which has been examined by absorption spectros-
copy and EDX. Moreover, upon addition of Cr(VI), the
emission intensity of the MFNS has been greatly quenched by
∼11-fold. The plausible cause of the fluorescence quenching
has been justified using the Stern−Volmer quenching
model.27,28 A real life tannery wastewater sample (the
industrial source of Cr(VI)) has been used in our sensing
experiments to prove the efficacy of our sensor material. This
fluorescent sensor also exhibits cell permeability and intra-
cellular Cr(VI) ion sensing in breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-
468). Intercellular functionalities of our MFNS could be very
beneficial for the detection of Cr(VI) ions in living systems,
which could help us in biomagnifications studies. The main
advantage of this sensor is its facile synthesis procedure that is
not only economical but also industrially feasible. A highly
selective and accurate Cr(VI) ion sensing capacity along with a
very low limit of detection value (in the ppm range) makes this
multifunctional MFNS a new age technology for the detection
and removal of hazardous metal ions.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials. Aluminum nitrate nonahydrate (Al(NO3)3·9H2O,

MW 375.13), acetone (HPLC grade), ethanol (HPLC grade), and
aqueous ammonia solution (25%) were purchased from Merck, India.
Gadolinium oxide (Gd2O3, MW 362.50) was obtained from SRL,
India. All purchased reagents are of analytical grade and were used
without further purification. Deionized (Millipore) water was used
throughout the experiment with a resistivity of at least 18 MΩ·cm. All
of the glassware used in our experiments was cleaned with aqua regia
solution followed by rinsing with ultrapure water.
2.2. Synthesis Procedure. Various compositions of Gd-doped

boehmite nanoparticles were obtained by a facile hydrothermal
reaction method. In a typical synthesis procedure, aluminum nitrate
was mixed with 70 mL of Millipore water under vigorous stirring
conditions at room temperature. After the proper dissolution of the
aluminum salt, gadolinium oxide was added to the salt solution to
maintain the proper gadolinium to aluminum weight ratios (0, 0.5,
and 1%) as mentioned in Table.1.

After the formation of a clear and transparent solution, liquid
ammonia was added to the solution dropwise until the pH reached 10.
At this pH, thick white precipitates were formed, indicating the
formation of Gd-incorporated Al(OH)3. The stirring was continued
another 3 h for the completion of the reaction.
In a separate glass container, a similar procedure was performed,

but in this case, gadolinium oxide was not added.
After the completion of reaction, the samples were transferred into

separate Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclaves and placed in a dust-
free hot air oven at 180 °C for 16 h. The solid white precipitates were
collected from the bottom of the Teflon jacket and washed several
times with water. The washed precipitates were dried in vacuum at

room temperature first and then at 60 °C for another 24 h. Dried
samples were further ground in a mortar, marked, and sent for
characterization.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Structural and Morphological Analyses of the

Samples. X-ray diffraction (XRD) is an important character-
ization tool to determine the crystallographic structure, phase
purity, and crystallite size of the sample.29 It can also provide
major crystallographic information regarding the incorporation
of any foreign element into the phase-pure crystal and crystal
growth directions. Here, Figure 1a shows the XRD patterns of
synthesized nanostructures of pure boehmite and Gd3+-doped
boehmite nanostructures that have been recorded by using a
D8 Bruker AXS powder X-ray diffractometer with Cu-Kα
radiation (λ = 1.5405 Å) in the range of 2θ from 10 to 70°.
The scan speed was set at 0.02 with a tube voltage of 35 kV at
35 mA. All of the peaks have been assigned by using the
JCPDS (card no. 21-1307). The absence of any undesired
diffraction maxima in our XRD diffractograms confirms that
the entire aluminum hydroxide precursor had been completely
converted to boehmite (or Gd3+-doped boehmite) during the
hydrothermal treatment. It is evident from the XRD patterns
that the doping of Gd3+ ions even up to 1% does not change
the standard boehmite orthorhombic structure. This further
confirms the successful incorporation of Gd3+ ions into the
boehmite’s nanostructure. The mean nanocrystallite sizes of
the entire sample set have been calculated from the broadening
of the (020) peak by using the Debye−Scherrer equation30

and are depicted in Table 2

D 0.9 /( cos )
(020) 1/2λ β θ=

(1)

where D is the average crystallite size, β1/2 is the full width at
half-maximum (fwhm) of the (020) peak, λ is the wavelength
of the incident X-ray beam, and θ is the corresponding Bragg
angle. The average crystallite diameters (D) for different doped
samples were found to be within the range of 3.2−2.2 nm.
To determine the phase purity and microstructural and

structural characteristics of the doped and undoped samples,
Rietveld refinement was performed using Rietveld-based
software package MAUD v2.8 (material analysis using
diffraction). The XRD pattern of the individual samples was
superimposed with corresponding Miller indices and matched
with the standard database (JCPDS card no. 21-1307). Figure
S1 shows the well-matched experimental and computed
patterns of the samples. In our case, we have observed that
microstrain inside the crystals gradually increases with
increasing doping concentration (Table.2), which might be
due to the substitution by larger Gd3+ ions (0.94 Å) with
smaller Al3+ ions (0.53 Å) inside the orthorhombic sites of γ-
AlOOH crystals.31 Thus, the structural analysis corroborates
that the cationic dopant, having larger radii than that of the
host cation, creates difficulty in accommodating the inside of
the lattice structure of the host crystal. However, the amount
of dopants that has been successfully accommodated inside the
host lattice structure is good enough to create a sufficient
number of structural defects for the modulation of various
physical properties.31 The results obtained after the final cycle
regarding structural, microstructural, and reliability parameters
of the samples are provided in Table 2.
Vesta v3.4.3 (visualization for electronic and structural

analysis) software has been employed to analyze the structural

Table 1. Preparation of Different Doping Percentages of
Gd-Doped Boehmite Samples

sample
name

aluminum nitrate
amount (g)

gadolinum oxide
amount (mg)

water amount
(mL)

GBH0 2.539 0 70
GBH0.5 3.732 18.125 70
GBH1 3.713 36.250 70
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Figure 1. (a) XRD patterns of samples GBH0, GBH0.5, and GBH1. Corresponding microstructural diagrams of (b) GBH0, (c) GBH0.5, and (d)
GBH1.

Table 2. Structural and Microstructural Parameters of the Samples Obtained from Rietveld Analysis of the XRD Pattern

parameters GBH0 GBH0.5 GBH1

a (Å) 3.6971173 ± 0.003350923 3.6826758 ± 0.0034330236 3.6910741 ± 0.004538715
b (Å) 12.199201 ± 0.022052469 12.230068 ± 0.022432782 12.1S66799 ± 0.032643557
c (Å) 2.8673484 ± 0.0025944936 2.8599763 ± 0.0026292377 2.8682199 ± 0.003596273
nanocrystallite size (nm) 3.2278 2.5642 2.2532
strain 2.7673983 × 10−7 ± 89.18558 1.7377633 × 10−5 ± 0.051312458 2.825615 × 10−5 ± 0.12719534
χ2 1.5863 1.4646 1.7543
Rp (%) 0.08718333 0.09335655 0.11429352
Rwp (%) 0.10980562 0.112979405 0.15138145

Figure 2. (a) FTIR spectra of samples GBH0, GBH0.5, and GBH1. Corresponding TEM micrographs of samples (b) GBH0, (c) GBH0.5, and (d)
GBH1, respectively.
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properties and bonding networks of the samples, as depicted in
Figure 1b−d. In our case, three AlO6 polyhedra stacked
together to form the orthorhombic phase of boehmite. The
incorporation of Gd ions does not change this structural
symmetry but changes the bond angle and bond lengths
slightly, which has been depicted in Charts S1−S3.
FT-IR spectra of the samples presented in Figure 2a have

been recorded using a Shimadzu FTIR-8400S in the
wavenumber range from 400 to 4000 cm−1. Absorption
bands observed in our GBH0 sample are in good agreement
with the values reported in the literature, confirming the
formation of boehmite nanostructure. The characteristic
absorption bands located at 480, 758, and 634 cm−1 of
boehmite are observed in our sample, which occurred as a
result of the AlO6 vibration.

30a−c The small absorption band at
1385 cm−1 is attributed to the stretching vibration of the
nitrate.32 Two sharp bands located at 3286 and 3090 cm−1 are
due to the asymmetric vibration of O−H and symmetric O−H
stretching vibrations, respectively.33 The stretching of Si−O
and the −OH deformation linked to aluminum ions are also
observed in the spectra at 1016 and 953 cm−1.34 vsymAl−O−H
and vasymAl−O−H modes are attributed to the bands located at
1071 and 1159 cm−1, respectively.35 The surface-adsorbed
moisture causes36 the vibration at around 1640 cm−1.
Furthermore, our GBH0.5 and GBH1 samples show similar
kinds of absorption bands, which leads to the fact that the
incorporation of the Gd3+ ion does not alter any bond
structure inside the nanocrystalline boehmite phase, which is in
accordance with our XRD results.
The morphology and particle sizes of the synthesized

samples have been characterized using a Jeol 2000 FX
transmission electron microscope. A very small amount of
powdered nanosamples was dissolved in acetone and then
casted on carbon-coated copper grids (300 mesh) after
ultrasonication for 1 h to obtain the TEM microscopy results.
The TEM micrograph of the undoped boehmite sample (i.e.,
GBH0 (Figure 2b)) shows a mixture of rhombic and hexagonal
particles. These particles have lengths of between 20 and 40
nm with a large number of pores on their surfaces. Although
GBH0 has a mixture of rhombic and hexagonal, GBH0.5
shows (Figure 2c) the coexistence of rhombic particles and
nanorods. Interestingly, the presence of these rodlike particles
is highest in our GBH1 sample (Figure 2d). The incorporation
of Gd3+ ions inside the pure boehmite matrix creates various
interstitial defects that introduce further lattice strain into the
crystal.31 This lattice strain may be responsible for this type of
morphological evolution upon the addition of foreign ions
inside the boehmite matrix.
The elemental composition of the as-synthesized samples

were analyzed by EDX (Figure S2), where GBH1 contained a
minute quantity of Gd and GBH0 shows the presence of Al
and O only. Furthermore, to confirm the presence of Gd in the
structure of our sample, XRF (X-ray fluorescence) measure-
ments have been made using Axios, a PANalytical X-ray
fluorescence spectrometer (Figure S3), along with elemental
analysis (Table S1).
The pore size distribution and surface area analysis of the

nanostructures have been investigated by the Brunauer−
Emmett−Teller (BET) and Barrer−Joyner−Halenda (BJH)
methods using N2 gas adsorption−desorption values. A Twin
Surface Area Analyzer from Quanta-chrome Instruments
(USA) was employed for this purpose. Figure S4 depicts the
data corresponding to the nitrogen (N2) adsorption−

desorption isotherms and the corresponding pore size
distributions for our nanopowders with different doping
concentrations. Figure S4a also shows that, for a specific
sample, the adsorbed and desorbed volumes of nitrogen are
similar to each other. The type IV isotherms suggest the
presence of mesopores in our samples, which is an indication
of a good industrial adsorbent material.37,38 The H4-type
hysteresis loop suggests that our samples have narrow slitlike
pores.37,38 Surface area data shows that our GBH1 sample has
the highest surface area (92.174 m2·g−1) whereas undoped
GBH0 has the lowest surface area (74.96 m2·g−1) among the
three samples. The plausible cause of this surface area
enhancement is due to the morphological evolution (from
cubic to nanorod) caused by the incorporation of Gd3+ ions,
which is in good accordance with our TEM results. The pore
size also varies with doping concentration in our case. GBH0
has a pore diameter of 5.84 nm, whereas GBH0.5 and GBH1
have pore diameters of 5.76 and 5.03 nm, respectively (Figure
S4b). This decrement in pore diameter with increasing doping
concentration is due to the entrapment of dopant inside the
mesopores of the pure boehmite matrix. Although the pore
diameter decreases with increasing dopant volume, the pore
volume increase significantly (Table 3), which makes our
GBH1 sample highly mesoporous with the highest surface area
among the three synthesized nanosamples.

3.2. Photoluminescence Performance and Fluores-
cence Quantum Yield of the MFNS. To understand the
optical quality and fluorescence properties of our samples,
photoluminescence spectroscopy has been performed at room
temperature using a Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectropho-
tometer from Agilent Technologies with an excitation
wavelength (λex) of 375 nm (Figure S5). The PL spectra of
our synthesized samples show luminescent maxima centered at
430 nm that further indicate the near-blue emission of our
samples. A crystal-defect mediated radiative transition is
responsible for this kind of emission.29,30 Our GBH1 sample
shows the highest fluorescence intensity caused by the
maximum amount of Gd doping. Normally, a higher amount
of doping increases the number of defect states (mainly oxygen
vacancies), which has already been justified by microstrain
analysis. These defect states enhance the fluorescence intensity
of a sample. A similar phenomenon has also been reported by
Liu et al.39 for ZnO quantum dots. Thus, highly fluorescent
GBH1 could be used in optical imaging and sensing
applications, and it can act as a fluorescent nanosensor
(MFNS).
The fluorescence quantum yield of the GBH1 sample has

been calculated using the following relation40a

QY QY
A I

A Isample ref
ref sample sample

2

sample ref ref
2

η

η
=

(2)

Table 3. Estimated BET Surface Area, Pore Radius, and
Pore Volume Data of Boehmite Samples Loaded with
Various Gd Concentrations

sample name surface area (m2/g) pore size (nm) pore volume (mL/g)

GBH0 74.960 5.84 0.248
GBH0.5 91.663 5.76 0.278
GBH1 92.174 5.03 0.299
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where I is the area under the emission spectral curve, A is the
optical density of the sample at the excitation wavelength, and
η is the refractive index of the solvent. Here the value of QYref
is taken to be 0.52 (quinine sulfate). GBH1 shows a high
quantum yield value of 0.692 with the highest fluorescence
intensity, which justifies the fact that gadolinium ion
incorporation successfully enhances the optical quality of
boehmite nanoparticles.
3.3. Cr(VI) Ion-Sensing Properties of the MFNS.

Boehmite-based GBH1 has a promising optical property,
thus it has been applied as a fluorescent sensor. To test the
efficacy of GBH1 as a sensor for Cr(VI), the fluorescence of
GBH1 was monitored in an aqueous medium. Initially, a 1 mg·
mL−1 aqueous solution of GBH1 was prepared and ultra-
sonicated for 20 min to form a homogeneous solution. The PL
spectra of the as-prepared solution were recorded and found to
be quite high (at 430 nm) upon 375 nm excitation. Different
concentrations of the Cr(VI) ion (0−350 μM) were then
added to the solution and measured in the same manner
(Figure 3a). From Figure 3a, one can observe that the
characteristic emission maxima of GBH1, centered at 430 nm,
have been reduced drastically upon the addition of hexavalent
chromium. The quenching effects can be visualized by the
naked eye under a normal UV lamp (excited at 365 nm)
(Figure 3b, inset). Quantitatively, the quenching effect can be
analyzed by the linear Stern−Volmer quenching model,
expressed as40b,41

I
I

K1 M0
SV= + [ ]

(3)

where I0 and I are the fluorescence intensities before and after
the addition of Cr(VI), respectively, [M] is the concentration
of the chromium ion, and KSV is the Stern−Volmer quenching
constant.
Figure 3b shows that the fluorescence quenching upon the

addition of chromium ion follows the Stern−Volmer model of
quenching with a linear fit coefficient of 0.97908. The high KSV
value (0.0966 × 106) suggests that the quenching efficacy of
the nanosensor (GBH1) is quite high with a low detection
limit (1.05 × 10−5 M). The limit of detection (LOD) has been
evaluated using the relation41

K
LOD

3

SV

σ=
(4)

where σ is the standard deviation of at least 10 measurements
of the fluorescence intensities of the pure GBH1 sample.
Apart from hexavalent chromium, other cations and anions

have also been studied in a similar way with a 350 μM
concentration of the guest ion (Figure 4) to test the selectivity
of the MFNS.42 It can be shown from Figure 4 that the
fluorescence intensities after the addition of various cations
and anions are nearly the same as for our MFNS, but in the
case of Cr(VI), it is drastically quenched.

3.4. Real Life Sensing of Cr(VI) in Tannery Waste-
water. To evaluate the efficacy of our sensor material
(GBH1), the sensing experiments have been performed by
using real life tannery wastewater samples. Tannery wastewater
has been collected and kept at 4 °C before performing the
experiment. Initially, the chromium content of the wastewater
sample has been measured using ICP (inductively coupled
plasma) and has been found to be higher than the LOD value
of our sensor material. Traces of other elements such as lead
and iron have also been found in the ICP results (Table 4).
The collected wastewater was added to the sensor material,
and the emission spectrum was recorded (Figure 5). Figure 5
shows that the fluorescence intensity of GBH1 was quenched
significantly after wastewater addition, which justifies the fact
that our sensor material can sense chromium in a real
environment and in the presence of other disturbing elements.

3.5. Mechanism of Cr(VI) Detection. To investigate the
quenching mechanism, we have employed time-resolved
fluorescence techniques as well as steady state fluorescence
and absorption experiments. The ground-state fluorescence
data (PL) shows a reduction in fluorescence intensity upon
Cr(VI) addition, whereas the same behavior has been obtained
in excited-state fluorescence experiments (Table S2). The
average lifetime of the fluorophores decreased drastically upon
hexavalent chromium addition (Figure S6). The linear Stern−
Volmer plot and the reduced lifetimes of the fluorophores
suggest the collisional quenching mechanism.43 This type of
quenching happens when collisions take place between the
quencher and the fluorophores in the excited state.

Figure 3. (a) Fluorescence titration data for the GBH1 sample using Cr(VI) as the quencher. (b) Stern−Volmer fitting of the corresponding
fluorescence quenching data. Naked eye observation of the fluorescence quenching of GBH1 upon Cr(VI) addition (inset).
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Initially, the Cr(VI) ions with small ionic radii (∼0.3−0.4 Å)
get adsorbed into the vacant sites of mesoporous MFNS
(average pore diameter ∼5 nm), which has already been
proven by various spectroscopic techniques and EDX data.
Adsorption makes the distance between the quencher and the
fluorophores short (<10 nm), which is responsible for the
charge transfer between the fluorophores and the quencher
molecules. This phenomenon is known as photoinduced
electron transfer (PET).40b

Here, Gd acts as the foreign element that creates interstitial
defects in the boehmite matrix, which then makes our sensor
material highly fluorescent. This mechanism has been depicted
in detail in our XRD analysis. Furthermore, boehmite (γ-

AlOOH) in water creates Al(OH)4
− species, which in turn

produce protons (H+).40c

AlOOH 2H O Al(OH) H2 4+ → +− +

The proton released from the sensor material is accepted by
the hexavalent chromium species that further converts it to
trivalent chromium.40d

h2Cr O 16H 4Cr 8H O O2 7
2 3

2 2ν+ + → + +− + +

In this work, the amount of Cr(III) formation is very low
compared to that of Cr(VI), thus the signal in the absorption
spectra of Cr-adsorbed GBH1 is very feeble, which is depicted
in Figure S7. Additionally, to ascertain that no leaching of
Gd(III) ions occurs while Gd-loaded boehmite is dissolved in
water, time-dependent UV−visible spectroscopy was carried
out using GBH1. Figure S8 clearly shows that no Gd is
released from GBH1.
During the PET mechanism, the fluorophores of MFNS in

the ground state absorb the given UV energy (375 nm) and
jump into the excited state where they collide with the
quencher, resulting in nonradiative decay and jumping to the
ground state without emitting any fluorescence. This type of
collisional or dynamic quenching is illustrated herein (Figure
6).

3.6. Adsorption Uptake Studies. It is well known that
the adsorption process of heavy-metal ions in porous material
relies on multiple factors such as the shape, pore size, pore

Figure 4. Selectivity studies of the MFNS by using various (a) cations
and (b) anions.

Table 4. Inductively Coupled Plasma Data of the Collected
Wastewater Sample

constituents amount (ppm)

cadmium (Cd) not detected
lead (Pb) 0.10
chromium (Cr) 20.58
iron (Fe) 4.84

Figure 5. Fluorescence quenching result of a real life tannery
wastewater sample under 375 nm excitation.

Figure 6. Fluorescence quenching mechanism of the MFNS.
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volume, and surface area of adsorbents.40b To evaluate the
efficiency of the adsorbate, adsorption uptake studies have
been carried out. A Biotek 96-well UV−vis plate reader was
employed for this purpose. Ten milligrams of each sample (i.e.,
GBH0, GBH0.5, and GBH1) was separately added to 50 ppm
of Cr(VI) solution and stirred using a magnetic stirrer for 2 h.
Then it was kept in the dark for another 24 h before
performing the spectrometry.
The adsorption uptake is calculated using the following

equation44

C C Cuptake(%) (( )/ ) 1000 e 0= − × (5)

where C0 and Ce are the initial and equilibrium concentrations
of the Cr(VI) ion. Figure S9a shows that the adsorption uptake
capacity of our GBH1 sample is highest (80.05%) among the
three samples. This is due to the highest surface area of GBH1.
On the basis of these results, GBH1 was selected as the most
suitable sample for other adsorption experiments. The EDX
analysis of the adsorbed GBH1 sample was performed (Figure
S9b,c), which shows the traces of chromium in the sample,
while the unadsorbed sample does not have any traces of
chromium. This further shows that GBH1 adsorbs the Cr(VI)
ion into its slitlike pores.
3.7. Adsorption Kinetics of the Sample. The adsorption

of Cr(VI) from aqueous solution onto GBH1 as a function of
the contact time was monitored by UV−vis spectroscopy.28,44
Figure 7 shows that the intensity of the absorption peak of

Cr(VI) in solution at 353 nm quickly decreases within 20 min
of Cr(VI) solution and GBH1 contact. More than 80% of the
initial Cr(VI) amount (50 ppm) was adsorbed by GBH1 in
less than 5 min, which corroborates that the encapsulation of
Cr(VI) by GBH1 was extremely fast.
The rapid removal of Cr(VI) ion is reasonably due to the

high pore volume of GBH1, which adsorbs the ion more
quickly. The high surface area of GBH1 gives rise to the fact
that the contact area of the adsorbent and the Cr(VI) ion is
fairly high in our case, which is another cause of the rapid
entrapment of the hazardous Cr(VI) ion. On the basis of these
results, 20 min was selected as the contact time to ensure full
equilibrium in our following experiments.

3.8. Adsorption Isotherms. To confirm the Cr(VI) ion
adsorption capacity, adsorption isotherms were evaluated at 25
°C. The adsorption isotherms for the Cr(VI)-adsorbed GBH1
sample were studied according to standard Langmuir and
Freundlich isotherm models,44−46 which are usually used to
describe the adsorption process between an adsorbent and an
adsorbate. Figure 8a,b shows the adsorption isotherms of our
GBH1 sample. Linear forms of the Langmuir (eq 6) and
Freundlich (eq 7) isotherm models can be expressed as44

C
q

C
q q b

1e

e

e

m m

= +
(6)

Figure 7. Adsorption kinetics study for the GBH1 sample in terms of (a) the time-based UV−vis technique and (b) time-dependent adsorption
uptake using the Cr(VI) ion as the adsorbate.

Figure 8. (a) Langmuir and (b) Freundlich adsorptive isotherm fittings for the GBH1 sample using the Cr(VI) ion as an adsorbate at 25 °C.
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q K
n

Clog log
1
loge f e= +

(7)

where qe is the amount of Cr(VI) adsorbed on the adsorbent at
equilibrium (mg g−1), Ce is the equilibrium concentration in
the solution (mg L−1), qm is the maximum adsorption capacity
(mg g−1), and b and Kf are the Langmuir constant and the
Freundlich constant, respectively, reflecting the affinity of the
binding sites (L mg−1) for the energy of adsorption.
From Figure 8, it is evident that GBH1 specifically follows

the Freundlich isotherm model (R2 = 0.93777), which
indicates the multilayer adsorption of the chromium ion
onto a heterogeneous surface of GBH1.47

3.9. Biocompatibility Assessment of the Sensor. The
in vitro cytotoxicity of the MFNS is estimated to check the
biocompatibility with the WI38 cell line. The cells were treated
with five different concentrations (20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 μM·
mL−1) of GBH1 for 24 h, followed by the MTT assay (Figure
9).48 It is observed that GBH1 exhibited no significant toxicity

even at the highest concentration of 100 μM.Therefore, we can
conclude that the MFNS has commendable biocompatibility
and is ideal for biological application. As Figure S10 suggests,
the cell survivability decreases when we use a 1.5% Gd-doped
boehmite sample. Because of this biocompatibility issue,
GBH1 has been selected as the MFNS.
WI38 cells were treated with 500 μg·mL−1 MFNS and kept

for 7 days to envisage any change in the cellular morphology.48

It is observed that the number of cells increases after 7 days,
and the cells exhibit their normal morphologies without any
anomalies during this time span of 7 days as shown in Figure
10. Therefore, it is positive proof of the nontoxicity of MFNS
toward WI38 human lung fibroblast cells.
3.10. Cellular Imaging and Sensing with the MFNS. A

cell imaging experiment is performed with MDA-MB 468 cells
in order to demonstrate the efficacy of the MFNS to serve as a
luminescent bioprobe.42 The MDA-MB 468 cells are
fluorescently labeled by the MFNS, and immediately after
the treatment, the cells emit a strong blue fluorescent signal
under the microscope (Figure 11). Thus, the MFNS is
permeable to the cells and becomes saturated within 1 h of
treatment because no increase in fluorescence is evident after 1
h. The cells also retain the fluorescence signal even after 12 h
of treatment. Furthermore, no apparent morphological
anomalies of the cells were observed because the MFNS is
considerably biocompatible, as we have already observed from

the MTT assay and cell morphology studies. The mock-treated
cells exhibited no fluorescence, but immediately after the
addition of the Cr(VI) ion to the labeled cells, the cells no
longer emit any signal as a result of the quenching of the
fluorescence signal by the Cr(VI) ion (Figure 12). Hence, we
can conclude that our synthesized MFNS has the ability to
detect Cr(VI) ions within the cellular milieu of MDA-MB 468
cancerous cells.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Here we present a novel gadolinium ion-doped boehmite-
based fluorescent nanosensor (MFNS) that can detect the
hexavalent chromium ion using fluorescence quenching and
eliminate it through an adsorption technique. This is the first
time that we have presented Gd-tailored boehmite as a

Figure 9. Cellular survival assay of the human WI38 cell line upon
MFNS addition at various concentrations.

Figure 10. Assessment of cellular morphology upon MFNS addition.

Figure 11. Bioimaging capacity and cellular permeability studies of a
human breast cancer cell line (MDA-MB 468) by using the MFNS.

Figure 12. Sensing of Cr(VI) ions in a human breast cancer cell line
(MDA-MB 468) by using the MFNS.
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fluorescent nanosensor (Table S3). Trivalent Gd doping into
an orthorhombic boehmite matrix is also a new phenomenon
that we have used in a detailed manner. This nanosensor has a
great capability to detect Cr(VI) ion at the cellular level, which
has been shown herein. This MFNS provides us with
promising blue fluorescence with a quantum yield of 0.692
that in turn is quenched upon the addition of the hexavalent
chromium ion. Moreover, it exhibits high selectivity toward
Cr(VI) even in the presence of a high concentration of
disturbing ions. The selectivity and sensitivity of the sensor
material have also been examined in a real life wastewater
sample which has been collected from industrial tannery
wastes. This fluorescence quenching mechanism is well
explained on the basis of photoinduced electron transfer.
Adsorption-based removal of the chromium ion happens
mainly as a result of the high surface area of our material.
Multilayered adsorption (Freundlich model) is adopted herein
to explain the adsorption mechanism that has an extremely
high adsorption rate (Kf = 0.903). The MTT assay and cellular
morphology studies have been performed to ensure the
biocompatibility of our sensor material. Finally, our material
has been applied to human cells to confirm the cellular
permeability and biosensing capacity. Strong blue fluorescence
has been seen, which is quenched significantly upon the
addition of the chromium ion. This makes our sensor material
(MFNS) a promising candidate for the detection and
segregation of Cr(VI) at the cellular level.
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Abstract
The present article reports the effect of transition (Cu2+) and rare earthmetal (Gd3+) ion doping on
structural,microstructural and electrical properties of boehmite nanoparticles. Rietveld refinement is
adopted here to refine the x-ray diffractograms for further analyzing themicrostructural details and
their alteration due to the incorporation of foreign cations. This is probably the first timewhen
dielectric properties of these doped boehmite samples having been reported herein. These samples
show remarkably high dielectric constant values which corroborate that doping enhances the
microstrain values inside the orthorhombic structure and results in higher crystallographic defects.
Enhancement in defect sites causes the augmentation of relative permittivity and ac conductivity.
Temperature stability has also been enhanced significantly in ourCu-doped sample. The present study
enables us to determine a relationship between crystalline deformation and electrical properties of
nanomaterials whichmay be highly beneficial in fabricating cost-effective energy harvesting devices.

1. Introduction

Advancement of humankind put its giant footmark in every branch of science and technology and comes out
withflourishing results like nanoscience and nanotechnologywhich enables us to go to any extent inmaterial
research that is still undiscovered. Nanotechnology and nanoscience is the pioneer of producing significantly
promising nano-materials with applications in various fields of electronics [1, 2], catalysis [3–6], energy storage
[7, 8], pharmaceutics andmedical sciences [9–13]. Nowadays, researchers particularly focuses on
multifunctional or hybrid nanomaterials those are havingmultiple areas of application.However, these
multifunctionalmaterials are eithermulti-crystalline or form a composite [7, 8]. Thus, a considerable amount of
interest has been given nowadays for fabricating such nanocomposite or doped nanomaterial [14–16].

In spite of that, biocompatibility andbioavailability aremajor issues that determines the potential areas of
applicationwhich is themain reason for the replacement of hazardousnanoparticleswith biocompatible ones [17].
In recent times, some studies show that the researchers are focussing onbiocompatible nano-systems to fabricate
efficient and cost-effective organic solar cells [18], heavymetal sensors [19–21], gas sensors [22] and energy
harvesting devices such asnanogenerators [23] and supercapacitors [24–26]. These next-generationnano-systems
andnano-devices are capable to reduce environmental pollution anddelivers greater efficiency [27, 28].

Boehmite (γ-AlOOH) is a typical oxy-hydroxide compound of aluminumwith a layered orthorhombic
structure [29, 30]. Previously, extensive research has been done on different synthesis pathways of this
nanomaterial [31, 32]. Some research is based on different properties such as optical [33], electrical [34],
mechanical properties [35] of boehmite those are showing itsmulti-dimensional usability. Biocompatibility is
anothermajor advantage of selecting boehmite for any application [36]. Boehmitewas reported as a promising
dental and orthopedicmaterial due to its biocompatibility and bioavailability [37, 38]. Nonetheless, a very
limited amount of interest has been paid on hybrid or doped boehmite nanostructure.
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In this study, we have developed a transitionmetal (Cu(II)) and another rare earthmetal (Gd(III)) derived
boehmite nano-systems that are capable of producing remarkably high electrical permittivity and greater
temperature stability (in case of the copper doped sample). The foreignmetal ions are doped into the
orthorhombic structure of boehmitematrix in a very small quantity (1%weight) and characterized by using
x-rayDiffraction (XRD), FT-IR (Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy), TEM (Transmission Electron
Microscopy) andBrunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET). A detailed crystallographic analysis of the samples was done
by refining the XRDpatterns of the samples by using a Rietveld based software packageMAUDand analyzed
herein. Comprehensive dielectric and ac conductivity studies have been performed and analyzed to ascertain the
alteration of electrical quality of the samples as a function of crystallographic deformation created by foreign
metal ionmediated doping. Increasing temperature stability, extensively high dielectric value with a very low
tangent lossmakes these doped boehmite samples potential candidates for energy harvesting applications.

2. Experimental section

2.1.Materials
Aluminumnitrate nonahydrate [Al(NO3)3·9H2O], aqueous ammonia solution (25%), copper acetate, acetone
(HPLC grade) and ethanol (HPLCgrade)were purchased fromMerck, Indiawhile gadoliniumoxidewas
purchased fromSRL, India. All the reagents usedwere of analytical grade andwere usedwithout any further
purification.Milliporewater with a resistivity of at least 18.2MΩ.cmwas used throughout our experiments.

2.2. Synthesis
Nanostructures of doped and undoped boehmite samples were synthesized by a facile two step hydrothermal
process. Undoped boehmite nanoparticles (NBH)were obtained by dissolving aluminumnitrate in 70 ml
Milliporewater usingmagnetic stirrer at room temperature followed by the drop-wise addition of ammonia
solution until the pH reached at 10. In case of copper-doped boehmite (CBH) and gadolinium-doped boehmite
(GBH), copper acetate and gadoliniumoxidewere added respectively into the solutions,maintaining theweight
ratios of Cu andGd to be 1%, followed by pH adjustment at 10 using ammonia solution. After proper
dissolution through vigorous stirring for 3 h, the solutions were transferred into separate Teflon lined stainless
steel autoclaves whichwere then placed in a dust free hot air oven at180 °C for 18 h.

The solid precipitates were collected from the bottomof eachTeflon jacket, washed several timeswith
Milliporewater, dried in vacuum at room temperature, then ground using amortar,marked and sent for further
characterizations.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structural andmicrostructural analysis
X-RayDiffraction (XRD) is an efficient and significant characterization tool for thedeterminationof crystal size,
structure,microstructure alongwithdetection andquantificationof phase purity [39]. Todetermine the crystallinity
of our samples, an x-raypowderDiffractometer (XRD) (D8,BrukerAXS,Winconsin,USA)was employedusingCu-
Kα target at thewavelengthof 1.5418 Åandoperated at 35 kV, 35mAwith a scan speedof 2 s/step and2θ range from
15°–60°. Structural andmicrostructural parameterswere studied through the refinement of the obtained samples
usingRietveldbasedMAUDprogram (version: 2.8), and the refined structureswere theoretically constructedusing
theVESTAprogram (version: 3.4.3). Figure 1depicts theXRDpatterns of the synthesized samples superimposed
with correspondingmiller indices,which are found tobe in goodagreementwith the JointCommittee onPowder
Diffraction Standards (JCPDS) cardno.21–1307.Absence of any extraundesirable peak confirms their purity and
ascertain that bothGd3+ andCu2+ ions in the case ofGBHandCBHrespectively donot alter the orthorhombic
structure of boehmite evenup to 1%doping and are successfully incorporated into the structure.

Rietveld refinementwas performed for theundoped (NBH) anddoped (CBHandGBH) samples to analyze
theirmicrostructural and structural characteristics [40]. There is a subsequent increase inmicrostrain on the
additionof foreignGd3+ andCu2+ ions,whichmight be due to the substitutionof smallerAl3+ ions (0.53 Å)by
largerGd3+ ions (0.94 Å)orCu2+ ions (0.71 Å) into the orthorhombicunit cells [41]. Besides that, entry of larger
cation inside the lattice structure causes internal homogeneous lattice stresswhich is evident from the slight shifting
of diffractionmaxima towards thehigher diffraction angle in the case ofCBHandGBH [42]. Thus thedopants have
created structural defects that can alter various physicochemical properties of boehmite. All structural and
microstructural data obtained from the refinement for all the three samples are illustrated in table 1.

Detailed analysis of structural and bond properties was done by usingVesta v3.4.3 (Visualization for
Electronic and Structural Analysis) software and have been depicted infigure 1. Incorporation ofGd3+ and
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Cu2+ ion does not alter the structural symmetry but the stress created from substitution by larger ions (Gd3+and
Cu2+) changes the bond angle (table 3) and bond lengths (table 2) slightly in case of GBHandCBH.

In order to ensure successful incorporationofGd3+ andCu2+ into the orthorhombic structure of boehmite,
FT-IR spectroscopywas performed (figure 2) in a ShimadzuFTIR-8400S spectrometer in thewavenumber range
from400 cm−1 to 4000 cm−1 and80 individual scanswere taken andmerged together to obtain thefinal spectra for

Figure 1.XRDpatterns and correspondingmicrostructural diagrams of the samples (a)NBH, (b)GBHand (c)CBH.

Table 1. Structural andmicrostructural parameters of the samples obtained fromRietveld refinement of XRDdiffractograms.

Parameters NBH GBH CBH

a (Å) 3.69205±7.694×10−4 3.6949866±0.0013171516 3.688224±8.923×10−4

b (Å) 12.210675±0.0033434944 12.242514±0.0064571705 12.226487±0.004935658
c (Å) 2.8641748±5.9727×10−4 2.8604217±0.0010346824 2.8592756±7.333×10-4

nanocrystallite size (nm) 12.583597±1.2386371 7.7872505±0.72373766 11.0133644±1.0858079
strain 1.3950×10−9 1.7313×10−5 4.6784×10−6

χ2 1.6206 1.7689 1.6984

Rp (%) 0.16076866 0.094971605 0.12739837

Rwp (%) 0.20466273 0.12631688 0.16602717
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each sample. 2mgof each samplewas homogenizedwith 100mgKBr (at 1:50 ratio) and themixtureswere pressed
for 5min at 5 ton in a hydraulic handpress to forma10mmpelletwhichwas dried at 80 °C for 4 hbefore
measurement in order to remove excessmoisture. Figure 2 depicts the FTIR spectra of as-synthesized
nanostructures.

In the case of normal boehmite (NBH), the absorption peakswere located at 480, 758, and 634 cm−1, which
are the characteristic peaks of boehmite [43]. Small peaks located at 1069 and 1158 cm−1 respectively were due to
Al-O-H vibration [44]. Absorption bands located at 3095 and 3305 cm−1 are due to symmetric and asymmetric
O–Hvibrations respectively [45]. The absorption band at 1634 cm−1 is due tomoisture adsorbed on the surfaces
of the samples [46].Moreover, GBH andCBH samples show a similar type of absorption band patternwhich
signifies that incorporation of theGd3+ andCu2+neither alter any bond structure nor create any bonding
network inside the boehmite phase, which agrees with ourXRD results.

Detailedmorphological featureswere analyzedbyusing a JEOLJEM-2000 transmissionelectronmicroscope
(TEM)with anoperatingvoltageof 200 kV.Aminute amountof samplewaswell-dispersed inacetone, sonicated till the
homogenous solutionwas formed, and thendrop-castedoncarbon-coated copper grids of 300mesh formicroscopy.

Doping-dependant alteration inmorphological features of the three samples was investigated using TEM
analysis which confirmed that there is a change in particlemorphology resulting from subsequent addition of
Gd3+ andCu2+ ions in the structure (figure 3). In the case of the undoped sample (NBH), the particles appeared
to be hexagonal with a sponge-like porous structure. Copper doped boehmite (CBH) sample shows highly
porous rhomboidalmorphologywith amean pore diameter of 2–4 nm. Rare earth gadoliniumdopedGBH
particles appeared to be rod-like. Previously, we havementioned in our article [38] that increasingmicrostrain
changes the particlemorphology significantly by virtue of crystal defects which contribute toward this
morphological evolution [41]. Here, in the case of CBH, the ionic radius of copper ions is quite smaller than that
of gadolinium ions. Thus, themicrostrain created inside the orthorhombic structure of the hostmaterial in the
case of CBH is also lower than that of GBH.Henceforth, themorphology has drastically been changed into rod-
shaped, whereas, CBH sample has been completely transformed into rhomboidal particles.Moreover, the
incorporation of foreign cations inside the pure boehmitematrix have been examined and justified by using
EnergyDispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) (figure 4). The traces of Gd andCu inside the orthorhombic phase

Table 2.Variation of the bond lengths of pure and doped
boehmite samples.

Nature of the bond NBH (Å) GBH(Å) CBH(Å)

Al–O (O1) 1.87386 1.87285 1.86532

Al–OH (O2) 1.83549 1.78957 1.83252

Figure 2. FTIR spectra of the samples (a)NBH, (b)GBHand (c)CBH.

Table 3.Variation of the bond angles of pure and doped boehmite samples.

Angle between NBH (degree) GBH(degree) CBH(degree)

OH–Al–O 85.5992 95.6575 95.3984

OH–Al–OH 102.5614 106.1062 102.5486

O–Al–O 86.2401 161.1207 162.7013
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of boehmite can be observed in EDXdatawhich corroborates that the foreign impurities have been properly
incorporated in the boehmite samples.

3.2. Surface area and porosity analysis
The pore size distribution and surface area of the as-synthesized nanostructures have been analyzed through
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) andBarrer-Joyner-Halenda (BJH)methods by usingN2 gas adsorption-
desorption values by employing a Twin Surface Area Analyzer fromQuanta-chrome Instruments (USA).

Surface areas of the synthesized nanostructures corresponding to the nitrogen (N2) adsorption-desorption
isotherms and their corresponding pore size distributions are illustrated infigure 5. The type-IV isotherm
(figure 6) obtained from the data indicates that the undoped (NBH) sample ismesoporous, having a pore
diameter of 3.53 nm in our samples [47, 48]. H4-type hysteresis loops were obtained for all the samples,

Figure 3.TEMmicrographs of as-synthesized (a)NBH, (b)GBHand (c)CBH.

Figure 4.EDX spectra of (a)GBHand (b)CBHsamples those are showing the traces of Gd andCu respectively in the boehmite (γ-
AlOOH)matrix.

Figure 5.N2 adsorption/desorption isotherm of (a)NBH, (b)GBHand (c)CBH.
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indicating the formation of slit-like pores [47, 48]. From the BETdata, it is quite evident that the surface areas of
the doped boehmite samples enhanced quite significantly. The surface area forNBHwas found to be
4.473 m2 g−1 while the surface area of CBHandGBHwas found to be 5.282 m2 g−1 and 6.406 m2 g−1

respectively (table 4). This surface area enhancement could be beneficial for producing high dielectricmaterials.

3.3.Dielectric permittivity analysis
Electrical properties (dielectric constant and electrical conductionmechanism)were determined by using an
Agilent 4294 APrecision Impedance Analyzer operating at 0.5 V bias voltages set at a frequency range from
40 Hz to 10MHz. Solid pellets of the samples were prepared to compact them in theHydraulic press system at 5
tons for 5 min, using smallmetallic sample holders and the sent for electrical characterizations.

Dielectric properties of amaterial can be described using the relation [49],

( )e e e= ¢ + j 1

where, ε′ and ε′′ are the real and imaginary part of the relative dielectric constant respectively, and ε′ contributes
to the quantity of energy stored in thematerial due to polarization effect and often referred as dielectric constant,
whereas the imaginary part (ε′′) is related to the energy dissipated by thematerial. The real part of the dielectric
constant can be calculated using the relation:

( )e
e

¢ =
C d.

A
2

0

where, C is the capacitance of the sample, d andA are thickness and surface area of the sample respectively and ε0
is the permittivity of free space (8.85×10−12 F m−1). Doping dependent variation of the real part of the
dielectric constant (ε′)with applied field frequency (ranging from40 Hz to 10MHz) at different temperatures
ranging from30 °C to 150 °Chas been shown infigures 7(a)–(c).

Figure 6.Pore size distribution data of (a) undopedNBH, (b)Gd-dopedGBHand (c)Cu-dopedCBH.

Table 4.Estimated BET surface area, pore radius and pore volume of pure
and doped boehmite nanostructures.

Sample

name Surface area (m2/g)

Pore

size

(nm)
Pore volume

(cc./g)

NBH 4.473 3.530 4.292×10−2

GBH 6.406 3.113 9.532×10−2

CBH 5.282 3.113 4.514×10−2
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In all three samples, therewas a drastic reduction of dielectric constant value with increasing frequency. The
values of the dielectric constant at lower frequency were considerably higher due to theMaxwell-Wagner
interfacial polarization effect [50, 51], which is in good agreementwithKoop’s theory [52]. As per this theory,
the conducting grains of the dielectricmedium are separated by poorly conducting grain boundaries which are
formed due to imperfection in crystal alignment. Doping of larger sized ions like Gd3+ andCu2+ causes crystal
defects, as evident fromourXRD results. These defects generate space charge distributions at the interfaces.
Space charge comes under the influence of the externalfield and trapped at interfacial defects centers on grain
boundary during theirmovement and converted into dielectric species that result in high dielectric constant in
our doped samples [53, 54].

On the other hand, incorporation of larger sizedGd-ions into the boehmitematrix causes higher stress,
resulting in nearly rod-shapedmorphology that enhances the surface to volume ratio and results in the highest
value for dielectric constant (1.973×106) at room temperature and 40 Hz frequency. A lower amount of

Figure 7.Variation of dielectric constant with frequency (a)–(c), tangent loss (d)–(f) and temperature dependent dielectric response
(g)–(i) for the samplesNBH,GBHandCBH respectively.

Figure 8.Temperaturemediatedmass losses (TGA) and differential thermal analyses (DTA) (inset) of the samples.

7
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microstrain developed due to the incorporation of copper ionswhich further creates rhomboidal particles with a
surface area of 5.282 m2 g−1 and causes a dielectric constant of 4.07×105, while forNBH, it was found to be
lowest (1.37×105).

In reality, the enhanced surface to volume ratio can accommodate a higher number of electric dipoles
dielectric species that further can enhance the permittivity value aswe havementioned herein.Henceforth, the
dielectric constant of our doped samples enhanced not only due to the crystal defects but also due to the higher
surface to volume ratios.

Tangent losses of our synthesized nanostructures are in good agreementwith high dielectric values. In every
case, the peaks of the loss tangent shift toward the lower frequency sides with increasing temperatures
(figures 7(d)–(f)). This is because, at higher temperatures γ-AlOOH (boehmite) turns into another unstable
phase (γ*-AlOOH) that hasmore oxygen vacancies [55]. These vacancy defects contribute to higher values of the
tangent loss in the low-frequency regions and at high temperatures.

Figure 9.Variation of ac electrical conductivity with frequency for different temperatures of the samples (a)NBH, (b)GBH, (c)CBH.
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The permittivity graphs plotted against varying temperatures have been depicted infigures 7(g)–(i)which
illustrates that the dielectric value is quite high forNBHandGBHup to 70°–80 °C temperatures and then slowly
decreases. Thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) andDifferential Thermal Analysis (DTA) have been performed
to investigate this phenomenon (figure 8). Very small amount of samples have been placed into platinum
crucibles and the TGA-DTAwere performed in presence ofN2 gas as themedium. ADTG-60H, Shimadzuwas
employed for this purpose with a constant heating rate of 10 °Cmin−1.

TGA-DTAdata shows that themass loss in case ofNBH is around 4.796%with an endothermic peak
centered at 66.67 °C,whereas, it is 11.157% and 7.453%with peaks centered at 79.92 and 67.17 °C forGBHand
CBH respectively. As par our dielectric data suggest, the electrical permittivity also decreases slowly in this
particular region due to the release of adsorbedmoisture from the surface of the samples. Nonetheless, lowmass
losses indicate that our samples are quite stable up to 150 °C and applicable for capacitive applications and
incorporation of foreign cations increases the thermal stability of our doped samples.

3.4. Electrical conductionmechanism
The electrical conductivity of the three nanostructures is investigated to explore the conductionmechanism.
Fromfigure 9 it is quite evident that the lower frequency region (<10 kHz) contributes low values of ac
conductivity for all the samples as the grain boundary restricts the hopping of the free charge carriers [56].
Beyond the 10 kHzfield frequency, the samples exhibit high values of ac conductivities. In the high-frequency
domain, charge carriers get their activation energies (Ea) to overcome the potential barrier and results in higher
values of electrical conductivities. The activation energies of the entire sample set have been calculated by using
the Arrhenius equation as follows [57],

( )s s=
-

e 3
E

K T0

a

B

where Ea is the activation energy,σ0 be the pre-exponential factor, KB is Boltzmann constant andT is the
absolute temperature. Arrhenius plots were estimated from the ac conductivity data calculated atfield
frequencies 100 Hz, 10 kHz, 100 kHz and 1MHz (figure 10). A detailed depiction of activation energies is given
in table 5.

Figure 10.Arrhenius plots for the samples (a)NBH, (b)GBHand (c)CBHat different frequency domain.

Table 5.Calculated Activation energies (Ea)
fromArrhenius plots.

Sample name Frequency Ea(eV)

NBH 100 hz 0.5135

10 kHz 0.7301

100 kHz 0.9028

1 MHz 0.9728

GBH 100 hz 0.2658

10 KHz 0.6803

100 KHz 0.7248

1 MHz 0.784

CBH 100 Hz 0.0428

10 KHz 0.0976

100 KHz 0.4001

1 MHz 0.5281
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Among the three samples, GBH shows the highest conductivity values at higher frequency region andNBH
has the lowest value of ac conductivity among these three samples. In reality, doped samples (GBHandCBH)
have a higher surface area and a higher number of free charge carriers whichmakes them easier to perform
hopping fromone grain to another under the external electricfield frequency. Henceforth, doped boehmite
samples, especially GBHhave the potential to produce good conduction among the three.

4. Conclusion

Herewe synthesized transitionmetal (Cu(II)) and rare earthmetal (Gd(III)) decorated boehmite nanostructures
and analyzed their structural,microstructural and electrical properties based on crystallographic deformation.
This is thefirst timewhen the dielectric and conductivity properties of these doped samples alongwith pure
boehmite nanostructure have been performed and compared. Rietveld refinement enables us to perform
microstructural analyses thatmake a crucial impact to study the dielectric and ac conductivity of these
nanostructures. Increasingmicrostrain not only generates crystal defects but also enhances the electrical
properties significantly bymodulating surface area andmorphology. Temperature-dependent variation of
electrical parameters of these nanostructures shows that particularly doped samples are electrically stable which
was further investigated by using TGA-DTA. Among these three nanostructures, GBH shows a promising value
of dielectric constant (1.97×106 at 40 Hz frequency in room temperature)with a very low tangent loss whereas,
copper dopedCBHhas a high dielectric permittivity with remarkably high-temperature stability. Due to their
colossal permittivity, high-temperature stability and negligible tangent loss, these doped boehmite samples
could be used as potentialmaterials in energy harvesting devices.
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Synopsis

Thiswork demonstrates how incorporation of infinitesimally small amounts of transitionmetal Cu(II) and rare
earthmetal Gd(III) alters the crystallographic properties of doped boehmite samples and results in the
enhancements of temperature stability and electrical properties of the doped boehmite samples.
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Development of a Cu(II) doped boehmite based
multifunctional sensor for detection and removal
of Cr(VI) from wastewater and conversion of Cr(VI)
into an energy harvesting source†

Shubham Roy, a Souravi Bardhan, a Dipak Kr. Chanda,b Saheli Ghosh,a

Dhananjoy Mondal,a Jhilik Royc and Sukhen Das *a

This article reports a copper doped boehmite (CBH) based nano-material which is capable of detecting

and removing hexavalent chromium simultaneously. Basic characterization has been performed to deter-

mine its phase purity, particle size (∼20 nm), morphology and surface properties (surface area 15.29 m2

g−1 and pore diameter 3.9 nm) by using some basic characterization tools. The Rietveld refinement

method has been adopted to analyze the microstructural details of the synthesized nanostructure.

Photoinduced electron transfer (PET) based quenching of fluorescence is mainly responsible for chro-

mium sensing in this case. This nanosensor is exceptionally sensitive (limit of detection ∼ 6.24 µM) and

merely selective towards hexavalent chromium ions. Industrial wastewater samples have also been used

here to demonstrate the real life applicability of this material, which shows the same trend. This fluoro-

sensor gains its multi-functionality when it comes to the adsorption based removal of Cr(VI) from waste-

water. The synthesized material shows a remarkably high adsorption rate (∼85% in just 5 minutes) due to

its sponge-like porous structure. Adsorption of hexavalent chromium from wastewater enhances the

dielectric constant of this material significantly (∼7.93 times). Ionic polarization-dependent enhancement

of the dielectric constant resulting from industrial wastewater treatment is a quite unmarked approach.

Very low tangent loss with augmented dielectric permittivity makes this nano-material desirable for

energy harvesting applications. Previously many articles have reported the sensing and removal of various

industrial effluents. Keeping this in mind, this work has been designed and, apart from sensing and

removal, it provides a new insight into energy harvesting from wastewater.

1. Introduction

Heavy metal contamination is an alarming problem world-
wide.1 Industrial effluents and fertilizers at agricultural sites
cause this type of contamination.2 The global demand for
potable water has already become a mass issue and many pre-
cautionary measures have been taken to combat its severe
effects.3a,b Our society is still struggling to get rid of potable
water pollution. Industrial discharges of heavy metal ions like
Hg2+, Cd2+, Pb2+, and As3+ are highly toxic to humans and
aquatic species even at very lower concentrations.4–6 Even

some essential ions, such as Fe2+, Cu2+, Mn2+, and Co2+, can
also be toxic above a critical dose rate which can culminate in
diseases like heart failure, liver infection, and lung cancer.7–10a

Apart from heavy metals various organic compounds are also
responsible for such contaminations.10b–f

Hexavalent chromium (Cr(VI)) is a well-known toxic heavy
metal ion and can be extremely harmful even at a very low con-
centration.11 Leather tanneries,12 electroplating industries,13

steel industries,14 and pigment production factories15 are
mainly responsible for discharging Cr(VI) into our environment
resulting in various diseases such as nasal and dermal irri-
tation, ulcer formation, eardrum perforation, and lung
cancer.16–18 Thus, proper detection and removal of Cr(VI) from
wastewater is an important task.

In this work, a porous nanostructure of Cu-doped boehmite
(CBH) has been successfully synthesized and characterized.
High fluorescence intensity establishes the fact that this
material could be used in fluorescence applications.
Photoinduced electron transfer (PET) between the fluoro-
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phores of the synthesized material and hexavalent chromium
reduces the fluorescence intensity radically (∼23 times) which
is responsible for the selective sensing of Cr(VI) at a very low
concentration. The Stern–Volmer quenching model has been
adopted here to justify the fluorescence sensing method. The
adsorption based removal of chromium is caused due to the
mesoporous “sponge-like structure” of this material. The
adsorption mechanism has been confirmed by using the stan-
dard Freundlich model. Around 85% of hexavalent chromium
has been removed in 5 minutes, which ensures the high
removal rate of this MFNS. The dielectric properties and the ac
conductivities have also been analyzed for pure and Cr(VI)
adsorbed CBH samples, showing a commendable enhance-
ment in the dielectric constant of the adsorbed sample in the
high-frequency domain with a nominal tangent loss. Such a
high dielectric constant makes our chromium adsorbed
sample a potential candidate for energy harvesting
applications.

Detection and removal of heavy metal ions from the
aqueous medium is a well-established field in science and
technology.19–21c Various methods have been previously used
to detect or remove heavy metals from water,22–24 but simul-
taneous sensing and removal is a quite new approach.
Previously, we have reported this type of simultaneity else-
where and coined the term “MFNS”.25 This time, we present a
copper doped boehmite based MFNS that not only can detect
and segregate hexavalent chromium in aqueous medium but
can also be used in energy harvesting devices after entrapping
Cr(VI) from wastewater. This is the first time a toxic industrial
effluent is used as an energy harvesting source and hence this
copper-based MFNS can be regarded as a “waste to wealth
converter”.

2. Experimental section

The nanostructure of copper doped boehmite (CBH) was syn-
thesized by using a two-step facile hydrothermal technique.
First, 3.71 g of aluminum nitrate nonahydrate (Merck, India)
and 0.0199 g of copper acetate (Merck, India) were dissolved in
60 ml of Millipore water (resistivity ∼ 18 MΩ cm) and mixed
vigorously for 30 min. After the complete dissolution of the
salts, aqueous ammonia solution (Merck, India) was added
dropwise until the pH of the solution reached 9. The enhanced
pH level results in the formation of thick purple precipitates.
The stirring was continued for another 4 h to ensure the com-
pletion of the reaction and the resultant solution was then
transferred and sealed in a Teflon lined stainless steel auto-
clave. After putting the autoclave into an electric oven the
temperature was set to 180 °C for 16 h. The solid purple pre-
cipitates were collected from the bottom of the Teflon jacket
and washed several times with Millipore water. The washed
precipitates were dried in a vacuum at room temperature.
Dried samples were further ground in a mortar, marked as
CBH and sent for characterization (illustrated in the sup-
plementary file).

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Selectivity and sensitivity analysis of the MFNS

The functionality of a sensor lies in its sensitivity and selecti-
vity towards a specific target. Herein, the selectivity experiment
has been performed by using various cations and anions along
with hexavalent chromium, which in this case is the target
material for our multifunctional fluorescent nanosensor
(MFNS). A stock solution of the sensor material (CBH) was pre-
pared (1 mg ml−1) and different anions and cations of the
same concentration were added separately to the stock solu-
tion and monitored in a Cary Eclipse Fluorescence
Spectrophotometer, Agilent Technology at 428 nm upon exci-
tation at 375 nm. The results of the selectivity test have been
plotted in a column graph and are depicted in Fig. 1. Fig. 1
shows a drastic change in fluorescence intensity in the case of
the hexavalent chromium ion only, whereas no significant
alteration has been observed for other ions. This phenomenon
establishes the fact that our nano-sensor material is merely
selective. The overall fluorescence quenching in the case of
our nano-sensor is about 23 times which makes our material
(CBH) a good Cr(VI) sensor.

Initially, 1 mg ml−1 aqueous solution of the sensor material
(CBH) was prepared and sonicated vigorously for 10 minutes.

Fig. 1 Selectivity studies of the MFNS by using various (a) cations and
(b) anions.
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The PL spectra of the as-prepared solution of CBH were
measured and found to be quite high at 428 nm upon
irradiation at a 375 nm excitation wavelength. Next, aqueous
solutions of Cr(VI) of different molarity (0–34 µM) were pre-
pared in different aliquot tubes and then added to the sensor
solution separately maintaining the molar ratio and measured
in a similar manner (Fig. 2(a)). Fig. 2(a) illustrates that the
fluorescence maximum of the sensor material centered at
428 nm has been greatly reduced due to the addition of chro-
mium ions. In our case, the Stern–Volmer (S–V) plot shows an
upward increment of I0/I with varying quencher (Cr(VI)) con-
centration. The nonlinear S–V plot (Fig. 2(b)) has been fitted
well with the exponential quenching equation with a fit coeffi-
cient of 0.99704.

To ascertain the quenching mechanism at lower concen-
trations of the quencher, the concentration dependent

quenching data have been fitted with a linear Stern–Volmer

equation (Fig. 2(c)) expressed as
I0
I
¼ 1þ KSV M½ �,26 which gave

a fit coefficient of 0.99542, where I0 and I are the fluorescence
intensities before and after the addition of Cr(VI), respectively,
[M] is the concentration of the chromium ion and KSV is the
Stern–Volmer quenching constant. Generally, linear S–V plots
along with reduction in the fluorescence lifetime occur due to
collisional quenching between the fluorophores and the
quencher.27 To get a clearer picture of the sensing mechanism,
excited state fluorescence data are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3
suggests that the addition of hexavalent chromium also
reduces the fluorescence lifetime which was also found in our
steady-state fluorescence experiments. The pure CBH sample
has a lifetime of 4.728995 ns, whereas addition of 10 µM chro-
mium ions reduces it to 0.811854 ns (Table S6†). This

Fig. 2 (a) Fluorescence titration data for the CBH sample using Cr(VI) as the quencher; (b) exponential and (c) linear Stern–Volmer plots of CBH
with varying concentration of Cr(VI).
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reduction in the fluorescence lifetime suggests that the fluoro-
phores of CBH undergo collisional/dynamic quenching (Fig. 4)
in the excited state at lower concentration (<200 µM).28 At
higher quencher concentrations (>200 µM), the S–V plot shows
an exponential growth which is attributed to the Inner filter
Effect (IFE).29 This type of plot is quite common and occurs
when some of the fluorophores are less accessible than others.30

A linear Stern–Volmer plot shows a high value of quenching
constant (0.163 × 106 M−1) which dramatically enhances the
sensitivity of our nano-sensor that has been calculated using
the following expression,31a

LOD ¼ 3σ
KSV

ð1Þ

where σ is the standard deviation obtained by performing at
least ten measurements of the fluorescence intensities of the
pure sensor material without the presence of any quencher
and KSV is the quenching constant. In this case, the LOD of the
MFNS is around 6.24 µM.

3.2 Sensing of Cr(VI) in real life industrial wastewater

Real life industrial wastewater has been collected from a local
tannery industry and the compositional analysis has been

performed by using the ICP-AES (inductively coupled plasma
atomic emission spectroscopy) method (Table 1). ICP-AES
analysis shows an alarming trend of chromium (20.67 ppm)
in the collected wastewater sample. The chromium contain-
ing water was exposed to the as-synthesized MFNS and the
fluorescence intensity was recorded upon excitation at
375 nm (Fig. 5(a)).

The recorded spectrum shows the drastic quenching of
fluorescence intensity upon the addition of the chromium
containing industrial wastewater sample. This quenching
phenomenon suggests that the synthesized nano-sensor
material can detect chromium even in the presence of other
interfering elements and in the real life environment.

Moreover, real life water samples have been taken from
various sources (tap, pond and waste water) and exposed to
the MFNS. Water samples were filtered using filter papers
(pore size 11 µm) and preserved at 4 °C before conducting
the experiment. In order to test the physical parameters
of the collected water samples, a portable pH/EC/TDS/
temperature meter, Hanna instruments was employed.
A detailed result of the pH, resistivity, and TDS is given in
Table 2.

After measuring the physical parameters of the water
samples, the synthesized sensor material was added (main-
taining 1 mg ml−1 concentration) and fluorescence intensity
was checked using an excitation wavelength of 375 nm. These
solutions were then spiked with 10 µM Cr(VI) and again
checked with the same excitation wavelength (Fig. 5(b)).
Addition of Cr(VI) causes the rapid quenching of fluorescence
intensity in all cases which further confirms that the sensor
material can show the same efficiency in any type of water
sample even in the presence of other interfering elements in
the real life samples.

Fig. 3 Time resolved fluorescence spectra (lifetime) of (a) pure CBH and CBH added with (b) 8 µM and (c) 10 µM Cr(VI) ions indicating the reduction
of fluorescence lifetimes with increasing Cr(VI) concentration which demonstrates the electron transfer mechanism between CBH and Cr(VI) ions.

Fig. 4 Collisional/dynamic quenching mechanism of the synthesized
MFNS.

Table 1 ICP-AES data for the collected wastewater sample

Constituents Amount (ppm)

Arsenic (As) Not detected
Lead (Pb) 0.14
Chromium (Cr) 20.67
Iron (Fe) 4.94
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3.3 Adsorption based removal experiments of Cr(VI)

3.3.1 Adsorption uptake study. The adsorption based
removal of heavy metals is a non-toxic and eco-friendly
pathway to achieve clearer water.31b–d It is a well-studied and
experimented field.32–35 Herein, the adsorption based removal
technique has been used as our sample is mesoporous with a
high surface area.

In order to determine the hexavalent chromium removal
capacity of our sample, the adsorption experiments were
carried out. The adsorption of Cr(VI) has been ensured by
using EDX spectra (Fig. 6), which show traces of chromium in
the adsorbed CBH sample. Adsorption uptake studies were
performed to show the adsorption efficacy of our sample.36

Initially, 10 mg of CBH was added into 40 ppm chromium
solution and stirred vigorously for 3 h and kept in the
dark for another 24 h before performing the uptake study
(Fig. 7(a and b)).

The adsorption uptake is calculated using the following
equation,37a

Uptake ð%Þ ¼ ððC0 � CeÞ=C0Þ � 100 ð2Þ
where C0 and Ce are the initial and equilibrium concentrations
of Cr(VI) ions. High porosity makes our sample capable
enough to adsorb hexavalent chromium ions. In our case,
around 85.225% of chromium is removed from the aqueous
solution.

In order to determine the effect of pH on adsorption
uptake, a pH dependent adsorption study has been performed
(Fig. S6†). This experiment was performed by varying the pH
of the solution from pH 2.0 to pH 10. It is evident from
Fig. S6† that the pH of the solution influences Cr(VI) adsorp-
tion to some extent. At lower pH values (pH < 4), the percen-
tage uptake is higher than that at pH > 4. Similar phenomena
have been reported elsewhere.37b,c At lower pH values, due to
the low concentration of –OH ions in the solution, the –OH
groups in the adsorbent surface tend to move toward the solu-
tion, which results in the creation of positive ions on the
adsorbent. This phenomenon starts the adsorption process (as
the contaminant is negatively charged in this pH range). By
increasing the pH, the concentration of –OH groups ascends,
and thus the –OH groups on the adsorbent surface are not
released, which in turn causes lower adsorption uptake.37b,c

3.3.2 Kinetics of the adsorption phenomena. The adsorp-
tion kinetics of an adsorbent enables us to determine how fast
the adsorption process occurs.38 In our case, adsorption of Cr
(VI) onto CBH nanoparticles as a function of contact time was
measured by using absorption spectroscopy. The peak of the
absorption spectra located at 348 nm (Fig. 7(a)) drastically
quenches upon Cr(VI) addition. Around 85% of Cr(VI) has been
adsorbed by CBH in less than 5 min which ensures the rapid
removal of hexavalent chromium. On the basis of the above
results, 20 min was selected as the contact time to reach the
full equilibrium which we have used in our following
experiments.

Fig. 5 (a) Fluorescence quenching results of the real life tannery waste-
water sample under 375 nm excitation; (b) sensing of Cr(VI) in different
water samples.

Table 2 Physical parameters of the collected water samples

Type of water pH TDS (ppm)

Tap 7.88 1031
Pond 7.78 1001
Waste 3.04 1590

Fig. 6 EDX spectra of pure CBH and Cr(VI) adsorbed CBH (inset).
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3.3.3 Adsorption isotherm study. In order to ascertain the
Cr(VI) adsorption pathway along with adsorption capacities,
adsorption isotherms were studied at 25 °C.39 The adsorption
isotherm data for Cr(VI) adsorbed CBH nanoparticles were
fitted with standard Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm
models (Fig. 7(c and d)).37–39 Linear forms of the Langmuir
(eqn (3)) and Freundlich (eqn (4)) isotherm models can be
expressed as:37–39

Ce

qe
¼ Ce

qm
þ 1
qmKL

ð3Þ

log qe ¼ log KF þ 1
n
log Ce ð4Þ

where Ce is the equilibrium concentration of the solution
(mg L−1), qe is the amount of Cr(VI) adsorbed at equilibrium
(mg g−1), qm is the maximum capacity of adsorption (mg g−1),
and KL and KF are the Langmuir and Freundlich constants
respectively. As the fitting coefficients suggest, our sample
specifically follows the Freundlich isotherm model (R2 =
0.9219) which in turn implies that the adsorption of chro-
mium ions takes place on the multilayered heterogeneous sur-

faces of sponge-like CBH nanoparticles.40 This multilayered
adsorption is responsible for such a quick removal (<5 min) of
hexavalent chromium ions from aqueous medium. The
maximum monolayer coverage (qm), as per the Langmuir
model, is found to be 113.12 mg g−1 for CBH. Precise calcu-
lations propose that the Freundlich constant (KF), which is
analogous to the adsorption capacity of a multilayered adsor-
bent, is around 1.564 with an ‘n’ value of 0.683 suggesting it to
be a good adsorbent material for hexavalent chromium.

3.3.4 Adsorption of Cr(VI) from real life samples. The sorp-
tion experiment in real life water samples has been performed
by spiking 100 ppm Cr(VI) in each of the collected water
samples in order to test the effect of interfering ions on Cr(VI)
adsorption. The collection process and various physical para-
meters of the collected water samples are mentioned in
Table 2.

Fig. S7† depicts the % uptake of Cr(VI) in the presence of
interfering ions. It is evident from Fig. S7† that there is no
such alteration in % uptake for other interfering ions in real
life water samples. In fact, a heavily contaminated wastewater
sample shows a satisfactory result (% uptake ∼ 79) in this
regard. Thus, it can be concluded that the interfering ions

Fig. 7 Adsorption kinetics study of the CBH sample in terms of (a) the time based UV-vis technique and (b) time dependent adsorption uptake
using the Cr(VI) ion as the adsorbate; (c) Langmuir and (d) Freundlich adsorptive isotherm fittings for the CBH sample using the Cr(VI) ion as the
adsorbate at 25 °C.
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have no effect on the sorption mechanism of Cr(VI) in the case
of CBH.

3.3.5 Plausible adsorption mechanism of CBH. The
adsorption properties of an adsorbent depend on various
factors like surface properties, porosity, pH and surface
charge. The BET results of CBH confirm that the sample is
mesoporous (pore diameter 3.9 nm) having a large surface
area (∼15.3 m2 g−1). The type-IV hysteresis loop of the adsorp-
tion–desorption cycle ensures the slit like porosity, which is
further confirmed by TEM data. These slit like pores make
CBH a promising adsorbent material.

On the other hand, the surface charge of CBH has been
measured (Fig. S8†) and it is found to be highly positive (∼16).
This positive surface charge electrostatically binds to the nega-
tively charged HCrO4 and Cr2O7

2− species of chromium result-
ing in higher adsorption.37b,c

The adsorption of Cr(VI) on CBH is a synergistic effect of
these two factors. While the electrostatic binding of the adsor-
bate and the contaminant initiates the sorption process,
surface porosity enhances the sorption rate remarkably.

3.4 Dielectric response of the Cr(VI) adsorbed MFNS

This study not only deals with the sensing or removal of hexa-
valent chromium, but this work is also directed towards the
waste to wealth conversion. Therefore, room temperature

dielectric properties along with tangent loss and ac conduc-
tivity have also been measured for the pure and Cr(VI)
adsorbed CBH samples.

After adsorbing the toxic hexavalent chromium ion from
the aqueous medium, the adsorbed CBH sample has been col-
lected by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 5 minutes and then
dried in a vacuum desiccator for 48 h. The dried powder is
then pressed in a hydraulic press system to form a solid pellet.
In order to investigate the change in electrical properties, two
such pellets have been made. One is the pure CBH sample,
and the other one is hexavalent chromium adsorbed CBH. The
amount of the powder taken in both cases is equal, i.e.
100 mg, so that any error can be eliminated during the com-
parison of their electrical properties.

Generally, the dielectric constant of a material depends on
various parameters, such as frequency of the applied electric
field, temperature, composition, etc.41,42 The following
equation describes the response of a dielectric material:43

ε ¼ ε′þ jε″ ð5Þ
where ε′ and ε″ are the real and imaginary parts of the dielec-
tric constant respectively. The real part of the dielectric con-
stant can be expressed as follows:43

ε′ ¼ ðC � dÞ=ðε0AÞ ð6Þ

Fig. 8 Comparative analysis of (a) the dielectric constant, (b) tangent loss and (c) ac conductivity of pure CBH and Cr(VI) adsorbed CBH.
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where C is the capacitance of the sample, d and A are the thick-
ness and surface area of the solid pellets respectively and ε0 is
the free space permittivity (8.85 × 10−12 F m−1).

As depicted in Fig. 8(a), the dielectric constant of chro-
mium adsorbed CBH is much higher than that of pure CBH
nanoparticles. In a lower frequency domain (∼100 kHz), the
dielectric permittivity of pure CBH is quite higher than that of
adsorbed CBH. However, when the external field frequency
approaches a higher value (∼1 MHz), the adsorbed CBH
sample shows better permittivity. The pure CBH sample has a
room temperature dielectric constant of 283, whereas Cr(VI)
adsorbed CBH shows a dielectric constant of 2315 at a fre-
quency level of 1 MHz. This augmentation in the dielectric
constant in a high-frequency domain is mainly due to the con-
tributions of electronic and ionic polarizations.44,45 In this
high-frequency domain, the adsorbed chromium ions get
polarized which elevates the dielectric constant of our
adsorbed CBH sample. The tangent loss has also been investi-
gated for both the samples and it is in good agreement with
the high dielectric data, which has been depicted in Fig. 8(b).

Fig. 8(c) also shows the dependence of ac electrical conduc-
tivities of the samples with a varying field frequency. The ac
conductivity is almost frequency independent for pure CBH,
whereas chromium adsorbed CBH shows a sharp increment
beyond 1 MHz field frequency. This type of relaxation is quite
common and it is mainly due to the excitation of free charge
carriers in a higher frequency domain.46 The Cr(VI) adsorbed
sample has more free ionic charge transport units than the
pure CBH which causes this type of drastic increment of ac
conductivity in the higher frequency side.

The adsorption of hexavalent chromium on the surface of
CBH enhances its dielectric constant and ac conductivity sig-
nificantly at a very high-frequency maintaining a very low
tangent loss, which makes this sample a potential candidate
for energy harvesting applications.

4. Conclusions

In summary, a novel Cu-tailored boehmite based MFNS has
been synthesized by using a two-step facile hydrothermal tech-
nique and characterized by using some basic characterization
tools. High fluorescence intensity makes this nanostructured
sample desirable for sensing applications. Its remarkably high
sensitivity and selectivity towards hexavalent chromium make
it a good Cr(VI) sensor. ‘Turn off’ based sensing of our nano-
sensor is attributed to the dynamic quenching of fluorescence.
The dynamic quenching is well supported herein by steady-
state and excited-state fluorescence data. Detection of chro-
mium in real-life industrial wastewater has also been per-
formed here to justify its real-life applicability. In addition,
this MFNS can segregate and remove Cr(VI) from wastewater by
a facile adsorption technique. The mesoporous structure of
this MFNS is capable of adsorbing toxic Cr(VI) ions which has
been justified using the standard Freundlich model. An extre-
mely fast removal rate has been reported herein and justified

using multilayered adsorption theory. The synthesized MFNS
plays a vital role in converting the toxic hexavalent chromium
into an energy harvesting source. The adsorption of Cr(VI) onto
the surface of this MFNS enhances its dielectric permittivity in
a high-frequency domain. This type of dielectric relaxation is
due to the ionic polarization of the adsorbed Cr(VI) ions.
Therefore, chromium adsorption from wastewater not only
makes the water clean but also enhances the charge storage
capacity of the MFNS. Hence, one can argue that this copper-
based MFNS is really a “waste to wealth converter”.
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a b s t r a c t

The large scale amplification of industrial discharge in the modern era is resulting in widespread water
pollution, especially from various industrial effluents and wastewater containing heavy metals, posing a
severe threat to our environment. In order to combat such problems, this work aims on Multifunctional
Fluorescent Nano-Sensor (MFNS) mediated simultaneous detection and removal of hexavalent chromium
from real life wastewater which further converts it into an energy harvesting material, namely, ‘‘Waste
capacitor”. This smart material can detect the presence of the targeted heavy metal (Cr(VI)) in the
wastewater and can entrap it by using a facile adsorption process. Thereafter, it will change its
microstructure which further enhances its dielectric properties. Morphology, microstructure and optical
properties of the synthesized material have been studied thoroughly and a turn-off based fluorescence
sensing has been reported herein. Photoinduced electron transfer (PET) based fluorescence quenching
is mainly responsible for this sensing mechanism. The selectivity and sensitivity of the material during
fluorescence sensing have also been studied by using standard Stern-Volmer method showing that the
synthesized material is tremendously selective and sensitive towards the specific target ion. High surface
area with slit-like porous structure enhances the adsorption based removal of the contaminant. Nearly
76% of contaminants have been removed by using this smart material. After adsorbing specified target,
this MFNS changes its microstructure and results in superior dielectric constant with a minimal tangent
loss. Tremendous sensitivity (in nM range), selectivity towards the specific contaminant and adsorption
of toxic heavy metal and converting it into a green energy harvesting material (waste capacitor) makes
this smart multifunctional material a real waste to wealth converter.
� 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Selection and Peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the Third International Con-
ference on Materials Science (ICMS2020).

1. Introduction

Energy and environment are the two main pillars of human civ-
ilization. Limited amount of fossil fuel desperately increases the
search for alternative energy sources, whereas, energy producing
industries are continuously damaging our eco-system by using
various harmful chemicals and solid waste materials [1–3]. In
other words, energy and environment are knotted together to
serve the humankind. Imbalance in any of which can cause severe
harm to the environment [4].

Industrial discharges from various industries, such as, pigment
production industries [5], battery industries [6], leather industries
[7–8] are continuously polluting potable water as these are con-

nected to the local canals and rivers [9]. This type of industrial dis-
charge generally contains harmful heavy metals like, lead,
chromium, mercury, arsenic etc. These heavy metals are tremen-
dously harmful for aquatic species and neighboring biota. More-
over, these harmful metal ions are detrimental even at very
lower concentrations causing various diseases like skin cancer,
lung cancer, brain tumor etc [10–12]. Thus, proper detection and
removal is much needed in this regard. Beside these, increasing
demand of energy enhances the usage of these harmful materials.
Though battery and capacitor producing industries are using vari-
ous ‘green materials’ [13–14] nowadays to overcome these issues
but the general awareness and waste management [15] is still a
blazing concern.

Henceforth, this work proposes a multifunctional fluorescence
based nano-material, which can detect one of the most harmful
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heavy metal ion (hexavalent chromium) by modulating its fluores-
cence level and simultaneously it can remove the contamination
by using a facile adsorption technique. Apart from that, this mate-
rial can change its microstructure after adsorbing the chromium
ions directly from the wastewater which further enhances its
dielectric permittivity and ac conductivity. Moreover, this work
introduces a new insight into the term ‘Waste capacitor’. In reality,
our material uses hexavalent chromium ions from wastewater and
converts it into a superior dielectric material. Hence, these chro-
mium adsorbed samples could be highly beneficial for capacitor
industries and energy harvesting applications as these are not
leaching the adsorbed chromium ions to the environment.

Boehmite (c-AlOOH) is a typical oxy-hydroxide compound of
aluminum, is quite known for its porous sponge-like morphology
[16–18]. Here, three different morphologies of boehmite have been
prepared and well characterized. The promising fluorescence prop-
erty of the needle shaped HBH sample somehow shows better
selectivity and sensitivity among the other morphologies (spheri-
cal EBH and flower shaped UBH). Highest adsorption uptake also
establishes the fact that the needle shaped HBH is the best candi-
date among these three samples in this regard. Thus, further stud-
ies have been carried out using the needle-like boehmite
nanostructure which makes this sample a potential candidate for
‘Waste capacitor’ application.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials

Aluminum nitrate nonahydrate, extra pure urea crystals,
ethylenediamine and hexamine were purchased fromMerck, India.
All the reagents were used without further distillation and purifi-
cation. Ultrapure water was used throughout the experiment with
resistivity at least 18.2 MX.cm. The glass-wares used in our exper-
iments were cleaned with aqua regia solution followed by rinsing
with ultrapure water.

2.2. Synthesis of nanostructures

c-AlOOH of different morphologies have been synthesized by
using a facile hydrothermal route. 0.1(M) aluminum nitrate non-
ahydrate was dissolved in Millipore water first. Later, the solution
was basified using different ammonia containing precursors to
achieve different nanostructures of boehmite. The entire solution
was then divided into three different parts.

Ethylenediamine was added drop-wise until the pH of the solu-
tion reached to 9 and marked as part-A, which results in thick
white precipitation. Part-B solution was treated with hexamine
under vigorous stirring condition maintaining a pH value of 5. Urea
crystals were added to the part-C solution and the pH was adjusted
to 7 to start flower like nucleation.

These basified solutions were then transferred into three differ-
ent Teflon lined stainless steel autoclaves and kept in a hot air oven
at 170 �C for 18 h. The autoclaves were then allowed to cool natu-
rally after completion of the hydrothermal treatment. Precipitates
were obtained from the bottom of the Teflon jackets for all sam-
ples. Hydrothermally treated part-A sample was named as EBH,
whereas, part-B and part-C were named as HBH and UBH respec-
tively. The precipitates were collected by centrifugation at 10,000
RPM for 10 min and washed several times and then dried in vac-
uum for 48 h. The samples were then marked and sent for further
characterizations.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Basic characterizations of the synthesized nanostructures

X-ray diffraction is an important characterization tool to ensure
the purity and phase identification of a sample. A Bruker Advanced
D-8 Diffractometer has been used to evaluate the diffraction pat-
terns [19] of the as synthesized boehmite samples. Small amounts
of powdered samples were directly mounted on the sample holder
and the scan rates were set to 0.02 steps/ sec for the entire sample
set. The samples were scanned from 2h = 10� to 80� in these exper-
iments which has been depicted in Fig. 1.

It is quite evident from Fig. 1 that the orthorhombic boehmite
phases are formed indicating the high purity of the samples. The
XRD patterns were further matched with JCPDS card no. 21–1307
which specifies the complete transformation of aluminum hydrox-
ide into pure boehmite. Absence of any unwanted phases in the
diffraction data confirms the purity of the as-synthesized samples.
A sharp diffraction maxima located at 2h = 14.5� corresponding to
(0 2 0) plane suggests that the growth units of nano-structured
boehmite are abundant along (0 2 0) plane. The crystallite diame-
ters for all the samples have been estimated using Scherrer equa-
tion [20]:

< D>ð020Þ ¼ 0:9k= b1=2cosh
� �

ð1Þ

Here, k is the wavelength of the incident X-ray, D is the mean crys-
tallite diameter, h is the corresponding Braggs angle, b1/2 is the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the (0 2 0) peak. The Scherrer
equation reveals that the average crystallite diameter of synthe-
sized boehmite nanostructures varies from 4.7 nm (EBH) to
11.1 nm (HBH) depending on the different morphology and differ-
ent reaction conditions (Table 1).

Furthermore, the different morphologies of the synthesized
samples have been studied by using an INSPECT F50 (FEI, Nether-
land) field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM). Very
small amount of boehmite nano-powders have been placed over
the carbon meshes for this experiment. The accelerating voltages
of the instrument were set between 5 and 20 kV to evaluate the
microstructural details.

It could be observed from the FESEM micrographs that EBH
(Fig. 2(a)) possesses nearly spherical morphology. These smaller
sized nano-structures of EBH are leading to very high amount of
inter-granular cohesive forces which results in the agglomeration
of this sample.

Fig. 1. XRD patterns of the synthesized samples.
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Boehmite prepared using hexamine as a reducing agent shows
needle shaped nano-morphology (Fig. 2(b)) whereas it is flower
like for the UBH sample. Henceforth, FESEM images reveal an inter-
esting alteration of morphology of boehmite nanostructures due to
different basifying reagents.

In order to evaluate the optical quality of the materials, room
temperature photoluminescence spectroscopy has been performed
by using a Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer, Agilent
Technologies with an excitation wavelength (kex) of 375 nm
(Fig. 3).

It has been observed from the PL data that the fluorescence
intensity is highest for the needle-like HBH sample, whereas, it is
lowest for spherical EBH. This type of phenomena is due to the dif-
ference in defect densities reported previously [17]. The highest
fluorescence intensity of HBH among the three samples makes this
needle-shaped HBH a potential candidate for sensing and imaging
applications.

3.2. Sensing of Cr(VI) in aqueous medium and real life wastewater

In order to confirm the sensing ability of the needle-shaped
boehmite material, the selectivity and sensitivity experiments
have been carried out. Various cations and anions along with the
targeted hexavalent chromium have been added separately to
the HBH in aqueous medium. In each case, 500 mM of ions were
added to the aqueous solution of HBH. Each time the fluorescence
spectrum is recorded at 428 nm upon an excitation wavelength of
375 nm. The results of the selectivity tests have been plotted in a
column graph and are depicted in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 depicts a drastic quenching of fluorescence intensity in
case of Cr(VI), whereas other anions and cations does not alters
the fluorescence level of the nanosensor (HBH). The fluorescence
quenching attributed to Cr(VI) is about 99%, which makes our
material a good Cr(VI) sensor.

Moreover, to rationalize the performance of the nanosensor, the
detection limit (LOD) of the sensor material is computed by fitting
the concentration dependent fluorescence data with the linear
Stern-Volmer equation [21–22]. Initially, 1 mg.ml�1 aqueous solu-
tion of the sensor material has been prepared and aqueous solu-
tions of Cr (VI) of different molarity (0–34 mM) were added to the
sensor solution separately. In each case, fluorescence spectrum of
the sample has been recorded (Fig. 5(a)) by giving an excitation
energy equivalent to 375 nm wavelength.

Fig. 5(a) shows an apparent reduction in florescence intensity
with increasing Cr(VI) concentration.

The fluorescence intensities recorded at 428 nm at various Cr
(VI) concentrations have been plotted against the Cr(VI) concentra-
tion itself and fitted with the linear Stern-Volmer equation [21–22]
as mentioned below:

I0=I ¼ 1þ KSV ½M� ð2Þ

where, I0 and I are fluorescence intensities of pure HBH sample and
HBHwith Cr(VI) at various concentrations of Cr(VI), KSV is the Stern-
Volmer coefficient. As these fitted parameters suggest, the value of
KSV in this case is 24.255 � 106 with a fitting coefficient of 0.96414.
This high KSV value of HBH sample reduces greatly its detection
limit to 0.42 nM. Hence, one can argue that the tremendously high
detection limit and remarkable selectivity makes this HBH sample a
good candidate for making fluorescence based nanosensors.

The extent of this nanosensor in real life conditions has been
verified by using a real life tannery wastewater sample containing
23.4 ppm of chromium with other common industrial effluents.
The collected wastewater sample was filtered using a filter paper
and then preserved at 4 �C temperature before use. The sample
was then added to the sensor material (HBH) and the fluorescence
spectra was recorded and depicted in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 shows a dramatic reduction in fluorescence intensity at
428 nmwhen the wastewater sample is added to the sensor, which
in turn proves the real life applicability of this nanosensor.

3.3. Mechanism of Cr(VI) sensing

In general, fluorescence quenching occurs due to various rea-
sons. Among them, Inner Filter Effect (IFE), Photoinduced Electron

Table 1
Microstructural parameters from XRD analysis.

Sample FWHM corresponding to (0 2 0) plane
(rad)

Crystallite diameter (nm)

EBH 0.0297 4.7
HBH 0.0126 11.1
UBH 0.0191 7.3

Fig. 2. FESEM micrographs of different boehmite nanostructures.

Fig. 3. Comparative fluorescence spectra of synthesized boehmite samples.
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Transfer (PET) and Energy Transfer (ET) routes are quite common
[23–24]. In this case, neither absorption and emission spectra over-
laps nor the absorption maxima alters its position after Cr(VI) addi-
tion, thus ET and IFE routes of quenching could be excluded.
Moreover, the linearity of Stern-Volmer plot gives rise to the fact
that the fluorophores of HBH makes collision with the quenching
molecules in the excited state and causes this type of drastic fluo-
rescence quenching [25]. Henceforth, it can be argued that the
quenching of fluorescence is primarily occurs due to the PET in
the excited state.

3.4. Removal of hexavalent chromium

Adsorption based contamination removal technique is less
harmful and rapid than other filtration techniques [26–27]. Herein,
the removal of hexavalent chromium by the multifunctional boeh-
mite sample is based on this surface adsorption technique. The
adsorption efficacy, i.e. the uptake of adsorption is measured for
all three nanostructures of boehmite (EBH, HBH, UBH). Initially,
aqueous solutions of the three boehmite samples were prepared
(500 mM) and Cr(VI) was added separately to this samples at a con-
centration of 100 ppm. The Cr(VI) added boehmite samples were
stirred by using magnetic stirrers for 6 h and then the absorption
characteristics were recorded (Fig. 7) by employing a k-25, Perkin
Elmer UV–Vis Spectrophotometer. The characteristic absorbance
maximum centered at 351 nm due to the hexavalent chromium
has been greatly reduced after adding the HBH sample. The absorp-
tion peak do not alters significantly for the other two nanostruc-

tures of boehmite (EBH, UBH), which suggests that the
adsorption uptake is maximum for the synthesized HBH sample.
The uptake is calculated using the following equation [28],

Uptake %ð Þ ¼ C0 � Ceð Þ=C0ð Þx 100 ð3Þ
Here, C0 and Ce are initial and equilibrium concentrations of Cr (VI)
ion. It is estimated from equation (3) that the percentage uptake for
HBH is around 76%, whereas it is 48% for EBH and 64% for UBH.
Thus, HBH has been selected for other adsorption experiments as
this has the highest uptake value among the three samples.

Previously, the surface areas and mean porosities of these three
nanostructures were estimated and reported elsewhere by using

Fig. 4. Selectivity data of the HBH sample at various ionic environments.

Fig. 5. (a) Fluorescence quenching data, (b) Stern-Volmer plot.

Fig. 6. Sensing experiment in real life industrial wastewater sample.
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BET-BJH analysis [17]. The previously reported data ensures the
fact that the HBH is having the highest pore diameter among the
three samples which could be the rationale of the highest uptake
value of HBH.

In order to ensure the adsorption equilibrium and overall
removal performance, adsorption kinetics study has been carried
out. In a typical experiment, 80 ppm Cr(VI) solution was exposed
to the HBH sample and a time varied absorption spectra was
recorded from 0 to 10 min.

The adsorption kinetics has been depicted in Fig. 8, where it can
be observed that the characteristic absorbance maximum centered
at 352 nm gradually reduces with time. It has also been observed
that the Cr(VI) concentration remarkably decreases just in 10 min
after the addition of HBH. This type of rapid removal is mainly
due to the multilayered adsorption as mentioned elsewhere [29–
30].

3.5. Electrical studies and proposal of waste capacitor

Charge storage capacity of a material depends primarily on
dielectric permittivity. Previously, we have reported the dielectric
constant of HBH is around 6.2x104 at 40 Hz field frequency in room
temperature [17]. The reported permittivity value was attributed
to the Maxwell-Wagner interfacial polarization. This time, the
electrical permittivity has been elevated to a value of 2.7x106 for
the same sample when it is exposed to the hexavalent chromium.

Initially, 100 mg of pure HBH powder was added to the 10 ml,
100 ppm Cr(VI) aqueous solution and stirred by using a magnetic
stirrer for 3 h. The chromium adsorbed HBH sample was then cen-
trifuged and dried in a dust free oven for 12 h at 60 �C. The dried
sample was then pressed in a hydraulic press system to make a
solid pellet. A pellet of pure HBH was prepared in a same manner
to understand the alteration of electrical properties due to the
adsorption of hexavalent chromium on to the surface of HBH
sample.

The electrical properties of these solid pellets were then esti-
mated by employing an Agilent 4294A precision impedance ana-

Fig. 7. Adsorption uptake studies for synthesized boehmite samples.

Fig. 8. Adsorption kinetics study for needle like HBH sample.

Fig. 9. Electrical properties of pure and Cr(VI) adsorbed HBH samples.
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lyzer in a fixed bias voltage of 0.5 V in the frequency ranges from
40 Hz to 150 Hz.

The dielectric permittivity of the samples is depicted in Fig. 9(a),
which shows that the surface adsorption of Cr(VI) drastically
enhances the permittivity value of the chromium adsorbed sample.
This type of dielectric relaxation is caused due to the interfacial
polarization effect [31]. In reality, the number of conductive grains
in Cr(VI) adsorbed sample is higher than that of pure HBH. Thus,
the numbers of interfacial dipoles are also greater in chromium
adsorbed sample, which in turn elevates the dielectric constant
of the adsorbed HBH.

The ac conductivity of the Cr(VI) adsorbed boehmite is also
greater than its pure fraction, which could be due to the augmen-
tation in the number of charge carriers. These free charge carriers
introduce hopping from one grain boundary to another that further
improves the value of ac conductivity of the chromium adsorbed
sample [32]. Hence, the enhanced electrical properties of chro-
mium adsorbed boehmite (HBH) make this sample a potential
agent for fabricating waste capacitors.

4. Conclusion

In summary, three different nanostructures of boehmite have
been synthesized and characterized. The needle-like HBH sample
is having promising fluorescence intensity and highest adsorption
capacity among the three nanostructures and it is selected for fur-
ther experiments. The drastic quenching of fluorescence intensity
of the HBH upon Cr(VI) addition is found to be momentary with
a detection limit of 0.42 nM. Linear Stern-Volmer plot and other
spectroscopic data suggest that the fluorescence quenching is
due to the PET effect. The sensing performance of the HBH has also
been examined in real life industrial wastewater sample, which
agrees with other sensing data quite well. Ultra low detection limit
and remarkable selectivity make this material a superior Cr(VI)
sensor. Apart from sensing, this material can remove hexavalent
chromium very quickly from chromium containing water. The
rapid removal of hexavalent chromium has been justified by using
the adsorption kinetics data of HBH. Around 76% of the total con-
tamination has been eliminated from the aqueous solution of chro-
mium in just 10 min. Adsorbed chromium ions onto the porous
structure of boehmite is not only usable for sensing and removal
applications but also this phenomenon drastically changes the
dielectric permittivity and ac conductivity of the chromium
adsorbed sample. At least 43 time increment in dielectric constant
makes our multifunctional needle-shaped boehmite nanostructure
a budding candidate for fabricating ‘waste capacitors’.
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ABSTRACT: In modern society, massive industrialization esca-
lates environmental degradation by liberating various contaminants
into the environment. Hexavalent chromium is a heavy metal that
is being discharged from tannery and other industries, resulting in
various carcinogenic diseases. This study reports a carbon dot
(cdot)-based fluorometric probe for detecting hexavalent chro-
mium in water. This is the very first time that cdots are tailored
over the boehmite nanoparticle’s surface using an in situ approach.
Validation of formation of the nanocomposite has been discussed
in detail employing the Rietveld refinement-based X-ray
crystallography method. Vibrational spectroscopy and electron microscopy of the sample authenticate the nucleation process and
the growth mechanism. The Stern−Volmer approach and time-resolved fluorescence measurements justify the sensitivity of the
sensor (∼58 nM), and selectivity is analyzed by exposing the material to different ionic environments. Density functional theory
(DFT) is applied herein to analyze the origin of fluorescence and the sensing mechanism of the probe, which shows that
photoinduced electron transfer is responsible for the turn-off-based sensing of Cr(VI). The molecular docking simulation is carried
out to ensure the binding of cdots to the binding pocket of the glutathione enzyme, which is responsible for treating reactive oxygen
species-mediated DNA damage due to elements such as hexavalent chromium. Time-dependent density functional calculations show
that the fluorometric probe is capable of detecting Cr(VI) in living cells making it an early stage chromium-mediated carcinogen
detector.

KEYWORDS: Rietveld refinement, density functional theory, molecular docking, fluorescent sensor, carbon dot

1. INTRODUCTION

Industrial discharge into water contaminates the local environ-
ment enormously and pollutes the biota.1 Several health issues,
such as skin disease, lung disease, and chronic bowel problems,
are directly associated with water pollution.2−4 Various
carcinogenic diseases can also occur if the level of
contamination is reasonably escalated.5 Recent works allegedly
relate heavy-metal pollution with various carcinogenic
symptoms.6,7 Among a range of heavy metals, hexavalent
chromium [Cr(VI)] has gained importance because of its
severe toxicity.8 A minute dose of Cr(VI) (∼1 ppm) can harm
living cells.9 In reality, hexavalent chromium is cytotoxic,
genotoxic, and carcinogenic and does not directly react with
the DNA.10,11 Its genotoxicity is attributed to oxidative DNA
damage.12 Thus, fast and accurate detection of Cr(VI) is much
needed to combat its severe toxicity. There are various
reasonable detection techniques, such as inductively coupled
plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES), ICP−mass
spectrometry, and spectroscopic detection techniques, to
detect Cr(VI) in an aqueous medium.13−15 However, they
lack effectiveness on site because of their bulk size machineries
and high cost. Hence, fluorometric detection is a good

alternative in this regard. Fluorometric detection of contam-
inants is a relatively new approach and is gaining importance
because of their biocompatibility, sensitivity, and low cost.16−18

Generally, a fluorescent probe can “sense” a target molecule
either by modulating its fluorescence intensity (turn on/turn
off) or by changing its color.19,20 Henceforth, it is obvious to
have a promising fluorescent material in order to detect
contaminants in this manner. Various new-generation materi-
als, such as graphene quantum dots, metal ions, and rare earth
ions-doped metal−oxide nanosystems, and some perovskite
materials are gaining interest because of their selectivity and
promising fluorescence property, but synthesis, high-cost, and
stability issues restrict their usage in real-life situations.
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Carbon quantum dots (cdots) are a relatively new and
promising nanomaterial because of its outstanding fluorescence
property.21,22 This zero-dimensional nanosystem is quantum
mechanically confined because of its tiny size (<10 nm). In
reality, cdots possess exceptional “tunable” fluorescence
property upon excitation.23 Biocompatibility and a higher
degree of fluorescence quantum yield already made this
nanomaterial a potential candidate for various imaging and
sensing applications.24−26 Still, most of the researchers faced
difficulties in restricting the agglomeration, which greatly
influences the fluorescence emission of this nanosystem.27−29

Recently, researchers used different polymers, natural nano-
materials, and metal−oxide compounds as the substrate of
cdots in order to stabilize and escalate the fluorescence
emission of the system.30−32 However, most of the cases dealt
with the ex situ growth of cdots, which were somewhat time
consuming and costly. In situ growth is very useful as both
cdots and the substrate system can be grown simultaneously in
this method. It lowers the production cost and radically
minimizes the preparation time maintaining similar phys-
icochemical properties.
This work reports a fluorescent probe for hexavalent

chromium with a nanomolar detection limit using in situ-
grown cdots on a boehmite nanoparticles’ (γ-AlOOH) surface.
This is probably the first time that cdots have been grown in
situ on a nanoparticle surface. The synthesized nanosystem has
been characterized using basic characterization techniques, and
the probable structure of the nanocomposite [cdots−boehmite
(CDBH)] has been determined by the X-ray crystallography
method. Enhanced emission intensity and fluorescence stability
have been confirmed and on-site activity of this fluorometric
probe has been carried out using standard emission spectros-
copy techniques. Additionally, the origin of fluorescence and
the fluorometric detection mechanism of the synthesized
nanocomposite have been investigated using the standard
Stern−Volmer (SV) equation and density functional theory
(DFT), revealing the photoinduced electron transfer (PET)
between the quencher and fluorophores. Molecular docking
simulation discloses the binding affinity of the synthesized
probe toward the glutathione protein, which might be
responsible for the biosensing activity of the nanocomposite
when exposed to Cr(VI). This biosensing activity has been
modeled and theorized accordingly using time-dependent DFT
(TDDFT), justifying the synthesized material to be a novel
fluorometric probe for early stage cancer detection in living
cells.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials. Aluminum nitrate nonahydrate and anhydrous

citric acid (Merck) were used as main precursor materials for
boehmite and cdots, respectively. Ethylenediamine (Merck) was used
as a precipitation agent for the nanocomposite. It also caused nitrogen
doping into the cdot structure. Potassium bromide (Merck) was used
as the substrate material for Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy. Aqua regia and ethanol (Merck) were used for cleaning
the glassware. A 5% hydrochloric acid solution (Merck) was prepared
for cleaning the quartz sample holders before spectroscopic
measurements. All the chemicals were of analytical grade and used
without further purification. Millipore water (resistivity of at least 18
MΩ cm) was used throughout the experiments.
2.2. Synthesis of the CDBH Nanocomposite. In a typical

synthesis, 3.56 g of aluminum nitrate was dissolved in 70 mL
Millipore water along with 0.096 g of citric acid. The solution was
stirred using a magnetic stirrer until complete dissolution of added

precursors took place. Afterward, ethylenediamine was added drop by
drop into the solution in order to raise the pH to 12 that results in
nucleation of the CDBH nanocomposite. At this point, stirring was
continued for another 3 h to complete the reaction process. After
completion of stirring, the thick, white solution was put into a Teflon-
lined stainless-steel autoclave and subject to hydrothermal treatment
at 170 °C for 20 h. The autoclave was then cooled down to room
temperature slowly and a brown solution was collected, which was
then washed properly using the centrifugation technique and finally
dried in a vacuum chamber for 48 h. The dried clusters were ground
into fine particles using an agate mortar and subject to further
characterization.

2.3. Computational Methods. The crystallographic phase
parameters of the sample were ascertained by refining the
experimental X-ray pattern of CDBH using the Rietveld-based
software package MAUD v2.94.33 The crystallographic information
file of boehmite (COD file no. 9015088) was used to refine the
experimental diffraction pattern of the nanocomposite. Initially, the
instrumental broadening parameters and Caglioti PV functions were
refined along with the background function of the diffractogram.34 In
this case, the interpolated background model was adopted for a
greater accuracy. The unit cell parameters and atomic positions were
also refined to produce a plausible theoretical model of the sample.
The crystal texture and the size−strain model were refined using an
arbitrary texture model and Popa rules, respectively.35 Finally, the
output file was saved in the crystallographic information file (.cif)
format and further visualized using the VESTA v3.5.2 program.36 The
bond lengths and bond angles were calculated using this visualization
software tool in order to capture the theoretical model of the
synthesized nanostructure.

The DFT calculations were carried out using a hybrid Becke, 3-
parameter, Lee−Yang−Parr (B3LYP) functional associated with the
continuum aqueous solvent mode (CPCM).37 The entire set of DFT
and TDDFT calculations was performed using the Orca v4.2 package
and modeled with the Avogadro v1.2 program.38,39 The 6-31G**
basis set along with the RIJCOSX auxiliary basis function was
implemented to describe the elements (C, H, O, and N) and the
Cr(VI) ion, respectively.40 The frequency optimization of the cdot
was carried out at the same theoretical level depicting the absence of
any imaginary frequency. The TDDFT method was used to evaluate
the theoretical absorbance spectra and electronic transitions of the
complexes.

The molecular docking study between cdots and glutathione was
carried out in order to envisage the binding affinity between these two
molecules. Initially, Autodock Tools v.1.5.6 was employed to prepare
the protein by removing the water molecule and adding polar
hydrogen and Kollman charges.41 Autodock vina v.1.1.2 was used to
check the binding affinity of the said protein−ligand complex.42 The
exact binding pocket was identified and visualized using the PyMol
v.2.0.7 program.43

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Structural Analysis and Formation Mechanism of

the Sensor Material. X-ray crystallography is a useful
technique to examine the purity by fingerprinting the material.
Information regarding structural details and bonding networks
could also be analyzed using this characterization technique.44

The X-ray diffractogram of the material was examined using a
D8, Bruker AXS diffractometer, Wisconsin, USA, equipped
with a Cu Kα target of 1.5418 Å and operated at a 35 kV, 35
mA bias with a scan speed of 2 s/step. The diffractogram of the
sample was further analyzed using the standard Rietveld
refinement method superposing the experimental data with the
COD file no. 9015088 (crystallographic open database), which
shows the absence of any undesired diffraction maxima
revealing the phase purity of the material.45 It is also observed
that the experimental data fitted quite well (fitting coefficient,
χ2 = 1.59) with the theoretical data confirming the curve fitting
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to be reasonable (Table 1). The refined diffractogram along
with the experimental data and the difference plot are depicted

in Figure 1. The microstructural analysis of the sample has
been performed, which shows the AlO6 polyhedra of boehmite
stacked together with the −OH radicals facing outward giving
an orthorhombic structure to the sample. The mean Al−O and
Al−OH bond lengths are found to be 1.947 and 1.949 Å
causing angular displacements of 94.2° (O−Al−OH) and
83.4° (OH−Al−OH), respectively. Although cdots do not
bind with the boehmite crystals, they develop microstrain
inside the orthorhombic phase of the material. The Popa size−
strain model-based refinement reveals the microstrain value to
be 1.481 × 10−4 with a crystal size of 6.82 nm, revealing the
formation of a CDBH nanocomposite.
FTIR spectroscopy was performed using a FTIR-8400S,

Shimadzu in the wave number ranges between 400 and 4000
cm−1 to get an idea of the coexistence of cdots and boehmite in
the synthesized sample. The FTIR spectrum in Figure 2
depicts the presence of AlO6 radicals in the sample as the
vibrations occur in the range from 590 to 780 cm−1.44 The
−OH deformation linked to aluminum ions has also been
observed (896 cm−1). These bands below 1000 cm−1 ascertain
the formation of boehmite.46 The symmetric and asymmetric
bands found at 1071 and 1154 cm−1, respectively, are
characteristic Al−O−H vibrations.44 There are small bands

located at 1223, 1336, and 1746 cm−1, which are due to the
C−O−C stretching and CO vibrations confirming the
presence of cdots in the sample.47,48 A vibrational maximum
seen at 1526 cm−1 is assigned to the N−H vibration ascribed
to the formation of nitrogenous cdots.49 The symmetric and
asymmetric −OH vibrations (3081 and 3285 cm−1, respec-
tively) and surface-adsorbed moisture (1624 cm−1) have also
been observed in the spectrum.46 Hence, it can be said that the
synthesized nanocomposite has been successfully formed and
there is no evidence of strong bond formation between
boehmite and cdots, which alternatively corroborates the
crystallographic data.
The morphology and particle size of the sensor material

(CDBH) have been estimated using a JEOL JEM-2000
transmission electron microscope (TEM) operated at 200
kV. The overall particle morphology is spherical with a
diameter ranging between 80 and 100 nm (Figure 3). A similar
phenomenon has been reported in our previous work where
ethylenediamine results in spherical morphology of boehmite
nanoparticles when added to aluminum nitrate salt.44 The

Table 1. Microstructural Parameters of the Sensing Probe
Obtained from Rietveld Refinement

parameters CDBH

a (Å) 3.6862557
b (Å) 12.160722
c (Å) 2.8536618
V (Å3) 127.9243
size (Å) 68.23992
microstrain 1.4809 × 10−4

Rp (%) 7.745
Rwp (%) 9.751
χ2 1.59

Figure 1. (a) Refined X-ray diffractogram, (b) microstructure, and (c)
bonding network analysis of CDBH.

Figure 2. FTIR spectrum of the synthesized sensing probe.

Figure 3. (a) TEM and (b) high-resolution TEM micrographs; (c)
plausible structure of the sample showing cdots capturing the pores of
boehmite on its surface.
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sphere of the boehmite is pretty rough and wrapped with
relatively smaller spheres of nearly 3−5 nm diameter. These
smaller spheres endorse the formation of cdots on the spherical
boehmite surface. A schematic diagram (Figure 3) is
demonstrated for realization of the entire structure of the
nanocomposite.
Based on physical characterization results, it is quite evident

that the dissolution of the aluminum precursor produces
[Al(H2O)6]

3+ ions, which further transforms into [Al-
(H2O)5OH]

2+ due to hydrolysis of the O−H bonds and starts
producing H+ ions.44 This extra proton (H+) chelates with
ethylenediamine, which increases the pH to a higher value (12,
in this case) and starts precipitation due to Ostwald ripening.

Al(NO ) H O Al(H O)3 3 2 2 6
3+ → [ ] +

(1)

Al(H O) Al(H O) OH H2 6
3

2 5
2[ ] → [ ] ++ + +

(2)

Citric acid also follows a similar pathway for dissolution in
water and produces protons. The amine here also acts as a
proton acceptor.

C H O H O C H O H6 8 7 2 6 5 7
3+ → +− +

(3)

Individually, nucleation starts for these two elements, but
during the hydrothermal treatment both aluminum and citrate
ions start growing. As the shapes of both cdots and boehmite
are nearly spherical, it can be argued that no preferential
growth happens during the selfassembly of these two
nanostructures. Previous studies suggest that boehmite is a
mesoporous material having a pore diameter from 3 to 8 nm.
These pores in our case entrap the cdots on its surface and
finally produce the CDBH nanocomposite.

3.2. Study of Optical Properties and Origin of
Fluorescence of the Sensor. The optical quality of a
material can be validated by its absorption and emission
spectra.50 Initially, the absorption spectrum of the sample was
measured on a PerkinElmer λ-25 spectrometer. In all the
spectroscopic measurements, 500 μM solution of the sample
was taken. The absorption spectrum is centered at 352 nm
with an optical band gap of 5.52 eV (Figure 4). This band gap
value has been calculated using Tauc’s equation (eq 4)51a

E A E E( )ngα = − (4)

where E, Eg, α, and A are the photon energy, optical band gap
energy in eV, absorption coefficient, and a constant term,
respectively. In the Tauc plot (Figure 4), (ahν)2 is plotted

Figure 4. (a) Absorbance spectrum of the probe; (b) excitation and emission spectra of the sample; (c) Tauc plot of the probe; (d) time-resolved
fluorescence decay pattern and (e) CIE-1931 color space analysis of the sensor material.
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against photon energy hν, and the band gap energy is
calculated by extrapolating the linear region and intersecting
the linear portion of the curve to the energy axis.
Herein, the excitation and emission spectra of the sensor

material (CDBH) were recorded employing a Cary Eclipse
Fluorescence spectrometer, Agilent Technologies with a slit
size of 5 nm. The broad emission spectrum is centered at 462
nm showing excellent fluorescence intensity in the blue region
of the spectrum. The excitation-dependent emission spectra
are also depicted in Figure S1, which shows that the probable
excitation lies somewhere between 370 and 380 nm. Finally,
the excitation spectrum has been taken for 462 nm emission
showing a broad peak centered at 375 nm (Figure 4). In order
to ensure the real-life applicability of the sample as a sensor
material, the CIE-1931 color space is used to compute the
color temperature and color coordinates for the fluorescence
spectrum of CDBH (Figure 4).52 The color temperature is
found to be 3372 K with the coordinates (x = 0.12484, y =
0.09432) lying in the bright blue region of the color space

enlightening the material to be acceptable for sensing and
imaging applications.
Previously, a brief discussion has been made on the

fluorescence stability of the cdot. It can be seen in the TEM
micrographs that the cdot molecules are distinctly small and far
apart on the boehmite’s surface. This somewhat restricts the
agglomeration of cdot molecules causing a better fluorescence
stability (>20 min) in our sample (Figure S2). In this way,
boehmite acts as a brilliant substrate for cdot molecules.
The time-resolved fluorescence decay of CDBH was

estimated using a Cary Eclipse Fluorescence spectrometer
employing a 5 nm emission slit width and a single pulse with 1
μs gate time. The emission and excitation wavelengths were set
to 462 and 376 nm, respectively. The fitted fluorescence decay
data are depicted in Figure 4 showing a decay time of 3.58 ns,
which is reasonably high and effective for fluorometric
applications.
In order to ensure the origin of fluorescence in our sample,

theoretical DFT calculation has been applied.51b−e Nitro-
genous cdots are well-known fluorophores.49 Thus, this part of

Figure 5. (a) Theoretical absorbance spectrum of the sample calculated from the TDDFT study and (b) TDDFT-based electronic transition
pattern of the fluorophores for the CDBH sample.

Figure 6. (a) Selectivity study of the sensor toward various anions and cations; (b) fluorescence quenching experiment of CDBH upon 50 μM
Cr(VI) addition and (inset) naked eye detection of fluorescence quenching; (c) concentration-dependent fluorescence quenching of the sensor;
and (d) linear SV plot of the probe.
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the nanocomposite was taken to perform the quantum
chemical calculations. Initially, the geometry of the cdot
molecule has been optimized and no imaginary frequency
value was found, which ensures the validity of the model.
Afterward, the TDDFT approach was applied to compute the
absorbance spectrum and electronic-transition probabilities
theoretically. The frontier molecular orbitals are depicted along
with the theoretical absorbance spectrum in Figure 5. The
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)−lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbital (LUMO) gap is found to be 5.59 eV,
which is quite close to the experimental band gap value (5.52
eV) of the sample (Figure 5). The theoretical absorbance
spectrum shows four distinct electronic transitions located at
278, 291, 305, and 323 nm, among which λmax is situated at
323 nm and responsible for the majority of electronic
transitions (it is also close to the experimental absorbance
maximum). In reality, the λmax transition occurs between the
HOMO (−6.074 eV) and the LUMO (−0.482). Previously,
various research works reported that the C−N bond in cdots
introduces charge dislocation and promotes electron-transfer
ability, which enhances the fluorescence property of the
sample.53 In our case, fluorophores situated at the C−N
moiety of the cdot in the HOMO partially transferred to the
CO-carrying part in the LUMO, resulting in a π-stacking
between these two states (Figure 5). Henceforth, it can be said
that the TDDFT formalism successfully captures the
mechanism of fluorescence for the sensing probe.
3.3. Estimation of Selectivity and Sensitivity of the

Sensor Material. The performance of a sensor material is
judged by its selectivity and sensitivity toward a specific target
molecule. Herein, CDBH acts as a fluorometric probe to
determine the presence of hexavalent chromium in the
aqueous medium and biological species. In order to verify
the selectivity of the material, 50 μM solutions of various
cations and anions were prepared and were separately added to
a CDBH solution of 500 μM concentration.
Apart from Cr(VI), in each case, the fluorescence spectra do

not alter or even the fluorescence intensity does not change
significantly. However, when added to Cr(VI), the fluores-
cence intensity of the synthesized sensor material rapidly
quenches (Figure 6). A similar type of phenomenon occurs
when a UV light of 390 nm is irradiated on the sensor material
before and after the addition of hexavalent chromium. The
bright blue fluorescent signal has been drastically quenched
upon Cr(VI) addition, which is visible even through the naked
eye (Figure 6).
In order to estimate the sensitivity of the probe, various

concentrations of Cr(VI) (0−25 μM) were added to 500 μM
solution of CDBH, and the responses are depicted in Figure 6.
It shows a gradual decrement of fluorescence intensity of the
sensor material upon Cr(VI) addition, which has been fitted
using the linear SV equation (Figure 6)54

I I K M/ 10 SV= + [ ] (5)

where I0 and I are the fluorescence intensities before and after
the addition of Cr(VI), respectively, [M] is the concentration
of the ions, and KSV is the SV quenching constant. The SV plot
is taken up to 5 μM concentration of Cr(VI) to ensure the
linearity of the plot, showing a fitting coefficient (R2) of
0.99993. Beyond this value, the graph shows an upward
increment (Figure S3), which might be due to the inner filter
effect (IFE).55

The limit of detection (LOD) of the sensing probe is
estimated using the following formula (eq 6)54

KLOD 3 / SVσ= (6)

where σ and KSV are the standard deviation of at least 10
measurements of the fluorescence intensities of pure CDBH
without the presence of any quencher and the quenching
constant, respectively. The LOD of the probe is found to be
58.1 nM, which is lesser than most of the previous reports
mentioned in Table S1.
The interaction between the fluorophores and the quencher

ions [Cr(VI)] has also been estimated in the excited state by
employing time-resolved fluorescence decay measurements
(Figure S4). The decay time of the fluorophores reduced
tremendously when exposed to the quencher ion presenting
the fact that the quenching phenomenon occurs in the excited
state.

3.4. Detection Mechanism of the Sensor Material.
Fluorophore−quencher interaction can happen in various
ways. IFE, energy transfer, and PET are well-established
pathways among them.56,57 Initially, it has been observed from
the electrostatic potential mapping analysis (Figure S5) that
the surface of the fluorophore (i.e., cdots) is highly negative,
which is responsible for attracting hexavalent chromium ions to
the surface of the sensor. Additionally, a mesoporous site of
boehmite accepts relatively smaller chromium ions (∼0.4 Å)
into its pores, resulting in a better binding affinity between the
sensor and the quencher molecules.
Time-resolved fluorescence data suggest that the quenching

phenomenon might occur in the excited state, which is further
justified using the DFT formalism. The DFT study ensures
Cr(VI) to be in close proximity (∼4 Å) to the fluorophore
(Figure 7). Initially, the geometry optimization has been done,
which depicts the absence of any undesired imaginary
frequency and validates the theoretical model. The TDDFT
study of the cdot−Cr(VI) complex shows that the main
electronic transition of the complex happens in the 628 nm

Figure 7. (a) PET-based fluorescence “turn off” mechanism analysis
for CDBH using TDDFT; (b) TDDFT-based theoretical absorbance
spectrum of CDBH.
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wavelength range (Figure 7). This electronic transition occurs
between HOMO − 3 (−7.289 eV) and LUMO + 1 (−4.522
eV). The electronic charges at HOMO − 3 situated at the cdot
end of the complex have completely been transferred to the
quencher in the LUMO + 1 state.
According to Kasha’s rule, the distribution on the excited

state (LUMO + 1) would decay to the LUMO state (−4.683
eV) momentarily through the internal conversion process
causing a nonradiative decay and finally to the ground state,
which is mainly a radiative pathway (Figure 7).58 This type of
charge transfer between the fluorophore and the quencher in
the excited state establishes the fact that the fluorescence
quenching mechanism herein follows the PET process.
3.5. Effect of Ambient Conditions on Sensing

Efficiency. 3.5.1. Dependence on pH. The fluorescence
stability of the sensing probe and the efficiency of sensing at
different pH values have been examined and incorporated
(Figure 8). It can be observed from Figure 8 that the

fluorescence intensity is relatively higher in a moderate pH
range (7−9). Otherwise, the fluorescence quality reaches lower
values at extreme pH conditions (4 and 12). This is due to the
IFE as HCl and NaOH were added to control the pH during
the experiment. IFE is a fluorescence quenching process where
some of the fluorophores are less accessible than others
because of the presence of quencher ions/molecules. At
extreme pH values, a significant number of H+ and OH− ions
are present in the sensing environment, which “block” the
photons coming from the fluorophores that in turn result in
fluorescence quenching. This type of quenching is absent at
moderate pH values because of the absence of excess H+ and
OH− ions. Although the fluorescence intensity alters, the
sensitivity of the probe remains the same at varying pH
conditions as the sensor material does not select H+ and OH−

ions for the PET process, which approves the applicability of
the sensor material at any pH condition.
3.5.2. Dependence on Water Quality. In order to study the

sensing efficiency of the synthesized material in different water

qualities, spectroscopic studies have been initiated for four
different water samples collected from diverse sources. In
reality, drinking water was collected from the water purifier
adjacent to our laboratory, tap water was collected from our
laboratory tap, pond water was collected from a nearby pond
situated inside our university campus, and wastewater was
collected from a drainage output within our institute area. The
collected water samples were filtered using membrane filters
(0.45 μm), followed by spiking with 50 μM Cr(VI) in each
case. The physical parameters of the collected water samples
have been measured using a portable pH/TDS/temperature
meter, Hanna (HI991300) and are depicted in Table 2.

In all cases, the fluorescence intensity of the sensor (at 462
nm) drastically quenches upon Cr(VI) addition (Figure 8),
revealing the efficiency of the sensor for real-life water samples.
Unlike the pH of the solution, the total dissolved solids (TDS)
also cause IFE that quenches the fluorescence of the sensing
probe. However, no effect of TDS and other physical
parameters of water affect the sensing efficiency of the sensor
as they do not take part in the PET process.

3.5.3. Real-Life Sensing of Cr(VI) in Tannery Wastewater.
The tannery wastewater was collected from a canal adjacent to
a local tannery industry. The collected water was initially
filtered using a membrane filter (0.45 μm) and subject to ICP-
AES to determine the elemental composition (Table 3). The
amount of chromium was found to be around 18 ppm in the
tannery wastewater sample, which was further added to the
sensor material (CDBH) for the fluorescence study.

It is found that the addition of tannery wastewater
significantly quenches the fluorescence intensity of the sensor
material, as previously seen in other sensing experiments
(Figure S6). There are several other elements present in the
wastewater sample along with chromium. However, the
sensing efficiency was not affected by the interfering element,
which proves the real-life detection capacity of the sensor.

3.6. Theoretical Sensing of the Model of Cr(VI) in
Living Cells. 3.6.1. Interaction between Fluorophores and
Living Cells: a Molecular Docking Study. Hexavalent
chromium is both genotoxic and cytotoxic at the same time,
as evident from various studies.10 The insertion of this
contaminant into the living cells directly binds it with different
enzymes, such as glutathione that can be found in virtually
every human cell and even in microbes. Glutathione is an

Figure 8. Detection efficiency testing at (a) varying pH and (b)
different water conditions.

Table 2. Physical Parameters of the Collected Water
Samples

type of water pH TDS (ppm)

drinking 6.53 41
tap 7.44 >2000
pond 8.29 1012
waste 3.05 1996

Table 3. ICP-AES Data of the Collected Tannery
Wastewater Sample

constituents amount (ppm)

arsenic (As) not detected
lead (Pb) 0.31
chromium (Cr) 18.24
iron (Fe) 5.94
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antioxidant capable of preventing cellular damage because of
heavy metals and reactive oxygen species.59 It is quite
surprising that hexavalent chromium transformed into Cr(III)
via reactive intermediates [such as Cr(IV) and Cr(V)] in the
presence of enzymes, such as cytochrome b5 and glutathione.60

The Cr(III) residue forms reactive species through “Fenton-
like” reactions that the transcription and replication at the
DNA level are affected, leading to cancer development.61 Thus,
it is evident that detection of hexavalent chromium in close
proximity to enzymes such as glutathione could be beneficial
for early stage cancer detection.
Thenceforth, molecular docking simulation has been carried

out to visualize the interaction between the sensing probe and
glutathione. The docking study between cdots and glutathione
(PDB ID: 1PKW) predicts nine different poses, in which the
binding affinity of the first pose (Table S2) was minimum
(−8.7 kcal/mol) and thus taken for further analyses. This pose
reveals the weak hydrogen bonding between glutathione and
cdots (Figure 9). Amino acids such as serine (SER-18) and

isoleucine (ILE-96) forms bond with the C−O and N−H
moieties of the cdots confirming the successful binding of the
fluorophore with the binding pocket.
3.6.2. Theoretical Imaging Study of the Probe in Living

Cells. The interaction between the fluorophore of the sensor
and glutathione creates a positive impact on the bioimaging
efficiency of the synthesized sensor material, which has been
theoretically justified using the TDDFT approach (Figure 10).
The model was prepared as predicted in the docking study.
The theoretical absorbance spectrum suggests the λmax at 313
nm. This electronic transition occurs between the HOMO
(−6.081 eV) and the LUMO (−0.483 eV) maintaining a band
gap value of 5.59 eV, which is quite close to that of the pure
CDBH sample (5.52 eV). The molecular orbital in the ground
state situated over the N−H moiety completely transferred to
the CO part of the cdot in the excited state. There is no
evidence for any energy or charge transfer to the amino acids
being taken into consideration, implying that the fluorometric

probe is capable of producing fluorescence in glutathione. This
makes the synthesized sensor material a potential bioimaging
agent.

3.6.3. Theoretical Model of Cr(VI) Detection in Living
Cells. As previously mentioned, glutathione is one of those few
enzymes that directly interacts with hexavalent chromium and
transforms it into Cr(III).60,61 Thus, detection of hexavalent
chromium in glutathione would be beneficial for early stage
cancer detection. The bioimaging of the glutathione has
already been done theoretically showing that CDBH can image
glutathione. Hence, Cr(VI) has been incorporated in the said
theoretical model to study the interaction using the standard
TDDFT formalism. The TDDFT study shows that the λmax in
this case is situated at 632 nm. This transition takes places
between HOMO − 4 (−6.818 eV) and LUMO (−4.823 eV),
which shows significant electron transfer between cdots and
Cr(VI) (Figure 10). A similar phenomenon has already been
observed for wastewater, where the molecular orbital shifted
from cdots to Cr(VI) causing tremendous fluorescence
quenching. The mobilization of molecular orbitals to Cr(VI)
shows that the electrons of CDBH after absorbing photons in
the ground state instantaneously traveled to the excited state
and jumps to Cr(VI) in the excited state as it is energetically
favorable (as seen in TDDFT analysis). This electron transfer
is known as PET that quenches the fluorescence intensity
drastically. In the absence of Cr(VI), no such “orbital shifting”
or PET takes place even in the presence of glutathione (Figure
10). Henceforth, it can be said that no fluorescence quenching
will occur if the sensor material is exposed to glutathione only,
but in the presence of Cr(VI), the fluorescence alteration can
happen because of the PET. Thus, it can be said that the
theoretical model predicts a turn-off-based fluorescence
sensing in living cells when exposed to hexavalent chromium.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the in situ growth of cdots on a spherical
boehmite matrix has been achieved successfully that enables
the detection of hexavalent chromium in wastewater. Initially,
the X-ray crystallography study along with vibrational spec-
troscopy (FTIR) and morphological analysis (TEM) of the
synthesized probe shows the purity and formation mechanism

Figure 9. Molecular docking simulation showing cdot binding with
glutathione.

Figure 10. TDDFT-based theoretical model for studying the
detection capacity of the sensing probe in living cells showing that
CDBH initiates electron transfer when Cr(VI) is added to
glutathione.
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of the nanocomposite. The plausible architecture of the
sensing probe has also been computed by employing the
Rietveld refinement method, which depicts the spherical cdot
structures “wrapped” over the boehmite surface significantly.
The absence of any agglomeration in cdots due to the presence
of boehmite leads to promising fluorescence activity along with
higher stability and better decay time. The sensitivity of the
probe has been estimated using the linear SV equation
depicting that the sensitivity lies in the nanomolar range (58.1
nM). The fluorometric probe is found to be enormously
selective toward Cr(VI) and does not alter its sensing
efficiency under varying ambient conditions. PET between
the fluorophore and the contaminant is primarily responsible
for such selective and sensitive fluorometric detection, which is
justified using a theoretical TDDFT approach. The molecular
docking study reveals the binding affinity of the sensor toward
the glutathione enzyme, which acts as an antioxidant in almost
all living cells. The TDDFT study finds that the fluorescence
activity of the synthesized probe does not change even after the
cdots−glutathione interaction and is greatly quenched when
the said model is exposed to Cr(VI). This theoretical study
approves the fact that the sensor material is capable of
detecting chromium in living cells using its turn-off-based
fluorescence mechanism, which could be beneficial for early
stage cancer detection.
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A B S T R A C T   

This work reports a handheld fluorometric probe, namely ‘Kavach’ for monitoring hexavalent chromium in in-
dustrial wastewater and living systems. Kavach is capable to detect chromium contamination in a rapid and facile 
way. The device is made of a thin layer (~1 mm) of carbon dot decorated boehmite nanostructure (BH@CD) 
incorporated in a layer of poly vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene (PVDF-HFP) membrane. The doped 
membrane has an excellent blue fluorescence upon UV excitation (355 nm) and alters its fluorescence level when 
exposed to Cr(VI). In reality, tiny carbon dots leach out from the nano-matrices to produce secondary contam-
ination. Incorporation of the BH@CD into the polymeric matrix of PVDF-HFP significantly reduces such 
contamination and makes this material a potential sensing probe. This photoinduced electron transfer (PET) 
based sensor is tremendously selective and sensitive (LOD ~66 nM) towards aqueous chromium. The perfor-
mance of the probe remains unaltered in different pH and water qualities. Additionally, this material can sense 
chromium in living cells, which has been validated theoretically using molecular docking and observed exper-
imentally using fluorescence microscopy. Kavach is truly a handheld, reusable and non-invasive sensing probe 
against Cr(VI), which can be employed for on-site low-cost detection.   

1. Introduction 

The toxic industrial effluents are enormously causing harm to the 
water bodies. These effluents, such as Cr(VI), Fe(III), Pb(II), etc. are 
mostly carcinogenic and mutagenic in nature [1a]. Such toxins are not 
only polluting water and water bodies but also cause severe harm to the 
environment and thus need proper detection and removal. Traditionally, 
various detection techniques, like inductively coupled plasma mass 
spectroscopy (ICP-MS), atomic absorption (AAS) are well adopted in 
detecting such heavy metals in water [1a]. But, recently fluorometric 
sensors have gained enormous interest due to their tremendous 

sensitivity and rapid detection of various ions, molecules and biological 
elements [1b]. Biocompatible fluorescent materials have been used 
widely for fabricating such excellent sensing materials, but a 
well-devised handheld sensor is yet to be achieved. Mostly, fabrication 
of a fluorescent sensor device is difficult due to the limited availability of 
free-standing, flexible and reusable sensing materials, when it comes to 
heavy metal detection in aqueous media [2]. Several heavy metal sen-
sors have been developed recently, among them carbon dot and its de-
rivatives are showing great potential in this field [3–5]. 

Carbon dot (c-dot) is a nanostructure made of sp2- hybridized carbon 
atoms known for excellent fluorescence properties [6a]. The 
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fluorescence emission of carbon dot is tunable and greatly varies with its 
particle size [6b]. Additionally, carbon dots have the inherent ability to 
transfer electrons, which is required for any promising fluorometric 
sensing probe [6b]. Thus, carbon dots are widely considered as a po-
tential material for pollutant sensing, biosensing and bioimaging, 
bio-monitoring, targeted drug delivery, photonic and electro-optical 
material synthesis, catalysis and fabrication of fluorescent devices 
[7–11]. Besides, carbon dot has a diverse use as nano-fillers [12,13]. 

Bare carbon dot loses its fluorescence property when subjected to a 
normal atmosphere for a long period. In reality, these quantum dots 
agglomerate rapidly in the air at normal pressure and temperature, 
resulting in fluorescence quenching [2]. Thus, various nanomaterials 
have been used to stabilize the system for fluorometric applications. 
Nowadays, carbon dot-tailored nano-systems have been used exten-
sively [14–17] in wastewater treatment and water-related experiments. 
Hence, widespread efforts have been made on the ex-situ and in-situ 
growth of c-dot in the host nanostructure [18]. Mostly, fluorescent 
carbon dots have been grafted on the host material to restrict agglom-
eration [19]. In some cases, weak hydrogen bonds have been produced 
by modifying the surface structure of the host element [20,21]. Due to 
such weak bonding and perhaps uncontrolled grafting, the leaching of 
carbon dots can occur into the solvents. Such an important issue must be 
addressed carefully while working with c-dots. Leaching could also 
affect the experimental results. Proper quantification and recovery 
studies could not be possible if this happens. 

Henceforth, this article proposes a facile strategy to restrict c-dot 
leaching from boehmite-carbon dot nanocomposite for fabricating a 
fluorometric sensor device to detect hexavalent chromium in water. 
Herein, the boehmite-carbon dot nanocomposite (BH@CD) has been 
encapsulated within the polymeric matrix of PVDF-HFP (poly (vinyli-
dene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene)). In reality, the -CF2 moiety at-
tracts the positive surface of the boehmite-cdot nanocomposite and 
restricts the c-dot leaching. This encapsulation not only provides the 
nanocomposite (BH@CD) a flexible and solid substrate but also pro-
motes the stability, fluorescence intensity and Cr(VI) sensing efficacy in 
water and living cells. Various theoretical tools have been used to 
validate the fluorometric sensing mechanism, such as TDDFT and mo-
lecular docking. These theoretical approaches substantiate not only the 
sensing mechanism but also illustrate the binding affinities for identi-
fying the in-vitro Cr(VI) detection pathways. 

2. Material and methods 

The BH@CD nanocomposite was prepared by an in-situ hydrothermal 
technique as mentioned previously by Roy et al. [22]. Herein, the 
BH@CD nano-powder was incorporated inside the PVDF-HFP polymer 
and the detailed synthesis process of the polymeric encapsulation 
(PV/BH@CD) is mentioned in the supplementary section of this article. 

Further, the membrane was utilized to fabricate the handheld fluo-
rometric sensor device (Kavach). In a typical fabrication process, the 
PV/BH@CD membrane of nearly 1 mm thickness was cut into small 
pieces (preferably, 2 × 4 cm). A plastic frame having a hole at the center 
was taken to fix the membrane rigidly to avoid any damage. The 
membrane was fixed in such a way that it can completely cover the hole 
and named as ‘sample stage’. The rest of the plastic frame was then 
covered by aluminum foil to block any direct/ transmitted light beam as 
shown in Fig. 1. A small drop of the test sample in the sample stage could 
detect the presence of Cr(VI) in the test sample if the stage is illuminated 
by UV radiation (~340–370 nm). 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Optical characteristics of the sensing probe 

The experiments on the device were performed by extracting the 
membrane from the device. All the experiments were executed on this 

membrane only. Initially, the absorption and emission spectra of the as- 
prepared membrane have been studied rigorously to determine the op-
tical characteristics of the sample. The absorption spectrum of the 
sample has been recorded in a UV-1900i, Shimadzu in a varying 
wavelength ranging between 250 and 450 nm to ascertain the excitation 
energy. It is observed that a broad absorption maximum (ranging be-
tween 300 and 360 nm) is centered at 325 nm in this case (Fig. 2). This 
broadband occurred due to the π-electron stacking [23] of the c-dot 
moiety. 

Furthermore, the membrane was excited in a varying wavelength, 
ranging from 340 to 375 nm to predict the exact excitation energy. The 
emission spectrometry was performed in a Cary Eclipse, Agilent Tech-
nologies with a slit width of 5 nm (both emission and excitation). It is 
found that the excitation energy corresponds to 355 nm wavelength 
produces the highest fluorescence intensity (Fig. S3). Thus, 355 nm 
wavelength was chosen to excite the sample for further fluorometric 
experiments. A separate excitation spectrum of the sample has also been 
recorded (Fig. 2) showing a broad excitation ranging between 340 and 
360 nm making a good agreement with the absorption spectrum. 

The emission of the membrane is quite promising. The spectrum is 
centered at 467 nm and showing outstanding blue fluorescence intensity 
(Fig. 2). It is observed that the fluorescence emission does not alter with 
the excitation wavelength, which could be beneficial for making a 
fluorometric sensing probe. 

3.2. Fluorescence stability assays of the membrane 

3.2.1. Fluorescence stability as a function of time 
Fluorescence stability is an important measure for any fluorometric 

probe. It can be determined by varying the ambient conditions. Herein, 
the fluorescence stability of the membrane has been measured by 
changing the temperature and time. It is found that the fluorescence 
intensity remains stable even after hundred days of rigorous use (Fig. 3). 
In reality, the membrane was used in various fluorometric studies and 
sensing applications in these hundred days and kept in normal ambient 
conditions (25–30 ºC) without any vacuum desiccation. But the fluo-
rescence intensity remains unaltered. Previously, it was observed that 
the fluorescence intensity of c-dot has been quenched due to moisture 
adsorption [24]. This problem could be eliminated by using this 
PV/BH@CD membrane. 

3.2.2. Thermal stability of the fluorescent membrane 
The temperature response of the membrane in terms of fluorescence 

intensity has been investigated (Fig. 3). The temperature was varied 
between 10 and 70 ºC using a Cary Single cell Peltier Accessory, Agilent 

Fig. 1. A single prototype of Kavach with its various parts.  
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Fig. 2. (a) Absorbance and (b) excitation and emission spectra of the sample.  

Fig. 3. Fluorescence stability of the sample as functions of (a) time, (b) temperature, and (c) pH; (d) c-dot leaching from the bare BH@CD and PVDF modified 
BH@CD as a function of time. 
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equipped with the fluorescence spectrometer. It can be argued from 
Fig. 3 that, the fluorescence intensity quenches a little at the higher 
temperatures due to excess collisional quenching between the fluo-
rophores at the excited state [25]. The optimum intensity has been 
found around 30 ºC revealing the membrane could be used in a varied 
temperature range. Although the fluorescence of the membrane has 
been tested up to 70 ºC, it was further exposed to 200 ºC in a DTG-60H, 
Shimadzu to analyze the DTA-TGA thermograms. A very small amount 
of sample (~10 mg) was kept in a platinum sample holder and heated 
under N2 environment (50 mL/min) to avoid any contamination during 
heat treatment. The rate of heating was set at 10 ºC/min for this purpose. 
It is observed that the membrane is thermally stable up to 153 ºC tem-
perature (Fig. S4). Beyond this, an endothermic transition occurs [26]. 
Previous studies suggest the melting of PVDF-HFP at this high temper-
ature [2]. Apart from this, there is a very nominal mass loss (~0.66%) 
has been recorded during the TGA analysis, which in other words vali-
dates the membrane to be stable enough up to 153 ºC temperature. 

3.2.3. pH dependent fluorometric analysis 
The fluorescent membrane was further placed in a varying pH range 

(pH 4–9) to estimate the fluorescence stability (Fig. 3). HCl and NaOH 

were used to control the pH of the media. It is observed that there is a 
slight reduction of fluorescence at pH 4 and pH 9 (~3–5%), which is due 
to the inner filter effect caused by excess H+ and OH- ions [27]. The 
presence of such ions in media would block the fluorescence path of the 
fluorophores and the intensity gets reduced. Such a minute amount of 
quenching is immaterial in this regard. 

3.2.4. Structural stability of the fluorophores 
As mentioned earlier, tiny c-dot particles are difficult to fix over any 

nanoparticle’s surface and hence leaching occurs. The In-situ grown 
BH@CD is having a similar tendency to leach out c-dot into the solvent, 
which un-stabilizes the system and restricts its reusability. Thus, a 
comparative study was initiated, where time varied leaching of c-dot has 
been studied for both BH@CD and the PV/BH@CD membrane. 

The leaching study shows that the c-dot has been drastically leached 
out from BH@CD nanocomposite (11.2% in 30 min) compromising the 
stability of the material, while an insignificant amount of c-dot leaching 
from the membrane surface has been found (less than 3.7% in 30 min) 
(Fig. 3). This would make the fluorescent membrane structurally stable 
and reusable. 

Fig. 4. Selectivity study of the probe among various (a) cations and (b) anions; (c) CIE-1931 plot of the probe showing color difference upon chromium addition; (d) 
naked eye visualization of the device under UV rays upon partial Cr(VI) addition on its sample stage; (e) UV fluorescence quenching experiment of the sensor upon Cr 
(VI) addition; (d) subsequent linear Stern-Volmer plot of the probe with exponential S-V plot (inset). 
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3.3. BH@CD incorporated PVDF-HFP membrane as a fluorometric Cr 
(VI) sensor 

3.3.1. Selectivity and sensitivity analyses 
Fluorometric sensors are tremendously sensitive and selective to the 

target ion/molecule [28]. To test the selectivity of the PV/BH@CD 
membrane, a series of cationic and anionic solutions (1 mg mL− 1) were 
prepared in small aliquot tubes and further diluted 10 times by adding 
Millipore water in each case. The sensor membrane was immersed into 
the solutions separately and excited at 355 nm to record the fluores-
cence of the sample at 467 nm. The result of selectivity analysis has been 
depicted in Fig. 4, which shows an abrupt change in fluorescence in-
tensity when the sensor membrane is immersed in hexavalent chromium 
solution. Otherwise, no significant changes have been observed. To 
make detection more convenient, an anti-interference study was con-
ducted using certain common ions of water. Fig. S5 shows efficient 
performance in Cr(VI) detection irrespective of the presence of various 
interfering ions that validate the selectivity of the membrane towards 
hexavalent chromium only. 

Additionally, the CIE-1931 color space [29] has been used to ensure 
the changes in optical temperature and color coordinates (Fig. 4). It is 
observed that the pure membrane emits ‘bluish’ fluorescence 
(x = 0.2342, y = 0.14505) having a color temperature of 3751 K, while 
in presence of Cr(VI) it emits a dark orange color (x = 0.50548, 
y = 0.26047) with a color temperature of 3534 K. This type of fluores-
cence quenching along with a significant color change definitely makes 
this membrane a dedicated Cr(VI) sensor. 

Limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantitation (LOQ) are two 
major parameters to study the sensitivity of any sensor. Herein, LOD and 
LOQ are determined by taking a series of Cr(VI) solutions in varying 
concentrations (0–60 µM) and the membrane was immersed in each case 
before recording the fluorescence data. Such concentration-dependent 
fluorometric analysis shows the gradual reduction of the fluorescence 
intensity of the sensor membrane with an increasing concentration of Cr 
(VI). Further, this fluorometric data have been fitted with both linear 
and exponential Stern-Volmer’s equations [30a,30b] and depicted in 
Fig. 4.  

I0/I=1+K[M]                                                                                  (1)  

I0/I=AeK[M]                                                                                  (2) 

where, I0 and I are the fluorescence intensities before and after the 
addition of Cr(VI) respectively, [M] is the concentration of the ions and 
K is the Stern-Volmer quenching constant and A is a constant term. The 
linearity of the plot is found to be quite high (up to 20 µM) with a K value 
of 0.29956 × 106 M− 1 (fitting coefficient 0.96427) revealing the broad 
range applicability of the sensing probe. Similarly, the exponential plot 
depicts a K value of 0.0533 × 106 M− 1 with a fitting coefficient of 
0.98059. The LOD and LOQ have been calculated using the following 
relations [31a] (Eqs. 3 and 4),  

LOD=3σ/K                                                                                    (3)  

LOQ=10σ/K                                                                                   (4) 

where, σ and K are the standard deviation by taking at least ten 
measurements of the fluorescence intensities of the pure membrane and 
the quenching constant respectively. The LOD and LOQ are found to be 
66 nM and 220 nM respectively for hexavalent chromium in the linear 
range. Such a low detection limit portrays the membrane to be an effi-
cient Cr(VI) sensor in recent times (Table S1). Table S1 depicts 
numerous Cr(VI) sensors with their sensitivities. These chromium sen-
sors are rapid and very efficient in detecting chromium ions in water. In 
some cases, the sensitivity reaches a few nanomolar range. Though these 
sensitive probes are offering lower LOD values, the non-invasive sensing 
platform is still an important task to perform [31b,31c]. Mostly these 
sensors are in powder/ liquid form, thus fabrication of a complete and 

portable device is quite difficult. Henceforth, PVDF-HFP modified 
BH@CD could play a crucial role in this field. 

Qualitative detection of hexavalent chromium has already been done 
by using the fluorescence quenching of the membrane. But this sample is 
also capable to quantify the amount of chromium contamination in 
water. To validate this, the recovery study has been performed using the 
membrane. In this study, the SV plot of the membrane (Fig. 4) has been 
used as the calibration graph of the sensing probe. Further, 1.5, 5 and 
20 µM Cr(VI) samples were prepared and tested using the sensor 
(Table S2). It is found that the Cr(VI) recovery percentages (RR %) are 
significantly high (95–101%) for this probe illustrating the significance 
of detection. 

3.3.2. Cr(VI) detection mechanism 
Fluorometric sensors involve different mechanisms and pathways to 

detect the target molecule/ions. Among them, Photoinduced Electron 
Transfer (PET), Energy Transfer (FRET and DRET), and Inner Filter Ef-
fect (IFE) routes [32,33] are quite common. 

This study provides an insight into the detection mechanism by using 
the Density Functional Theory (DFT) method and fluorescence lifetime 
decay analysis of the probe in Cr(VI) environment. The fluorescence 
decay profile of the probe has been studied in a Cary-Eclipse, Agilent 
spectrometer. The decay lifetimes were considered by varying the Cr(VI) 
concentration and have been depicted in Fig. S6. The decay profiles 
show a gradual decrease in fluorescence lifetimes when the membrane 
has been exposed to varying concentrations of Cr(VI) and thus reveals 
the fluorescence quenching to be held at the excited state of the system 
[34]. 

As the fluorescence quenching phenomenon happens at the excited 
state, the Time-Dependent Density functional study (TDDFT) has been 
carried out (Fig. 5). To minimize the complexity of the calculation, the 
fluorophore part (i.e., c-dot) has been taken herein to interact with the 
hexavalent chromium ion. The quencher (chromium) and the fluo-
rophore (c-dot) have been placed at a distance of 5 Å to interact. The 
TDDFT study suggests the molecular orbitals be held at the fluorophore 
moiety at the HOMO-5 state, which upon excitation goes to the 
LUMO+ 2 state and after a non-radiative internal conversion jump to the 
LUMO state of the complex system. Interestingly, the entire molecular 
orbital shifts to the quencher moiety during these transitions and depicts 
electron transfer between fluorophore and quencher. Finally, a radiative 
transition occurs from LUMO to HOMO-5 resulting in the fluorescence 
quenching as there is a drastic orbital shifting towards the quencher 
moiety. This phenomenon is referred to as photoinduced electron 
transfer or PET [35], which generally occurs in the excited state due to 
collision between the fluorophore and the quencher resulting in a 
gradual decay in fluorescence lifetime as observed herein. 

Additionally, the sensing mechanism has been characterized at 
higher Cr(VI) concentrations (> 20 µM). As mentioned previously at 
higher quencher concentrations, the calibration plot (S-V plot) shows an 
upward increment. This type of fluorometric relaxation generally refers 
to a synergistic effect of static and dynamic quenching. In reality, the 
presence of excess Cr(VI) ions block the fluorescence path of the fluo-
rophores and quenching occurs [27]. 

3.3.3. Detection of Cr(VI) in different conditions 
Previously, the fluorescence stability of the pure sensor membrane 

has been established. It showed an insignificant fluorescence alteration 
in a varying pH range (pH 4–9). Similarly, Cr(VI) sensing efficiency of 
the membrane has been studied. Initially, Cr(VI) solutions (500 µM) of 
different pH have been prepared and the membrane was exposed to the 
as-prepared solutions separately for measuring the fluorescence spectra. 
It is found that the fluorescence intensity centered at 467 nm drastically 
quenches upon Cr(VI) addition. Thus, the fluorometric detection effi-
cacy of the membrane is said to be unaffected even in different pH levels 
of the solvent (Fig. S7). 

The real-life applicability of the sensor and interference of other ions 
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has been evaluated by using it in four different water samples. The water 
samples were taken from distinct sources, such as laboratory tap (tap 
water), from a nearby canal connected to a local tannery (wastewater), a 
nearby pond situated inside the university campus (pond water) and 
from the water purifier placed adjacent to the laboratory (drinking 
water). The samples were passed through separate filter papers 
(0.45 µm) and then taken for TDS, pH and resistivity analyses (Table S3). 
Further, the water samples were divided into two parts, of which one 
part was spiked with chromium (500 µM). The membrane was immersed 
in each of the water samples separately and exposed to a 355 nm 
wavelength for fluorometric studies. The fluorescence data shows sig-
nificant quenching of fluorescence intensity when the Cr(VI) spiked 
samples have been used (Fig. S7). Otherwise, in pure water samples no 
fluorescence quenching has been detected. This phenomenon reveals 
that the sensor membrane is capable to detect Cr(VI) in real life water 
samples when other interfering elements are present. 

Additionally, detailed inter-day and intra-day batch studies have 
been performed by taking various water samples from different sources 
to confirm the sensing performance of the device in real world. These 
studies reveal very low relative standard deviations (0.8–3.19%) with 
promising recovery rates (87–108%) (Table S4). This not only amplifies 
the analytical aspects of the sensing probe but also reveals its applica-
bility in different water qualities. 

Reusability is another major advantage of this fluorometric probe. 
The membrane was immersed in water and thereafter Cr(VI) repetitively 
contained water to record the fluorescence intensity. It shows no 

alteration or quenching of the fluorescence even after repetitive use of 
the single membrane over a few cycles (Fig. S7). Henceforth, implying 
the reusability of the membrane in fluorometric sensing of Cr(VI) in 
aqueous media. 

3.4. Detection of ‘early stage Cr(VI) induced carcinogenic effect’ in living 
cells 

Hexavalent chromium is a genotoxic element and can cause severe 
harm in biological systems [36]. Thus, sensitive biosensors and molec-
ular probes are required to detect the presence of such a heavy metal in 
living systems. It is very important to locate the pathway of contami-
nation to detect it in an early stage. It is established that Cr(VI) uses the 
sulphur transport channel to enter a living cell [37]. After passing 
through the cell membrane, it goes directly to the proteins, such as 
glutathione and cytochrome b5 and reduces its valent state. In reality, Cr 
(VI) reduces to Cr(III) in presence of glutathione and produces Reactive 
Oxygen Species (ROS), which blocks the physicochemical activities of 
the infected cell and causes DNA damage [38]. Such activity leads to 
cancer development and could be probed if dedicated sensors are 
deployed in this contamination pathway [39]. 

It is observed that the sensor-treated cells emit bright blue fluores-
cence when exposed to UV radiation (Fig. 6). This validates the suc-
cessful adhesion of the cells over the fluorescent membrane. 
Interestingly, the fluorescent signal gets quenched completely in the 
presence of Cr(VI). This phenomenon corroborates that the Cr(VI) ions 

Fig. 5. (a) PET based fluorescence ‘turn off’ mechanism analysis using TDDFT formalism.  
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inside the cell interact with the fluorophores (c-dot) of the as-prepared 
membrane sample (PV/CD@BH) and gets quenched. This also refers 
to the migration of the fluorophores through the cell membrane. 

Herein, the molecular docking approach has been adopted to vali-
date such an interesting issue. The binding affinities between the syn-
thesized membrane (especially, the fluorophore part) and several 

proteins of the chromium contamination pathway have been determined 
(Fig. 7) to ensure the fact. Initially, an SLC26Dg transporter protein 
(PDB: 5IOF) has been used to test the binding affinity of the synthesized 
probe at the cell membrane. Similarly, to check the affinity at the 
interior of the cell, glutathione (PDB: 1PKW) has been selected [40]. 
Binding affinities between the proteins and the ligand were determined 
using molecular docking. 

In both cases, the protein-ligand docking is found to be successful 
(Table S5). The binding affinity between c-dot and SLC26Dg transporter 
protein is − 7.0 kcal/M, whereas, it is − 8.3 kcal/M for c-dot and 
glutathione. A closer look suggests that the possibility of binding Glycine 
(GLY-286, GLY-79) and Glutamic acid (GLU-241) with the c-dot is more 
favorable than any other parts of the SLC26Dg. Similarly, promising 
binding affinity is found between c-dot and Threonine (THR-68), Serine 
(SER-18), when it comes to glutathione. Hence, it is possible that the 
fluorophore (c-dot) part of the sample can bind with the entire Cr(VI) 
pathway inside the living cells and determine the chromium contami-
nation at an early stage. 

Such a dramatic fluorometric bio-sensing activity inside human cells 
is quite significant. As stated previously, this membrane is capable to 
detect the presence of Cr(VI) at an early stage in living cells and thus 
could be employed as an ‘early-stage Cr(VI) induced carcinogen 
detector’. 

4. Conclusions 

Herein, a reusable and low-cost fluorometric sensing probe, namely, 
Kavach has been developed that can detect hexavalent chromium in all 
types of water. The PVDF-HFP coating restricts the c-dot leaching from 
the boehmite’s surface. This flexible membrane has a great potential to 
sense chromium in living cells as well. Such an efficient sensor (detec-
tion limit~ 66 nM with a linear range of 0–20 µM) could be used in 
industrial wastewater monitoring systems and biomagnification studies. 
The fluorescence lifetime gets quenched upon Cr(VI) addition suggest-
ing the PET-based sensing mechanism, which has also been validated by 
employing DFT-based calculations. The thermal stability of the sensor 
with apathetic pH behavior makes this device usable in extreme weather 
conditions and harsh industrial exposures. Kavach is capable to sense 
chromium qualitatively in all water quality and does not alter its sensing 

Fig. 6. Sensing of Cr(VI) ion in HELA cells by using the sensing probe showing excellent fluorescence quenching upon Cr(VI) addition, where, (b) fluorescent cells 
turn off their fluorescence (e) upon Cr(VI) addition. (a), (d) and (c), (f) are showing bright and merged fields. 

Fig. 7. Molecular docking analyses of the sensing probe showing interactions 
between fluorophore of the probe and (a) sulphur channel protein (5IOF), (b) 
glutathione (1PKW). 
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efficacy in different ambient conditions. Additionally, various batch 
experiments have been performed on an inter-day and intra-day basis, 
showing excellent stability of the device with very promising recovery 
rates (~87–108%). The molecular docking studies show a promising 
binding affinity between the sensor and various chromium receptors 
(glutathione and SLC26Dg transporter protein) in living cells and vali-
dates the experimental biosensing mechanism of Cr(VI). This handheld 
device could be a promising alternative in wastewater plants and 
wastewater monitoring systems shortly if properly improvised. 
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1. Introduction

In ancient days, people were aware of water pollution. Shreds of evidence suggest 
that Indus Valley (2600-1700 BCE) was far advanced in wastewater management 
(Lofrano and Brown 2010). They used separate channels for drainage water, 
which was passed through tapered terra-cotta pipelines into small sumps (Feo et 
al. 2014). The sumps collected the solid wastes using the sedimentation process 
and the freshwater was further used from above. Similarly, Egyptian, Greek, and 
Roman civilizations were also equipped with their wastewater management systems 
(Angelakis and Spyridakis 2010).

Things changed when the Roman era collapsed. It is known as the sanitary 
Dark Age (476-1800) (Lofrano and Brown 2010). During this period, the culture of 
wastewater treatment and water resource management was abandoned (Yannopoulos 
et al. 2017). Lack of concern regarding hygiene and health along with rumors 
spreading and convictions probably caused this. Urbanization and the evolution of 
technology during the mid-nineteenth century bought industrial wastes into the game 
(Geels 2006). Nowadays, water pollution is occurring in numerous pathways, and 
among them industrial water pollution is causing severe harm to the environment. 
Various industries, like textile, leather, steel, chemical, fertilizer, etc., are discharging 
hazardous contaminants directly into the water through pipelines and small canals 
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(Yadav et al. 2019). Industrial contaminants, such as chromium, arsenic, lead and 
mercury, are enormously harmful to human health even at lower doses (Duruibe et 
al. 2007) and some of them, iron, nitrate and sulfate can also damage water bodies 
above a critical limit (Du et al. 2020). Long-time exposure to these contaminants 
results in various diseases, such as chronic diarrhea, various bowel syndromes 
and improper pigmentation of the skin (Fernandez-Luqueno et al. 2013), besides 
several carcinogenic diseases (Fasinu and Orisakwe 2013) like cirrhosis of the liver, 
lung cancer, skin cancer, etc., which could be minimized if the proper wastewater 
management system is employed. Recent advancements in materials science, 
especially nanotechnology, enable us with various nanostructures capable of 
determining contaminants rapidly and removing them from water in a facile manner 
(Liu et al. 2019). Thus, comprehensive and exhaustive knowledge is much needed to 
implement proper wastewater management systems on-site.

nanomaterials for wastewater treatment. Initially, this work includes a brief overview 

Detection of pollutants in wastewater is the preliminary step toward wastewater 

carbon nanotechnology. Numerous applications of bioimaging and biosensing 
using carbonaceous nanomaterials have been incorporated in this work to study the 
toxicological aspects of industrial contaminants. Adsorption-based remediation and 
modern piezo-catalysis techniques employing various carbon-based nanostructures 
and polymer-nanocomposites have been discussed here in a detailed manner, which 

2. Carbon-Based Nano Systems: A New Era in 
Nanotechnology

such as superconductors (Tang et al. 2001), electronic materials (Dai et al. 2012), 
reinforcement material in composites (Esawi and Farag 2007), drug delivery systems 
(Hosnedlova et al. 2019), biosensors and biomedical applications (Mohajeri et al. 
2019). Carbon nanomaterials exhibit a unique combination of physicochemical 
properties, such as remarkably high electrical conductivity (Chen and Dai 2013), 
mechanical strength (Hayashi et al. 2007), optical absorption and emission properties 
(Dekaliuk et al. 2014) and thermal stability (Bannov et al. 2020). These unique 

structure. The synthesis of such carbon nanostructures is quite facile and industrially 
feasible (Huczko et al. 2014).

contaminants (Molaei 2020) in aqueous media. Surprisingly, the size-dependent 

probe (Kailasa et al. 2019). This zero-dimensional carbon nanomaterial is one of the 
newest and most promising candidates in the carbon nanotechnology era.
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Figure 1. Applications of various carbon-based nanostructures in modern days showing: 
(a) CNT as a next generation advanced nanomaterial. Reproduced from Merum et al. 2017. 

applications of GQD. Reproduced from Tian et al. 2018. Copyright 2018 with permission 
from Elsevier. (c) Synthesis and numerous physicochemical applications of carbon quantum 
dots. Reproduced from Mazrad et al. 2018. Copyright 2018 with permission from Royal 

Society of Chemistry

On the other hand, 1D carbon nanotube (CNT) is an excellent electronic material 
having a great contribution to piezoelectric nanogenerators and electrodes (Vilatela 
and Marcilla 2015). High electrical conductivity and electrical stability make this 
material desirable for the electrode (Liu et al. 2012) and capacitor applications. 
A few studies have been initiated with CNT and CNT polymer nanocomposites, 

addition. The 2D graphene is quite popular in adsorption-based wastewater treatment 
due to its high adsorption capacities (Yap et al. 2018). Graphene is a lightweight and 
hard nanomaterial having a high surface area (Jiang and Fan 2014). It has uniform 
porosity, a large aspect ratio and hollow pores, making it a promising adsorbent for 
wastewater treatment applications.
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Recently, researchers are working on the waste-based synthesis of carbon 
nanomaterials. Thus, various biomaterials and waste products have been used 
extensively to synthesize functionalized carbon nanostructures (Deng et al. 2016). In 
reality, the use of such natural materials and waste products not only minimizes the 
production cost but also sustainably decreases environmental pollution.

3. Water Quality Assessment with Carbon-Based 
Nanosystems

3.1 Limitations of Conventional Systems and Rise of 
Fluorometric Probes

Water quality assessment is generally based on chemical, physical and bacteriological 
parameters. Escalating technological demand liberates enormous amounts of metals, 
ions and complexes into the water causing physical and chemical damage to the water 
quality. Hence, water quality assessment, i.e. detection of such foreign elements is 
necessary to combat industrial water pollution.

Several techniques have been employed, such as atomic absorption spectroscopy, 
cyclic voltammetric method, potentiometry, light scattering method and liquid 
chromatography for water quality assessment (Conti et al. 2002, Ammann 2002). 
But these conventional methods have their limitations. In reality, these methods 

gaining importance for their fast and accurate response (Bandi et al. 2020). 

compound that can re-emit light upon light excitation (Bachmann et al. 2006). 

way more sensitive (Wang et al. 2018) than other conventional sensors, including 

reference beam, which makes this technique selective and sensitive.

3.2. Carbonaceous Nanomaterials as Fluorometric Probes: 
Theory and Pathways

Carbon nanostructures are a class of novel nanomaterials that are widely used in 

bioimaging agents (Pirsaheb et al. 2019). Predominantly, carbon dot and graphene 

nanosystems. The emission peak position of these quantum dots is related to their 
excitation wavelength (Zhu et al. 2015), which may result from the wide distribution 

CD and GQD shows that the incorporation of nitrogen and sulfur creates C=N 
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and C=S moieties, respectively (Ouyang et al. 2019), which results in surface 
functionalization of these nanodots. 

undoped quantum dots. Surprisingly, CNT show promising near-infrared (NIR) 

including glucose, H2O2, ATP and NO (Kruss et al. 2013).
Carbonaceous nanomaterials undergo numerous pathways that are involved in 

Photoinduced Electron Transfer (PET) and Förster Resonance Energy Transfer 
(FRET) routes are quite popular.

this case), such as ions, molecules, complexes with a relatively higher concentration 

of the targeted quencher in the sample (Zheng et al. 2013). 

Figure 2.
technique. Reproduced from Broussard and Green 2017. Copyright 2017 with permission 
from Elsevier. (b) DFT based determination of PET based sensing with CDs. Reproduced 
from Bardhan et al. 2020. Copyright 2020 with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Ding et al. 2018. Copyright 2018 with permission from Elsevier.
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IFE is a steady-state phenomenon that usually occurs in the ground state. Studies 
suggest that carbon dot undergoes IFE in various cases to detect silver nanoparticles 
in cosmetics, biomarkers like alkaline phosphatase, hexavalent chromium and 
ascorbic acid in wastewater (Zheng et al. 2013). IFE can happen in other carbon 
nanostructures, like CNT and graphene quantum dot (GQD). Zhao et al. (2010) 
reported the behavior of Bovine Serum Albumin adsorbed onto CNT through IFE. 

In PET, donors are nearby (<10 nm) with acceptors get excited when photons are 
irradiated (Roy et al. 2019). This donor-acceptor pair in an excited state collides 
with each other and electrons get transported to the acceptor moiety, causing a rapid 

electron transfer. Fluorescence lifetimes get changed in this phenomenon as the 
PET occurs in the excited state. Lan et al. in their 2015 paper proposed a carbon 
dot-based turn-on sensor (sensitivity 84 nM) for hydrogen peroxide following the 
PET mechanism. In this case, the carbon dot acts as an electron acceptor. A similar 
phenomenon has been reported by Pan et al. showing detection of mercury ions 
using PET-based technique. Carbon nanotube undergoes PET as well (Baskaran et 

transfer as reported by Ballesteros et al. in their 2007 paper. 

FRET is the radiationless energy transmission from the donor molecule to the acceptor 

and the acceptor is the molecule to which the energy is subsequently transferred. 
In order to achieve a decent FRET system, the distance between the donor and the 

transfer is inversely proportional to the sixth power of the distance between donor 
and acceptor, which makes FRET extremely sensitive to a little alteration in distance 
(Dennis and Bao 2008). Currently, FRET-based sensing probes are quite popular due 
to their sensitivity. Bu et al. developed a carbon dot-gold nanoparticle FRET system 
for polybrominated biphenyl detection with a sensitivity of 0.039 µg/ml. FRET-
based ammonia sensor with carbon dot as a sensing probe (Ganiga and Cyriac 2016) 
has also been reported recently showing a 3 ppm detection limit.

3.3 Carbonaceous Fluorometric Probes for Detection of 
Contaminants in Wastewater

Industrial wastewater largely contains heavy metal ions and metal complexes. 
Thus, detection of industrial heavy metals is necessary to assess the water quality. 
Fluorescent carbon-based nanosystems have been widely used in the past few years 
to detect heavy metal ions in wastewater.
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In their recent paper, Bardhan et al. showed nitrogenous CD doped in natural 
microcline nanoparticles can detect Cr(VI) and Fe(III) simultaneously. The detection 
limit, in this case, is very low. Besides, Ma et al. reported a novel CD nanocomposite 

CD has also been proposed by Kalaiyarasan et al. for copper ion detection with a 
detection limit of 3.8 nM. Low dimensionality causes a higher probability of these 

by employing the in-situ growth technique of CD in other nanostructures. Roy et al. 
proposed this unique technique and detected Cr(VI) in real-life wastewater using 
CD-doped boehmite nanoparticles. The detection limit was found to be 58 nM in this 
case. Other heavy metal ions, such as mercury, arsenic, selenium, zinc and lead, have 
also been detected using CD in quite a similar manner (Devi et al. 2019), making it a 

heavy metal ions, like As(V) and Hg(II) using the FRET mechanism (Chini et al. 
2019) when attached to carbon dots with very low detection limits. Nitrogen-doped 
GQD was used to sense Fe(III) ions with a detection limit of 90 nM (Ju and Chen 

for Ag(I) ions in water (Bian et al. 2017). Shtepliuk et al. developed a theoretical 
strategy to detect Cd, Hg and Pb in water using GQD-based nanoprobe. They used 
density functional methods (DFT) to understand the sensing capability of this  
novel probe.

Recently, emphasis has been given to optically active carbonaceous polymers and 

Primarily, Hg(II), Ni(II), Cu(II), Al(III) and Fe(III) ions have been detected (Ramdzan 

(PCL), polyaniline (PANI), poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and ethyl cellulose (EC), 

(Terra et al. 2017) for this purpose. In several reports, it has been shown that multiple 

2019, Bandi 2020). Wang et al. detected Cr(III) and Cu(II) simultaneously using 

rhodamine derivatives for simultaneous detection of Fe(III), Cr(III) and Hg(II). 
These polymeric sensing probes are way more stable and reusable than aqueous 
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4. Toxicity Assessment of Industrial Wastewater 
Using Carbon-Based Nanostructures

theranostics study (Molaei 2019). Both in-vitro and in-vivo applications of such 
nanomaterials are widely explored (Molaei 2018) to seek new avenues for advanced 
bio-sensing and bio-monitoring of industrial wastewater. Although most of the 
toxicologic studies involve short-term indicators of toxicity or alteration of cellular 
functions or interfere with metabolic pathways, carbon nanostructures have reported 

exposure assays or various pathologic reactions for in-vivo experiments without 

safety and health care, hence there is a huge demand for detecting pollutants at the 

or sulfur-doped CDs and GQDs, make them potential candidates for bio-sensors and 
bio-imaging agents.

Moreover, these quantum dots can be conjugated with various small molecules, 
antibodies and nanoparticles to detect cancer cells, conduct targeted sensing and can 
be used as biomarkers (Simpson et al. 2018). They can even be useful in detecting 
the presence of various molecules or heavy metals (Deshmukh et al. 2018), such as 
Hg(II), Pb(II), Cu(II), Fe(III), Cr(VI) within live cells, thus possessing a great role in 

remarkable photostability and high resistance toward metabolic degradation, making 
them preferable for in-vivo/in-vitro bioimaging applications with relatively lower 
chances of cytotoxicity as compared to other quantum dots (CdSe, CdTe) (Li et 

nanostructure-based colorimetric biosensors have exhibited promising potential 
toward targeted detection at very low concentrations compared to conventional 
colorimetric biosensors developed from silver or gold nanoparticle or metallic QDs 
(Sabela et al. 2017).

Bhunia et al. 2013 chemically designed functionalized carbon nanoparticle-
based nanoprobes with tunable emission paving the path for the advancement of 
carbon nanostructure-based bioimaging probes. Recent researches to explore new 
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Figure 3. Bioimaging studies using carbon based nano systems showing: (a) 
N-isopropylacrylamide passivated carbon dots for multicolor in-vitro bioimaging applications. 
Reproduced from Kim et al. 2018. Copyright 2018 with permission from Elsevier. (b) Aspirin 
based CDs for in-vivo

permission from American Chemical Society

In the quest for fabricating next-generation probes for in-vivo

After the success, further similar investigations were performed by coupling carbon 
nanomaterials with other active molecules for various in-vivo applications, such as 
cancer diagnostics (Luo et al. 2013) which can validate the in-vitro assessments on 
cancer cells. 

Hence, there are future endeavors of development of more advanced carbon 
nanostructure-based biosensors and modifying the bio-imaging techniques to detect 

models to combat environmental pollution and maintain health safety along with the 

industrial water pollution.

5. Remediation of Industrial Wastewater Using 
Carbon-Based Nanostructures

Removal of toxic pollutants and heavy metals, both from the wastewater and living 

the environment. Various techniques for pollutant removal, such as adsorption, ion 
exchange, reverse osmosis, coagulation, electrochemical and solvent extraction, 

electrical techniques require high energy consumption (Fiyadh et al. 2019).

5.1 Adsorption-Based Removal of Heavy Metals Using 
Carbonaceous Nanomaterials
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(Wingenfelder et al. 2005) and is now practiced extensively because of its simplicity, 
ease of use, convenience, low energy consumption, scope for regeneration and high 

nanomaterials undergo both adsorption processes, which makes them promising 
adsorbents for heavy metal removal from wastewater. Although various organic and 
inorganic adsorbents and bio-adsorbents are still used, carbon-based nanomaterials 
are now gaining popularity due to their surface properties, high stability and 
inertness and in many cases due to their porous structure (Khezami and Capart 
2005). Moreover, the incorporation of various functional groups on their surface or 
tailoring their physical and chemical properties enhanced their sorption capacities 
(Yoon et al. 2007). The adsorptive capacity of these carbon-based nanomaterials was 
evaluated using isotherm models like pseudo-second-order rate equation, Langmuir, 

CNTs have emerged as a potential next-generation adsorbent because of their 
remarkable structural, physical and chemical properties and very high adsorption 
capacity which attributes to the presence defects, functional groups, outside surfaces, 
grooves and interstitial regions between nanotube bundles (Thostenson et al. 2001). 
Although they are highly stable, they are not a good adsorbent themselves, hence 

functional groups like –NH2 or –SH, increasing the number of pre-existing groups 

selectivity and excellent adsorbing capacity of heavy metals. Various reports proved 

like As3+, Hg2+, Cd2+, Cr6+, Pb2+, Ni2+ in an aqueous medium (Fiyadh et al. 2019, 
Abbas et al. 2016). The metal ions interact with the CNT surface and are adsorbed 
via various mechanisms, mainly by physical adsorption, sorption-precipitation, 
electrostatic attraction lowering the metal ion concentration from an aqueous 

metal ions depend on various factors, like pH, temperature, surface area and charge, 

2+ < Cu2+ 

< Zn2+ < Ni2+ < Pb2+ 2+ < Zn2+ <Co2+ 

< Pb2+ < Cu2+. In most of these cases, the adsorption model follows the Langmuir 
equation, which applies to adsorption on homogeneous surfaces, while in some 
cases it follows Freundlich equations, which mainly represent adsorption on the 
heterogeneous surface (Abbas et al. 2016). CNTs are also reported to successfully 
remove organic pollutants such as dyes from wastewater due to their tendency to 

Waals forces (Gupta and Saleh 2013).

Graphene and graphene-based nanostructure are used for the past few years as an 
economical adsorbent for wastewater treatment because of the desirable surface 
properties and functional sites (Tabish et al. 2018), which can be further enhanced by 
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the oxidation method. The negative charge on graphene or graphene oxide surface 
facilitates the electrostatic attraction of heavy metal ions. Moreover, the presence of 
functional groups like –COOH or –OH attributes to ion exchange or surface complex 

be improved by functionalization, adsorbent thickness maintenance and desired 
ambient conditions, which also increases the adsorption capacity, thus facilitating 

2+ 2+ < 
Zn2+ 2+ 2+ < Cu2+ < Pb2+, which can be correlated with their electronegativity 
and standard reduction potential (Peng et al. 2017). In the case of anionic pollutants 

Bahena et al. (2002), under low pH ligand exchange reactions can take place as the 
anions can displace –OH groups from graphene surface. 

Scientists are now giving more emphasis on carbon nanostructure-doped polymer 

regeneration, mechanical stability and durability, adjustable surface functional groups, 
benign nature and the polymeric matrix provides greater surface area for adsorption 

heavy metal removal is their high sorption ability (Wu et al. 2011) and reduction 
of the potential risk of release of pollutants back to the environment after they 

improved regeneration capacity and multiple-use facilities to curb wastage have 
become a new challenge for scientists. Presently, the removal of heavy metals from 
living cells using carbon-based nanostructures is gaining popularity, mainly due to 
its biocompatibility.

5.2 Piezo-Catalytic Removal of Contaminants from 
Aqueous Media

Removal of organic pollutants from wastewater is of utmost importance. Various 
strategies like photocatalysis and membrane separation have been widely introduced 

Figure 4. A brief comparison between conventional adsorbents and futuristic nano-adsorbents 

2018 with permission from Elsevier.
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to combat this. But lack of selectivity, high cost in membrane separation and rapid 

based photocatalysis and membrane separation.
Piezo-catalysis is a relatively new concept of eliminating these drawbacks 

demonstrating unique catalytic properties as a result of the creation of the built-in 

force to move the photoinduced charge carriers enabling their separation (Liang et 
al. 2019).

The era of piezocatalysis has begun with piezoelectric crystals, like BaTiO3, 
PbTiO3 and NaNbO3 (Wang et al. 2019). Later, Lin et al. (2014) incorporated 
zirconium into the lead titanate crystals and achieved better piezocatalytic activity. 
Similarly, Sharma et al. (2020) co-doped cerium and calcium into standard barium 
titanate crystals to clean dye/pharmaceutical wastewater. ZnO/Al2O3 nanosheet-
based ultrasonic catalyst was prepared by Nie et al. very recently, which is capable 
of removing methyl orange dye from an aqueous medium.

report the enhancement of piezocatalytic activity when carbon nanomaterials were 
added to piezo-electric materials. Chen et al. in their recent paper reported novel 
barium titanate/carbon hybrid nanocomposites for piezocatalytic degradation of dye 
in wastewater (Chen et al. 2020). In this work, the authors achieved the best results 
for 2% carbon-doped barium titanate crystal, which rapidly eliminates around 75.5% 
of rhodamine-B dye under ultrasonic vibration in wastewater. This enhancement can 

separation of the piezoelectrically induced charges in this case. Thus, the application 
of carbonaceous nanostructures in piezocatalytic removal of pollutants is still a 
futuristic domain, which could be a game-changer in the next few years.

Figure 5. The working mechanism of BaTiO3/carbon piezocatalytic nanocomposite showing 
charge separation process under vibration. Reproduced from Chen et al. 2020. Copyright 2020 

with permission from Elsevier.
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6. Prospective and Summary - Conclusions 
and Outlook

In this review, the importance of wastewater treatment has been discussed in 
great depth with various solution strategies. Initially, the role of materials science, 
especially, carbon-nanotechnology in wastewater treatment is discussed and two 
distinct (sensing of industrial contaminants and their removal) branches of wastewater 
remediation have been elaborated. The development of carbon nanotechnology 
enables us with numerous quantum dots (CD and GQD) and carbon nanostructures 

properties to detect and remove industrial contaminants from wastewater. In reality, 

potential applicability of toxicological analysis has been depicted, which could be 
the next-generation sensor technology for wastewater treatment plants.

Apart from that, plausible remediation strategies involving classical adsorption-
based contaminant removal and novel piezocatalytic removal have also been 
discussed in a detailed manner. Carbon nanomaterials with high aspect ratios 
have already emerged as promising adsorbent materials, but carbon nanomaterials 
mediated piezocatalysis is a relatively new approach, which could be thoroughly 
studied in near future.

In summary, carbon nanostructures have emerged as next-generation wastewater 
monitoring and remediation materials for combating environmental pollution and 
wastewater-related health hazards.
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